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ABSTRACT 
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TITLE: NEW AND OLD IN MATTHEW 11-13: NORMATIVITY IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
THREE THEOLOGICAL THEMES 
PHD THESIS SUBNIITTED TO THE UNNERSITY OF DURHAM, DECEMBER 1998 
On the background of a) the gospel of Matthew's concern for the preservation of the 
Jesus tradition, as well as the centrality of scriptural tradition and its world view for the 
gospel's theology, and b) The gospel's freedom in relation to these sources in the 
transmission of the sayings of Jesus and the narratives describing events in his life, as 
well as the translation and employment of scriptural citations, the thesis examines how 
these traditions can be said to be authoritative for the first evangelist. Following a review 
of earlier research concerning Matthew's use of sources, the gospel is defined as 
theological discourse. In this theological discourse the reception and transmission of 
Scripture and synoptic source material involves the interpretation and actualisation of 
both strands of tradition. The study analyses the authoritative and normative function of 
these respective traditions in the theological reflections of the gospel. Matthew 11-13 
serves as a representative unit of material in the gospel where all strands of tradition are 
present. Three theological themes are identified as central. Two Christological themes 
are dominant: Jesus is a) present as the coming one, in whom the kingdom of heaven is 
brought near, and b) as the one who is `greater than' previous figures and places of 
revelation. The third central theme of the chapters depicts the callousness of Israel 
regarding Jesus as the coming one. The themes are largely adapted from the Jesus 
tradition as it was available to the evangelist in the written form of Q and Mark. Their 
interpretation is shown to be grounded in the tradition of Scripture. The study finds that 
Jesus tradition and Scripture function authoritatively in the gospel in similar ways and are 
interpreted in light of each other. The conclusion summarises the findings and places 
them in dialogue with recent studies. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Matthew 11-13 is composed of material from a variety of different sources and 
consists of a diversity of forms. Yet, the three chapters constitute an important unit in the 
gospel as a whole, addressing three issues which are central in the development of the 
Jesus story as it is presented in Matthew. In these chapters two Christological themes are 
dominant: first, Jesus is presented as the coming one, in whom the Kingdom of heaven is 
brought near, and second, he is presented as the one who is `greater than' previous 
figures and places of revelation. The third central theme of the chapters depicts the 
callousness of Israel faced with Jesus as the coming one. The themes are largely adapted 
from the Jesus traditions as they were available to the evangelist in the written form of Q, 
Mark and diverse material commonly referred to as M. 1 The Christological themes as 
they are developed in the three chapters, as well as the theological reflection around the 
rejection of Jesus by the people, is, however, grounded in the tradition of Scripture. 2 
Matthew's3 redactional efforts expand and strengthen the scriptural links through the 
addition of citations and allusions to Scripture. This redactional activity illustrates the 
evangelist's work as a creative adaptation of the sources. Nevertheless, through the 
composition of the material Matthew does not simply create a new story, but preserves 
'The so-called two-source hypothesis is here presupposed as the most comprehensive solution to the 
question of the relationship between the synoptic Gospels, the arguments of e. g. W. D. Davies and D. C. 
Allison, The Gospel According to Saint Matthew, ICC (1988-1997), vol. 1,97-127 and U. Luz, Das 
Evangelium nach Matthäus, EKK 1 (1989-1990), vol. 1,28-31 having been found convincing. The two 
sources which have given the hypothesis its name refer to the two written sources behind Matthew and 
Luke. The special Matthean material, commonly referred to as M could be derived from a variety of both 
oral and written sources. To a certain extent therefore, the name 'two- source hypothesis' is misleading, 
as it is here assumed that Matthew draws on at least three sources of Jesus tradition, in addition to 
Scripture. An evaluation of alternative hypotheses can for reasons of space not be included here. 
Nevertheless, in examinations of texts where so called 'minor-agreements' pose the question of synoptic 
relations, the relevant issues will be discussed in notes to the body of the text. 
2 Throughout this thesis, what is known as the Old Testament in Christian tradition is referred to as 
Scripture or the Bible (the tradition referred to as scriptural or biblical), when defining its influence on 
the gospel of Matthew. Although the question of the authoritative standing of the Jesus tradition in 
comparison with Scripture is at stake, there is little doubt that the church at the time of Matthew's 
composition had not yet established or defined a canon of a 'new' testament. Although icatvä uai 
naXatä in Mt 13: 52 may be considered a beginning of such a tradition, the notion of a new tradition 
replacing or superseding Scripture as Scripture, is, as the study will show, not present in the gospel of 
Matthew. The recent, ecumenically sensitive Christian notions of 'the first testament' (later 
supplemented by the `second testament') or Hebrew Scripture are likewise not useful in the present 
study. The latter, because the designation `Hebrew' referring to something of Jewish descent or tradition, 
may easily in the present context be confused with `Hebrew' as referring to the language. This may be 
misleading, as Matthew's usage of the Septuagint is easier to establish than the influence of Scripture in 
its Hebrew form. 
3 For the sake of convenience, following tradition, I have chosen to refer to the redactor of the first 
gospel as 'Matthew'. The name and identity of the historical person(s) remains an open question. 
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and interprets the traditions in question. Despite the creativity Matthew diplays, it is the 
preservation of material which is dominant in the gospel as such. 
The development of theological themes based on Scripture as well as the 
preservation of synoptic material indicate a certain normativity or authority of the 
different traditions to the evangelist. It is this issue: the comparative normativity of 
Matthew's sources as it is evident in the preservation and interpretation of tradition in 
the creation of the gospel narrative, which is the interest of the present thesis. The 
question will be examined on the basis of the development of the three theological 
themes in chapters 11-13. 
Because of its interweaving of scriptural themes and citations into the Jesus- 
story, the gospel of Matthew has been used as an example or prototype of a biblical 
theology. 4 Although the extent of the canon at the time of the composition of the gospel 
of Matthew is debated, ' there is little doubt that Matthew's references to "the law and 
the prophets" in various ways throughout the gospel show a reverence for this literature 
in its authoritative function as Scripture. Yet, the content of the gospel is Christological, 
and in the exposition of it, Matthew not only preserves Jesus tradition, but through 
preservation grants it some kind of authority or normativity, in form as well as theology. 
Hence, when Matthew in 13: 52 speaks of "the scribe trained for the Kingdom of God, " 
who brings forth both new and old things from his storehouse, it is the combination of 
Scripture and Jesus tradition in the gospel which is referred to. 
In Christian exegetical tradition the question of Matthean use of scriptural 
tradition has been addressed from a variety of perspectives. The reading of Scripture in 
light of the Christ event has been pointed out, as well as the influence of Jewish tradition 
on the Matthean narrative. Likewise Matthew's creative use of sources, also in 
comparison with Jewish exegetical and narrative tradition, has been studied and 
commented on. Scholars have defended both the continuity and the discontinuity of 
Matthew's Jesus with Jewish scriptural tradition. The issue is normally combined with 
the question concerning the identity of the group in which the gospel came into being, 
and whether it remained inside, or had parted with, Judaism. Hence, because the 
community would be committed to the revelation of God in Christ, and because Jesus 
therefore was the authoritative interpreter of tradition, Jesus as the fulfilment of 
Scripture is thought either to surpass Scripture (i. e. Scripture can only be Scripture as 
read through faith in Christ), or to stand in continuity with, and uphold, Scripture. 
Considering the literary nature of the gospel and its sources, however, it would seem 
4 Cf. e. g. H. Frankemölle, "Das Matthäusevangelium als heilige Schrift und die heilige Schrift des 
früheren Bundes" (1993); U. Luz, "Das Matthäusevangelium und die Perspektive einer biblischen 
Theologie" (1989); Mogens Müller, "Salvation-History in the Gospel of Matthew: an Example of 
Biblical Theology" (1994). 
I Several factors are unclear, e. g. the role, influence and extent of Jamnia, the relation between the 
canons of the LXX and BH, the time of the closing of a Greek canon, as well as the place and date of the 
composition of Matthew. 
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appropriate to transfer the question hitherto asked of the Matthean Jesus (or Christ) to 
the level of Matthew's written sources. In other words, the observation that Matthew 
stands in dialogue with Jewish scriptural tradition on the one hand, and that, on the other 
hand, he "feels committed tos6 the synoptic source material, would lead to the seemingly 
beneficial and necessary question to examine the comparative use, authority and 
normativity of these sources over against each other. 
Traditionally the relation of Scripture to the Matthean narrative has been one of 
theological significance, whereas the relation of Mark and Q to Matthew has been one of 
source-critical importance. Matthew's use of Scripture and of synoptic tradition is 
normally understood to be two separate issues. In chapter 2 of this thesis, previous 
studies on Matthew's use of sources will be reviewed. Here, in order to point to the 
relevance of the present study, attention will be drawn to the work of Hubert 
Frankemölle. 
H. Frankemölle, in an essay published in 1993, ' is the first to draw explicit 
source-critical conclusions from the insight of scholarship that Matthew's gospel is 
influenced by Scripture in a variety of ways! He holds that in the composition process of 
the gospel of Matthew, Jesus tradition is for the first time consciously composed as 
Scripture. Frankemölle argues from a form critical perspective as well as a thematic and 
theological perspective that Matthew in the writing and composition of the gospel sees 
the Jesus movement as fundamentally grounded in the Jewish tradition. Scripture is a 
source for Matthew, providing the evangelist with literary form, world view, and 
theology around which the gospel is formed. Placing Jesus tradition in continuity with 
the literature, thought and theology of Scripture, the evangelist lifts the Jesus tradition to 
a scriptural level. From a source-critical perspective Frankemölle therefore pleads for the 
use of a "three source" hypothesis, arguing that Matthew adapts material from three 
written sources; the Scriptures, Mark and Q. 
Frankemölle believes that the first recipients of the gospel would only be familiar 
with the first of these sources. 9 The insight of scholars that the gospel of Matthew is not 
only in its theological outlook, but also in its form, uniquely dependent on scriptural 
tradition, must lead to a paradigm shift in exegesis, he argues, away from a purely 
6 Cf. U. Luz, "Fiktivität und Traditionstreue im Matthäusevangelium im Lichte griechischer Literatur" 
(1993), 154,174: Matthew `weiß sich (eine Gemeinschaft tragende Tradition) verpflichtet. ' 
7 Frankemölle, "Matthäusevangelium", 297. 
BBefore him, 0. L. Cope, Matthew A Scribe Trained for the Kingdom of Heaven (1976), 7 called 
Scripture `a much more sure source' for the gospel of Matthew than Mark or Q. Cope, however, referred 
only to the scriptural quotations, and not the whole "existential horizon" of the evangelist in the way 
Frankemölle does. 
9 Frankemölle would here find support from W. Schmithals, "Die Bedeutung der Evangelien in der 
Theologiegeschichte bis zur Kannbildung" (1992), 138: Der 
jeweils spätere Evangelist entnimmt also 
seine Quellen nicht der Lehrtradition ... seiner eigene Gemeinde ..., sondern dem `Archiv', oder er lernt 
sie ... auswärts 
kennen. Er führt die Evangelienüberlieferung in seine Gemeinde jeweils allererst ein. " 
(Cf. also 145. ) 
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Christological reading and understanding of the Christian texts, towards an appreciation 
of Jewish Scripture as Scripture, in its literary, form and tradition-historical aspects. That 
is, Scripture is not simply to be understood as a theological and conceptual source book 
of the first gospel, but as literature which defines the whole existence and reflection of 
the Evangelist and his community. Frankemölle describes the context from which the 
gospel arose as "reformist Judaism" and Matthew as a Jewish reform theologian. 10 The 
continuity of the first gospel with Scripture is of such a nature, he argues, that the "self 
understanding" of the gospel is that of being Scripture. Frankemölle further holds that 
scholars have not sufficiently taken this fact into account. Matthew as a gospel is simply 
an actualisation of Scripture for the time of the evangelist and is therefore also Scripture 
in itself. 
Frankemölle's essay is provocative, partly because of his statements concerning 
Matthew's self understanding as one of creating Scripture, partly because of his 
insistence that Scripture is more than simply a religious or theological text, and must be 
understood in its function toward action and religious life so that it is always text-in- 
situation. If he is right in his assumption regarding Matthew's self-understanding and in 
assuming that the Matthean community was unfamiliar with written gospel tradition, the 
relation between scriptural tradition and the gospel of Matthew is one of integrated unity. 
Jewish Scripture on the one hand remains normative as the point of reference, yet on the 
other hand is flexible and open towards the future and is re-created and renewed in the 
face of new revelatory history, in this case, the gospel of Matthew. 
Frankemölle's exposition remains focused on the level of the Matthean church 
and its Christ faith in continuation and affirmation of Scripture. The Jesus tradition in 
itself has no normative status in the Matthean community before the writing of the gospel 
itself. It would seem, however, that by placing Scripture in a source-critical relation to 
the gospel of Matthew, along with the written synoptic tradition, Frankemölle also makes 
an implicit statement concerning the normativity of that tradition in light of and in 
relation to Scripture. Matthew's creative yet conservative editing of the tradition gives 
an indication of its value as source material and gives it a certain authoritative standing. 
On the assumption therefore, that chapters 11-13 as a unit is representative of 
Matthew's use of sources where Scripture and the Jesus tradition together are used to 
develop central theological and Christological themes, this study seeks to analyse 
Matthew's use of written sources in order to establish how they function normatively and 
authoritatively in the creation of the narrative. The study proceeds as follows: 
Chapter 2 will review the state of research on Matthew's use of Scripture and the Jesus 
tradition. 
1°Frankemölle, "Matthäusevangelium", 309. Apparently he has reformed his own previous 
understanding of Matthew as a gospel which grew out of a gentile Christian context, yet still with its 
identity dependent on the continuity between YHWH of Scripture and God the father of Jesus Christ. Cf. 
H. Frankemölle, Jahwe-Bund und Kirche Christi (1974), 200. 
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Chapter 3 will discuss the nature of the gospel as theological reflection and the notion of 
normativity and authority in the theological narrative of the gospel. Further the limitation 
of the study to chapters 11-13 will be explained. 
In chapters 4-6 the exegesis of relevant passages will substantiate the claims concerning 
thematic unity of 11-13 made in chapter 3; while, more importantly, the analysis of the 
use and normative function of tradition in development of the theological themes will 
show that Matthew's redactional adaptation of the Jesus material employs the same 
exegetical methods as his use of Scripture. It can also be shown that in Matthew the 
Jesus tradition shares the same function as that of Scripture and may thus be said to be 
authoritative tradition for Matthew. Scripture in its paradigmatic nature remains however 
the framework for Matthean Christology and Messianic exegesis. 
A final conclusion will summarise the findings and place them in the perspective of 
biblical theology. 
12 
CHAPTER 2 
MATTHEW'S USE OF SOURCES 
The subject of the present thesis is the normative function of written tradition in 
the composition and creation of the narrative in Matthew 11-13. Before the texts are 
analysed, Matthew's use of sources, as it has been recognised in previous scholarship, 
must be reviewed. Further an understanding of the position of Scripture and Jesus 
tradition in the gospel of Matthew must be gained from past studies. With regard to both 
these aspects, scholars have pointed to the relation between Matthew's gospel and 
Jewish hermeneutical methods and literary techniques. Hence, it is also meaningful to 
review shortly the most imortant of these as they relate to the present thesis. 
Following Frankemölle's notion, one can say that Matthew's gospel is a creative 
composition of material from three different written sources, two of which may be 
classified as Jesus tradition (Mark and Q) and Scripture. While Scripture and Mark is 
available to all in written form, Q as a hypothetical source may only be reconstructed on 
the basis of a synoptic comparison. It has already been noted, that in addition to these, 
Matthew may presumably have used other oral and possibly pre-written material which 
can be classified as Jesus tradition, and which is commonly referred to as M. ' In chapters 
11-13, it is specifically the parables particular to Matthew which have often been thought 
to come from a pre-written source of parables. 2 
In past research, the question of Matthew's use of Scripture and the question of 
the relation of Matthew to the synoptic sources have often been two different areas of 
study. Matthew's use and interpretation of Scripture has been considered in relation to 
the identity of the evangelist, and the question of continuity/discontinuity between 
Matthean Christianity and Judaism. Naturally, the question of the textual form of the 
quotations plays a role here. Matthew's use of the Jesus material has been relevant for 
redaction and composition critics for the most part and has been used to define 
Matthew's theological positions within the framework of Christian theology in the first 
century. 3 The redaction and composition critical insights will prove relevant for the 
analysis of Matthew's understanding of the Jesus tradition in this thesis. Hence the 
exegetical analysis of Mt 11-13 will make use of redaction and composition analytical 
findings. 
1 Hence, M is a common designation for material which was probably derived from a plurality of 
sources. Cf. Davies and Allison, Saint Matthew, vol. 1,125; Luz, Evangelium, vol. 1,31. 
'Cf. e. g. Davies and Allison, Saint Matthew, vol. 1,125; B. Gerhardsson, "The Seven Parables in 
Matthew XIII" (1972/73), 16-37. Differently Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2,295-296, assigns all parables 
particular to Matthew either to redaction or to a oral source. 
3 Also here a few exceptions can be found. Graham Stanton, "Matthew as a Creative Interpreter of the 
Sayings of Jesus", in A Gospel for a New People (1992) 326-345, for example, points to the exegetical 
work of the evangelist in the expansions and interpretation of Jesus tradition. 
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Because of the areas of study involved, the review of past research is divided into 
Four parts. First, because they will be referred to in the subsequent chapters, a general 
overview of relevant Jewish exegetical practices and literary methods will be presented. 
The state of research relevant to Matthew's use of Scripture is reviewed second. Third, 
Matthew's use of Jesus tradition is presented. Finally, an evaluation of the state of 
research and suggestions for a way forward are then considered. The chapter, therefore, 
serves as a background for and introduction to the reflections on procedure in chapter 3. 
2.1. TRADITION AND INTERPRETATION IN JEWISH SOURCES 
It is a pre-understanding in ancient Jewish literature, witnessed to already in the 
formation of Jewish Scripture itself, that the comprehension of tradition depends on its 
interpretation. 4 The task of interpretation is integral both to the character of Scripture as 
proclamation, and also to its capacity of being received and preserved tradition. This 
relation between revelation and interpretation is continued in ancient, non-scriptural, 
Jewish writings. The interpretation of Scripture in itself constituted a "revelation of new 
meaning", which also means that Scripture is renewed and actualised through its 
authoritative interpretation. 5 It is through this interpretation that Scripture is kept alive. 
In Matthew's gospel, the task of interpretation as revelation of new meaning involves 
both Scripture and Jesus tradition. The way in which Matthew treats these different 
traditions shows affinities with practices of interpretation in ancient Judaism. 
Although the short review of these within the limited space available in the 
present thesis in no way can do justice to the many nuances and strands of tradition 
present in ancient Judaism, it is nevertheless necessary background for the understanding 
of the use of sources in Matthew's gospel. The review will briefly look at the 
interpretation of normative tradition within Scripture itself, in the apocrypha and 
pseudepigrapha, in translations of Scripture, and in Qumran literature. Finally, some 
comments will be made with regard to the use of the term midrash. 
It will become clear from this short review that there are two basic types of 
interpretation which takes place. First, there is the interpretation which involves a 
rewriting of Scripture or tradition, or which draws on scriptural images and concepts in 
the creation of independent narratives. In these, formal citations of, but also allusions and 
references to, previous tradition occur. Second, there is the type of authoritative 
interpretation of Scripture which is concerned with the content of the Biblical text, which 
also influences the structure of the interpreting text. Here, in most cases, the explicit 
citation of Scripture precedes or follows the interpretation. Still, the translations, where 
the boundaries between text and its interpretation is blurred, belong to this group of 
4 See for example Georg Fohrer, "Tradition und Interpretation im Alten Testament, " (1961) 5-7,12-19. 
S Michael Fishbane, "Inner Biblical Exegesis: Types and Strategies of Interpretation in Ancient Israel, " 
(1986), 20. 
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material. Matthew's use of sources has been related to both of these types of 
interpretation. 
2.1.1. Inner-biblical Exegesis 
Jewish biblical literature is in its nature the interpretation of tradition or of 
history. The concern of the different traditions is related to three important aspects of 
Jewish national self-understanding: Israel as an elected people, God as the God of the 
covenant, and the Torah. These practical and constitutive aspects of tradition are 
important also for Matthew, as well as the use of tradition in critique of the religious elite 
at the time of Matthew. The subsequent analysis of this chapter will show that Matthew's 
use of Scripture and Jesus tradition resembles both prophetic and narrative 
interpretations of Scripture. 
The Pentateuch and the Narrative Tradition 
Although the term "historiography" for the historian may not be adequate for the 
historical narratives of Jewish Scripture, " it is used in this sense here, with regard to the 
Pentateuch, the books of the former prophets, 1-2 Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah. 
These historical narratives are in essence the interpretation of previous traditions and 
historical events in light of the historical situation of the compilers and writers. The 
narratives are of such a nature that stages of interpretation of history can be detected. 
The final redaction of the Pentateuch and Chronicles will serve as examples of this 
group. 
The Pentateuch, in its final redaction, has a special standing in this category and 
may be understood as a constitutional narrative, in which the stories and traditions from 
the past are used to define the formation and identity of Israel. The collected narratives in 
the Pentateuch tell of the beginnings of the people, their covenant relationship and of the 
possession of the land as a part of this covenant relationship. In this constitutional 
narrative, sources were edited and composed in order to depict past history as 
paradigmatic for the later experience and history of the people. That is, the paradigmatic 
concept was the key by which history and tradition was interpreted and made into a 
narrative whole. It did not grow out of the reflection of the past, but of the writer's 
present reality of destruction and restoration. ' 
The history of 1 and 2 Chronicles is a rewriting of history, composed on the basis 
of several sources including the Pentateuch, 1-2 Samuel, Ezra-Nehemiah and 1-2 Kings, 
but also extra-biblical sources. In it, the continuation of the second temple with the first 
is emphasised. Further the negative or positive destiny of the king's reign is dependent on 
the adherence to God and God's law. There is a clear understanding of rewards and 
6 Cf. Thomas L. Thompson, "Historiography (Israelite), " ABD 3,207-208. 
7 Cf. Jacob Neusner, Torah Through the Ages: A Short History ofJudaism, (1990), 25-37. 
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punishment as God's involvement in history. " Again the present situation of the writer 
influences the interpretation and representation of history. According to Sara Japhet, the 
purpose of the reformulation of history is twofold: `the past is explained so that its 
institutions and religious principles become relevant to the present, and the ways of the 
present are legitimised anew by being connected to the prime source of authority - the 
formative period in the people's past. '9 
The Chronicler employs the source material for the reformulated history with 
both fidelity and freedom. The methods and principles of reception and preservation vary 
from verbal agreement (direct citation) of the sources to exclusion of material. 10 Material 
of specific theological interest has been selected, restructured and included in the 
Chronicler's history. Some material is shortened into summaries, while some passages 
are cited and elaborated upon. The literary, historical and chronological framework of 
the Deuteronomistic history is preserved in 1. -2. Chronicles, yet the theological interests 
of Chronicles is notably different from the sources, and the final composition is "not only 
divergent, but sometimes contrasting. "" 
In the formation of the Pentateuch and in the history of I. -2. Chronicles, we see 
therefore, a tendency to compose history on the basis of, and with great adherence to, 
existing traditional sources, but from the perspective of the historical situation of the 
redactor. This perspective influenced the way in which the traditional and formative 
material was presented, but also the selection process of what was included and what 
was excluded from the accounts. 
The Prophets 
In the prophetic literature, the past tradition is used as proof of, or justification 
for, the prophetic critique of the social and moral structures of the present time of the 
prophets. Past tradition is used to point both to the reasons for, and the solutions to 
present crisis, so that the "past stands both as a warning and basis for hope in the 
future. " 12 The adaptation of traditional motifs relates history and tradition to the present 
of the prophet, often in a paradigmatic or typological fashion. It is the exodus, the 
election of Zion and the election of David which seem to be the major historical 
paradigms of adaptation and interpretation in the prophets. But the prophetic books also 
pick up past prophetic material and reinterprets it in light of the present historical 
situation, as for example the reinterpretation of the Isaianic tradition within the book of 
Isaiah itself, or the adaptation of Jeremiah passages in the message of Ezekiel. 13 
8 Sara Japhet, I& 11 Chronicles: A Commentary (1993), 44. 
9 Japhet, I& 11 Chronicles, 49. 
"This description of the use of sources in Chronicles is bbased on Japhet, 1 & 11 Chronicles, 14-23. 
" Japhet, I& II Chronicles, 15. 
12 Thompson, "Historiography, " 211. 
13 Cf. Walther Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1(1979), 44-45. 
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2.1.2. The Translations of Scripture 
The translations of Scripture necessarily also includes the interpretation of 
Scripture. The two translations which are relevant as background and comparative 
material for the present thesis is the Septuagint and the Targumim. While the 
translation(s) of the Septuagint, through the re-reading of texts, displays the fact of the 
interpretative aspect of translation, the Targumim were not meant to be simply 
translations but also explications of the Hebrew text. This could take the form of 
clarification of the text or of actualising it to the present context of the author. la 
The translation of Hebrew Scripture into Greek was a long process which 
underwent numerous revisions in light of the more authoritative Hebrew texts. '5 Hence, 
there was no unified Septuagint text. The Qumran findings also revealed that some of the 
discrepancies between the Masoretic and the Greek text can be traced back to the 
Hebrew original of the translation. 16 The various translations within the Septuagint show 
different levels of interpretative renderings of the Hebrew text. The translations do show 
however exegetical practices similar to later rabbinic exegesis, such as the harmonisation 
of passages for interpretative purposes, and interpretation through analogy and 
context. " The interpretations were particularly influenced by messianic and 
eschatological expectations of the time of the translations. Recent history is also 
incorporated into the Greek text, so that again the present receives meaning in light of 
Scripture, and Scripture is actualised though relating it to the present. 
The Targumim originated in pre-rabbinic Judaism, as translations and explications 
of the Hebrew text in a Palestine where Hebrew was replaced by Aramaic. The 
translation which originally may have been simultaneous, was later developed and written 
down, but was to be recited orally in the synagogue. The texts do, however, display 
advanced exegetical and theological reflections. Fragments of Targumim have been 
found in the Qumran caves, which proves their origins to be pre-rabbinic. The exegetical 
practice of the Targumim resembles that of rabbinic midrash. Within texts of the 
Targumim examples of both literal translation and interpretations are found. The 
interpretation is achieved through additions in the text, through substitution and through 
rewriting of the Biblical text. '8 The interpretative elements serve to clarify, to actualise 
or to interpret through relating the text to other Biblical events or texts. 
14 RT. France, "Jewish Historiography, " 102-103. 
'5 Cf. Martin Hengel, "Die Septuaginta als `Christliche Schriftensammlung', ihre Vorgeschichte und das 
Problem ihres Kanons" (1994), 243. 
1"Hengel, "Septuaginta, " 245. 
"Cf. Schaper, Joachim. "Die Septuaginta-Psalter als Dokument jüdischer Eschatologie, " 56-58. For the 
reabbinic exegetical pracitces see below. 
18 Cf. Philip S. Alexander, "Targum, Targumim, " ADB (1992), 329. 
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2.1.3. Exegetical Practice in Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha 
The interpretation of Scripture in Ancient Jewish literature can be said to follow 
in the same tradition of actualising of Scripture and of understanding the past as 
paradigmatic for the events in the present. Devorah Dimant has shown that in the 
apocryphal and pseudepigraphal literature, two different uses of Scripture may be 
identified. '9 
First, the use of Scripture is found in explicit citations and references to Biblical 
persons and events. Here the concern is to explain the Biblical text, which is often 
separated clearly from the interpretation of the text. Second, the use of Scripture is found 
in implicit use, through allusions, and by copying its language and composition. In both 
cases the Biblical texts serve as paradigmatic models though which the historical present 
receives its meaning. 
Of the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha, the book of Jubilees has in particular 
been related to Matthew's gospel and its retelling of the Markan Jesus story. R. France2° 
labels the book of Jubilees an enlarged Targum on Genesis and Exodus. It retells the 
biblical story in an apocalyptic perspective, and interprets the Biblical story through other 
passages of Scripture which seem relevant. The writer of Jubilees also assimilated recent 
history to the Biblical story so that the Biblical story became typological and 
paradigmatic for the present. Hence, the present was understood to stand in relation to, 
and was interpreted by, the past story, but at the same time the Biblical stories received 
new meaning in light of the present of the writer. 21 
2.1.4. Exegetical Practice in Qumran Literature 
The exegetical practice which is most often referred to in the context of Matthean 
studies is the Pesher commentaries from the Dead Sea Scrolls. In these commentaries, 
but also other Qumran texts, the concern was with the correct esoteric interpretation of 
Scripture. The Qumran community preserved and interpreted scriptural tradition by 
relating it to recent history, whereby the apocalyptic understanding of their present 
situation was the main concern. The methods of citation and interpretation vary in the 
Qumran material, but are comparable to some of the methods found elsewhere in ancient 
Jewish sources. 
In the Pesher22 commentaries the text of the prophetic book determines the 
structure of the interpretation. The form is one where the text of Scripture is followed by 
an interpretation: "its pesher concerns the... ". The Pesher uses the prophetic texts to 
"The review is based on Devorah Dimant, "Use and Interpretation of Mikra in the Apocrypha and 
Pseudepigrapha, " (1988), 379-419. 
20 RT. France, "Jewish Historiography, Midrash and the Gospels" (1983), 103. 
21 Cf. Daniel Patte, Early Jewish Hermeneutic in Palestine (1971), 187-188. 
The Pesher formula and the Matthean fulfilment citations have been related to each others by some. 
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reveal, through its interpretation, new eschatological truths for `the time at hand'. 23 Here 
the present time gives the basis for discerning the true meaning of the prophetic text. 
In the anthological literature of Qumran, Scripture is interpreted by Scripture 
through harmonisations of texts, by analogy and by context. 24 Again, these elements of 
interpretation are found also in rabbinic material. 
In the material represented in the Dead Sea Scrolls, several other methods of 
interpretation are found. These include the use of Scripture as a model for language, as a 
model for composition, and as a model for practical living in the community. There is 
also use of allegorical and typological exegesis. In all of these it becomes evident that 
Scripture is on the one hand normative for the practices and beliefs of the community, 
but on the other hand cannot serve this function without the authoritative actualisation 
and interpretation of it in the present. 
2.1.5. Midrash 
The interpretation of Scripture, whether in the New Testament or in ancient 
Judaism, is often referred to as midrash. The term is used in 2 Chronicles (2 Chr. 13: 22; 
24: 27) and in Qumran literature. It is now recognised that the meaning of midrash in 
these sources is uncertain, 25 but in the past, the rabbinic use of the term has influenced 
scholarly understanding of its use in pre-rabbinic literature. 26 The form and partly the 
method of rabbinic midrash has a particular historical context, and, although the roots of 
midrashic exegesis antedates rabbinic literature, to use the term midrash in the context of 
New Testament interpretation of Scripture would be misleading and inaccurate. 27 For 
the sake of clarity, the use of the term to denote any other exegetical practice than the 
rabbinic, is avoided in this thesis. 
The unique form of rabbinic midrash has already been affirmed. It consisted of a 
scriptural word or phrase followed by a commentary. In some exegetical midrash this 
commentary could be a chain of interpretations, often conflicting, attributed to various 
rabbis. 28 The chain of interpretation from different sages as they appear in the midrashic 
works is due to their nature as collections of rabbinic expositions, though they may not 
be without a compositional plan. 2' 
23 Michael Fishbane, "Use, Authority and Interpretation of Mikra at Qumran" (1988), 351. 
24 Fishbane, "Use, " 352-353. 
25 Cf. Philip S. Alexander, "Midrash and the Gospels, " (1984), 2; Günter Stemberger, Introduction to 
the Talmud and Midrash, (1996[1991]), 234; Japhet, I& II Chronicles, 854. 
26 Cf. Gary G. Porton, "Midrash, " ABD 4 (1992), 818. 
27 Cf. Philip S. Alexander, "Midrash and the Gospels, " 1-18. Past scholarship has tended to use the term 
midrash to mean anything from the specific form of rabbinic exegesis to any type of exegetical or 
homiletical interpretation of Biblical texts. Cf. the comments by France, "Jewish Historiography, " 100. 
28 Stemberger, Introduction, 240. 
29 Stemerger, Introduction, 240. 
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The exegetical principles (middot) of rabbinical exegesis have been summarised in 
lists attributed to various rabbis: the 7 rules of Hillel, 13 of Ismael and 32 of R. Eliezer. 30 
Historically, it is not possible to prove the origins of these summaries with the respective 
rabbis. 31 The exegetical midrash are not limited to the use of these principles, and they 
are to be understood as examples of possible interpretative methods rather than rules to 
be adhered to. 32 Despite the late collection of the midrashim, 33 some of the principles 
which are used can be found in Scripture and ancient Jewish literature. 
The interpretation of Scripture through Scripture is a practice which was found in 
Jubilees and other Ancient writings. Several of the middot are variations of this 
exegetical practice, for example the Gezerah Shawah or the Ke-yose bo be-maqom aher 
(the 2. and the 6. middot of Hillel), which both describe an argument from analogy where 
the same term, or similar expressions, in two different passages of Scripture make it 
possible to interpret them in light of each other. 34 The use of one text to interpret a 
collection of topically related texts is also related to this general principle. 
The collection of texts which were related thematically are found in Qumran 
literature. For example 11 Q Temp. Here legal texts related by theme are collected with 
harmonising and exegetical comments. Hence passages of Scripture are used to interpret 
other passages. The method is the same as is found in Rabbinic midrash. The clear 
difference is that whereas the rabbis present different interpretative possibilities, the text 
from Qumran is presented as the new Torah or the authoritative interpretation of the 
Law. 
In the present thesis it will become clear that the text of Matthew displays that 
passages of Scripture and tradition are related to, and interpreted by, topically related 
passages. Moreover, other aspects of the Matthean text show similarities with later 
rabbinic exegetical practice, most notably the legal argument in Matthew 12: 1-8. In these 
cases, it is appropriate to note the similarities between Matthew and later rabbinic 
material, because the two point to aspects of Jewish interpretations of sacred texts. It is 
to be noted, however, that literary dependence or direct historical links can not be drawn 
on the basis of these similarities. 
2.1.6. Conclusion 
The brief review of tradition and interpretation in ancient Judaism has shown that 
the authority and interpretation of normative tradition are directly linked to each other 
30 Cf. Stemberger, Introduction, 15. 
31 Cf. Stemberger, Introduction, 18. 
32 RB. Hays, Echoes of Scripture in the Letters of Paul (1989), 12, describes the middot as `an inventory 
of tropes' in the sense that they `provide a descriptive account of a repertoire of possible imaginative 
operations that can be performed on the text in the act of interpretation. ' 
33 350-450 CE. Cf. Neusner, Torah, 51-52. 
34 Cf. Stemberger, Introduction, 18. 
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from the formation of the Biblical texts themselves. From the time of the translations of 
Scripture into Greek and Aramaic, the need to explain Scripture's true meaning through 
interpretation and actualisation may be observed. In this review, the differences between 
legal and narrative material has not been noted. This is because the general trend can be 
observed with regard to both types of textual material. Already the expansions of legal 
material in the Pentateuch witness to the need to interpret, modify and explain the law as 
it proved to be insufficient in clarity or meaning in practical life. Also the paradigmatic 
aspects of history and historical figures and events needed to be interpreted and 
actualised through relating the present to the past. 
To summarise the interpretation and preservation of Scripture in Judaism in only 
a few pages as it has been done here, is in danger of becoming too generalised. A 
comparison with Matthew's exegetical and narrative methods to principles used in 
different ancient Jewish writings cannot here be completed with justifiable detail. I 
propose that it is nevertheless useful to observe in general the similarities in use of 
tradition between Matthew and other Jewish tradition. In Matthew as well, one finds the 
rewriting of existing tradition, explicit citations which display the intention of explaining 
the Biblical text, and the use of Biblical paradigms and persons to interpret the present. 
One finds evidence of similar exegetical practice, like, for example, the interpretation of 
texts through harmonisation and analogy, or in light of the eschatological and messianic 
understanding of the present events. One can, however, on the basis of these general 
similarities not place Matthew in a particular genre or tradition, be it historiography, 
apocalyptic revelation or wisdom teaching. 
With this general review of the Jewish interpretation and rewriting of Biblical 
material as background, Matthew's use of sources, both scriptural and Jesus material, 
will be presented. 
2.2. THE USE AND AUTHORITY OF SCRIPTURE IN THE GOSPEL OF 
MATTHEW 
2.2.1. Introduction 
After the Dead Sea discovery and the subsequent use of material from the scrolls 
by Krister Stendahl33 and the response to his work by B. Gärtner in 1954,36 the use and 
interpretation of Scripture in the New Testament in general and the gospel of Matthew in 
particular, received new interest. Most of these studies grew out of a concern to locate 
the sources and traditions behind the gospel and to clarify the evidence for a redactional 
employment of these sources. The Qumran texts gave scholarship comparative material 
by which Matthew's methods of interpretation could be measured.. Yet, two questions 
11 K. Stendahl, The School of Saint Matthew and its use of the Old Testament (21969). 
36B Gaffer, "The Habakkuk Commentary (DSH) and the Gospel of Matthew" (1954). For a 
bibliography of the most influential modem studies on the subject, see Graham Stanton, A Gospel for a 
New People: Studies in Matthew (1992) 399-401. 
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remained central. First, the issue of the text form of Scripture available to the evangelist, 
especially with regard to the fulfilment quotations, 37 has been analysed. The answer to 
this question would lead to an understanding of the identity of the Matthean evangelist 
and the early Christian tradition which he represented. Second, the employment and 
significance of the Scripture quotations in the gospel setting was the subject of analysis, 
and again especially the fulfilment quotations have been at the centre of study. 38 For the 
redaction critic the two issues in combination were important: in how much was the 
evangelist himself responsible for the text form of the citations? 
In the synoptic tradition Matthew is alone in using quotations introduced by a 
sentence of fulfilment. This has led to the question of how the quotations contribute to 
the composition of the gospel. Other studies have analysed the scriptural exegesis of 
Matthew from a more general perspective. 39 In light of the general discussions with 
regard to the use and authority of Scripture in Matthew, the state of research will here be 
reviewed under the headings of text form and origin, the nature of the fulfilment 
citations, and the fulfilment concept in the Matthean narrative. 
2.2.2. Text Form and Origin of Matthean Citations of Scripture 
Students of the gospel have noted that Matthew's citations from Scripture are 
remarkably free in nature and seemingly atomistic in use. 4° At times Matthew's citations 
do not correspond with any known versions of the text in question, 4' and from time to 
time Matthew combines different scriptural passages into one citation. 42 In some 
instances the scriptural citations are adapted to the gospel narrative in such a way as to 
force correspondence. 43 The issue of the text form of the scriptural citations in the 
37 The terminology with reference to the citations in question is not uniform. Cf the comments in 
Graham Stanton, "Matthew's Use of the Old Testament, " in A Gospel for a New People (1992), 347- 
348. I have chosen to follow the trend in recent German research, dating back to the work of Wilhelm 
Rothfuchs, Die Erfiullungszitate des Matthäusevangeliums. Eine biblisch-theologische Untersuchung 
(1969). The verb ir%T p&o is the common feature in the introductory formula which unites the citations 
in question. According to Stanton, "Matthew's Use", 347, the distinct mixed form of the fulfilment 
quotations as a group was noted already in 1885 by E. Massebieau, Examen des citations de I Ancien 
Testament dans I'evangile selon saint Matthieu (1885), 93f. 
38 The two questions, the issue of text form of the citations, as well as the issue of their exegetical 
application, are not new, but have been central to the study of scriptural citations in the New Testament 
since the patristic church. Cf. the sketch of the history of research presented in E. Earle Ellis, The Old 
Testament in Early Christianity: Canon and Interpretation in light of Modern Research (1991), 53-74. 
39 See also Graham Stanton, "The Origin and Purpose of Matthew's Gospel: Matthean Scholarship from 
1945-1980" (1985), 1930-1934 for a review of recent Matthean scholarship of Matthew's use of 
Scripture. 
40 Cf. e. g. Eduard Schweizer, Das Evangelium nach Matthäus (41986), 10-11. It is the mixed textform of 
the fulfillment citations and their particular and untraditional links with the Matthean Jesus which is the 
reason for this conclusion. 
41 E. g. Mt 4: 15.16; 12: 18-21; 13: 35. 
42 E. g. Mt 11: 10; 21: 5. 
43 Cf. e. g. M. D. Goulder, Midrash and Lection in Matthew (1974), 124-129. 
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gospel of Matthew is therefore complex, and it is for this reason that the question is a 
recurring one in Matthean scholarship. The issue is relevant in the present study in order 
to gain an understanding of Matthew's redactional freedom in relation to the written text 
of Scripture. 
Past studies have attempted to systematise the variations of text form in the 
gospel of Matthew. In light of these studies, two factors appear to be characteristic for 
the gospel of Matthew: First, although the quotations from, and allusions to, Scripture in 
the gospel generally display the employment of a variety of text forms and a varying 
degree of redactional adaptation of the quotations, the tendency in the quotations proper 
is towards the Septuagint, and show only minor variations. 44 Second, the fulfilment 
citations are not uniform in their text form, although all tend to diverge more from 
known text forms either in Hebrew or Greek than the other citations. 45 Thus, the 
question of text form is very much related to the issue of the place of the fulfilment 
citations in the gospel of Matthew. The difference in text forms has led to divergent 
theories both about Matthew's sources and to the identity of `Matthew', his knowledge 
of languages and his exegetical skills. From the point of view of the present study it is 
especially the question of theological exegesis evident in the function of citations in the 
narrative section which is of interest. Hence, the establishment of text form as a key to 
locating the evangelist's historical setting is important, not as an end in itself, but as an 
aid in establishing redactional intention. 
On the basis of the general consensus regarding the scriptural citations in 
Matthew, it has been common to speak of the Septuagintal text form of in-text scriptural 
quotations46 and the mixed text form of the fulfilment citations. 47 Krister Stendahl, who 
was one of the first to include insights from the Qumran discovery, affirmed this 
conclusion. He attributed the ambiguous evidence of the Matthean texts to the existence 
of a Matthean school of biblical interpretation, which used several versions and 
translations of Scripture in its transmission of material. According to Stendahl, proof of 
Matthean familiarity with the Hebrew text and contemporary Targumic interpretations of 
Scripture is found in the fulfilment quotations, which for him constitute Matthean 
interpretations of Hebrew Scripture similar to the Targumim and the exegetical methods 
of the Qumran community. 48 The distinctive introduction to the fulfilment citations was 
for Stendahl the key to their peculiar text form. He proposed that these particular 
44 See the detailed charts in Davies and Allison, Saint Matthew, vol. 1,32-57, which also include 
allusions to Scripture in the gospel. 
45 Cf. Rothfuchs, Erfüllungszitate, 88-89. 
46 In-text citations refers to 'citations which form a part of the gospel narrative, and do not include a 
redactional introductory formula. In contrast the fulfilment citations are redactional comments inserted 
as parentheses into the narrative. 
47 Cf. e. g. G. D. Kilpatrick, The Origins of the Gospel according to St. Matthew (1946), 56-57. 
48 Stendahl, School, 200. 
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citations were evidence of actualisation of Scripture in the style of Qumran pesher 
exegesis, which are characterised and limited by prevailing interpretations/translations of 
the MT. Further, Stendahl suggested that the tendency to perfect the Septuagintal text 
form in the remainder of the Scripture citations in Matthew was a result of a gradual 
adaptation to the text form the Matthean community was familiar with. 49 Stendahl thus 
differentiates between the work of the School of Matthew, which knows and uses a 
variety of texts and translations, and the community of Matthew, which knows and uses 
the Septuagint. 
Robert Gundry, whose study on the use of Scripture in the gospel of Matthew 
was written shortly after that of Stendahl, reaches similar conclusions. Gundry, who 
includes allusions to Scripture in his study, denies the previous consensus that the in-text 
citations are more aligned with the text of the Septuagint than the fulfilment citations. 50 
Gundry's thesis is that all of Matthew's scriptural citations and allusions show the same 
seemingly free text form. He finds that this evidence points to the existence of a 
Matthean targumising tradition, a kind of `Ur - Matthew' which can be traced back to 
the apostle Matthew's note-taking during Jesus' earthly ministry. " Apart from this 
problematic hypothesis, Gundry's textual work is important. Gundry, like Stendahl, 
assumes that the gospel betrays targumising tendencies, points to the analogy found in 
the Qumran community and reasons for Matthean familiarity with several text forms of 
Scripture. 52 
Both Stendahl and Gundry, in varying degree, attribute the peculiar text form of 
the Matthean citations to the translation of the person(s) behind the gospel of Matthew. 
Other scholars have found the discrepancy between the Septuagintal citations and the 
mixed citations to be a problem and by pointing also to the hapax legomena sometimes 
found in the fulfilment citations, have assumed that the citations which show an unknown 
text form are to be attributed to a written source. 
The evidence provided by Stendahl's study, that in general citations from 
Scripture in Matthew without the formulaic introduction tend to assimilate to the text of 
the Septuagint, led Georg Strecker 53 to agree with Stendahl that the Septuagint was the 
translation used in the Matthean church, but to oppose him in his conclusion as to 
identity of the Matthean redactor. To Strecker, Matthew as a gentile Christian simply 
handed on pre-existing material in the use of the fulfilment citations. Matthew had no 
knowledge of Hebrew or Aramaic. 54 To explain the phenomenon of the fulfilment 
49 Stendahl, School, 148. 
50 Robert H. Gundry, The Use of the Old Testament in St. Matthew's Gospel: With Special reference to 
the Messianic Hope (1967), 152. 
51 Gundry, Use, 182. 
52 Gundry, Use, 174-178. 
53 Georg Strecker, Der Weg der Gerechtigkeit. Untersuchungen zur Theologie des Matthäus (1962). 
54 Strecker, Weg, 29. 
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quotations, Strecker found the Book of Testimonies hypothesis" useful, a source of 
collected Scripture quotations or testimonies organised according to the key-word 
principle to help memorisation. S6 Strecker's reliance on the Book of Testimonies 
hypothesis met criticism. Wilhelm Rothfuchs found like Gundry that the Septuagint 
influence on Matthean citations had been emphasised more than the evidence warrants. " 
Like Gundry he placed the citations in the Targumic tradition, but differed in assigning 
this tradition to a written source available to Matthew, i. e. not the work of the Matthean 
evangelist himself. 
The work on scriptural traditions in Matthew completed in the 60's and 70's set 
the agenda for later studies of scriptural citations in Matthew. Subsequent studies more 
concerned with redaction and composition analysis have shown that particularly those 
citations which do show a mixed form with influence of the Masoretic Text reveal 
theological concerns of the gospel of Matthew that are not otherwise `typical' of the 
early church. 58 They are well integrated into the narrative context in which they appear, 
so that there is wide consensus that the formulations of the citations can on the whole be 
attributed to Matthew, or that, if they are derived from a written source, a large degree 
of redactional adaptation may be presumed. S9 Hence, it is concluded that a certain 
familiarity of the evangelist with the Hebrew text must be presupposed. 60 In this context, 
Graham Stanton turns Strecker's hypothesis on its head, by claiming that in the citations 
which Matthew adapts from Mark and Q, his loyalty is to the synoptic sources rather 
55 Drawing on W. C. Allen, "The Old Testament Quotations in St. Matthew and St. Mark, " (1900/1901), 
281ff, Francis Crawford Burkitt, The Gospel History and its Transmission (1906), 124-128; and Charles 
Harold Dodd, According to the Scriptures: the Substructure of New Testament Theology (1953), 29-57. 
56 Strecker, Weg, 83. The presence of similar concern for the fulfilment of Scripture in the gospel of John 
has been thought to support this hypothesis. The relationship of the gospel of John to the synoptics is not 
clear. It is interesting to note that the citations which are introduced as fulfilment in John all occur in 
John's passion narrative, while Matthew's citations are unevenly spread throughout the gospel. 
Cf. George M. Soares-Prabhu, The Formula Quotations in the Infancy Narrative of Matthew: an Inquiry 
into the Tradition History of Mt 1-2, (1976) 47f, who emphasised the difference of the Johannine 
citations from those of Matthew. Rothfuchs, Erfüllungszitate, 151-177, concludes that both John and 
Matthew make use of existing traditions to which they each have individual access. 
57 Rothfuchs, Erfüllungszitate, 75,104-109. Supported also by Soares-Prabhu, Formula Quotations, 77- 
83. 
58 Cf. Soares-Prabhu, Formula Quotations, 71-73. This is also where John and Matthew differ. The 
Johannine Scripture quotations show a Christian apologetic concern and are mainly to be found in the 
passion narrative. Cf. Barnabas Lindars, New Testament Apologetic: The Doctrinal Significance of the 
Old Testament Quotations (1961), 271; Rudolf Schnackenburg, The Gospel According to Saint John, vol 
1 (1968), 38f. 
59 Gundry, Use, 172; Rothfuchs, Erfullungszitate, 57-89,107; Frans van Segbroeck, "Les Citations 
d'accomplissement dans 1'Evangile selon Saint Matthieu d'apres trois ouvrages recents" (1972), 129; 
Richard S. McConnell, Law and Prophecy in Matthew's Gospel: The Authority and Use of the Old 
Testament in the Gospel of St. Matthew (1969), 138; Stanton, "Matthew's Use", 358-362; Alexander 
Sand, Evangelium, 151-156; Alexander Sand, Das Gesetz und die Propheten. Untersuchungen zur 
Theologie des Evangelium nach Matthäus (1974), 6; Donald A Hagner, Matthew 1-13 (1993), lvi-lvii. 
60 Davies and Allison, Saint Matthew, 58. 
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than to the Septuagint per se, but that with respect to the fulfilment citations, `Matthew 
himself is almost certainly responsible for the choice and adaptation'. 61 
More recently, Luz, facing the same diverging evidence as the generation before 
him, finds that the fulfilment quotations are such a part of the narratives in which they 
occur that the narratives together with the quotations must stem from an already formed 
Christian tradition available to the Matthean redactor. 62 The difference between the form 
of the fulfilment citations and the Septuagint forms of other citations peculiar to 
Matthew forces this conclusion according to Luz. Further, where Gundry opts for a 
plethora of manuscripts and textual traditions available to Matthew, Luz is a minimalist 
in claiming that evidence of verbatim citations can only be found in quotations from 
Isaiah; 63 and consequently Isaiah is the only written Scroll of Scripture available to 
Matthew. Like Stanton, Luz finds that Matthew does not quote the Bible according to 
the Septuagint or MT. He goes even further by saying that Matthew does not himself 
translate or targumise; rather Matthew's fidelity to his sources shows that Matthew 
quotes the Bible according to Q, Mk or M. 64 
The study of the text form of Matthew's scriptural citations and allusions does 
not indicate a clear trend toward one particular textual tradition. Presuppositions with 
regard to Matthew's community and background often serve to limit or guide the 
scholars' handling of the ambiguous evidence the gospel includes, and hence are 
consequential for the conclusions reached. 65 The studies have, however, revealed that 
deductions made regarding the text form of Matthean citations and the question of 
availability of sources for the Matthean evangelist, cannot simply be based on the 
background of the Matthean text itself Factors which must be considered include the 
multilingual environment of Palestine in the first century, the fluidity of text form of 
Hebrew, Greek and Aramaic scriptural traditions, the education system the Matthean 
redactor may have been subject to, literacy, and the tradition of oral recitation of 
Scripture. These factors could open a well of explicit hypotheses to explain Matthew's 
61 Stanton, "Matthew's Use", 363. In his essay Stanton raises the question of the remainder of the 
citations peculiar to Matthew, but in his analysis fails to address it. The question was previously raised 
by Soares-Prabhu, Formula Quotations, 105, who suggests that the `in text' quotations in Matthew were 
shaped through catechetical and liturgical use in the Matthean community and hence belong to the 
material which became the sources of the Matthean narrative. The fulfilment quotations, however, are 
ad-hoc translations by the redactor. 
62 Luz, Evangelium, vol. 1,138. Similarly also Schweizer, Matthäus, 11. Already Kilpatrick, Origins, 
94-95 suggested that this combination may have originated in the liturgy where the reading of Jesus 
tradition was combined with certain O. T. lessons. 
63 Luz, Evangelium, vol. 1,135. 
m Luz, Evangelium, vol. 1,138. 
65 Luz, Evangelium, vol. 1,135, uses the apparent break of the Matthean community with the synagogue, 
to claim that 'Zur Synagogenbibliothek hatte der Evangelist offenbar keinen Zutritt mehr. ' Gundry's 
hypothesis of Matthew as a targumising disciple of Jesus, and Stendahl's 'School of Matthew' are 
speculations that cannot be proven by textual analysis only. 
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use of textual traditions. 66 It would seem more fruitful, however, to let these elements 
simply serve to inform and thus to set the loose parameters within which Matthean use of 
Scripture must be considered. 
Several scholars have pointed out that deviations from the text of the Septuagint 
in a citation or allusion, with a text leaning toward the Hebrew (or the Aramaic Targum), 
does not necessarily prove an independent translation or adaptation of the Hebrew, but 
may show dependence on a different, unknown Greek textual tradition of the Bible. 67 
While it is true that the evidence from Matthew's reception and adaptation of Mark and 
Q show only slight redactional tendencies towards agreement with the Septuagint, the 
evidence does not exclude the possibility that Matthew also knew and read Hebrew 
and/or Aramaic. The place of composition, of course also plays a role here. The use of 
the Septuagint may, but does not necessarily, point to a setting of the gospel outside of 
Palestine. 68 The Matthean adaptation and redaction of Mark in several places, e. g. 12: 1- 
8,9-14, shows familiarity with Jewish exegetical practices and would presuppose a 
certain level of Jewish education. 69 Although there is little evidence that Hebrew played 
a role in Jewish education in the diaspora, it was still in use in the Near East, as was 
Aramaic. 70 Because this education as well as the synagogue liturgy included recitation of 
Scripture and Targumim, 7' allusions and quotation from Scripture may well be `from 
memory' rather than literary dependence. 72 It is thereby not simply inferred that 
divergence in text form is caused by a `lapse of memory' on the part of the evangelist. 
66 Like the Ur-Matthew of Gundry, Use, 182. His hypothesis does not do justice to the evidence of the 
assimilation of many citations to the text of the LXX. 
67 Luz, Evangelium, vol. 1., 137-138 considers it plausible that the tradition is oral. The kaige text and 
the textual tradition underlying Theodotion's and Aquila's Greek translations of Scripture prove the 
relative fluidity of the Greek text, and a general tendency towards bringing the Greek translation closer 
to the Hebrew can be documented around the beginning of the Christian era. Cf. Martin Hengel, 
"Septuaginta, " 243; Leonard J. Greenspoon, "Aquila's Version", ABD 1 (1992), 320-321; Leonard J. 
Greenspoon, "Theodotion, Theodotions Version" ABD 6 (1992) 447-448. Stendahl, School, ii-iv, in the 
preface to the second edition of his book, recognises that this fact will naturally have implications for 
his own study and produces the need for an adjustment of his hypotheses regarding the sources of 
Matthew's citations. 
68 Cf. Hengel, "Septuaginta", 186. 
""The passage will be analysed below. On the pattern of Jewish education cf. e. g. John T. Townsend, 
"Education (Greco Roman Period)", ABD 2 (1992), 312-317. 
"John E. Stambaugh and David L. Balch, The New Testament in its Social Environment (1986), 123, 
88. Joseph A. Fitzmyer, "The Languages of Palestine in the First Century A. D. " CBQ. 32 (1970), 501- 
531. 
71 Cf. Patte, Early Jewish Hermeneutic, 39-40; 97-98; Geza Vermes, "Bible and Midrash: Early Old 
Testament Exegesis", (1971), 201; Townsend, "Education", 316; Martin McNamara, The New 
Testament and the Palestinian Targum to the Pentatecuh (1978), 40-43. Possibly the formulation in the 
antithesis, `you have heard it was said', points exactly to this type of recitation and interpretation of 
texts. McNamara, New Testament, 126-131. 
72 Luz, Evangelium, 135-136. Luz connects the large percentage of Septuagint agreement of the 
Matthean Isaiah quotations to his hypothesis that the Matthean community owned an Isaiah scroll, 
hence less agreement would point to the absence of the written text. 
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The repeated recitation of Scripture and Targumim led to an exact internalisation of the 
tradition. Frequency in citations and allusions to a specific book may point to specific 
theological significance or the availability of sources to Matthew, or both. 73 
The ambiguity of the evidence requires therefore that the text of the Matthean 
citations and allusions can only be analysed in light of the text forms available to us. 
Hence, where the Matthean text does not display literary dependence on any known text 
form, and the Matthean text form and the surrounding narrative show similar interests, 
the presence of a specific Matthean theme is to be presumed. Therefore, on the basis of 
the existing evidence it is possible to reach conclusions about the function of the 
scriptural citation or allusion in the Matthean narrative, and the theological value of this 
in the gospel. The evidence cannot prove that the Matthean redactor is responsible for 
the translation itself, but the place of textual variations in the gospel context may serve as 
an indication. 
2.2.3. The Fulfilment Citations 
Because the text forms of Matthean scriptural citations do not seem to have a 
common denominator, and since the fulfilment citations seem to pose greater textual 
problems than other quotations, scholarly research on Matthew's use of Scripture has 
put greater emphasis on the fulfilment citations. They form a group not only because of 
their mixed text form, but more distinctively because of their particular introductory 
sentences, and thereby also by their function as redactional comments inserted into the 
narrative. " As redactional comments they are perceived to be of particular importance 
because they are direct signals from the redactor to the reader concerning the Matthean 
pattern of scriptural interpretation and understanding of Scripture. " The exact number 
of such citations in Matthew is debated since the introductory formula varies and because 
a few follow the text form of the Septuagint. Passages which have been discussed as 
fulfilment citations are: Mt 1: 22f, 2: 5; 2: 15,17f, 23; 4: 14-16; 8: 17; 12: 18-21; 13: 14f; 
13: 35; 21: 4f, 24: 15; 26: 31,54,. 56; 27: 9.76 
In the context of Matthew 11-13, there are three fulfilment citations: Mt 12: 17ff, 
Mt 13: 14f and Mt 13: 35. Further, Mt 11: 10 shares a similar concern. Matthew 13: 14-15 
73 For comments on the content of the Christian libraries cf. Martin Hengel, Die 
Evangelienüberschrifien (1984), 37ff; Peter Müller, Verstehst 
du auch, was Du liest? " Lesen und 
Verstehen im Neuen Testament (1994), 75-77. 
74 See definition in Soares-Prabhu, Formula Quotations, 40. 
"David B. Howell, Matthew's Inclusive Story: a Study in the Narrative Rhetoric of the First Gospel 
(1990), 179-189 addresses this aspect of the fulfilment citations from the point of view of narrative 
criticism. His insights that the ideological point of view of the narrator is here betrayed should be taken 
seriously in the attempt to identify the stance of the Matthean redactor. The exegesis of the relevant 
passages in Mt 11-13 show that the citations do not primarily function apologetically, but kerygmatically 
in the gospel. 
76 Cf. Rothfuchs, Erfüllungszitate, 17-26; Poul Nepper-Christensen, Das Matthausevangelium. Ein 
Juden christliches Evangelium? (1958), 139-141; Luz, Evangelium, vol. 1.134, et al. 
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is generally not considered to belong to the group of fulfilment quotations, because the 
introductory formula differs and because Jesus is not the subject of fulfilment in the 
passage. In addition, the text form of the citation and its insertion into the context of the 
narrative section adapted from Mark places the citation in a different category. 
Nevertheless, since, as the later discussion will show, it is the Matthean theme of 
fulfilment which links all the fulfilment citations to each other, Mt 13: 14-15 may prove to 
be significant for the understanding of the Matthean fulfilment theology. 
The Matthean fulfilment citations are introduced by a recurring formula which 
also is thought to signal the particular importance of the quoted passages in the gospel of 
Matthew. The introductory sentence of the individual fulfilment citations varies so that it 
is not correct to speak of a single formula. The dispute with regard to the exact number 
and definition of the citations in question is caused by the absence of such a uniform 
formula. The introduction does in all instances include the verb iA. rp6w and in the 
majority of cases the clause th frl0ev Stä tioü 7rpo4f tou, but the rest of the introductions 
varies: tote tnXrlpcihOrll/(toütio 6e ökov ygyovev) Iva. //öirwS na, ripoOf//tcXrlpw&äiaty ... at 
ypä. 4at tc v npo4 r1t i5v/Ptö pT]Aev (Ünö xuptou) Stä (lcpcµtou/ 'Haaiou) tov itpo4 ou//tiiov 
irpOrrtc v ... XLyovtoS. 
" The introductory sentences are marked by formulaic and 
repetitious language and express the same intent or meaning. The bulk of the citations 
introduced with the formulaic sentences refer to particulars in the life of Jesus. 78 The 
others are concerned with events related to Jesus, but do not refer to Jesus' person or 
ministry. 79 The flexibility in the formulaic expression and its vocabulary points to a 
Matthean redactional formulation8° drawing on Mark 14: 49, which the parallel in Mt 
26: 56 shows. 8' Mt 26: 56, which relates the arrest of Jesus to Scripture in a more general 
way, includes the language of the formulaic introduction, but lacks a subsequent 
citation. 82 In the development of the fulfilment formula, Matthew employs the clause 5. va 
"Greater variations occur: cf. e. g. Mt 13: 14: uai bcvcmXT poinat a&tois t lrpo4rl eia 'Haaiou fl 
) yovxa. For an analysis of the different elements of the introductory formula cf. Rothfuchs, 
Erfallungszitate, 27-44; Soares-Prabhu, Formula Quotations, 46-62. 
78 Mt 1: 22; 2: 15,23; 4: 14,23; 8: 17; 12: 17; 13: 35; 21: 4. Mt 26: 56 includes only the formulaic sentence 
without a citation. In Mt 27: 35 a formulaic introduction is included in a textual variant which is clearly 
secondary and assimilation to the text of John 19: 24. 
79 Mt 2: 17; 13: 14; 27.9. All three of these have been questioned with regard to their status as original 
`fulfilment citations'. No textual evidence supports the hypothesis that the citations or the introductory 
formulations may be later insertions. 
so cf. Luz, Evangelium, vol. 1,135-137; Soares-Prabhu, Formula Quotations, 49-61; Rothfuchs, 
Erfüllungszitate, 18f. 
8' The combination oflva with the passive subjunctive of rlp6co is present in the Markan parallel. Cf. 
Wolfgang Schenk, Die Sprache des Matthäus. Die Text-Konstituenten in ihren makro- und 
mikrostrukturellen Relationen (1987), 412 and Reinhart Hummel, Die Auseinandersetzung zwischen 
Kirche und Judentum im Matthäusevangelium (1966), 134. Contra Soares-Prabhu, Formula Quotations, 
28-30; Rothfuchs, Erfüllungszitate, 30-31 who understand Mt 26: 56 to be secondary to the fulfilment 
formula. 
82 It is a redactional feature of the gospel of Matthew to adapt and expand Markan formulations and 
repeat them in a formulaic manner. 
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nXTlpthOf from Mark. Distinctively Matthean is the use of tä fr&v (irnö xuptoü) &i tiov 
npoOfj ou. 83 The clause is similar in formulation to the one found in I Chr. 36: 22, which 
refers to the fulfilment of the word of the Lord through the mouth of Jeremiah. The 
usage of the aorist passive in Paul (Rom 9: 12,26; Gal 3: 16) is related to the Matthean 
usage outside the fulfilment citations, and may indicate that Matthew's language is here 
informed by common usage in his environment. Matthew uses the formulation parallel to 
the yeypdcn'tat of his sources, 84 and a distinction should therefore not be made between 
the spoken and the written word. 85 
The result of the formulaic language of the introductory sentence is a statistical 
preference of Matthew for the verb aA. npbw, which in redaction critical thought points to 
a Matthean emphasis on the actualisation of prophetic promise in the person of Jesus, 
thus illustrating the claim of Matthew 5: 17. Matthew's understanding and interpretation 
of Scripture has thus been perceived as epitomised in the Matthean fulfilment citations. 
The fact that citations and allusions in the passion narrative do not (except in 
general terms in 26: 54,56) include fulfilment introductions shows that a one-sided 
emphasis on the concept of fulfilment in Matthew is misleading with regard to Matthew's 
overall understanding or use of Scripture. 86 Further, as history of research shows, the 
flexibility of the introductory formula makes a narrow definition of the fulfilment 
citations difficult. Therefore also a narrow definition of Matthew's concept of fulfilment 
must be avoided. Both Mt 2: 17 and Mt 27: 9, seldom questioned in their status as 
fulfilment citations, do not include the characteristic Iva nknp(bell ..., a fact which is 
attributed to a Matthean concern to distinguish between divine foreknowledge (in the 
passages in question) of the consequences of opposition to Jesus, and divine will and 
providence in the events in the life of Jesus. 87 Yet the two passages, in their concern to 
document prophetic foreknowledge of these consequences, are further away from the 
concern of the majority of the fulfilment citations, than e. g. Mt 2: 5 which is concerned 
with an event in the life of Jesus. Matthew 2: 5 is not often referred to as a fulfilment 
citation because it lacks the key `formula'. The passage does, however, include a proper 
citation, and it seems that only the narrative context prevents the employment of a proper 
83 The aorist participle passive is not used elsewhere in the NT and not in the LXX. Matthew uses the 
aorist passive also outside the introductions to the fulfilment citations: in a fulfilment related 
introduction (Mt 3: 3), in the antithesis (5: 21,27,31,33,38,43). With reference to the word of God: Mt 
22: 31; 24: 15. Related use is found in the three occurrences of the aorist passive in Paul: Romans 9: 12, 
26; Gal 3: 16. 
84 Cf. e. g. Mt 3: 3; 11: 10. Here the first is a Matthean formulation, the second is a reception form Q. 
85 Hummel, Auseinandersetzung, 132, sees it as influenced by the rabbinic -1091V employed when citing 
scriptural proof and equivalent to ltn:. 
86 Cf. Donald Senior, "The Lure of the Formula Quotations: Re-Assessing Matthew's Use of the Old 
Testament with the Passion Narrative as a Test Case" (1997), 90-103. 
87 Cf. Hummel, Auseinandersetzung, 131.132 et al. For a more detailed discussion of these and the 
following examples cf. Rothfuchs, Erfiellungszitate, 90-97. 
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`formula', while 2: 23, which shares the same concern as 2: 5, includes the formula, but no 
proper citation and hence is often excluded among the group of fulfilment citations. 
Further, Matthew 13: 14, concerned with explaining opposition to Jesus, builds a bridge 
between the formulaic introductions and a similar Isaiah passage cited in Mt 15: 7-9, but 
here with the introduction i cx?. cdS bnpo4 ytcuaev ncpt üµwv 'HaaiaS Xeywv. Neither of 
these are generally considered to belong to the fulfilment citations. One must ask, 
however, whether these two differ more in content from the fulfilment citations 
concerned with the events in Jesus' life, than 2: 17 and 27: 9. Further still, the language of 
Mt 3: 3 (oü'coS y6cp eatiw 6 tnriOEic Sßä 'Hacitou cov npo4frtou ? yovtcoS) ties into the 
formulaic introductions, " excluding only the word ztA. npoo , and thus 
builds a bridge to 
less formulaic expressions like the one found in Mt 11: 10, which is also the role of the 
baptist as it is to be found in Scripture. 89 
In conclusion, it may be said that the fluidity of language in the introductory 
sentences allows, on the one hand, for the reading of the fulfilment passages together 
with other references to Scripture in Matthew, 90 but on the other hand makes it 
necessary, in the interpretation of the individual passages, to take seriously the changes in 
the introductory sentences. As a result, the term `fulfilment' in Matthew as it is expressed 
in broad terms in Mt 5: 17 or 26: 56 can not be employed as a general key by which a 
certain number or all of scriptural quotations are to be interpreted. As previous studies 
have shown, to discern how Matthew understands the Scriptures to be fulfilled in each 
instance the individual variations of the introductory sentences must be considered as 
well as how the passages fit in the narrative context of the gospel. 91 The individual 
passages may, in turn, inform the interpretation of Mt 5: 17 and 26: 56. 
In view of the particular interest of the present thesis, which is to analyse the 
authority of the different traditions in Matthew, it is nevertheless important to establish 
the framework within which the introductory sentences and the citations may be 
understood in the context of Matthew's gospel. It is necessary, therefore, to examine the 
meaning of the concept of `fulfilment' in Matthew, and whether Matthew's 
understanding of Scripture can be summarised under this principle. 
88 Differently, Ellis, Old Testament, 69-70,80,83-84 apparently draws a clear line between the 
fulfilment formula and o&toS ta'tty, the latter being perceived to have affinities to Qumran pesher 
exegesis. 
89Luz, Evangelium vol 1,134, recognises these "borderline" passages, but distinguishes them from the 
fulfilment citations proper (Mt 1: 22f; 2: 15,17f, 23; 4: 14-16; 8: 17; 12: 18-21; 13: 35; 21: 4f; 27: 9). They 
are, rather, `bridges to normal citations', which for Luz include: Mt 2: 5; 3: 3; 13; 14; 24: 15. The 
borderline passages do show, however, that Matthew's preference for formulaic language does not 
necessarily point to, or allow for, a clear cut definition of categories. 
90 Hence the assertion of Gundry, Use, 152, that the only thing which connects the fulfilment citations is 
their common introduction, is only partly true. There are no clear cut lines here either. 
91 Cf. Cope, Matthew, 11.12,121; Soares-Prabhu, Formula Quotations, 107-123. 
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2.2.4. The Concept of Fulfilment in the Context of Matthean Theology 
One can say that the question pertaining to the meaning of fulfilment in Matthew 
lies at the heart of the present investigation. Understanding how the Scriptures are 
thought to be fulfilled, and what consequences this has for Matthew's view of Scripture 
and Jesus material, will ultimately be seen in the function which the two traditions have 
in the development of the theological themes of the gospel. Yet the use of the verb 
xXrlpow with regard to the prophetic word is important as an indicative guide. 
Addressing the question of the interpretation of Scripture in the New Testament, 
Wilfried Ploch claims that the concept of fulfilment is decisive in all use of Scripture in 
the New Testament. 92 In content, this would imply that all exegesis in the New 
Testament is eschatological exegesis, 93 where the Scriptures point toward a future time 
of salvation, and where Jesus' person introduces this time of salvation. It is not the place 
of this thesis to examine the validity of this definition with respect to the use of Scripture 
in all of the New Testament. For the understanding of Matthew's use of fulfilment, 
however, the definition is important. 
Ploch's statement introduces a time element which is central to Matthew's world 
view. It presupposes on the part of the evangelist an understanding of a progression of 
time towards an end time judgement. It further presupposes an understanding of history 
in which God is at work for the salvation of God's people. Both aspects belong to the 
world view of the evangelist, and are significant aspects of the prophetic texts the 
evangelist employs in the citations. What needs to be established, however, is the nature 
of past tradition in its relation to the new or in relation to the unfolding of salvation 
history. Scholars have attempted to answer these questions in different ways, placing 
emphasis on different meanings of the verb iXrlp6cu. 94 
Matthew's understanding of fulfilment in terms of the actualisation of predictive 
prophecy appears to be the conclusion of R. S. McConnell. 95 For McConnell it is 
important to emphasise Matthew's understanding of prophetic texts as authoritative 
Scripture, but only in as much as they could be found to contain predictions of specific 
events in the life of Jesus. 96 Accordingly it is not a problem for Matthew to edit the 
wording of the passages. The Jesus event, as fulfilment of Scripture, becomes the key to 
reading Scripture. Matthew's partly atomistic exegetical practice, tying passages of 
Scripture to geographical and biographical details in the life of Jesus, may support this 
understanding. However, most of the passages in question show a deeper and more 
92 Winfried Ploch, Jesaja- Worte in der synoptischen Evangelien Tradition (1993), 19-22. 
93 Cf. also Gerhard Delling, "II2, flpow", TDNT 6 (1968), 296. 
94 Delling, "Mhpoo ", 290-298. 
95 McConnell, Law, 101-141. 
96 McConnell, Law, 138: 'Old Testament prophecies were not regarded as authoritative in themselves. 
Rather, the prophecies which were important were determined by the life of Jesus. ' Similarly also 
Soares-Prabhu, Formula Quotations, 102 
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dynamic relationship between the Jesus event and scriptural promise in the gospel of 
Matthew, where prophecy cannot simply be limited to the foretelling of details in the life 
of Jesus. 97 Thus, for example, the correspondence between Mt 1: 23 and the preceding 
and coming events reveals a more discerning level of theological reflection (which 
develops throughout the entire gospel narrative) with regard to the person of Jesus, than 
a mere prediction-actualisation scheme would suggest. As the analysis below will show, 
the same is true for all three fulfilment citations in Mt 11-13. 
The element of eschatological and messianic exegesis guides E. E. Ellis when he 
defines the term fulfilment as the eschatological consummation of Scripture in Jesus. 98 
The use of the terms suggests an understanding in which Scripture reaches its completion 
or end in the person of Jesus. `' According to this view, Matthew understands all of 
Scripture as prophetic and as pointing beyond itself to the event of Jesus. Hence, because 
the eschatological time has arrived, Scripture in its `original' meaning is replaced by its 
messianic exegesis. In a related, but more subtle way M. Müller speaks of the fulfilment 
quotations as an expansion of Scripture so that the actual events in the life of Jesus 
interpret the prophecies and fill them with new (and final) content. 1°° The result is the 
same: The Scriptures have their end in the Jesus event. This insight, however, cannot 
stand alone, but must be placed in the context of Matthew's understanding of history. 
In his early work Hubert Frankemölle supports this understanding of the concept 
of fulfilment, claiming that for Matthew Scripture loses its original meaning in the life of 
Jesus Christ. 101 Understanding Jesus, or interpretation of Scripture in light of Jesus, as 
the replacement of Scripture in Matthean theology is based on the assumption that 
Matthew had already severed his ties to Judaism. Hence, the function (Sitz im Leben) of 
Matthean fulfilment citations as salvation historical readings of Scripture, would be to 
form a part of the Matthean apologetic over against the synagogue. In this salvation 
historical approach the church replaces Israel as the people of God, and through Jesus 
the Scriptures `have come to an end. ' 102 Frankemölle modifies this statement by 
maintaining that in its function of telling the history of Israel, and primarily of prophetic 
prediction of the messiah, Scripture preserves its validity. 103 Hence, it is only to be read 
in light of Jesus. After Jesus, new Scripture is required to tell the story of the new people 
of God. Hence, Scripture has its end in Jesus, by God's will. In this sense the fulfilment 
97 Cf. Nepper-Christensen, Matthäusevangelium, 167; Müller, "Salvation-History", 63. 
98 Ellis, Old Testament, 80. Cf. also Hummel, Auseinandersetzung, 132-135. 
99 Cf also Sand, Gesetz, 156; Gundry, Use, 157,234. 
1°°Müller, "Salvation-History", 63. Müller compares the process with a chicken hatching: `What 
remains of the egg is nothing but a shell'. Cf. also Mogens Muller, The First Bible of the Church: a Plea 
for the Septuagint (1996), 132. 
101 Frankemölle, Jahwe-Bund, 390. 
102 Frankenvölle, Jahwe-Bund, 357,391. 
103 Frankemölle, Jahwe-Bund, 299-300. 
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of Scripture in Jesus would only be eschatological in the sense that the time of Jesus 
inaugurates a new epoch in the history of salvation, the time of the church. Hence, the 
eschatological fulfilment would in the Matthean perspective be both a past event, with 
regard to the Christ event, and a present one in the existence of the Matthean community 
itself. 104 
This emphasis on Matthean eschatological exegesis based on the salvation 
historical principle is often compared to the exegetical practice at Qumran which is based 
on the present setting of the community. '°3 Exegetical works on the prophets, including 
the Habakkuk commentaries as well as the new versions of haggadic or halakhic 
traditions like the Temple Scroll, betray an understanding of Scripture where Scripture 
contains God's mysteries in a veiled form and only becomes true Scripture when it has 
been interpreted appropriately by a sage or visionary. "' This view of Scripture is a mark 
of apocalypticism, which in its revelations draws mainly either on scriptural tradition as 
typological for the present or on the prophetic passages of Scripture which concern the 
not yet realised oracles that speak about the day of the Lord, about eschatological war 
and judgement of the whole world. 107 In both cases Scripture is understood to refer to 
the present or the immediate future; the present is understood to be the beginning of the 
last days, and the sectarians understand themselves to be the elect to whom particular 
knowledge is revealed. 
Drawing parallels to Jewish apocalyptic literature, D. Orton understands 
Matthew's selfunderstanding to be that of an Apocalyptic Scribe. 108 U. Luz suggests the 
book of Jubilees as a literary Vorbild for Matthew. 109 The book of Jubilees as an 
example of Jewish apocalypticism is a rewriting of Scripture where scriptural events 
became typological for events in the present and the present became a part of sacred 
history. The secret revelations contained in the book of Jubilees do not simply hold an 
actualisation of Scripture, but also new, secret revelation which functioned as a 
supplement to Scripture. The Jewish apocalyptic tradition represented in the Qumran 
literature and the book of Jubilees reveal secrets which laid bare the fuller meaning of 
Scripture; their new revelation was not thought to replace the Torah or the scriptural 
104 Wolfgang Trilling, Das wahre Israel (1964), 87; Rolf Walker, Heilsgeschichte, 132-133; Strecker, 
Weg, 84-85. 
'os Cf. Milller, First Bible, 132; McConnell, Law, 139-141 makes the parallel between Matthew and 
Qumran explicit. Michael Knowles, Jeremiah in Matthew's Gospel: the Rejected-Prophet Motif in 
Matthean Redaction (1993), 25; Akio Ito, "Matthew and the Community of the Dead Sea Scrolls" 
(1992), 23-42 tries to show a connection of Matthew to the community of the Dead Sea Scrolls in a 
common apocalyptic background. 
106 Cf. Michael Fishbane, "Use, Authority and Interpretation of Mikra at Qumran" (1988), 364; Patte, 
Early Jewish Hermeneutic, 187. Many exegetes compare the Q- saying in Mt 11: 25-27 par to this 
apocalyptic understanding of Scripture and its fulfilment. The passage will be discussed below. 
107 Patte, Early Jewish Hermeneutic, 189-192. 
108 David Orton, "Matthew and Other Creative Jewish Writers" (1994), 136-139. 
109 Luz, "Fiktivität", 177. 
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tradition. "o The new revelation was either structured in a typological manner on 
Scripture and consisted of an explication of Scripture, or present events became 
revelatory by assimilating them to Scripture and describing them in the language of 
Scripture. Hence new revelation did not mean a consummation of Scripture or an end to 
tradition, but Scripture remained in focus as the locus of revelation. It was the mark of 
sectarianism that the `elect', to whom apocalyptic secrets were revealed, remained 
reactionary and exclusivist with regard to the hellenisation of Jewish culture and to what 
was perceived as a lax attitude to the Torah. The strict upholding of the Torah became 
the mark of the sectarian communities. 11' 
As the subsequent exegetical study will show, there are indeed parallels between 
the use of Scripture in the apocalyptic material and the gospel of Matthew. Perhaps the 
Pesher commentaries are the closest to Matthew in eschatological outlook as well as the 
interpretation of Scripture in light of contemporary events and the understanding of the 
imminent future. 12 There are, however, also significant differences with regard to 
outlook and understanding of Scripture. The factors which are viewed as parallel to the 
Matthean fulfilment theology: that the pesharim interpret the Scriptures as pertaining to 
the last days, and focus on the teacher of righteousness as the authoritative teacher of the 
Scriptures to whom commitment and dedication is of supreme importance, 113 may also 
be listed as the factors which mark the difference between Matthew and the apocalyptic 
texts. Although Matthew in the context of the gospel twice uses vocabulary which shows 
affinities to apocalyptic language of special revelation, and depicts Jesus as an 
authoritative teacher, "' the interpretation of Scripture as `fulfilled' is not based on 
particular authority or secret revelations on the part of Matthew. Here is the major 
difference between Matthew and the apocalyptic literature. "5 The understanding of 
Scripture as containing esoteric truths, only available through the authoritative 
interpretation of a teacher, is not a presupposition necessary for understanding the 
Matthean passages. The law and the prophets as taught and `fulfilled' in Jesus are open 
and present for those who have eyes to see and ears to hear (Mt 12: 1-8; 13: 13-15; 23: 3); 
what is happening is open and witnessed to in the Scriptures. Further, though realised 
eschatology surely is the perspective from which Matthew writes, there is relatively little 
interest in the events of the last days. Finally, the gospel draws on the Biblical texts, but 
is not primarily a textual commentary, ' 16 hence the interpretation of Scripture is not the 
10 Cf. Fishbane, "Use", 340; Christopher Rowland, "Apocalyptic Literature" (1988), 181-183. 
111 Patte, Early Jewish Hermeneutic, 165. 
I12 So also Luz, "Matthäusevangelium", 242. 
""3 Bruce D. Chilton, "Commenting on the Old Testament (with Particular Reference to the Pesharim, 
Philo and the Mekilta)" (1988), 123-127. 
"4 Mt 11: 25-27 and 13: 35ff. 
"S See also Rothfuchs, Erfilllungszitate, 137-143. 
11'This is also the difference between Targumim and the Matthean interpretation of Scripture. 
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main focus, but the doings and sayings of Jesus as they are supported by Scripture. The 
fulfilment of Scripture does not signify the consummation of Scripture in Jesus in the 
meaning the Scriptures have come to an end. Rather, what Jesus is, and what he 
represents, is witnessed to in Scripture. Scripture does not receive its meaning from 
Jesus, but in Jesus the true meaning of Scripture is present. 
The weakness of the emphasis of the historical Sitz-im-Leben which is present in 
earlier historical analysis is evident in the one-sided reading of the Matthean text in the 
context of the break between the Matthean church and the synagogue. In connection 
with a recognition of Matthean realised eschatology, Jesus and the Church then are 
described as representing something new and different. Reading Matthew's fulfilment 
theology in light of the salvation historical principle in combination with Matthean anti 
Pharisaic polemic and the `new' inaugurated with the birth of Jesus may have resulted in 
a greater break with Judaism than the Matthean text actually gives witness to. In the 
context of interpreting the fulfilment passages in Matthew, Lars Hartmann has called for 
a theologically more neutral usage of the term `fulfilment', and speaks of the possibility 
of understanding Scripture as vessels to be filled with events. "' Studies concerned with 
the use and interpretation of Scripture in Judaism before and at the time of Jesus/the 
primitive church show that the concern for the actualisation was not simply one present 
in the apocalyptic literature, or in the eschatological oriented sect at Qumran from which 
the pesher material arose. 118 The halakhic material in itself is evidence for such an 
understanding of Scripture. 
Although the lines between the prophetic and the apocalyptic traditions within 
Judaism at the time may not be clear cut, it is here proposed that the parallel to 
Matthew's Christology understood as a fulfilment of Scripture is found in the prophetic 
rather than in the apocalyptic tradition. The radicalisation of the Torah, the demand for 
compassion, and the rejection of those sent by God all have precedents in the prophetic 
material Matthew cites. Moreover, in as much as in the liturgy, the haphtarah, the 
reading of the prophets were meant to express the will of God for redemption, 119 Jesus 
may be said to fulfil that function of the Scriptures in performing or embodying God's 
salvific attitude to humans. In this sense one can say with Rothfuchs that Scripture and 
Christ event together constitute revelation for Matthew. 120 But Matthew's fulfilment 
theology does not imply an end or a completion of Scripture. It is only because Jesus fills 
1" Lars Hartmann, "Scriptural Exegesis in the Gospel of St. Matthew and the Problem of 
Communication" (1972), 136. 
118 In fact, Rowland, "Apocalyptic Literature", 180 points out that the particular difficulty when dealing 
with the use of Scripture in the apocalyptic literature is to distinguish its use from other Jewish literature 
of the same period in time. To Rowland it is the literary aspects of apocalypticism, the claim to be 
divinely inspired interpretation of the esoteric truths found in Scripture, which makes apocalypticism 
different from other Jewish literature. This element is not present in Matthew in the apocalyptic sense. 
119Patte, Early Jewish Hermeneutic, 45-46. 
120Rothfuchs, Erfiallungszitate, 117-119. 
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the prophetically spoken paradigm for the Messiah, that he fulfils the prophetic oracles, 
consequently Scripture is confirmed and upheld, as expressed in Mt 5: 17.121 The 
exegetical study Matthew 11-13 will show how the scriptural passages receive their 
content in Jesus, but point beyond themselves to be filled yet again. Hence Matthew 
understands the Scriptures to have been fulfilled, but not to have lost their significance or 
relevance. 
2.2.5. Conclusion 
In line with the specific subject of this study - the use and authority of traditions 
in Matthew 11-13 - the above analysis has been concerned with Matthew's use of 
Scripture as a source for composition as it is laid open in the use of citations, mainly, but 
also of allusions. The purpose has been to show that the formula-quotations specifically, 
but also other citations, as well as the Matthean addition of scriptural allusions to gospel 
tradition, do not simply demonstrate an apologetic need to ground the Jesus story in the 
history of the Jewish people. They reveal that the Christological or messianic exegesis of 
Matthew presupposes the Hebrew Scriptures and understands itself a part of a world 
shaped in thought and theology by the same Scriptures. To state the obvious: Scripture 
constitutes authoritative tradition for Matthew. The preoccupation of past research with 
the text form of the Matthean citations shows that the continuity with tradition and 
reverence for Scripture is not located in the exact translation of individual passages, and 
not necessarily in the original context of the passages which the evangelist cites. Even 
herein, the gospel betrays its Jewish origins: the citation and selection of Scripture in 
itself is an act of interpretation, an actualisation of Scripture. 122 Hence, it is possible to 
postulate that the evangelist himself is responsible for mixed citations and variant 
readings of texts where a Matthean theological motif can be established. 
The thesis which will be demonstrated in the present study is that Matthew, as a 
historical theologian, 123 primarily uses Scripture in its paradigmatic nature. Other aspects 
of Matthean use of Scripture, as e. g. in the Moses typology demonstrated by Dale 
Allison124 or the Jeremiah typology analysed by Michael Knowles, '25 have not been 
touched upon in this brief exposition. This choice has been made despite their relevance 
for the present study. In Matthew 11-13 Matthew presents Jesus as `greater than... ' 
biblical figures in many ways, and Allison's book touches upon the wisdom/torah motif 
in 11: 28-30, which is relevant for the understanding of Jesus as an antitype to Moses as 
121 Gerhard Barth, "Das Gesetzesverständnis des Evangelisten Matthäus" (1960), 60-66. 
122 Cf. Jacob Neusner, "Scripture and the Mishnah: Authority and Selectivity" (1982), 65; Patte, Early 
Jewish Hermeneutic, 72 cites Rabbinic tradition: 'R Judah said: If one translates a verse literally, he is a 
liar; if he adds thereto, he is a blasphemer and a libeller. ' 
'Z' Geschichtstheologe, cf. Frankemölle, Jahwe-Bund, esp. 308-400. 
124 Dale C. Allison, The New Moses: A Matthean Typology (1993). 
125 Knowles, Jeremiah in Matthew's Gospel (1993). 
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the giver of the law. The rejected prophet motif which Knowles points to is also very 
present in Mt 11-13, especially as a part of the Deuteronomistic understanding of history 
represented in the obduracy of the people. 126 Likewise, other hermeneutical aspects of 
Matthean scriptural usage have not been accounted for. These hermeneutical aspects are 
better treated in the context of the analysis of the passages. 
A question which has not yet been explored is how Scripture functions as 
authoritative. In chapter three, this question will be addressed, as well as the 
presuppositions and methodology which is used in the exegetical analysis of the citations 
and allusions within the narrative context in which they occur. Ultimately, it is the 
context in the gospel which must inform how Matthew altered sources to fit into his own 
world, which also must include the question of how the different strands of tradition 
were fused together. Before this question is addressed, a review of Matthew's reception 
of Jesus tradition will be presented. 
2.3. REDACTION AND COMPOSITION OF JESUS TRADITION 
2.3.1. Introduction 
The gospel of Matthew is not a free creation, but a composition of material 
woven together from different sources and traditions. As it is common to speak of 
scriptural citations in Matthew, the passages from Mark and Q as they are transmitted in 
Matthew, may be labelled citations of Jesus tradition. In much the same way as it has 
been noted that Matthew treats the scriptural tradition which he preserves freely as far as 
selection, text and interpretation of Scripture is concerned, redaction critical studies of 
the gospel have shown Matthew to deal creatively and independently with his written 
sources. 127 
Methodologically, a redaction critical analysis seeks on the basis of synoptic 
comparisons to establish the kind of lexical, stylistic and redactional changes the 
evangelist has made in the reception of the gospel traditions in order to draw conclusions 
as to the redactional intentions of Matthew. This analysis also tries to establish the 
structural composition of the Matthean narrative, and the use of source material therein, 
in order to gain insights into the Matthean understanding of the Jesus tradition. In the 
first instance the historical Sitz-im-Leben in terms of the practical needs or theological 
issues of the Matthean community is often emphasised. The transparency of the 
Matthean narrative toward the Matthean context is frequently assumed. In the latter 
instance the focus is on Matthew as a theologian. 
An aspect of the transmission of Jesus tradition which is of importance in light of 
the question of the authoritative status of these sources is also the question of non- 
reception: that part of tradition which is discarded. In the reception of material certain 
'26This theme has also been carefully and exhaustively analysed by Odil Hannes Steck, Israel und das 
Gewaltsame Geschick der Propheten (1967). 
127 Cf. the review of important redaction critical studies since 1945 in Stanton, "Origin". 
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motives for reception can be established, and these motives may say something about 
how Matthew understood the nature of his sources. 
In the following sections, the issue of Matthew as recipient and interpreter of 
Jesus tradition will be discussed, before the question of Matthew as a composer of 
traditional material as well as his motivation for preservation of Jesus tradition will be 
addressed. First, however, a few reflections concerning the written text of Matthew's 
sources will be offered. 
2.3.2. The Text of Matthew's Written Sources 
The successful work of the redaction critic depends upon the presupposition of 
the existence of written sources where the form of the text is established, at least 
approximately. The present review is concerned with the sayings-source normally 
referred to as Q, and the gospel of Mark, since the probability in establishing the original 
wording of the sources in these two instances is greatest. 
The opponents of the Q-hypothesis use the absence of an actual textual 
manuscript as an argument for their searching for alternative solutions to the synoptic 
problem. The wording of Q can only be established on the basis of a synoptic comparison 
with Luke. The form of the text available to Matthew can not with certainty be 
established. Neither is it certain that the text of Mark known to us through the text 
represents the exact Vorlage to which Matthew (and Luke) had access. Some of the 
minor agreements between Mt and Lk over against Mark may indeed point to a different 
Markan text. The possibilities of different versions of Q is more widely accepted. 
The fluidity of the scriptural tradition at the time of the writing of the gospel has 
been pointed to above. The possibility that Mark and Q existed in variant forms must be 
taken into account even outside the context of the minor agreements. Barabara Aland has 
in the case of the gospel of Matthew been impressed with the relative accuracy of written 
transmission of the Matthean text at an early stage and is thereby convinced of the 
possibility of reconstruction the original gospel text. 128 In contrast, Stanton has called for 
a greater discernment in redaction criticism with regard to the possibility both that the 
edition of Matthew available to us represented a redacted form of an earlier Matthew, 
and the possibility that the sources of Matthew were not yet complete in written form 
before they were used. 129 In Matthew, scholars have been able to identify linguistic and 
stylistic traits of the evangelist, 130 which show that despite the discrepancies in 
'28Barbara Aland, "Das Zeugnis der frühen Papyri für den Text der Evangelien" (1992), 325-335. On 
the example of the gospel of Matthew, Aland points out that the textual variants of the gospel fragments 
are of such a character that they first and foremost witness to the copyists' regard and respect for the 
correct preservation of the written text (that is, the gospel text as it was written down in the first century 
and preserved through careful copying). Theological motivations did not result in the rewriting of the 
text itself. 
"'Stanton, "Origin", 1897-1899. 
10 Cf. Schenk, Sprache; Goulder, Midrash, 116-123,476-485; Robert H. Gundry, Matthew: a 
Commentry on his Literary and TheologicalArt (1982), 641-649; Luz, Evangelium, vol. 1,31-56. 
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Matthew's reception of material into the narrative, the interweaving of material in the 
gospel does not in general betray the evidence of a subsequent redactor. 13' The question 
therefore remains open as to how criteria could be established to identify redactional 
layers in Matthew. 
It remains vital that the reception of the synoptic material in Matthew must be 
analysed in light. of Matthean style and in light of the literary and theological context of 
the passage in question. Although the exact text form of the sources as they were 
available to Matthew can only be postulated on the basis of the existing manuscripts 
available to us, Matthean redactional intention can be assumed where the text does not 
correspond to the text of the existing sources and correspondence with the Matthean 
narrative exposition and theology can be shown. Further, the extent and nature of 
redactional modification of the sources must be sought explained and confirmed in light 
of theological and thematic interests in the gospel. Here the restructuring and 
recomposition of traditional material may be indicative. 
2.3.3. Matthew's Reception and Interpretation of Jesus Tradition 
In his Heidelberg thesis, H. J. Held finds the redactional achievement of Matthew 
in relation to Markan source material in chs 8 and 9 to be threefold: preservation of 
tradition, interpretation of the Jesus stories, and actualisation of the material for the 
disciples in the present. 132 This interpretation process is not only performed through 
abbreviating and fashioning the tradition, but also by creative addition to the stories, 
whereby the additions only are meant to bring out more clearly the meaning already 
inherent in the source. 
It is relatively common to emphasise the stylistic changes and shortening of the 
written sources as primarily representative of Matthean narrative style, and the more 
radical changes as intentional interpretation of tradition. 133 In the process of Matthean 
abbreviation of received tradition, however, there lies an inherent choice in how a 
passage is presented in the narrative. Stylistic changes are also conscious and may reflect, 
if not an intentional theological development, at least something of the frame of reference 
within which the evangelist works. Further, the rearrangement of material into a different 
narrative context is a redactional choice made not simply on an external basis, but on the 
perceived statement of the passage in question. A study of Matthew's redaction of Q 
material in chapter 11 shows that this reception process of both stylistic and more 
13' Certain passages in Matthew have been questioned; e. g. both fulfilment citations in Mt 13 have been 
labelled interpolations by some scholars. 
132 Heinz Jocahim Held, "Matthäus als Interpret der Wundergeschichten" (1960), 284-287. He here 
repeats the insights of his teacher, Günther Bornkamm, "Die Sturmstillung im Matthäusevangelium" 
(1960/1948), 51, who speaks of Matthew as the first exegete of the Markan stories he preserves. 
133 Cf. e. g. Luz, Evangelium, vol. 1,56-59. Luz emphasises Matthew as the 'heir' (Erbe) of his sources, 
like Held, prefers to accentuate the continuity of the Matthean narrative with the written sources. 
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evident redactional changes includes another three elements: 134 First, Matthew, with the 
help of additions and clarifications, explains parts of the tradition which seem obscure or 
meaningless. Here we also find Matthew's linguistic improvement of the tradition. "' 
Second, Matthew picks up on themes which may be hidden or undeveloped in the 
tradition. Through creative weaving of traditional material as well as in additions which 
are peculiar to Matthew, these themes are emphasised and developed greatly in 
comparison with the sources. 136 Finally it may be observed that Matthew, through 
redactional activity, not only eliminates traditional material, but also clearly corrects the 
tradition and places it in the context of particular theological themes. 
Exegetes frequently speak of Matthew's fidelity to or respect for his sources. 
Michael Goulder, who assumes that Mark was Matthew's sole source and considers the 
Q material to be Matthean creative expansions of Mark, holds only one and a half 
percent of the Markan material to be completely eliminated from Mark. 137 A number of 
passages and minor eliminations are according to Goulder not omissions, but 
reinterpretations of the Markan text. Although Goulder's thesis with regard to the Q 
material is not very credible, it does account for the minor agreements between Mt and 
Lk. It does not, however, account for what would have to be called the fragmentation 
and simplification of the Matthean speech material in Luke (as for example with Mt 18). 
Further, whereas Matthean replacement of the Markan material with creation of his own 
(e. g. the parable of the tares as opposed to the seed growing secretly) may be called 
reinterpretation, the process is more than a faithful retelling of the story: It is substituting 
it with a text which represents a divergent point of view or an altogether different 
subject. 
Goulder himself points to aspects of Matthean redaction which are contradictory 
in nature. 138 Matthew on the one hand engages in transcription or verbatim citation of 
the source, and in large portions (from ch 13 onwards) also follows the basic structure of 
Mark. 139 This pattern points to a reliable reception of traditional material. On the other 
hand, the evangelist in the twelve first chapters departs largely from the structure of his 
sources, modifies source material and, moreover, creates material partly by duplicating 
tradition, partly by inserting fictitious material into the narrative. Goulder does not assign 
"' Cf. Lena Lybaek, "Wisdom Christology in Matthew" (1994), 33-36. 
135 Goulder, Midrash, 38 refers to specific explanations as in Mt 16: 6 (Mk 8: 15). Changes for 
clarification may include more than this: e. g. substitution of terms that may be ambiguous, or simply 
specifications of the situation in question over against a general description in the source. 
136 This is also in part what has been demonstrated by Knowles, Jeremiah, 218. 
137 Goulder, Midrash, 34, only considers nine verses or 1 %: per cent of Mark to be completely eliminated 
from Mark; it is so because he understands a number of passages to be included in Matthew as 
reinterpretations or alterations, not omissions. 
` 38 Goulder, Midrash, 34-46. 
139 Cf. In light of the relative freedom with which material is structured in chs 1-12, Goulder labels the 
opposite procedure in chs 13ff, fatigue. Cf. Gundry, Use, 10: `editorial fatigue set in. ' 
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any motives for the creation of twin stories and fictitious narrative other than referring to 
the rabbinic traits of midrashic methods of Matthew. 140 
In an attempt to explain the phenomenon, Ulrich Luz isolates two basic motives 
for the procedure. "' First, he argues, the reason for the duplication of passages is partly 
to be found in Matthew's structure of material, and partly due to the faithfulness to his 
sources. Therefore, when the structure required a certain motif in a certain place (e. g. the 
healings of a blind and a dumb man before the citation in Mt 11: 5), but the fidelity to the 
wording of the synoptic material and theological considerations kept him from removing 
it from the context of the sources, duplicates of healings were created (cf. Mt 9: 27-3 1; 
20: 24-34). Second, Luz ascribes other fictitious elements of the Matthean narrative 
primarily to the theological motivation of depicting the Jewish leadership as responsible 
for the death of Jesus, and thus the transfer of God's offer of salvation to the Gentiles. '42 
Luz, like Goulder, ascribes Matthean redactional procedures to Jewish literary 
techniques. Both note that the duplication of material and fictitious material are 
interpretative methods, and may be compared to Jewish historiography as it is found in 
the Deuteronomistic history or in Chronicles. 143 Jewish literature often attributes 
fictional words and deeds to historical figures. '44 The function of this fictitious material 
is often of kerygmatic and confessional character and is not perceived to be fictitious 
because it seeks to point out truths in history which would not have been clear in a 
description of actual events. 145 The similarities between Matthew's creative writing and 
Jewish literature again places Matthew in the setting of Jewish culture and thought. 
Further, if the interpretative methods used in Scripture is found to be employed in the 
reading of Jesus tradition, this may give an indication of the status of that tradition in the 
understanding of Matthew. 
"o Interestingly, the repetitions and doublets in Matthew, which serves Goulder in his argument for 
Matthew's midrashic expansions of Mark, had before Goulder served both the argumentation for a two- 
source theory (John C. Hawkins, Horae Synopticae: Contributions to the Study of the Synoptic Problem, 
1898,35), and to prove Mark's dependence on Matthew (Basil Christopher Butler, The Originality of St. 
Matthew: A Critique of the Two Source Hypothesis, 1951,53). Cf. also the review in Janice Capel 
Anderson, Matthew's Narrative Web: Over and Over and Over Again (1994), 13-16. 
141 Luz, "FiktivitAt", 153-162. 
12 Cf. also Ulrich Luz, "Die Wundergeschichten von Mt 8-9" (1987), 163-165. The duplicates in the 
Matthean story can also be shown to fill a function in the overall Matthean narrative. Here the insights 
of a purely linear reading of the gospel may supplement redaction critical analysis fruitfully. Anderson, 
Matthew's Narrative Web, 177-180, in a narrative reading of Matthew, has pointed to the structural 
aspect of the Matthean doublets, showing that they in appearance form a chiastic pattern, centering on 
the response to Jesus by four different character groups in the gospel: the outcasts, the leadership, the 
disciples and the gentiles. Possibly the nature of the concern as presented by Anderson may be reversed 
to involve Jesus' attitude and response to the different'character groups. 
103Luz, "Fiktivität", 175-177; 
144 RT. France, "Jewish Historiography, Midrash and the Gospels" (1983), 99. 
145 Manfred Oemig, "Bedeutung und Funktionen von `Fiktion' in der alttestamentlichen 
Geschichtsschreibung" (1984), 262-263. 
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Redaction critical study has revealed a number of aspects of Matthean reading 
and integration of traditional material concerning Jesus, where relatively minor changes, 
abbreviation of material, clarification, even modifications and corrections take place in 
addition to both transcription and new creation of material. It is to be affirmed that in this 
process one can read not just Matthean preferential style and language, but also the 
guiding theology and setting of the evangelist. Further, the redactional techniques which 
have parallels in Jewish historiography, may give an indication of the status of Matthew's 
sources. This can be further exemplified in Matthew's ordering of traditional material. 
2.3.4. Matthew's Composition of Received Tradition 
The gospel of Matthew displays a number of artful techniques by which the 
gospel is organised and arranged so that it has been common to speak of Matthew's 
literary art. 146 It is the agreement of most scholars that Matthew's composition of 
material is both intentional and systematised. But whereas sections of the narrative can 
successfully be structured around certain principles, 14' agreement on the overall 
structure of the whole gospel has not been reached. 14' The creative and planned literary 
work of the gospel, however, seems to be significant for the establishment of particular 
concerns of Matthew. There is a noteworthy development from Bornkamm's 
understanding of the evangelist as primarily a collector, organising material according to 
external criteria, 149 to the recognition of the composition of material as theologically 
relevant. "" Redaction criticism has evolved from an early preoccupation, mainly with the 
individual words and deeds of Jesus as the primary elements of tradition, to an 
appreciation of the significance of the composition and structure of the gospel as part of 
the reception and interpretation of tradition. What is significant with regard to the issue 
of the authoritative status of the traditions in question, is how these traditions are 
received into the greater structure of the gospel. 
It has already been noted that in the gospel a break seems to occur between 
chapter 12 and 13, where the creative character of the Matthean composition from ch 13 
onwards follows the Markan structure of events. In the introduction to their ICC 
Commentary on the gospel of Matthew, Davies and Allison have further illustrated this 
'46 Cf. e. g. Gundry, Matthew (1982); Jack Dean Kingsbury, Matthew: Structure, Christology, Kingdom 
(1975), 15-17; and Paul Gaechter, Die Literarische Kunst im Matthausevangelium (1965). 
"' E. g. Luz, Evangelium, vol. 1,186'on the chiastic structure of the sermon on the mount with its centre 
in the Lords Prayer; D. E. Garland, The Intention of Matthew 23 (1979), 8-33 on the structure of 
Matthew 23; and Cope, Matthew, 11-12, on the structuring of certain blocks of material (incl. passages 
in Mt 11,12 and 13) on the basis of scriptural citations which he labels `mid-point' texts. 
'48 Cf. the overview in David R. Bauer, The Structure of Matthew's Gospel: A Study in Literary Design 
(1988), 21-54 and Stanton, "Origin", 1903-1906. 
149 Bornkamrn, "Sturmstillung", 53. His own conclusion, which he sees as a single case, is nevertheless 
that the composition of material in Matthew contributes to the interpretation of the Stilling of the Storm. 
'50Bauer, Structure, 54. 
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aspect by pointing to triadic structures in the first part of the gospel until Mt 12: 58 and 
the absence of such structures in the latter part of the gospel. "' They explain this 
phenomenon with the observation that the first part of the gospel builds on material from 
both Q and Mark in addition to special Matthean material. 152 According to Davies and 
Allison, Matthew `used up' most of the Q material in the first part of the gospel. The 
`fatigue' which the latter part of the gospel gives evidence to, is accordingly caused by 
the limitations imposed on the evangelist by restricted source material. 
Davies and Allison illustrate in their findings the conclusion of F. Neirynck, 
according to whom the order of material in the first part of the gospel (4: 23-11: 1) is both 
traditional and systematic, and that the section despite its character as the only truly 
original structural creation in Matthew, still, by and large, remains true to the Markan 
order. 113 The influence of Q causes the replacement of certain passages. Hence, the 
overall conclusion is that Matthew remains true both to the order of Q and to that of 
Mark. Despite this insight, the attempt to structure the gospel of Matthew according to 
that of Mark has not been successful. The model advocated by Kingsbury, '54 dependent 
on the formulaic sentences in 4: 17 and 16: 20, "5 would with the passion prediction as in 
Mark introduce the second part of the gospel: the way to the cross. Few people have 
been convinced of the theory, however, mainly because the formulaic sentences are not 
perceived to mark the beginning of units. u6 
With Neirynck, many scholars would in terms of the form of the gospel of 
Matthew, understand it to be a rereading (relecture) of Mark, Matthew having chosen 
the narrative rather than the logia form of his gospel. However, the influential essay of 
Bacon who structured the gospel according to the discourses in the gospel of 
Matthew, '57 illustrates the impression of Q on the gospel as a whole. Therefore, the 
151 Davies and Allison, Saint Matthew, vol. 1,62-72. 
'52Q has served as a source almost exclusively for the sermon on the mount, as the principle source for 
the discourses in 10,11 and 12: 25-45 and in a very subsidiary manner in the parables in chapter 13. 
'53 F. Neirynck, "La Redaction matheenne et la structure du premier Evangile" (1967), 72-73; also Luz, 
Evangelium, vol. 1,24-25. 
134 Kingsbury, Matthew, 5f. 
153 And others before him: cf. Neirynck, "Ridaction matheenne", 56-57. 
'm Cf. Neirynck, "Redaction mathee nne", 57-58; Stanton, "Origin", 1905. 
157 B. W. Bacon, "The Five Books of Moses against the Jews" (1918), 55-56. The major difficulty with 
Bacon's thesis is the division of material between five major discourses and narrative material. Chs. 23- 
25, for example consists of two separate consecutive discourses. Also the material in 10-13 consists 
largely of discourse, interrupted by narrative questions. These observations do not disqualify the 
emphasis Bacon placed either on the Matthean interest in Moses, nor the impact on the discourses in 
Matthew. Allison, New Moses has shown that the Moses figure is significant to the evangelist. 
Moreover, the relation discourse-narrative in the gospel has led others to find chiastic relations between 
the individual discourses in the gospel. Cf. J. C. Fenton, "Inclusio and Chiasmus in Matthew" (1959), 
174-179; C. H. Lohr, "Oral Techniques in the Gospel of Matthew" (1961), 424-432. 
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gospel is both a rereading of Mark and a variation of the logia collection of Q. 158 This 
becomes particularly evident, when the redaction of the sources reveal that many of the 
prominent themes in Matthew are derived from Q rather than Mark. 159 
It is evident, and therefore also a presupposition of redaction criticism, that the 
reception and interpretation of written Jesus tradition in the gospel of Matthew is to be 
found both in the ordering and in the redactional modification of the synoptic material. 
With regard to the actual ordering of material in the gospel, it is possible to show that, in 
general, the evangelist orders material on the basis of its order in Mark or Q or both. It is 
also, however, noteworthy that within the framework of this general inclination Matthew 
does transpose material and thereby even in minor ways changes the content of the text. 
In the example of Mt 4: 23-11: 1, labelled by Neirynck as the only truly original order 
created by Matthew, the transposition and abbreviation of Markan pericopes may 
schematically look moderate. 16o The result is nevertheless in terms of the gospel text 
remarkably different form Mark. Further, despite the conservative attitude of Matthew to 
his sources, the ordering of the individual pericopes, together with the modification and 
creation of material, achieves a structure in the gospel. In this structure, an internal 
correspondence between significant themes is found. The emphasis found in this 
structure is not on external factors of the narrative, but on thematic and theological 
issues. 161 
Matthew's gospel is a retelling of the Jesus material as it is found in Q and Mark. 
The parallel between Matthew's creative story writing in the context of the gospel and 
Jewish historiography has been noted above. The manner in which Matthew treats the 
Jesus material in his relecture of the written material is likewise to be compared to 
Jewish historiography. Frankemölle has described the combination of story and discourse 
in the gospel of Matthew as a mixed form based on Q and Mark, patterned on the 
Deuteronomistic history. 162 Although one might argue that the freedom with which 
Matthew composes and arranges the existing material into a completely new story speaks 
against an understanding of the existing traditions as having had authoritative or `sacred' 
status, 163 the methods chosen for the telling of the story, as well as the relative loyalty to 
the order and wording of the existing sources, do show, despite creativity, that the 
158Cf. Frankemölle, Jahwe-Bund, 331; also Helmut Köster, "Überlieferung und Geschichte der 
frühchristlichen Evangelien Literatur" (1984), 1529-1530. 
159 Luz, Evangelium, vol. 1,56ff, describes Mark as providing the main framework for the gospel, but Q 
as providing specific theological concepts like the aspect of judgement. Further, he claims that the 
evidence of the existence of prophets and scribes in the Matthean church, places Q in a particular 
relation to the Matthean community. 
160 Cf. Neirynck, "Redaction mathednne", 67. 
16' Cf. for example the chiastic structure of the Matthean doublets above, or the internal correspondence 
of themes in the sermon on the mount. 
'62Frankemölle, Jahwe-Bund, 345-347. 
163 Cf. France, "Jewish Historiography", 121; Stanton, "Origin", 1902. 
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stories preserved in the gospel have been perceived to own some kind of standing as 
sacred writings. Hence, the conclusions which concerned the Matthean duplications of 
material in the redactional insertions (cf section 2.3.3. ), apply also to the Matthean 
composition and creative re-reading of synoptic tradition. This will be explored further 
when the motivation of Matthew for the preservation of the material, and the motivation 
for the preservation of the material in this particular manner are considered. 
2.3.5. Motives for the Transmission of Jesus-Material 
In connection with the results from redactional and compositional analyses of the 
gospel of Matthew, research has been faced with the question of the motivation for the 
preservation of the Jesus material as well as the motivation for the altering of tradition. 
The historical-critical analysis of the gospels, drawing on classical Formgeschichte with 
its emphasis on the Sitz-im-Leben of pericopes of the Jesus tradition, assumed 
community-oriented motivation for such preservation and alterations. 164 The situation, 
environment and needs of the community are perceived to be mirrored in the specific 
separation and transmission of Jesus material. This `redactional adjustability' of Jesus 
material in the reception process, characterised by both remembrance and continuity as 
well as amnesia and discontinuity, is presumed to have taken place at the oral level of 
transmission and reception before the texts of the gospels were formed and became 
fixed. 165 Hence, the practical motives of transmission and reception of material has been 
found in the Sitz-im-Leben of the primitive church. 166 
In contrast to this development, S. Byrskog has drawn attention to what he calls 
the `non-practical motives of transmission' in the gospel of Matthew. 167 The point of 
departure for his study is the claimed interest of the church fathers in Jesus as the one 
teacher (etc ouv 8t8daic(xXo; ), noting the influence of Matthew 23: 8-10 on the 
formulation. 168 Byrskog presupposes a connection between the early isolation and 
'd' Paul-Gerhardt Müller, Der Traditionsprozeß im Neuen Testament. Kommunikationsanalytische 
Studien zur Versprachlichung des Jesusphänomens (1981), 113-116. 
'63 Cf. Werner H. Kelber, "Die Anfangsprozesse der Verschrifilichung im Frühchristentum", 27-38. 
'" Köster, "Überlieferung", 1504-1531. 
167 Samuel Byrskog, Jesus the Only Teacher: Didactic Authority and Transmission in Ancient Israel, 
Ancient Judaism and the Matthean Community (1994), 15-16. In his focus on non practical motives 
Byrskog joins Riesner in a critique of the 'classical Formgeschichte'. Cf. Rainer Riesner, Jesus als 
Lehrer (1984), 35-40. Riesner's interest is to demonstrate the actual 'Geschichtswert' of the Jesus 
tradition as transmitted in the synoptic gospels. 
'68 Byrskog cites Ignatius' letter to the Ephesians 15: 1. Ignatius refers to Jesus as the only teacher also in 
Magn 9: 1. Both passages are reminiscent but no explicit citation of Mt 23: 8. The respective contexts of 
the saying in Mt 23 and the letters of Ignatius do not correspond, so that a clear relation to the Matthean 
concept is possible, but not verifiable. Cf. Wolf-Dietrich Köhler, Rezeption des Matthdusevangeliums in 
der Zeit vor Irenaus (1987), 81-82. Byrskog quotes similar formulations also from Clement of 
Alexandria. Other documentation of the absolute use of b 5t6äauaaoS for Jesus among the church 
fathers is, however, scarce. Cf. Karl Heinrich Rengstorf, "Ot&taKct oS" TDNT 11 (1964), 157. 
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separate transmission of Jesus sayings and Jesus' didactic authority. 169 In the gospel of 
Matthew, Byrskog views Mt 23: 8-10 as an indication that the understanding of Jesus as 
teacher and Jesus' didactic authority, had a specific motivating force on the transmission 
of Jesus tradition in the Matthean community. 10 
Byrskog finds three types of didactic motives in the gospel narrative: The 
didactic motive is found in the commissioning of the disciples to continue the teaching 
ministry of Jesus (Mt 28: 19). The didactic-biographical motive is evident in the gospel 
itself: Matthew sought through the narrative to ground the teaching of Jesus in the life of 
Jesus. Finally, the didactic-labelling motive is found in the way the narrative of the 
gospel uses didactic labels, narrative structures and authoritative formulations to ascribe 
authority to Jesus as the only teacher. Byrskog holds that the character of transparency 
to the present found in the Matthean gospel narrative as described e. g. by U. Luz"' 
makes it possible for the narrator and the community of the Matthean gospel to feel 
included in the Jesus story as pupils of Jesus. They identify themselves with the disciples 
and understand their identity to be `the school of Jesus'. Motivated by the faith in Jesus 
as the only teacher, this school strove, according to Byrskog, to keep Jesus tradition 
separate from post-Easter Christian traditions. The gospel of Matthew, though displaying 
creativity in elaborating on the tradition, places the supreme importance on the 
preservation of the Jesus-tradition. 
With regard to the process of transmission, Byrskog holds that the careful 
organisation of the gospel of Matthew requires a high degree of `internalisation' of the 
written sources, an internalisation which would only be possible by the `re-oralisation', 
memorising of the written Jesus tradition. "Z Re-oralisation of the sources in turn made 
the creation of a new gospel narrative possible, in which the whole of the received 
tradition was included. Thus, Byrskog argues, although the Matthean community 
received a large amount of written sources, that written text was not a finalised one. 
Through the internalisation of the text, re-oralisation of the tradition took place. It was 
flexible and could be retold in a different form. 
Here is not the place to discuss whether the stress on Jesus as the only teacher is 
representative of Matthew's primary understanding of Christ. 173 Consequently, it is not 
169 Byrskog draws on the work of Gerhard Kittel, Die Probleme des Palästinischen Spd Judentum und 
das Urchristentum (1926); M. Dibelius, Formgeschichte des Evangeliums (1933) and Birger 
Gerhardsson, Memory and Manuscript (21964). 
170 Similarly Müller, Traditionsprozeß, 157. 
"' Luz, "Wundergeschichten", 155-159. 
172Ibid., 343-348. 
173The evidence is ambiguous. Jesus refers to himself as teacher four times in the gospel. The noun is 
used addressing Jesus only by his opponents. The number of occurrences of the verb with Jesus as the 
subject is reduced in relation to the Markan occurrences, but these are in central places like in the 
summaries combined with x71p1baßcu. The question remains whether Matthew would not have made use 
of the noun more frequently in a positive sense if this was the basic motivating force for transmission. 
The disciples call Jesus Idptc, and in Jesus' own teaching the Messiah is called the same even by David 
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necessary here to adopt Byrskog's model of reception of didactic material in a Matthean 
`school of Jesus'. Byrskog's study is nevertheless of particular interest for the question 
of the relation between transmission of tradition and the question of authority in 
Matthew. This is so not simply because it emphasises the authority of Jesus as a primary 
motivating force in the reception process, but also because in light of his concept of 're- 
oralisation' this authoritative teaching is not tied to the accurate verbal transmission of 
the material, but much more in the faithful reception and preservation of the actual 
content of the teaching. 174 The concept is helpful and important as a correction of 
previous understanding of the `direction' in which the process of interpretation moved. 
Whereas previously the isolation of Gemeindetheologie in the text of the gospel would 
read the post-Easter situation back into the Jesus story, Byrskog, and with him P. G. 
Müller, portray a text process which moves from Jesus tradition into the community. 
Here, the preservation of Jesus material takes place in its actualisation and reformulation 
on the level of the Matthean community. "s It is very doubtful, however, whether this 
reformulation of tradition as faithful preservation of authoritative teaching could avoid 
the process of situationally oriented interpretation which eliminates and includes on the 
basis of the subjective situation of the community. The preservation of Jesus material 
over against its post-Easter interpretation, even if perceived as authoritative teaching 
above and beyond all practical needs and motivations, would still be formed and marked 
by the stages of transmission. 16 
Finally, Byrskog's study raises questions with regard to the actual standing of the 
written tradition in relation to the authority of Jesus, as the origin of tradition. Byrskog 
emphasises both the continuity of Matthew with the written sources and the 
discontinuity, maintaining that the main interest both in reception and retelling of the 
story was the preservation of authoritative teaching over against the church-related 
theology. The phenomenon of re-oralisation of the tradition as postulated by Byrskog 
does not account for the careful `re-fixation' of tradition into a unified narrative which 
takes place in the gospel of Matthew. The mere fact that at least two written sources 
were available to Matthew shows that early in the Christian tradition a beginning fixation 
of Jesus-tradition had taken place. It is also probable that not only a special `school' of 
scribes was familiar with this material, but that it was available to, and used by, the 
community. The re-oralisation and subsequent re-fixation into a gospel according to 
(Mt 22: 45). Logically Mt 22: 45 in connection with Peter's confession would serve better as the 
motivating force and explains why Jesus can teach authoritatively at all. Cf. Byrskog, Jesus the Only 
Teacher, 200ff. where Byrskog addresses this question. 
14 Similarly again Müller, Traditionsprozeß, 113-115 distinguishes between the rabbinic reciting and 
memorisation of sentences and teachings and the creative reformulation of the actual meaning of the 
words of Jesus in Christian tradition. 
175 Cf. the distinction as it is made in Müller, Traditionsprozeß, 113-130. Müller speaks of the speech 
process initiated by Jesus. 
176 Kelber, "Anfangsprozesse", 36-40. 
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Matthew, thus, involved an alteration and reinterpretation of this tradition. Apart from an 
interest in the preservation of tradition, and a respect for the authority of the teaching 
therein, the creation of a whole new narrative in which the preserved tradition receives 
new meaning points to a process which is more radical than that which Byrskog 
insinuates. If the transmitted, internalised material was meaningful and served its purpose 
in the form it was received, what motivated the re-fixation of the material into a whole 
new gospel, where parts are fictitious and the existing tradition corrected? Are the 
criteria by which the selection and rearrangement of material was made found within the 
written Jesus tradition itself, in the interpretation of the community (i. e. in the 
understanding of what Jesus should have said), or do they lie outside the boundaries of 
Jesus tradition itself? Byrskog and his predecessors are interested in centering the 
primitive Christian tradition in Jesus and in affirming the historical accuracy of the 
sayings attributed to him, be it verbal accuracy or accuracy in content. In the present 
study the interest is the standing of that tradition in and of itself, as grounded in Jesus 
and in relation to Scripture as it is perceived by the Matthean community. If the 
motivation behind the writing of the first gospel is grounded in the evangelist's faith in 
Jesus as the messiah, and the purpose was to write a true and accurate account of his 
teaching, the written material consisting of the words and deeds of the messiah which 
were already in existence and available to the evangelist, must have enjoyed a privileged 
position of some kind. 
2.3.6. Conclusion 
The overview of Matthean redaction as it illustrates the process of reception and 
transmission of Jesus material in the gospel of Matthew has shown that in the process 
Matthew makes use of general Jewish hermeneutical practices in order to create his own 
version of the words and deeds of Jesus. 177 Matthew deals both conservatively and 
creatively with his sources, whereby both continuity and discontinuity with the older 
sources are achieved. Particularly the parallels with Jewish historiography and narrative 
material in which sacred history is retold and refashioned, and thereby also actualised for 
the present, gives an indication that the written Jesus material was highly regarded by the 
evangelist. The rewriting of Jesus material witnesses to a need for interpretation and 
actualisation of Jesus material similar to that which was observed as Matthew's attitude 
to scriptural tradition. 
The survey in this chapter has reviewed the use of written sources in the gospel 
of Matthew. It has been shown that Matthew relates to the law and the prophets as 
Scripture, and actualises their prophetic claims into the present of the Jesus story. It has 
also been shown that Matthew's reception and transmission of written Jesus material 
"' The general practices of retelling and actualising tradition was already shown in the short review in § 
2.1. Also the use of fiction in narrative material, meant to interpret tradition as described on p. 42 is 
such a hermeneutical practice. 
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indicates both a high regard for the sources as well as a need for reinterpreting and 
actualising of the material. It is this which takes place in the writing of the gospel. 
The Matthean use of sources, both Scripture and synoptic material, has shown 
similarities both in the preservation and interpretation of tradition. Matthew's similar 
treatment of the sources, invites to an examination of how these traditions may be said to 
be authoritative for the evangelist. Matthew's interests seems to lie both in the true 
reading of Scripture as well as in the true interpretation of the Jesus tradition in light of 
Scripture. It becomes pertinent to examine and compare Matthew's use of the traditions, 
not with the view to establish a specific text form as `the Matthean Bible', nor with the 
view to identifying the Matthean redactor, but rather to examine the texts from the point 
of view of how they are used as authoritative sources to form the Matthean gospel 
narrative. 
The guiding question in the present thesis is therefore that of Matthew's use of 
sources and their authoritative standing in relation to each other. The first problem such 
a question poses is the difference in the nature of the material. The gospel of Matthew is 
the presentation of Jesus as the Messiah. It is not first and foremost concerned with the 
interpretation of Scripture. It has already been indicated that Matthew regarded Scripture 
as sacred and hence as authoritative. It has also been suggested that the identification of 
Jesus as Messiah gives authority to Jesus as well as the transmitted words and deeds of 
Jesus. The exegetical analysis, which will follow, is concerned with how these two 
traditions function together and over against each other in an authoritative manner in the 
development of the central theological themes of the section as well as of the gospel. In 
order to achieve a successful analysis it has been necessary to formulate beforehand the 
three presuppositions on which the exegesis is performed: first, the understanding of the 
gospel of Matthew as theological discourse, second, the understanding of the authority 
of written tradition in its transmission and interpretation as practical and theological in 
function, and finally the unity of Matthew 11-13 and its central place in the gospel. This 
will be presented in chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER 3. 
THE GOSPEL AS THEOLOGICAL DISCOURSE AND THE 
FUNCTION OF TRADITION AS AUTHORITATIVE 
The composition of the gospel of Matthew as an arrangement of written material from 
different sources has been pointed out repeatedly. The survey of chapter two makes clear 
that the question of the standing of scriptural tradition in and of itself and over against 
Jesus and Jesus' teaching as well as the interpretation of the law and the prophets, and 
hence also the place of the Matthean community in relation to Judaism, is not new. On 
the basis of the recognition of Matthew's written sources the present study seeks to 
complement previous insights by removing the question from the primarily historical 
(Matthew's setting in the history of the primitive church) and Christological (Jesus as the 
fulfilment of the law and the prophets) issues to the question of the transmission of 
tradition and the relation between written Jesus tradition and Scripture in the Matthean 
gospel narrative. The possibility of doing so depends on three suppositions or theses 
upon which the analysis builds: First, it is presupposed that the gospel of Matthew, by 
transmitting traditional written material, constitutes in its narrative form a coherent 
theological reflection upon the meaning and significance of the story it tells. Further, it is 
presupposed that the authoritative or normative standing of the respective traditions is 
detectable by analysing their function in the narrative exposition of the Jesus story. 
Finally, it is presupposed that chapters 11-13 of the gospel as a narrative block is 
representative of the gospel as a whole so that conclusions which may be drawn from the 
study of the transmission and interpretation of sources therein is valid for the whole 
gospel. The exegetical exposition in chapters 4-6 is structured according to the three 
motifs which have been found to be central in the three chapters: the 6 Lpx6, cvoc 
Christology, the 1Xsiov-theme, and the theme of the hardheartedness of the people. The 
following reflections will seek to justify these presuppositions. 
I. THE GOSPEL OF MATTHEW AS THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION 
Narrative and reader response criticism have emphasised the literary unity of the 
gospels and advocated a synchronic or linear reading of them. As such this synchronic 
attitude to the gospel literature is an extension of composition criticism and a rejection of 
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earlier redaction criticism's emphasis on the direct transparency of the texts to the 
historical situation of the evangelist. Overstated, one could say that the gospel text has 
been read allegorically, finding the meaning in the text in the direct situation into which it 
was thought to speak. The question which this `literary' as opposed to a historical 
analysis of the gospels raises, is not simply the method by which to discover the meaning 
of the text (i. e. by describing its literary universe, or by locating the historical situation 
from which the text arose and to which it speaks). Inherent in the debate is also the 
question of the form or genre of the gospel: what are the gospels, what is the gospel of 
Matthew, which purpose does it/did it serve? The linear reading of the gospel, the 
coherent exposition of the life, suffering and resurrection of Jesus which it portrays, is 
important in this regard, yet this linear reading cannot be detached from the historical 
question. What the linear reading provides is a correction to the reading of the gospel 
purely as `history', be it as a clue to discover the `historical Jesus' or the `historical 
Matthew'. A synchronic reading of the gospel, however, is only useful in combination 
with historical and redactional analysis. The nature of the gospel as a composition and 
adaptation of written sources does not allow for a reading of the gospel simply as `story'. 
It is more than `story', it is `story' or narrative in the context of conscious theological 
reflection and as such constitutes in itself a theological discourse. 
The hermeneutical process found in the reception and interpretation of written 
Jesus/gospel tradition in the gospel of Matthew has been compared to the method of 
reworking traditional historic material into a new narrative in Jewish historiographic 
literature. As Deuteronomy reworked and reapplied the Exodus tradition, so Matthew 
reworked and reapplied the tradition received through Mark and Q. 
This process of combining Jesus material from several sources and its reception 
and transmission in Matthew, is more than an attempt to compile the recollections of the 
apostles. The association of the gospels with bnogv tgatia or ä no. w, vovcßµata, of the 
apostles is found in Justin in the second half of the second century. ' While this 
designation gives authenticity to the gospel literature, it does not denote a specific body 
of literature. That the term eiayy Ltov became the common form of designation of both 
the gospel form and the kerygma at the time of Justin shows that the content of the 
gospel literature was perceived to extend beyond that of memories of the apostles. 2 
'1 Apo! 66,3. A continuation of the earlier use of the term for the gospel of Mark as found in Papias. Cf. 
Köster, "Überlieferung", 1469. 
2 Although also here their normativity is based in their nature as memories of apostles. (Iren 11.22.3. ) Cf. 
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The introduction to Matthew's gospel `BißXo; ycAacco; Inaoü Xptacoü' is, due 
to the ambiguity of its formulation, not immediately helpful. Although the formulation 
replaces an introduction like that of Mark 1: 1, and it could be argued that the Matthean 
introduction is analogous to the opening of Bt oq ). oywv ToßtO in Tob 1: 1,3 the 
continuation of Mt 1: 1 (utoü Aav18 vloü Aßpadg) and the following genealogy, the 
repetition ofyLveaiS in 1: 18, and the parallel formulations in Gen 2: 4; 5: 1, indicate rather 
that only the prologue of the gospel is introduced in this way. 4 Naturally in its function 
of introducing the prologue of the gospel the sentence also in an extended sense 
introduces the whole book. This does not, however, allow for an uncritical theological 
explication of the sentence which understands Matthew 1: 1 as a replacement of Genesis, 
introducing the new `Pentateuch' according to Matthew. 
The fictitious creations and duplication of material in the gospel of Matthew itself 
reveals that the main concern of the gospel is not to create a factually accurate account 
of the words and deeds of Jesus. The concern of the gospel is to explain or witness to the 
person of Jesus; hence the stories have Christological content. The gospel is therefore 
not to be viewed as a hidden account of the beginnings of the church as opposed to the 
sacred history of the people of Israel as it appears in Exodus and Deuteronomy. 
Frankemölle has emphasised the theological and reflective structure of the gospel 
of Matthew. The gospel Gattung, he argues, shows that Matthew's interest is with the 
past, not in a linear temporal sense, but in a historical theological manner. The parallels 
which he draws between Jewish historiography and the gospel leads him to place the 
emphasis in the gospel on the creation of a new people of God and hence on the end of 
Israel as the people of God. s Frankemölle is thereby making a choice with regard to the 
function of the gospel itself. For him, the gospel is first and foremost, in a variety of 
themes, the story of how the church became the people of God, replacing Israel. The 
double level of the story is thereby emphasised, when Jesus in the story addresses the 
disciples, it is simultaneously the risen Lord addressing the Matthean church. 6 While this 
Detlev Dormeyer, Das Evangelium als litarische und theologische Gattung (1989), 19-20. 
3 And hence should be translated book of revelation in an apocalyptic sense. Cf. Frankemölle, Jahwe- 
Bund, 363-365; Schenk, Sprache, 304-305. 
4 Edgar Krentz, "The Extent of Matthew's Prologue: Towards the Structure of the First Gospel" (1964), 
409-414. 
SFrankemölle, Jahwe-Bund, 350-357; Schmithals, "Bedeutung", 144-146 follows Frankemdlle. He 
places the gospel geographically in Syria and historically after the break with the Synagogue, as written 
primarily for the leaders of the church for post baptismal instruction. 
6 This is in later literature also referred to as an `inclusive story' or a two-level drama. Cf. Ulrich Luz, 
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transparency of the text, also emphasised by other exegetes, is an important aspect of the 
gospel, and the reason why its function beyond the mere recollection of the words and 
deeds of Jesus is to be affirmed, the one-sided stress on the replacement of the people of 
God does not do justice to the content of the gospel. As theological reflection, the gospel 
is not mainly apologetic, but kerygmatic. 
The fact that written tradition has not simply been collected, but rewritten and 
reflected upon in relation to Scripture, reveals both a theological and a kerygmatic 
concern with the evangelist. The composition of Matthew is both an actualisation and 
interpretation of the Jesus story, as well as an application and interpretation of certain 
passages of Scripture. This character of the gospel as theological in general, kerygmatic 
in particular may be perceived through the choice of scriptural genre with which the 
Jesus tradition is placed in dialogue. 7 The prophetic texts are in general not perceived to 
be predictive, but on the one hand to speak God's redemptive will, and on the other hand 
to uphold the law and call for repentance! The weaving in of citations and allusions to 
the prophets, with redactional comments, fictitious stories and Jesus material, places the 
written Jesus tradition in dialogue with theological writings. Therefore, it is correct to 
speak of the gospel of Matthew as theological reflection upon the significance of the 
words and deeds of Jesus. 9 This emphasis on the gospel of Matthew as theological in 
character is fundamental for the understanding of how traditions may be described to 
fulfil a normative and authoritative function therein. 
"The Son of Man in Matthew: Heavenly Judge or Human Christ" (1992), 10-11; Howell, Matthew's 
Inclusive Story, 203,205-248, speaks of this inclusive story from the point of view of narrative criticism, 
seeking to avoid the identification of groups in the narrative with actual historical groups in the 
Matthean setting. Nevertheless, the involvement of the `actual readers' in the story through the 'implied 
reader' makes the narrative 'transparent' in its communication to a specific community in a specific 
situation. 
7 Kerygmatic is not measured according to the extent of the Christian theological reflection around the 
meaning of the passion and Easter stories. The lack of such a reflection, and presence of apologetic 
elements in the same stories, leads Schmithals, "Bedeutung", 144-15, to conclude that the purpose of the 
gospel is to serve as a source book for instructions with the church. 
8 Patte, Early Jewish Hermeneutic, 45-46. 
'Davies and Allison, Saint Matthew, vol. 1,4; Müller, First Bible, 125; Dormeyer, Evangelium, 190- 
194. 
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3.2. SCRIPTURE AND AUTHORITATIVE TRADITION 
Focusing a New Testament study on the subject of "authority" of Scripture and 
tradition is always in the danger of becoming too general, of stating the obvious and at 
the same time stating nothing at all. It is therefore imperative that the study is preceded 
by a reflection upon the meaning of authority or normativity and what criteria exist by 
which these concepts can be measured. 
The freedom with which the gospel of Matthew cites Scripture and the freedom 
with which the synoptic sources are employed in the gospel of Matthew has been noted 
by many. In both cases the freedom of citation and freedom of interpretation has been 
contrasted with the notion of normative or authoritative tradition. '° The alteration of 
wording and context of the sayings of the prophets and the sayings of Jesus are 
perceived, at least initially, to be contradictory to the normative claim of Scripture or 
Jesus tradition. In chapter two the nature of scriptural interpretation in ancient Judaism, 
as characterised by a continuous transmission and actualisation of sacred tradition, was 
established, and it was pointed out that the fulfilment theology of Matthew in general 
terms corresponds with this use of Scripture. It was also confirmed that Matthew's 
method in the reception of written sources may be likened to Jewish historiographic 
rewriting of tradition. In the comparison between Matthew's use of Jesus tradition on the 
one hand and scriptural tradition on the other hand, the question of authoritative tradition 
is dual in character. First, the legitimacy in comparing the use of Jesus tradition with that 
of Scripture must be verified. Second, the question of the functional nature of normative 
tradition in the context of the gospel as a theological discourse must be addressed. If 
Matthew uses the sources, be it Hebrew Scriptures or the Jesus tradition, in much the 
same way, " how do these function normatively in relation to each other? 
3.2.1. Jesus Tradition as Normative Versus the Normativity of Scripture 
The question of the authoritative standing of Scripture for Matthew involves 
partly the question of the closing of the Canon. The extent and normativity of the 
10Thus e. g. Schmithals, "Bedeutung", 138, argues that the synoptic sources could impossibly have 
existed as normative literature in the communities of Mt and Lk, because normative literature could 
never have served as sources for the creation of new literature. Stendahl, School reflects on the 
discrepancy between the freedom of translation in the fulfilment citations and the authoritative claim 
`they must have had to be useful' (p. 127). 
" Stanton, "Use", 358. 
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canonical writings in the first century has been a subject of debate. The theory that the 
closing of the canon of Jewish Scripture took place at the synod of Jamnia (90 CE) has 
been widely accepted. 12 Noting objections to the hypothesis, H. Hübner, on the basis of 
the Sadduccean and the Samaritan respective limitation of the canon to include only the 
Torah, as well as the existence of apocalyptic literature with scriptural authority in some 
circles, concludes that the question of the canonicity of Scripture was still open before 70 
CE. Further, he assumes with J. Barr that the standing of the prophets and the writings 
was less fixed and was not regarded on the same level with the Torah as Scripture. 13 For 
the Christian reception of Scripture, however, Hübner sees no difference in the standing 
of the different parts of Scripture. This open-endedness of the canon would, however, 
not diminish the understanding that the majority of the prophets and the writings were 
inspired and "holy". The list in Ecclesiasticus 44-50 indicates that already at the time of 
its writing the books which were later to be included in the Jewish canon had some kind 
of special standing. 14 The Matthean use of b v6µoc xat of 7ro0ýwn parallel to al ypagai 
indicates that the terminology is in general use and denotes writings which are 
authoritative and normative as Scripture. The evidence that Matthew did at least know 
and use the Septuagint, and the possibility that Matthew may be using the language of 
Ecclesiasticus in Mt 11: 28-30, indicate that to Matthew normative books extended 
beyond that of the Hebrew canon. " Again, the variations in text form may reflect the 
fact that the text form of the Septuagint was not finalised until the second century CE. 16 
It has already been pointed out that the use and need for an interpretation of Scripture 
12 According to Hans Hübner, "Vetus Testamentum und Vetus Testamentum in Novo Receptum. Die 
Frage nach dem Kanon des Alten Testaments aus neutestamentlicher Sicht" (1988), 149 n. 6, this 
hypothesis was introduced by H. Graetz in 1871. 
13 Hübner, "Vetus Testamentum", 152-153; James Barr, Holy Scripture: Canon, Authority, Criticism, 
(1983), 19. In the context of the Christian Scriptures Ferdinand Hahn, "Das Problem `Schrift und 
Tradition' im Urchristentum" (1970), 452-453, sees the closing of the 'Old Testament' canon as 
perceived by the New Testament church to have taken place in the new act of God in Jesus Christ. 
14 Roger T. Beckwith, "Formation of the Hebrew Bible" (1988), 46; Ellis, Old Testament, 39-40. C. H. 
Roberts, "Books in the Greco Roman World and in the New Testament" (1970), 49-50. 
"The parallel to Ecclesiasticus is not unquestionable. The language is similar, but there is no clear 
literary dependence. Further, if Matthew's text does include an allusion to Ecclesiasticus, it may not be 
`proven' to have normative character, as it is not cited `as Scripture' with an appropriate formula. (Cf. 
Hengel, "Septuaginta", 269). Nevertheless, if the text does entail an echo of Ecclesiasticus 51, the use is 
of such a character that it is to be classified as allusion to Scripture or employment of scriptural 
language. 
16Emmanuel Tov, "The Septuagint" (1988), 162,182-187. 
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also in the narrative text of the gospel implies a reflection on the meaning of the 
scriptural writings in a way that indicates their authoritative or normative status. 17 
There is no apparent general agreement in New Testament scholarship as to the 
standing of the written gospel sources in the early church. Frankemölle remains 
convinced that the community of Matthew, despite the use of the sources in the 
composition of the material, has no knowledge of the written Jesus tradition. 18 Similarly, 
Byrskog, who postulates a complete re-oralisation of the written sources as a 
prerequisite for the rewriting of the tradition in a different form, doubts that the `school 
of Jesus' identity of the Matthean community remained restricted to a small circle within 
the Matthean church. 19 This is supported by Schmithals, who claims that the gospels 
(and hence, important for the present study, implicitly the gospel sources) received little 
attention in the first three to four generations of the Christian church, and their 
theological relevance, he adds, was close to nothing. 2° Only at the time of the closing of 
the Christian canon, he argues, did the gospels receive some kind of authoritative 
status. 21 
The citation of gospel texts and references to the gospels in the apostolic fathers 
and other second century literature, does not point to the understanding of these texts as 
authoritative or normative as canonical or biblical literature. For Matthew, Scripture 
consisted of Jewish Scripture. 22 Thus, we cannot speak formally of the authority of Jesus 
tradition in its function of Scripture before the canonisation of the Scriptures took place. 
The receptionrnterpretation process of early Christian Jesus material nevertheless 
indicates that a motivation existed for the preservation of the material which may be, 
with Byrskog, ascribed to the `authority' of the person with whom they are concerned, 
or with James D. G. Dunn, in their `influence as normative and determinative of the life 
and faith of the communities. '23 
"Cf, also Gösta Lindeskog, "Autorität und Tradition im Neuen Testament. Einige Bemerkungen" 
(1973), 53-55. 
18 Hubert Frankemblle, "Matthäusevangelium", 286. 
'9 Byrskog, Jesus the Only Teacher, 236. 
20 Schmithals, "Bedeutung", 129-132. 
21 So also Roberts, "Books", 52-55; 
22 Dormeyer, Evangelium, 7; Roberts, "Books", 6-7. 
23 James D. G. Dunn, "Levels of Canonical Authority" (1982), 20. 
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One aspect of Dunn's reflections is of particular relevance to Matthew's use of 
the gospel of Mark. It is the observation that at the level of the final author or better, at 
the level of the final composition of the gospel material, the form of the material at that 
stage was "so decisive and endured so successfully precisely because in that form it made 
lasting and continuing impact. s24 As a gospel in its own right the gospel of Mark 
remained normative in the church and later gained a place in the collection of canonical 
Christian writings. If the formation of a canon can be said to be a process, then the 
establishment of a canon is at the end of that process, where books or literature which 
had proven to be of the kind of character that give "lasting and continuing impact". In 
that case it may be legitimate to speak of the authority of the Jesus tradition in the 
formation of the gospel of Matthew. 25 
3.2.2. The Gospel as Theology and the Evaluation of Tradition as Authoritative 
When addressing the question of the Canon of Scripture in the primitive church, 
E. Earle Ellis states that `The writings to which Jesus and his messianic community 
appeal as a divine sanction for their message were well known and evidently recognised 
... not only as 
divinely inspired, but also as continuing normative authority for the faith 
and life of the people of God. '26 Ellis' assertion with regard to the Jewish Scriptures 
defines `canonical authority' in theological terms on the one hand (Scripture is 
authoritative because it is divinely inspired), and on the other hand in functional terms 
(Scripture is authoritative because it functions as normative). 27 By separating between 
the theological and functional understanding of canonical authority, this definition is 
helpful. There is a difference between the theological reason for the status of certain 
writings as "canonical" and the actual authoritative function of the same writings in a 
specific community. 2' Thus, bypassing the theological reflections on the status of 
Scripture in Early Christianity, and avoiding the attempt to define which properties were 
24 Dunn, "Levels", 23 
25 Lindeskog, "Autorität", 45-49, emphasises that despite the fact that Jesus tradition could not be 
designated Scripture before the canonisation, the early Christian writers do show a `canonical 
consciousness' with regard to the original tradition. 
26 E. Earle Ellis, "The Old Testament Canon in the Early Church" (1988), 254-255. 
2' The distinction is the same as between the de facto and de jure authority of Scripture. Cf. e. g. Francis 
Schiissler Fiorenza, "Crisis of Scriptural Authority" (1990), 359-363 
28 When McConnell, Law, 3-5 begins his study of the authority of Jesus and the authority of Scripture in 
Matthew with the word , ouatc , this may explain the theological grounding of the material. 
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thought to be inherent in Scripture to account for its special standing, this thesis will 
focus on the second part of this twofold characteristic of canonical authority, namely 
their function. 
For this study, then, authority is defined in terms of function: something which 
has a binding, normative or determinative effect upon that to which it is an authority. 
Examining gospel texts, the thesis deals with a final product of a transmission process. It 
is assumed that the transmission process itself is an indication of the valued status of the 
tradition it preserves so that it constitutes "authoritative tradition" for the redactor. In 
the case of Matthew 11-13, authoritative tradition consists of the Hebrew Scriptures, 
Mark and Q. 
When focusing on the functional character of authoritative tradition, it is 
necessary to distinguish between two different types of function. First, the pragmatic 
function is the function of the traditional segment on the life and faith of the community 
to which it speaks. This is the traditional concern of form and historical criticism, where 
the Sitz-im-Leben to which the text speaks, the situation to which it responds, is located. 
Second, the function in the theological rhetoric of the composition of material is to be 
sought. Here, the explanation of the interrelation or discrepancy between the Matthean 
text and that of the sources will help clarify the dependence or distancing of the gospel 
from the earlier text, and hence on its function in the theological development of the 
gospel. 
Matthew's gospel has been defined as theological reflection, and Matthew's use 
of Scripture has been identified as standing in continuity with Jewish practice. Now, both 
the pragmatic and the rhetorical/argumentative function of traditional material may be 
compared with the function of normative tradition in Early Judaism. Early Jewish 
material reveals three central aspects of how Scripture functions authoritatively and 
hence is normative in the community. First, Scripture was historical and found to be 
revelatory or the locus of revelation only in the process of contextualising it to Jewish 
life, that is in its interpretation and actualisation. 29 This could take the form of specific 
interpretation of certain passages (rhetorical) or the application of Scripture to already 
existing patterns of life (pragmatic). 3° Inner biblical exegesis itself shows evidence that 
the salvation historical aspects of Scripture arose in the need to actualise and apply 
29 Patte, Early Jewish Hermeneutic, 9; Vermes, "Bible and Midrash", 220. 
30Patte, Early Jewish Hermeneutic, 101-105; Vermes, "Bible and Midrash", 221. 
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history to the present. 31 Second, Scripture as Scripture has a sociological function in that 
it contains revelation and history of election. Hence Scripture gives identity to the 
community both rhetorically, by application of Scripture, and pragmatically. In the 
Torah, Scripture serves as a set of criteria by which to live out this election. 32 Finally, 
Scripture points to God's will to redeem. In the Synagogal service the use of the 
prophets in particular was in order to bring consolation and encouragement in foretelling 
the ultimate redemption. 33 
The fulfilment theology in Matthew in particular, but also Matthew's other 
interweaving of Jesus story with Scripture, may show affinities in use to these aspects of 
the pragmatic and rhetorical functions of Scripture: the history of salvation actualised in 
the present throughout the Matthean Jesus story (including the rejection of the prophets 
motif characterised in the Deuteronomistic view of history), 34 and the sociological 
function in which Scripture or authoritative tradition becomes an identity factor to the 
community as `elect', and also as guide for the living out of that election. Finally, it has 
already been suggested that the interest of Matthew's gospel with the fulfilment of 
prophecy transfers this function onto the Jesus tradition, so that it together with, and as 
extensions of, the Prophetic passages is kerygmatic in character as well as critical of 
existing piety. The call of the prophet to return to God is also a factor in this kerygmatic 
aspect of tradition. The exegetical chapters will demonstrate how the different written 
sources of Matthew operate normatively with respect to these three functions of 
Scripture. 
The presupposition that the gospel of Matthew may be understood to be 
theological reflection in narrative form depends on the integration of scriptural citations 
and themes into the Matthean narrative. In a general way, the gospel of Matthew may be 
described as a montage of citations from different sources, sewn together by redactional 
comments. The montage and the redactional comments together form the internal 
coherence of the gospel. It is a presupposition of the exegetical analysis of chs 4-6 that 
the citation or adaptation of traditional material served one of three functions: to 
strengthen the argument of the narrative, to stimulate certain associations for the reader, 
31 Oemig, "Bedeutung", 262-264. 
32Patte, Early Jewish Hermeneutic, 135-142. 
33 Patte, Early Jewish Hermeneutic, 45-46. Hence the haphtarah had to end on a positive note, and the 
readings were accordingly fitted, by skipping sections if necessary. 
34 Cf. Steck, Israel. 
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or to colour the text with the words of tradition. " All these functions may point to the 
original text as authoritative. It is also to be presumed, however, that in the process of 
citation or adaptation of traditional material a progression or alteration of meaning takes 
place. It is in this interrelation of sources that the normative use of the sources in their 
relation to each other is to be found. 
3.3. LIMITING THE STUDY: MATTHEW 11-13 
The concern of this thesis with the relation between authoritative traditions in the 
gospel of Matthew and the presupposition on which the exegetical analysis of the next 
chapters will rest having thus been established, the limiting of the study to Matthew 11- 
13 will have to be explained. 
Matthew 11-13 are chapters which do not easily fit in the attempt to create a 
coherent structure of the whole gospel. For the sake of the subject of the present study, 
the chapters are representative because they include material from all relevant traditions 
preserved by the gospel as well as peculiar Matthean features: Material from what is here 
called the "Jesus-tradition", i. e. Mark and Q as well as material from a postulated M 
source; formula quotations (12: 17-21,13: 14-15,35); scriptural allusions (e. g. 12: 4, 
12: 48); quotations of Scripture without the formula (12: 7,40); Matthean `doublets' 
(12: 7/9: 13,12: 22-23/9: 32-34,12: 33/7: 16-20); the possible adapted allusion to 
apocryphal literature included in the Septuagint canon (11: 25-30). 
In terms of content it may be said that the three chapters are (or represent) a 
conflation of material from several sources. Mt 11: 2-27 consists mainly of material from 
Q: Q 7: 18-23; 10: 13-15,21-22.36 It includes Jesus' speech concerning John the Baptist, 
the woes over the Galilean cities, and the logion of the revelation of the Father through 
the son. The Sabbath controversies at the beginning of chapter 12 (w 1-16) are from 
Mark 3 (w 23-28; 1-12), the exorcism of the evil spirits in the second part of chapter 12 
is based on Q 11, and material from Mark 3. Following the duplication of the significance 
of bearing fruit from Q 6: 43-45, the request for a sign (Q 11: 16,29-32) and the return 
of the unclean spirit (Q 11: 24-26) are found. The passage from Mark 3: 31-33 
35 Lars Hartmann, "Scriptural Exegesis", 133. 
36Luz, Evangelium, vol. 1,24-25, contends that the Q material in Matthew 11 is placed here because, 
for other structural reasons, the material could not be included earlier in the narrative. It is therefore 
material which the evangelist had `saved up'. 
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concerning the true family of Jesus concludes the chapter. Matthew 13 consists mainly of 
parables from Mark 4, plus the parable of the leaven and the mustard seed from Q 13: 8- 
21 and a large section of special M material. The conclusion of Neirynck that Matthew in 
general follows the gospel order of his sources is true for the composition of Matthew 
11-13.37 The manner of composition as well as the insertion of special material and 
scriptural allusions nevertheless give the chapters of Matthew their unity and portrays a 
particular Matthean point of view. 
Chapters 11-13 are important to the present study because of their conflation of 
traditional material. They are, moreover, of significance because of their centrality in the 
gospel. Although the chapters all have their individual internal structure and seem to be 
each a literary unit of its own, and although the chapters as such cannot be clearly 
established as a unit on literary structural signs in the text of the material, they 
nevertheless form a turning point in the gospel narrative and are internally united by the 
Christological and kerygmatic themes which are present in them. 
In different attempts to structure the gospel the three chapters have been placed 
in different units, depending on the interpreter's guiding concept of structure. Thus, 
Frankemölle, whose interest it is to portray Matthew as a historical theologian, who in 
his gospel actually recounts the history of the replacement of Israel by the church, places 
Mt 11-12 in a unit with chapter 10, in which context they become an explication of the 
prediction of success and failure of the mission of the disciples included in chapter 10.38 
The function of the narrative in Frankemölle's exposition is the identification which it 
creates in the reader so that the Matthean narrative serves the role of Scripture in its 
recounting of the history and provides the basis of "election. " Frankemölle is right in 
pointing to the failure and success of mission as central to the two chapters. By 
emphasising the centrality of the salvation historical aspect of the text and by highlighting 
the function of the text in its identity building character, he overlooks the kerygmatic 
message of the material in the passages. 
Frankemölle is followed by Luz39 and Verseput. 40 Both stress the salvation- 
historical function of the text as recounting the origin of the community of disciples to be 
37 Neirynck, "Redaction matheenne", 64, includes a table of the order of source material in Mt 11-13. 
38 Frankemölle, Jahwe-Bund, 343. 
39 Luz, Evangelium, vol. 1,24-25. 
40Donald Verseput, The Rejection of the Humble Messianic King: a Study of the Composition of 
Matthew 11-12 (1986), 55ff. 
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the replacement of Israel as the people of God. While Verseput follows the basic 
structural and thematic outline of Frankemölle's analysis, Luz's structure of the material 
differs. To him, chapter 11 forms a transition between the description of the ministry of 
Jesus in Mt 4: 23-11: 1 and the beginnings of the church in chapter 12: 1-16: 2. 
Verseput has shown that there exists between chapters 11 and 12 a parallelism in 
structure which is brought into the context of the parables chapter of Mt 13.41 Verseput 
finds in this structure an initial description of Israel's hostility towards Jesus (Mt 11: 1-19; 
12: 1-16; 21-32) and Jesus' stern rebuke of Israel (Mt 11: 22-24; 12: 38-45). In each 
chapter this is contrasted by Jesus' messianic attitude of grace and humility (Mt 12: 28- 
30; 12: 17-21) and the election or designation of the disciples as the people of God 
(11: 25-27; 12: 46-47). Verseput then sees the break between Israel and the church as 
being fulfilled in the middle of the parables chapter, when Jesus in the second half turns 
to explain the parables to the disciples. 42 
While recognising the importance of the insights of previous scholarship, I 
propose for the present study the unity of Matthew 11-13 on the basis of both structural 
indications in the texts as well as the use of biblical language in the chapters. 43 The pain 
of rejection and persecution suggested by the text of Mt 10 and 23 is not to be ignored 
and must be read on the background of the Matthean historical context. I nevertheless 
suggest that the emphasis on the salvation historical aspects of the Matthean text fails to 
recognise the kerygmatic Christological character of both Matthew's narrative and his 
use of scriptural citations, as well as the didactic and ethical implications of the 
recognition of Jesus as the Messiah of Israel. 
The first clear line which is found to influence the three chapters is in fact the 
theme of obduracy, made explicit in the citations of Mt 13: 14-15. The theme is already 
introduced, however, in Mt 11: 4 where Jesus' words from Q are slightly altered: "Go 
and tell John what you hear and see. " In chapter 12 the same theme is found in the 
contrast between the Pharisees and the demon-possessed person, where the latter is 
healed and can see. Nevertheless, this theme of obduracy is not the only, perhaps not 
even the main, content of the three chapters. The judgement announced on those who do 
not see and understand (Mt 11: 20-24; 12: 38-42; 13: 30; 13: 50) cannot be limited only to 
41 Verseput, Rejection, 295-299. 
42 Cf. also Wilhelm Wilkens, "Die Redaktion des Gleichniskapitels Mark. 4 durch Matth" (1964), 324- 
325. 
43 Cf. Ivor H. Jones, The Matthean Parables: a Literary and Historical Commentary (1996), 193. 
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the failure to recognise the fulfilment of prophecy in Jesus, but rather in the effect that 
this realisation has in the life of the faithful. Those who see and understand (Mt 13: 51, 
12: 46-50; 11: 6) are those who do the will of the father, who perform mercy at the 
example of Jesus (12: 7). Here, the kerygmatic and ethical message is first and foremost a 
call not to follow the negative example of the Pharisees (cf the warning of the return of 
the evil spirits in 12: 43f). 
The kerygmatic and ethical message of chapters 11-13 is built around three 
thematic clusters or motifs which build on the scriptural citations in the material and is 
developed with the help of the narrative gospel tradition. These motifs I call the 
`Epx6. Evoc-Christology' which alludes to a cluster of messianic prophecies from 
Scripture; the `iXci, ov/µeiýov-motif which builds on synoptic material and which 
describes Jesus as greater than or more than in a kind of typological fashion, and lastly 
the `obduracy motif. 
What I describe as the 6 tpx6µEvoc- complex is a collection of scriptural passages 
which explain Jesus in terms of Jewish eschatological hopes and emphasises both the 
fulfilment of Scripture in, and the `not yet' of, the ministry of Jesus. The name chosen for 
this Christological theme in Matthew 11-13 is dependent on the opening verses of the 
section, where John asks whether Jesus is 6L px6µevoc. The question is answered 
affirmatively through the mixed citation of Mt 11: 5. The theme is continued in the use of 
Is 42: 1-4 in chapter 12, which alludes to the baptism and the transfiguration of Jesus, 
denoting the present reality of the fulfilment, yet where the last sentence points to the 
future eschatological hope. This present-and-future aspect is continued especially in the 
parables of chapter 13, but also in the Beelzeboul controversy in chapter 12. 
Second, the nXEtov-Christology expresses the significance of Jesus in comparison 
with other authorities, past and present, and places more stress on the `already' of 
Christology. The `more than' argumentation is derived from Jesus tradition and 
expanded by Matthew in the passage of 12: 1-8. The emphasis in this thematic strand is 
that of God's presence in Jesus, and as such it is related, but not limited to the Wisdom- 
Christology, expressed in Matthew 11,44 or the Matthean Immanuel christology (µcO' 
b. t6 v)45 as described by previous scholars. How Jesus is more than or greater than is 
explained through references to Biblical figures. The Christological use of Wisdom 
44 Cf. M. Jack Suggs, Wisdom, Christology, and Law in Matthew's Gospel (1970), and below. 
45 Cf. Frankemblle, Jahwebund, 20-32. 
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language and the identification of Jesus with the temple is the climax of this thematic 
strand. 
As already shown, the third motif complex explains the rejection of Jesus and the 
Kingdom of God in terms of the scriptural ideas of obduracy and rebellion. Central to 
this theme is the idea of hiddenness and revelation, in relation to the inability to 
understand the significance of what one sees and hears. 
It is important to note that the identification of the themes is dependent on, and 
their names are derived from, the Matthean text itself. They serve as a hermeneutical key 
by which the material may be interpreted. Regardless of what one chooses to name these 
themes, they are theological strands which bind the material in the three chapters 
together, and make the chapters a unit. 
In the following exegetical analysis the centrality of these motifs in the 
interweaving of tradition in Matthew 11-13 will be demonstrated. In this explication of 
Matthean theological discourse the leading question of the thesis will be answered: The 
function of tradition as authoritative in the theological development of the gospel. 
3.4. DEFINITIONS 
Matthew's text has been described as a theological discourse in which Scripture 
and Jesus tradition is preserved and transmitted in relation to each other. It has also been 
noted that Matthew's language is Septuagintal, imitating the language of Scripture. In 
the context of the Matthean narrative, it may not always be easy to identify scriptural 
citations and allusions with confidence. Consequently it will be necessary to identify 
certain criteria to ascertain the presence of a Matthean dialogue with specific texts. 
Although it is not explicit as a methodological key in chapters 4-6 of this thesis, 
underlying the textual analysis is the understanding borrowed from the literary concept of 
intertextuality that `all discourse is inherently dialogical. '46 The notion is true for 
Matthew because of the clear relation between the conceptual world of the Matthean text 
and its sources. Whereas the concept of intertextuality may refer to the dialogue between 
texts both introduced by the author of a given work and between texts entering the work 
through the reader, the analysis of the present work understands the concept as a 
principle of text-interpretation. This means that only those texts are considered relevant 
16 Michael Worton and Judith Still, Intertextuality (1990), 4. 
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as pre-texts of the Matthean narrative which can be identified through signals given in the 
Matthean text itself, whether they enter in an explicit citation, an in-text citation, through 
an allusion or through other text signals. This also implies the understanding that 
Matthew, through placing intertextual signals in the text of the narrative, intended a 
dialogue with the text which can be identified as a pre-text, whether it is by paraphrasing, 
altering or transcribing the source text. " The analysis of the texts will seek to describe 
how the Matthean narrative stands in dialogue with the pre-texts. 48 
A quotation or citation may be defined as the repetition of a segment derived 
from a scriptural text within the gospel narrative. 49 In the context of this thesis, the term 
explicit citation refers to the repetition of a Biblical text following an introduction of 
some kind. When there is an explicit citation in the text, it is announced through a 
sentence of introduction which makes it clear that the citation is intended. The text form 
and the degree of alteration of the text in the citation is not relevant, but will be subject 
to interpretation in the analysis of the texts. The fulfilment citations are explicit citations, 
as is the citation in Mt 11: 10 (introduced by `this is the one of whom it is written'). 
An (in-text) citation is found, where the Matthean narrative repeats an extended 
sequence of words which clearly can be identified as stemming from Scripture. It is 
inserted into the narrative without an introduction but can be identified on account of the 
verbal agreement with the source. The citation of Jonah 2: 1 in Matthew 12: 40 is an 
example of an in-text citation, as is Matthew 11: 5. 
Matthean citation of texts are often already interpreted texts in that they are 
harmonisations of different passages from Scripture. Here the term mixed citation is used 
for such occasions where a Biblical text has been merged with another, but still clearly is 
identifiable as verbal repetition of one or more passages form Scripture. Both explicit 
citations and in-text citations can be identified as mixed citations. 
Whereas a citation can be identified on the basis of its introduction in the 
narrative or through verbal agreement with the Old Testament text, an allusion is more 
difficult to define. On the basis of the concept of intertextuality, an allusion to a certain 
scriptural passage may be identified on the basis of perceived signals in the Matthean 
narrative. These may include verbal correspondences or similarities with a certain 
47 On the grammar of quotation cf. H. F. Plett, "Intertextualities, " (1991), 8-16; Allison, New Moses, 7. 
48 Cf. also Hays, Echoes, 15. 
49 For this definition see Plett, "Intertextualities, " 9. 
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passage, or may be introduced by references to a certain biblical theme, person or event 
relevant for the passage in question. An allusion may be perceived as a verbal `echo' of a 
scriptural theme or passage which triggers the- reader's association. " Contrary to the 
definition of Ploch, sl it is not a criteria for the identification of a textual allusion that the 
text cannot be understood without it. However, the text looses depth when the allusion is 
not perceived. The signals of the text which awakens the association of the reader, create 
the allusion. 
Because an allusion to a specific text, event, or person is not simply to be 
established on the basis of verbal agreement or clear association with a certain text, but is 
dependent on perceived signals in the text, additional criteria must be established in order 
to verify the plausibility of any given allusion. This means that evidence must be sought 
that the author, in this case Matthew, was familiar with the text in question. 52 The 
context of the passage must support the allusion. Further, the plausibility of a given 
allusion is supported if other contemporary communities were familiar with the text and 
interpreted it in a similar way. 
With regard to methodology, the above implies that the aim of the textual 
analysis is first, to identify signals in the Matthean text which places it in dialogue with a 
certain part of Scripture. These signals may be the explicit introduction to a citation, the 
verbal agreement between Matthew's text and that of a passage in Scripture, or a 
combination of verbs or themes which repeat, or signal an allusion to, a certain text. 
Once the signals are identified, the probability of the intertextual relation must be 
evaluated, and finally, conclusions may be drawn as to how Matthew employed the pre- 
text in the context of the narrative, on the basis of the development in meaning between 
the pre-text and the Matthean narrative. 53 
A final note may be made with regard to the relation between a the interpretation 
of Scripture in Matthew and the question of text form. The fluidity of the Greek text of 
50 Cf. Hays, Echoes, 20; Allison, New Moses, 15-23. Allison compares the ability to pick up the signals 
of an allusion to Scripture with the ability to recognise a piece of music on the basis of only two or three 
notes, and considers it probable that the oral recitation of Scripture in synagogue and education made it 
possible for the hearers of Matthew to perceive signals in the text which the modem reader would not 
pick up on. 
51 Winfried Ploch,. Jesaja-Worte in der synoptischen Evangelien Tradition, (1993), 17 (citing D. Koch 
and H. Rese). 
52 Cf. Allison, New Moses, 22. 
53 Cf. Cilliers Breytenbach, "Das Markusevangelium, Psalm 110,1 und 118,22f. Folgetext und Prätext, " 
(1997), 201. 
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Scripture in particular at the time of Scripture makes the identification of textual signals 
which point to passages of Scripture particularly uncertain. It is sometimes impossible to 
argue with certainty that a repetition of a scriptural text which includes deviations from 
the text is Matthean and not the influence of a to us unknown version of Scripture. This 
is all the more difficult, when allusions are to be identified. In two cases in the textual 
analysis of Matthew 11-13, the perceived citation of/allusion to Scripture seems to be 
dependent on the Masoretic Text. These perceived references to Scripture are not to be 
dismissed simply on the grounds of the impossibility to prove Matthew's knowledge of 
Hebrew or his access to Hebrew Scripture scrolls. Here, the conclusions drawn in 
chapter 2 may be repeated: The perceived allusion/citation is made probable if it 
corresponds to a particular Matthean theological motif or concern present in the larger 
context of the gospel. The correspondence to the Masoretic text may prove direct 
dependence or dependence on an unknown Greek version of the text. As long as the 
Greek text remains unknown, however, the Matthean knowledge of the Hebrew text 
cannot be excluded. 
3.5. PROCEDURE 
It has been suggested that Matthew 11-13 can be said to contain three motif 
complexes in which most of the scriptural quotations and allusions have a significant 
influence. The first two of these are Christological themes in which Scripture is employed 
to explain the identity of Jesus as the messiah and the significance of his ministry. The 
last emphasises the need for an appropriate response to the messianic reality on behalf of 
the people. The organisation of the narrative material which is the subject of analysis into 
the three theological concerns or themes is already an indication that in at least two of 
the three themes Scripture can be said to have a normative function in providing the 
framework within which the theological reflections take place, and thus is authoritative. 
The aim of the following analysis of the three motifs is to establish the ways in 
which Scripture and Jesus tradition function normatively. The distinction between the 
pragmatic function of the material for the community to which it speaks, as well as the 
function of theological normativity it receives in the development of the discourse, are to 
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be kept in mind. In order for the analysis to be successful, the establishment of certain 
analytical criteria is necessary. 54 
First, both with regard to scriptural and Jesus traditions, the source of the 
quotations, the context from which they are taken, and their theological content are to be 
established. Second, the text form of the original should be established wherever possible 
and the textual adaptation of the redactor discerned. Third, it will prove fruitful to make 
comparisons with other usage of the same passages in material prior to or 
contemporaneous with Matthew's gospel. Fourth, the exegetical methods or 
hermeneutical assumptions which the use of the citation betrays are to be established. 
. 
Here, the function of the citation or passage in the narrative context is to be sought. On 
the basis of these steps it will be possible to conclude how and if the passage in question 
functions normatively either in a rhetorical or in a pragmatic manner. 
With the exception of Mt 12: 17-21; Mt 13: 15,35; Mt 12: 6 and the possible 
allusion created with the combination of Mt 11: 28-30 with the preceding Q tradition, the 
scriptural allusions and citations which will be analysed are dependent on Mark or Q. 
This complicates the analysis, for it will be necessary to ask whether the adaptation of the 
synoptic source includes a conscious adaptation of the scriptural reference. It is possible 
to collect enough indications from the Matthean redaction of Mark and Q to assume that 
this is in fact the case in the first block of material which will be analysed: the 6 
epx6gevoc-complex. In this case, the enhancement of scriptural tradition includes both an 
interpretation of Scripture and an interpretation and adaptation of predominantly Q 
material. 
The analysis will proceed according to the broad thematic lines which are present 
in the three chapters. The division of the material into these broad themes is not simply a 
help for the organisation of material (one could have proceeded chapter by chapter), but 
rather it is of importance for the leading question of the analysis, i. e. to show that the 
narrative material is connected thematically and structurally in the three chapters. The 
structure of the material has already been pointed to. The themes do not correspond to 
this structure, but indicate the theological framework within which the material is to be 
understood according to Matthew. The creativity of Matthew as well as his respect for 
tradition is seen in that the material which is gathered thematically in the three chapters, 
is preserved in much the same order as it appears in the sources. New narrative with new 
S4 Cf. Klyne Snodgrass, "The Use of the Old Testament in the New", 45-46. 
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emphasis is created in the careful preservation of the old. In the analysis, each passage of 
Scripture and synoptic material will be analysed separately under the appropriate 
thematic heading, in the appropriate order. 
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CHAPTER 4 
b EpxöµEvoq AS A CHRISTOLOGICAL 
THEME IN MATTHEW 11-13 
In the thematic element of Matthew 11-13 which can be labelled the b hpx6gevoS- 
complex, the aspect of Christology which includes present and future eschatology is 
united. The name of the motif-complex is derived from the opening passage of the three 
chapter unit. In the context of the three chapters, Jesus is described as the coming one 
both in the present and in the future sense, where the fulfilment of expectation has 
already happened, is already taking place, but where its completion still lies in the future. 
The epx6Levo; complex, which may be proven to create a thematic thread 
throughout the gospel of Matthew, consists on the one hand of a cluster of texts which 
speak of the coming of a messianic figure combined with the hope for the nations. On the 
other hand, the motif complex is expressed in the double emphasis of the Matthean 
narrative on both the presence of the Kingdom of God in the ministry of Jesus and in the 
expectation of the coming of the Son of Man. With regard to the scriptural background, 
Matthew's allusions to messianically interpreted texts are inserted into Q material in a 
subtle way. The presence of a Matthean scriptural allusion at the beginning of Mt 11, 
which opens up the motif-complex at this point in the narrative, may appear 
inconsequential. The overall redactional combination of passages from Scripture and 
material from the Jesus tradition, does indicate, however, that the Zrpx6gevoc motif builds 
a consistent unit of material in the gospel, where the present and future fulfilment of 
Messianic expectation is the main concern. The key to the specific Matthean use of the 
motif complex is found in the composition of traditional material. 
Three passages in the sayings material which is common to Matthew and Luke 
contain the designation b irpx6pevos with reference to Jesus. 
First, in Q 3.16 b'cpx6gevoc is used in the speech of John the Baptist announcing 
one coming, who, in contrast to John's baptism by water, will baptise by fire and spirit. 
In the context of John's announcement, biblical images of eschatological judgement are 
used. The threshing-floor itself is the place of judgement. ' The winnowing fork in God's 
hand symbolises judgement in a lament over the city in Jer 15: 7. Also, the spreading of 
the chaff and the unquenchable fire2 are prophetic images of judgement. In contrast, the 
gathering of the wheat into the storehouse functions as an image of salvation. 3 The 
announcement of John is both in Q and Mark therefore related to eschatological 
interpretations of Scripture. 
t Cf. e. g. Micah 4: 12; Isa 41: 15. 
2 Cf. Isa 66: 24; Jer 4: 4; 21: 12. 
3 Cf. Isa 11: 12; Ezek 11: 17; Micah 2: 12; 4: 6 
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The announcement of John, in Matthew as in the other gospels, is related to the 
baptism of Jesus. In Matthew the voice from heaven which affirms Jesus as the present 
fulfilment of the eschatological expectations is altered from the crib et in Mk, to oZewq 
bßtiw, declaring Jesus to be the beloved son, `in whom I take pleasure. ' The result is a 
steering away from the formulation of Ps 2: 7 to which Mk alludes in the baptism, 
towards the formulation of Matthew's own interpretation of the servant song of Isa 
41/42 in Matt 12, and a conformation to the voice of heaven at the transfiguration. (Mk 
9: 7//Matt 17: 5). Hence, although the Matthean narrative of John's announcement and 
baptism of Jesus is dependent on tradition, there is a direct link to the context of 
Matthew 11-13, where the second occurrence of b epx6gevoc is found. The two units 
share three elements: the Q formulation b tpx6gevo;, the particular Matthean formulation 
of the baptismal announcement related to the particular Matthean form of the servant 
song in Matthew 12, and the expectation of eschatological judgement expressed in the 
biblical imagery of harvest, the burning of chaff, and the gathering of good seed into the 
storehouse. 
The third occurrence of b bpx6pcvoc which Q and Matthew have in common is 
the lament over Jerusalem which includes a line from Psalm 117: 26 LXX (Q 13: 34-35). 
In addition, the gospel also preserves the citation of Ps 117: 26 (LXX) in the entrance 
narrative (Matt 21: 9) which is taken over from Mark. The two form an inclusio around 
the temple conflict scene in Matthew (Matt 21: 9-23: 39). 
Again the combination of present fulfilment and future expectation is found. The 
entrance narrative proclaims Jesus' entry into Jerusalem on the ass and its foal as the 
fulfilment of prophecy. The lament over Jerusalem at the end of the temple conflict scene 
is placed in the context of the oracle of judgement against the scribes and the Pharisees 
(Matt 23.29-39). The combination creates a dual threat of judgement patterned on 
scriptural prophetic oracles. Judgement is spoken against this generation for their 
rejection of God's representatives on the one hand. On the other hand, the abandonment 
expressed in Mat 23: 38: t6oü &4tEw t bpty b olio; bµwv 1`prµoc, involves a threat of 
judgement against the place of God's presence itself, the temple. 
It is to be observed that the beginning and end of the temple conflict scene have 
several aspects in common with Matthew 11-13: the b 1epx6tcvoc theme, the 
understanding of present fulfilment of prophecy, the presence of Jesus related to the 
temple and the presence of God, and finally the expectation of future judgement, 
expressed in the sentence, `behold you will not see me again until you say: blessed is the 
one who comes in the name of the Lord. ' Hence, the theme of the coming one is related 
both to the presence of God in the world through Jesus, as well as the future coming of 
the Son of Man. 
The short review of the Matthean adaptation of the b 1epx6tcvoc material adapted 
form the synoptic sources have shown the presence of a motif-complex in the 
composition of Matthew which centres around the present fulfilment and future hope of 
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messianic expectation. In this chapter, the development of the motif complex in Matthew 
11-13 will be analysed in light of Matthew's adaptation of Scripture and of Jesus 
material. 
4.1. THE NORMATIVE USE OF SCRIPTURE IN THE b EpxÖµcvoc COMPLEX 
Three passages and combinations of passages of Scripture are important for the 
Matthean presentation of this Christological concept in Matthew 11-12: Genesis 49: 8-12, 
Isaiah 35 and 61, and Isaiah 41: 8-9/42: 1-4. In the overall Matthean complex, these 
passages are expanded by Zechariah 9: 9 and Psalm 117: 26 (LXX). In these passages, the 
expectation of a King of Davidic descent is placed parallel to royal traits of the servant in 
Isaiah 42 and events associated with the day of salvation. The motif complex is held 
together by the recurring use of b tpx6ievo; in Matthew, all adapted from the synoptic 
material. The motif complex in Matthew 11-12 is introduced by a subtle allusion to, and 
borrowing of language from, Genesis 49: 10, contained in the question the disciples of 
John are sent to pose to Jesus. The combination of elements from Isaiah 35 and 61 
constitutes Jesus' answer to the same question. Together they form the introductory 
paragraph to the three central chapters in Matthew's gospel, and prepare for the 
development of the theological issues developed in the section: revelation, concealment 
and the problem of understanding. Jesus is revealed as the coming one, the one who is 
greater than John; the bystander and the reader are called to see and hear (Mt 11: 4) and 
to understand (Mt 13: 51). 
4.1.1. Matthew 11: 3 - John the Baptist and the Coming one of Genesis 49: 10. 
EI) si 6 kpx611svoS fi ttiEpOV 7tpoa60xwµsv; 
The theme of the coming one in Matthew 11-13 is introduced by the question 
John sends his disciples to pose to Jesus, a question which extends beyond the immediate 
context in three directions. The first is the Matthean gospel narrative itself, where the 
direct reference is John's announcement in Mt 3: 11, and the allusions already made to 
the servant song in that context. Further, the text as an adaptation of Q stands in an 
interpretative relation to that text. Finally, it will here be demonstrated that by alluding to 
Gen 49: 10 (LXX), Matthew places the question of John in the context of messianic 
expectations of Scripture. 
The Matthean text must be recognised as a conscious implication or hint by the 
repetition of words present in the passage it alludes to, in order to be identified as an 
allusion or "echo" of a passage of Scripture. In other words, that the text alluded to was 
known by the evangelist must be demonstrated in the analysis of the text. The 
associations the text brings forth, must be proven to be a concern of the evangelist, and 
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made plausible through the history of interpretation. 4 In this section I will show that if 
Mt 11: 3 is an allusion to Genesis 49: 10, Matthew places the question of John in the 
context of the expectation of a messianic figure of Davidic descent. This expectation was 
traditionally associated with certain texts which Matthew cites and alludes to throughout 
the narrative. In order to understand how Matthew interprets Scripture and tradition, and 
uses it normatively in the present pericope, the passage will be analysed in relation to the 
two sources respectively. 
Matthew 11: 3 as an Interpretation of Q 7: 195 
John's question from prison in Matthew 11: 3, "are you the one who is to come, 
or are we waiting for another", is derived from Q, and preserves in its entirety the Q- 
wording, with the exception of the substitution of 9tispov for ä? i ov. 6 In Q as well as in 
Matthew, 6 epx6gevos, refers to the one coming who is stronger than John as announced 
in Mt 3: 11/Q 3: 16 (6 Se 6niaw you tpx6gevo; taXup6 Cep6S gob eatitv). 7 John's question 
could be formulated thus: "are you the one of whom I spoke. "? The participle functions 
in both Q and Matthew to indicate the literary link between the material in Mt 11/Q 7 
and the appearance of John at the beginning of the gospel as two accounts which deal 
with Jesus and John and their relation to the kingdom. The sermon on the plain and the 
For the definition of "allusion" to Scripture, cf. Klaus Koch, Schrift als Zeuge des Evangeliums. 
Untersuchungen zur Verwendung und zum Verständnis der Schrift bei Paulus (1986), 17; Knowles, 
Jeremiah, 163; Ploch, Jesaja-Worte, 17. The understanding of allusion as used here is perhaps more in 
line with the definition of metalepsis as put forth by Richard B. Hays, Echoes of Scirpture in the Letters 
of Paul (1989) 20, which "places the reader within a field of whispered or unseated correspondences. " 
S The reference to the Q passages, using Q followed by chapter and verse where the saying is found in 
the gospel of Luke, is in accordance with standard usage. The reference does not, however, refer to the 
Lukan text as more original. The Q wording will be extablished in each case on the basis of synoptic 
comparison. Cf. Christopher M. Tuckett, Q and the History of Early Christianity: Studies on Q (1996), 
4 n. 8; John S. Kloppenborg, The Formation of Q: Trajectories in Ancient Wisdom Collections (1987), 
xvii. 
"Sand, Gesetz, 136 suggests that the redactional change from dX?. ov to Lr pov, reflects Matthew's 
consistent use of > -tcpoS where there is an opposition or comparison of two. Sand seems to indicate that 
the comparison here is between Jesus and John, possibly on the basis of the hypothesis that the Baptist 
material in the gospels reflect an early conflict between Jesus' followers and disciples of John. This 
explanation is illogical considering that the question comes from John himself. Matthew's redaction 
simply serves to indicate a choice between Jesus and some unknown other. Cf. Schenk, Sprache, 20. 
7Also Q's version of John's announcement of the one stronger than him includes the participle b 
tpx6jcvoc. The third person present indicative is found in the parallel texts in Mark 1: 7 and Luke 
3: 16. Luke is probably dependent on Mark. The agreements of Mt and Lk against Mk seem to suggest 
that their versions of John's message are conflations of Mk and Q. With no evidence outside Matthew, it 
has been debated whether Mt 3: 11 renders Q accurately (so e. g. Rudolf Laufen, Doppeluberlieferungen 
der Logienquelle und des Markusevangeliums (1980), 93-96; Stephanie von Dobbeler, Das Gericht und 
das Erbarmen Gottes. Die Botschaft Johannes des Täufers und Ihre Reception bei den Johannesjtingern 
im Rahmen der Theologiegeschichte des Frühjudentums (1988), 51-63; Ulrich Luz, "Q 3-4" (1984), 
376) or whether b tpx6µsvoc is redactional (so e. g. Hagner, Matthew 1-13,45; Davies and Allison, 
Saint Matthew, 314). With the evidence for the use of the phrase of in Q 7: 19 (Mt 11: 3), it is not far- 
fetched to postulate its presence in the Q account of the Baptist's announcement of Jesus. 
8 Cf. J. A. T. Robinson, "Elijah, John and Jesus: an Essay in Detection" (1958), 270. 
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account of the healing of the centurion's servant is found preceding the John/Jesus 
material in Q. It has already been pointed out that Matthew follows the Q order in 
Matthew 11 and in part of 12. 
The absolute use of 6 epx6pevoq in Mt 11: 3/Q 7: 19 has triggered debates among 
New Testament scholars concerning on the one hand the possible employment of b 
1rpx6pcvo; as a Christological title, and on the other hand the scriptural background for 
such a usage. In both cases one can detect a development from early acceptance9 to 
more recent scepticism, 1° which has resulted in a consensus which doubts a titular usage 
of the term and denies a specific scriptural allusion in Mt 11: 3/Q 7: 19.11 One must here, 
however, distinguish between the possibility of a messianic titular use of the expression 
in early Judaism, and the Christian development of Christological appellations. In 
Matthew's text, the adaptation of Q and the allusion to Scripture which can be detected 
in the context of Matthew 11, shows a development where the use of b epX61evoc 
becomes titular. 
The redactional consistency with which Matthew reads the passages of a "coming 
one" in his sources, indicates that with regard to the absolute use of b Epx6gevog in 
connection with the verb xpoaSou6cw the question posed by John, Matthew either 
understood the question to include an allusion to certain Biblical texts, or, more likely, 
Matthew consciously interpreted the term by placing it in connection with texts with 
specific Messianic expectations. Hence, in Matthew, the language of Q provides a vehicle 
for Matthew to associate Jesus with the specific expected one. The signals of the 
Matthean text makes it possible that it in the question posed by John in the context of 
Matthew 11-13 alludes to Gen 49: 10. The term b epx61icvoc is, however, associated with 
other passages in other parts of the gospel. Hence, if the allusion was intended by 
Matthew titular language is created in the interpretation of Q in Matthew 11: 3. The first 
indication that a specific coming is understood as referred to in the question of John, is 
found in the significance of hpxoµat in Q 7: 18-28,31-34, and the Matthean additional 
emphasis on the verb through the insertion of 11: 14.12 
9 Cf. e. g. Johannes Schneider, "'Epxoµat, xtX" (1968), 270. For a discussion and extensive review of 
literature representing pro and contra the titular nature of the phrase, see Laufen, 
Doppeluberlieferungen, n12,407-408. 
10 Cf. e. g. Gundry, Matthew, 205: "The literature of late Judaism does not know this expression as a 
messianic title. " 
11 Cf. Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2,167; Tuckett, Q, 125. 
12 E. Arens' examination of t ), Oov sayings and related uses of >rpxoµat in the LXX and Hebrew 
Scriptures as well as in extra biblical early Jewish literature, shows the frequent use of the verb in 
theophanic texts (the coming of God or the day of God) or text referring to the coming of the messiah or 
an endtime prophet (cf. Eduardo Arens, The MOON-sayings in the Synoptic Tradition: A Historico- 
Critical Investigation, 1976). It is thus correct to say with the majority of scholars, that the expectation 
of God's eschatological coming was widespread, but a messianic interpretation of b epx6µsvoc cannot 
be detected before the Christian adaptation of the term. 
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In Matthew 11: 1-20, forms of epx6gat are found in four instances, referring to 
the coming of John, Jesus and Elijah, cf. Mt 11: 3 (Q), 14 (Mt), 18 (Q), 19 (Q). Clearly 
the Q material Matthew preserves is developed around this theme of coming. The 
inclusion of the quotation from Mal 3: 1 in Q indicates that a sending with a purpose 
precedes this coming, and gives it content. It seems therefore, that the formulation of Q 
7: 18, using the present participle with the article, in Matthew's understanding did point 
to a specific coming. In Matthew 11: 2-16 as in Q the repeated use of bpxoµat with Jesus 
and John as subjects, implies a coming with a specific purpose. Matthew reinforces the 
quotation of Mal 3: 1 in Mt 11: 10 by the explicit identification of John as the messenger 
of that citation. He is 'H?. iaS 6 gt%kcwv fpxea0at (in reference to Mal 4: 2). 13 The 
ministry of John the Baptist, his coming, bears significance beyond a mere appearance on 
the scene of life. This is further emphasised in the parable of the children in the 
marketplace with its interpretation in Mt 11: 16-19. Also in this passage the coming of 
John and Jesus and the manner in which they came have a specific meaning. These 
examples which include scriptural reference to eschatological events and the comparison 
which is made between John and Jesus in the present context provide the grounds for 
postulating a specific eschatological expectation as a motivation for Matthew's 
adaptation of Q in Mt 11-13 and the use of b hpx61tevoc in Matthew 11: 3. This 
expectation goes beyond the announcement of Mt 3: 11 to which b hpx6gevor. refers on 
the level of the Matthean narrative. It is in this respect not enough to refer in general 
terms to the Jewish eschatological hope and theophany as it is expressed in terms of the 
coming of God or of God's messenger. 
14 This general language of the theophany in the 
form of the coming of God's messenger or ambassador is indeed the background for the 
use of hpxopat in the present context both with regard to Jesus and John. Considering, 
however, that both the Q material in the present context as well as that in Matthew 3 to 
which b hpx6gevoc refers make a comparison between Jesus and John, one would expect 
Jesus' significance to be expressed through the language of Scripture, because John's in 
both places is. Such an expression of significance takes place explicitly in the mixed 
quotation which forms the reply of Jesus in v 5. This reply, however, only affirms that 
which is implicit in the question placed in the mouth of John. 
The ambiguous verb form npoa8ouwµev, which could be either a subjunctive or 
an indicative, functions in Matthew to include both a present realisation and future 
anticipation in the affirmative answer of Jesus to John. " The Matthean text preserves Q. 
13 See pt 3.2. below. 
"The advent of the day of the Lord, of God as King, or as his messenger was fundamental to Jewish 
eschatology. On the development of this eschatological hope, cf. Sigmund Mowinckel, He That Cometh 
(1956), A. Scriba, Die Geschichte desMotivkomplexes Theophanie (1995). 
's It is not possible to determine whether 7tpoß6oxwµcv is a subjunctive or an indicative. The question 
in itself suggests an uncertainty, so that most exegetes hold it to be a conj. deliberativus, cf. Gundry, 
Matthew, 205; Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2,163. For further discussion and literature cf. Gerd Häfner, Der 
Verheissene Vorläufer: Redaktionskritische Untersuchung zur Darstellung Johannes des Täufers im 
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The Matthean context combines the present realisation of the hope in Jesus, with the 
future expectation of the community, later connected with the coming of the Son of 
Man. 
Matthew 11: 3 as an Interpretation of Genesis 49: 10 
The combination of the verbs Ipxoµat and itpoa6ouäco in Matthew 11: 3 may be 
read as signals of an allusion to the Septuagint translation of Genesis 49: 10.16 Already 
the use of Xptati ; in 11: 2, prepares for the allusion to a messianic expectation. 
Ei) Ei b 1-px6µels 
fi ; tCpov 
/cpocrö0xr5uev, 
Gen 49: 10 
o1 kickeivet dpxcov 
IovSa xai fjyoüµEVOS hex 'C(BV 
µrP&v airtoü Ews av 
-4A9 tiäc 7roicEtµEva atnw" 
xai atn6; irpocr&, xfa tOv& v 
Gen 49: 10 (BHS) 
i 111Zm tome -Ilo 't`7 
ýoýnv T i5ý 
Matthausevangelium (1994), 174 n. 2. Reading the verb as a subjunctive would displace the emphasis of 
the question, however, in placing the uncertainty in the verb: "should we keep on waiting". In this case a 
positive answer to Ev F-1 6 Lpx6iCVOS would make the waiting unnecessary. As will be shown, in the 
present context it is the identity of 6 epx6pcvo; which represents an uncertainty, while the waiting is a 
given. It is better, therefore, to translate the verb in the indicative, cf. A. Schlaffer, Der Evangelist 
Matthäus. Seine Sprache, sein Ziel, seine Selbständigkeit. Ein Kommentar zum Ersten Evangelium 
(1963), 358. 
16 So also Volker Hampel, Menschensohn und historischer Jesus. Ein Rätselwort als Schlüssel zum 
messianischen Selbstverständnis Jesu (1990), 224; Otto Betz, "Jesu Evangelium vom Gottesreich" 
(1983), 239. Other passages have been suggested to form the scriptural background for the allusion: Mal 
3: 1, Zech 9: 9, Hab 2: 3, Dan 7: 13, Ps 118: 26 (cf. Laufen, Doppelüberlieferungen 407 n12; Arens, 
HAOON-sayings, 298). In the context of Matthew 11 Mal 3: 1 is quoted with respect to John the Baptist, 
and it is not likely that the same passage is referred to here. Robinson's (Robinson, "Elijah", 267) 
argument, that in citing 3: 1 Jesus' response is "he is himself the coming one, " is not convincing. August 
Strobel, Untersuchungen zum Eschatologischen Verzögerungsproblem auf Grund der Spa judisch- 
Urschristlichen Geschichte von Habakkuk 2,2f (1961), 265-277 has argued for the use of Hab 2: 3 
(Aquila's version) in the present context as a part of a Jewish exegetical tradition dealing with the delay 
of the eschaton. His argument builds on the assumption that Jesus' ministry did not live up to John's 
expectation as eschatological judge, hence the employment of Hab 2: 3. To both authors, one must 
respond, that the Baptist material in Matthew 11 does not contain a polemic against John either in Q (cf. 
Tuckett, Q, 126-127) nor in Matthew (cf. Häfner, Vorläufer), neither is Johns' message refuted or 
corrected. The allusion in Mt 11: 3 can only be understood in light of its present context in Matthew, and 
this context affirms Genesis 49: 10 as the text to which it alludes. 
17 Some manuscripts have oS 6, v ß, 9p ( &l 6lcE7t at, giving the translation: "A ruler of Judah will 
not fail, nor a leader of his descent ('of his thighs'), until he comes to whom it belongs. And he is the 
hope of the nations. " This reading clearly associates the coming of a messianic kingly figure. Martin 
R6sel, "Die Interpretation von Genesis 49 in der Septuaginta" (1995), 55-56, and Jean Lust, "Septuagint 
and Messianism with a special emphasis on the Pentateuch", (1997) 40 agree in preferring the reading 
in which cd dcrroxeiµeva forms the subject of the final clause, so that the verse would read: "The ruler 
from Judah will not cease/die nor the leader of his descent ('of his thighs') until that comes which has 
been kept in store for him (or until comes that which belongs to him). And he is 
the hope expectation of 
the nations. " What is important for the present study, is that Matthew stands in continuity with the 
Septuagint and other early translations and interpretations of the Hebrew, in which the tong and ppT1n 
are interpreted as the announcement of a coming leader figure or ruler. So also R6sel, "Interpretation", 
63. The variant reading (x c dcv 1; ß. 611 c doOKeItat) is in continuation with this reading, and 
clearly shows the messianic expectations connected with Gen 49: 10. 
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In the formulation, Matthew's text (adapted from Q), alters the subject of the 
verb, so that it refers to the one who is the expectation of the nations. The noun 
npoa6outa of the Genesis passage is incorporated into the question posed by John 
through his disciples. Hence, the expectation is actualised and personalised by John and 
his disciples. The anticipation of the Davidic figure of universal significance is one of 
impending nearness. Jesus' answer supports their understanding of events. 
The possible allusion can be supported by the existence of contemporary 
messianic interpretations of the Hebrew text. The Hebrew text of Gen 49: 10 does not 
itself express the hope of the coming of a messiah. The text is an affirmation of the 
Davidic monarchy and expresses the hope of its continued prosperity. '8 Later traditions 
in Judaism interpreted the text as expressing the expectation of the coming of a Davidic 
messiah. 19 Also the Septuagint interpreted the text messianically, moreover several 
factors indicate that the translation of the Septuagint was influenced by prophetic 
literature. 
The impersonal nouns tong, and penn of the Hebrew text are replaced by äpXcov 
and flyoi tcvoS thus personalising the symbols of leadership and rule. In the Septuagint, 
, cd dcnoxetgFva ccbvü translates the difficult ri . 
2° Although the "coming" here does not 
refer to the coming of the king or ruler himself, but that which has been prepared for 
him, the text, through the next clause, distinctly expresses the expectation of an 
eschatological messianic figure. 21 The expectation of the nations described in the clause 
xai aln6; zrpoaSoxia hOvwv replaces the Hebrew text which speaks of the obedience of 
the peoples to a Judean ruler. This results in a change in emphasis from the retrospective 
description of the dominance of Judah and the Davidic monarchy, to the hope of a 
eschatological figure of universal redemption. 
Rösel has pointed out that the choice of vocabulary in the whole of Gen 49: 8-12 
shows that prophecies from the book of Isaiah may have informed the translation of the 
passage. In v. 9 "from a sprout you have ascended" (ßa, äatioS) replaces the MT "from 
the prey, " alluding to Isaiah 11.22 The universality of the messianic hope indicated in 
18Cf. Claus Westermann, Genesis 37-50 (1982), 230-232.1; "T expresses the arrival of something 
which will be "the culmination, not the interruption of what preceded". (Lust, "Septuagint and 
Messianism", 39. ) It could be a reference to a messianic figure. Most favour the historical reading which 
implies the Davidic dynasty. Cf. Gordon J. Wenham, Genesis 16-50 (1994), 477-478. 
19Cf. e. g. Sanh. 98b; 4Q252. In Targum Onquelos, Gen 49: 10 is understood messianically while the 
surrounding context is not. Cf. Martin McNamara, New Testament, 239. 
20 For a detailed discussion on various translations and interpretations, see L. Monsengwo-Pasinya, 
"Deux textes messianiques de la Septante: Gn 49,10 et Ez 21,32" (1994), 358-360. 
21 Monsengwo-Pasinya, "Deux Textes", 362-366; Rösel, "Interpretation", 64 and Joachim Schaper, "Die 
Septuaginta-Psalter als Dokument Jüdischer Eschatologie" (1994), 50-51 all hold the text to express a 
messianic expectation. Schaper has shown how Genesis 49: 10 has influenced the Septuagint translation 
and Messianic interpretation of Judah in Psalm 59: 9 and 107: 9. Lust, "Septuagint and Messianism", 40 
is more careful in identifying a messianic interpretation in Gen 49: 10 LXX. 
ZZ Rösel, "Interpretation", 61 
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49: 1Od - Kai ainäg irpoaSoida Ovc v- seems to be influenced by Is 11: 10; 42: 2 and 
similar prophecies in the Servant songs of Isaiah. " Genesis 49: 11-12 (both MT and 
LXX) describes the hope of an abundant eschatological time when clothes can be washed 
in wine, and the vines are so plentiful that an ass and her foal can be tied to its 
branches. 24 Again a parallel can be drawn to prophetic literature, to the similar images 
found in Zech 9: 9.25 The Septuagint version of Genesis 49: 8-12 can thus be said to 
describe the eschatological hope26 in terms of a messianic figure of universal importance, 
who will supersede the rule of a national leader or regent of Davidic descent, influenced 
by the prophecies of Isaiah 11 and 42 and Zech 9. 
The formulation of Matthew 11: 3 is reminiscent of Gen 49: 10 LXX. The 
language alone, however is only suggestive of an allusion. Further evidence that Matthew 
knew and used the passage must be sought to make the allusion probable. Two passages 
in particular of the Matthean narrative bring out aspects of prophecies which are found 
also in Genesis 49. First, the insertion of the fulfilment quotation from Isaiah 41: 8- 
9/42: 1-4 in the context of Matthew 11-13, brings up the same eschatological hope that is 
expressed in Gen 49: 10. The connection between the b Irpx6icvo; motif and the citation 
was already prepared for in the redactional adaptation of the baptismal narrative. The 
final clause of this citation is synonymous in meaning with Gen 49: 10d: icai b1 tdi 
&6gcrct a&toi b0vrl 6%n16mv/ & airtw t0v7l eXnioüßw. 27 Also here, the universal 
benefit of the servant's ministry is emphasised. 
Second, in Matthew's version of the entrance narrative, the Matthean redaction 
combines elements which are reminiscent of the blessing of Judah in Gen 49. Again the 
relation between the passages through Matthean redaction has already been established. 
The entrance narrative combines two passages from Scripture. At the entrance itself, Ps 
117: 25(LXX) b 'cpx6pcvo; in the name of the Lord is praised. 28 In the account of the 
preparation for the triumphant entry, Zech 9: 9 forms a fulfilment citation, referring to the 
eschatological appearance of a king, coming upon an ass and the foal of an ass. In the 
latter, the Matthean quotation differs from both the Septuagint and the Hebrew text of 
the prophet, but combines vocabulary found in the LXX version of Gen 49: 11.29 
23 R6sel, "Interpretation", 64. 
24 Cf. Rösel, "Interpretation", 65. 
25 Cf. H. D. Preuss, "913" (1973), 559-561. 
26 Cf. Gen 49: 1 euä?, eaev Se Iaxcnß w uloi; ainov uai thrcv auvä Orltc Iva 
&vayyei?. co 46v 'et 6enavt1TEt '601V Esc' thhäuvv uvv i uepcvv. The Greek is a direct 
translation of the Hebrew 131ol, '1 ril-nn, which generally only appear in prophetic contexts, though not 
all passages have an eschatological sense. (Cf. Wenham, Genesis, 471. ) Like the Hebrew, the Greek does 
not necessarily contain an eschatological meaning. (Cf. Rösel, "Interpretation", 57). 
27 Cf. pt. 3.1.3 below. 
I Matthew preserves Markan tradition here. 
29 bvos, 7rwXo;. 
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Matthew adapts the previous narrative, apparently in order to fit the citation from 
Zechariah by adding elements to the Markan text of the preparation for the entrance into 
Jerusalem. 3° The redactional changes thereby also result in a closer parallel to Gen 49: 11 
alluded to in the Markan text. The disciples find an ass tied (8c3eµtv1)v) and her foal with 
her, a scene also described in Gen 49: 11, using the same vocabulary. 
It can be shown therefore, that on the one hand the context of Mt 11: 3 includes 
messianic themes which express the same expectation as does Gen 49: 10, and on the 
other hand that elsewhere in Matthew allusions to the same passage in Mark are brought 
out more clearly in the Matthean redaction. It is therefore possible, in light of Matthean 
redaction of both scriptural and synoptic sources, that Matthew understood John's 
question from prison to include an allusion to Gen 49: 10. 
On the basis of these observations one can conclude that the term b fepx6µevoc as 
it occurs in Matthew 11 and 21, seems to be based on a cluster or complex of images and 
prophecies from Scripture which gives the term its specific meaning. It is indeed a term 
denoting a messianic figure. The texts which apparently are important here emphasise 
both the humble character of the coming one (Zech 9; Is 42: 1-4), and the eschatological 
and universal significance of the coming (Gen 49: 10; Is 11: 10; 42: 4; Zech 9). It has 
already been described how the prophetic texts in question may have influenced the 
translation of Gen 49: 10. This fact alone could explain the apparent allusion in Mt 11: 3. 
Hence it may be argued that an possible allusion to Gen 49: 10 is simply a result of 
certain associations made on the level of translation of the Septuagint, and has therefore 
no actual significance on the level of Matthean redaction and theological reflection. The 
formulation of Mt 11: 3 and the combination of the same passages in Qumran as well as 
in the Septuagint, however, speaks for the intended allusion in Mt 11: 3. 
Both in the Qumran community and in the Targumim, Genesis 49 was interpreted 
messianically. Both reflect the expectation of the "messiah King". An interpretation of 
the blessing of Judah found in 4Q252, speaks of the continuity of the kingship of Judah 
until the messiah comes. In 4Q252 the messiah is identified with the branch of David of 
Is 11: 1-5, which in Qumran was a synonym for the messiah. 31 Thus, it can be shown that 
in the messianic interpretation of Gen 49: 10 onwards from the translation of Septuagint, 
"So Gundry, Matthew, 407. According to J. Blenkinsopp, "The Oracle of Judah and the Messianic 
Entry" (1961), 55-64, Zech 9: 9 is an innerbiblical intepretation of Gen 49: 10-12. It is possible that 
Matthew was familiar with the connection between Gen 49 and Zech 9: 9. The result of the Matthean 
redaction in Mt 21, is the linking of the entrance into Jersualem with two Messianic readings of 
Scripture: Zech 9: 9 and Gen 49: 10-11. This reading is supported by Wim Weren, "Jesus' Entry into 
Jerusalem: Mt 21: 1-17 in the Light of the Hebrew Bible and the Septuagint" (1997), 132-133. 
314Q285,4QpIsa'. Cf. Loren T. Stuckenbruck, "'Messias'. Texte in den Schriften von Qumran" (1996), 
134-135. Mowinckel, He That Cometh, 19-20 citing Zech 3: 8, thought that root/branch/sprout developed 
into a messianic title in the Hebrew bible. 
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certain prophetic passages, including Is 11,42 and Zech 9: 9 were influential. It is not 
surprising therefore when the combination of passages occur also in Matthew. 32 
Matthew, in adapting the text of Genesis 49: 10, is either familiar with a Greek 
messianic reading of the text, or in the allusion to Genesis 49: 10 clarifies a text with 
ambiguous meaning, and interprets it in light of the expectation John expresses in Mt 
11: 3. Thus the eschatological hope of universal redemption is brought into the present. 
This is not at all a surprising development of the Matthean narrative, since the pericope 
expressing the previous Jesus/John encounter already brought eschatological texts into 
the present. 
b Epx6pevog and F. oOia in Matthew 11: 2-19. 
It may be argued that it is not a royal Christology denoting the present and future 
expectation of a Davidic Messiah which is the theme of Matthew 11: 2-19. The 
redactional alterations forming a frame around the section through the use of tick bpya 
toü Xptatov in verse 2 and Kai k6Lxaut&rl f aoVta & co tiLv Irpycov a{nfq, seem, rather 
to identify Jesus with Wisdom incarnate. Much has been made of this Wisdom 
Christology in the gospel of Matthew, the identification of Jesus with wisdom occurs 
only here in the Matthean narrative, however. 33 It has been shown that there is a 
redactional link between the b Lpxbµevoc passages adapted from tradition in the 
composition of Matthew's gospel. The specific Wisdom references in Matthew do not 
exceed chapter 11, which also is dependent on tradition. There is, therefore, more 
evidence for ab cpX6icvo; motif than a wisdom motif in Matthew, irrespective of 
whether the allusion to Gen 49: 10 is to be considered plausible. The two are not 
incompatible, however. Clearly the wisdom motif of chapter 11 prepares for the presence 
motif of chapter 12 (see below). Further the combination of the royal motif and that of 
wisdom is found in the mention of Solomon in the context of the request for a sign 
towards the end of chapter 12. The different aspects emphasise different realities with 
regard to Matthew's understanding of Jesus as the fulfilment of the law and the prophets, 
and simply shows how complex the Matthean narrative is in terms of theological 
imagery. 
11 In pointing out the parallels a literary dependence or a specific development in the history of 
interpretation is not automatically to be assumed. The combination of texts with apparently the same 
theme, or the use of a certain text to help interpret another was a much used hermeneutics device in 
Judaism. It was employed in the Targumim (cf. Patte, Early Jewish Hermeneutic, 76), in biblical 
intepretation at Qumran (often with the differences of texts harmonised to each other, cf. Fishbane, 
"Use", 350), and in rabbinic exegesis (Cf. Günter Stemberger, Introduction to the Talmud and Midrash, 
1996,18-19). The parallels in the combination of texts from Qumran, LXX and the New Testament at 
the least indicate that in different strands of Judaism, the texts were perceived to be related in the theme 
of an eschatological messianic hope. 
"An identification may also be implicitly also in the context of the temple conflict seen and the oracle 
of doom againt the scribes and the Pharisees in Matthew 23, where Matthew replaces the text of Q `the 
wisdom of God says' with `I say to you'. The passage could also be a concious avoidance of the Wisdom 
terminology. It nevertheless expresses what is also the expressed in Matthew 11-13, the presence of God 
in the world through Jesus. 
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Use and Normativity of Q 7: 18 and Genesis 49: 10 in Matthew's Adaptation 
John's question from prison is a narrative element from Q which Matthew uses as 
an introduction to Matthew 11-13. In it the term b kpx6µcvoc can seem to function as a 
messianic title, alluding to a complex of scriptural passages which expect a messianic 
kingly figure, whose coming will bring the hope of salvation to the nations. Specifically, 
the question possibly borrows vocabulary from the Septuagint version of the blessing on 
Judah in Gen 49. The seeming allusion to Gen 49 LXX in Matthew 11: 3 is subtle. The 
coinciding vocabulary alone does not prove that Matthew intended the question of John 
to be read in light of the Genesis passage. However, the context of Matthew 11-13 and 
the further evidence for Matthew's employment of its messianic interpretation, make it 
probable that Matthew read the Q text in light of Genesis 49: 10. Although the text is not 
originally a messianic prophecy, later interpreters of the text understood it as such. 
Through reading the Q text in light of Scripture, Matthew achieves both an actualisation 
of Scripture, and a conforming of Jesus tradition with the content of the Scripture 
passage. 
If there is an allusion of Mt 11: 3 to Genesis 49: 10, Scripture functions 
normatively in that it holds conceptual value. The Genesis passage and the eschatological 
expectation it expresses provide the conceptual parameters for the narration of the 
conversation between Jesus and John's disciples. By using the language of Scripture, the 
Q text is interpreted in light of Scripture. Q becomes a continuation of Scripture and 
receives its meaning from Scripture. The expectation of redemption expressed in 
Genesis, is the hope expressed in John's question. Scripture and John speak with one 
voice. Here, provided the allusion is intended, Scripture is authoritative both in its 
pragmatic and its rhetorical capacity. Pragmatically, Scripture is an identity factor: the 
future hope of universal redemption promised by the God of Israel is the future hope of 
John and the future hope of the reader. Before Jesus' answer actualises the 
eschatological hope in the present, the coming of the messianic figure refers to a future 
hope, which goes beyond the notion of God's restoration of Israel. If Genesis 49: 10 was 
on Matthew's mind, it is the prophetic, predictive elements of the passage alluded to 
which is appealed to. The eschatological event to which the passage refers, remains a 
hope for the future. The rhetorical function of Genesis 49: 10 in the seeming allusion of 
11: 3 lies also, therefore, in its providing a language for theological reflection. As a kind 
of "coded" language, it communicates on sub-narrative level with those who pick up on 
the allusion. 
Scripture also functions as kerygmatic and as proclamation in the present text. In 
the case of an allusion to Gen 49: 10 in the question of John. it interprets the text 
messianically, and actualises it by making imminent the realisation of the hope it 
expresses. Jesus' affirmative answer in 11: 5 stresses the present reality of this 
eschatological hope. The use of the present subjunctive/indicative, however, also opens 
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for the double use of the cpx61Lcvoc language later in the gospel. While Jesus fills the 
expectations of Scripture, the texts are not yet fulfilled. While it is already present, the 
coming is also a eschatological reality yet to be fulfilled. This corresponds with the 
previous usage of b Epx6ievoc, where the eschatological judgement associated with the 
day of Yahweh is identified with the coming of Jesus. For Matthew this judgement 
awaits realisation. 
With regard to Matthew's reception of Q, and the normative use of tradition, it is 
clear that the question of John gains its significance through the allusion to Scripture if it 
is in accordance with Matthew's intentions. In that case, the question functions both as a 
reference to the Q narrative in the meaning "are you the one of whom I spoke? " and as a 
reference to Genesis: "are you the coming one of Scripture whom we expect? " This is an 
expansion of the Q text, yet one that is possible on the background of the Q material. In 
placing the question in the context of Mt 11-13, the seeming allusion to Genesis 49: 10 
introduces issues pertaining to the identity of Jesus which will be answered in several 
ways in the following material, composed of traditional elements from several sources. 
Further, the possible allusion gives b cpx61tevoc as a title applied to Jesus content in 
terms of common eschatological messianic expectations, including the notion of 
universalism: the coming one is the hope of the nations. Hence Q becomes authoritative 
as an interpretation of Scripture. 
4.1.2. Jesus as the Messenger of Good News in Matthew 11: 5 
tiu4 )Lot &valXbtovaty uai xwXoi neptnatioüaty, 
XEnpoi xaOapt ovtiat Kai uw4oi u oüovaty, 
Kai vsupoi eyetpovtiat Kai 7Euux0i EüayycXtýovtat: 
The mixed citation adapted from Q in Matthew 11: 5 constitutes Jesus' answer to 
the question of John in Matthew 11: 3. Together with Mt 11: 2 which speaks directly of 
the works of the Christ, the messianic and eschatological expectations are related to the 
person of Jesus. The exhortation that John's disciples should report back to him what 
they hear and see may in itself be an allusion to Scripture: nopeuOtv'tEs &xcxyyct?. c tE 
Icoävvp & &xoi tie xai ßXbre re is reminiscent of the imperatives of Isaiah 42: 18: of 
uw$ot &xoöaarc Kai. ol tiu4 . ot &vapkLWwrc. The same combination of verbs appear in 
reversed order with the same meaning in Matthew 13: 16. The issue of hearing and 
seeing, in the meaning understanding the significance of, is one of the leading themes of 
chapters 11-13. This theme is introduced in Matthew 11: 4.34 The saying is followed by a 
catalogue of eschatological events: the direct and affirmative answer to the question 
whether Jesus is the coming one: the messiah. The mixed citation continues the Matthean 
combination of the Davidic messianic texts with Isaianic servant imagery. As a reply to 
John, the catalogue of eschatological events draws the hope of redemption into the 
34 Cf. below ch. 6. 
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present, but the catalogue still remains descriptive of a future hope, the possession of 
which is dependent on the individual's ability to perceive the significance of the present 
events. Because Matthew adapts the Q text almost unchanged, it is necessary to 
delineate the use of the passage in Q before an independent interpretation and 
employment of the passage can be established for Matthew. 
The Interpretation of Isaiah in Q 7: 22 
The catalogue of eschatological events in Q 7: 22 draws on several prophecies 
from Isaiah 61,35 and 26. The blind receiving sight, the deaf hearing, and the healing of 
the lame are elements found in Is 35: 5-6.35 It is possible also that Is 35: 8 may be 
background for the cleansing of the lepers. 36 Is 26: 19 speaks of the raising of the dead. 
Both prophecies concern events at the day of the coming of "the Lord". The preaching of 
good news is derived from Is 61, which in the context of Isaiah is performed by one 
anointed by God. 
O 7: 22 xai &nouptOel; elncv cthtoiS, IIopeuO&CES änayyeU c to 
' Iuuävvf cR ßxbnstie uai äuoüctc: 1) cu4xoi bcva J3 btouc tv, 2) Xo)Xoi 
nspuraw atv, 3) Leitpol xaOap{; ovwct ual 4) xco4oI, i o1 ouaty, 
5) v¬Kpol b'yctpovT, at, 6) 1Gtco of cixty/ExtCovtat: 
Is 35: 5-6 
1) 'tote bcvotXOi aovtiat b4Aa?, µoi 
tivý7ýwv xai 
4) wtia uw4wv 6ocoüaovtat 35.6 tiOte 
2) b(XeIt xt COS Ä. a4o; b xco Oc Kai 
tipavý Latiat ya waaa µaytXdX v 
Is 61: 1 
nvgüµa xuptov LIE' Egg oü 
EYveicsv Exptab µs 
6) dxxyyeXtaaaOat ntiwxoi, S 
&n±atiaXudv µe tdcaaaOat 
tioi) auvte tplµµbouc tin 
uap&ta xnp{ at 
alXgµ , Xthtotc ö4eaty uai 
1ytu4 Xois &väIXsynv 
Is 26: 19 
5) bcvaatiflaovtiat 
of vexpot xai 
yyepOfFovtiat of tv 
toI; tvrj. Etot; 
The first and the last element of the allusion uses language from Isaiah 61: 1. Isaiah 35 
provides the framework for the second and the fourth element, and possibly the third. 
Hence, the two passages, may be said to form the framework and background for the 
catalogue of end-time events in Q 7: 22,37 borrowing the language of the jubilee. In the 
adaptation of the expectations to the Q text, the future has become present tense. 
"Also Is 29: 18-19; 42: 18, could serve as background here (cf. Siegfried Schulz, Q. Die Spruchquelle 
der Evangelisten (1962), 196; Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2,169), though there seems to be a difference 
between the Heilsgeschehen catalogued in Mt 11: 5 par, and the plea to hear, see, 'and understand in Mt 
11: 4f and e. g. Is 42: 18. 
36 Cf. Verseput, Rejection, 68; Häfner, Vorläufer, 180f. Both with reference to J. Dupont, "L'Ambassade 
de Jean- Baptiste (Matthieu 11,2-6; Luc 7: 18-13), " NRTh 93 (1961) 805-825,943-959; 950. 
37 So also P1och, Jesaja-Worte, 30 n66. For further discussion, cf. Frans Neirynck, "Q 6,20b-21; 7,22 
and Isaiah 61"; Hubert Frankemölle, "Jesus als Deuterojesajanischer Freudenbote. Zur Rezeption von Jes 
Is 35: 8 hxei Z awct b36S xaOapä xai 
b66S äyta XXTJAiiaewct Kai 
3) of µh 7capL%O exci äxd. Oa. pw; 
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The mixed citation is formed according to the principle of association. Through 
their common imagery of the opening of blind eyes, Isaiah 61 is read in light of the 
eschatological vision of Isaiah 35 (cf v 5). Thereby the two elements from Isaiah 61: 1 
frame the elements from Isaiah 35 and 26. Whereas Q 7: 8-23 may not originally have 
formed a unit, 38 in the present context in Q the mixed allusion to Isaiah passages may be 
shown to be significant. In the original Isaiah passages, the return from Babylonian 
slavery is understood and interpreted in light of the exodus from Egypt. Hence, the 
desert becomes the place of redemption (Is 40: 3; 35: 1-10). 39 Further, the oracles of 
salvation proclaiming the end of the present time and the imminence of the time of 
redemption, while speaking into a political and historical situation, receive in subsequent 
interpretation eschatological significance. In the context of Q, the mixed Isaiah allusion is 
placed after John's announcement of a coming one in Q3 and the sermon on the plain in 
Q 6. In the pericope following the present one in Q, again "going out into the desert" and 
John's prophetic ministry is emphasised. Hence, the scriptural allusion in Q 7: 22 both 
interprets the previous pronouncement of blessing to the poor in Q6 through the citation 
of Isaiah 61: 1 and continues the desert motif and the figure of John the Baptist as an 
eschatological prophet through the allusions to Isaiah 35. It is appropriate to speak of 
Q's use of Scripture here as prefiguring the events which Q relates. The events of the 
present are interpreted by and given meaning by Scripture. The authority of Scripture 
here does not necessarily lie in its predictive prophecy, but in proving continuity of 
revelation and of God's will to redemption. John's ministry in the desert prepares the 
way for the renewal which takes place in the eschatological ministry of Jesus. It is 
important to note that in Q, only one healing miracle precedes the mixed citation (Q 7: 1- 
10). In Q, the central content of the healing passage is the concluding apophthegm 
concerning faith'40 and can also not be said to corresponds schematically to the citation. 
Hence the function of the citation is kerygmatic and proclaims the imminence of God's 
salvation and judgement through the allusion to Scripture. This is also in correspondence 
with John's announcement of a'Baptism with the Holy Spirit and with fire (Q 3). 
The allusion or mixed quotation in Q 7: 22 has played a significant role in the 
discussion of the origin of the Christian use of ci ctyytXtov. A part of this discussion 
involves the question whether the allusion with its climactic point in X=Xoi 
ei)cyyeM ov=t indicates that Q understood Jesus to be the eschatological prophet of Is 
61: 1.41 The mixed quotation in Q is in the first instance primarily a catalogue of 
52,7 und 61,1 im Neuen Testament, durch Jesus und in den Targumim" (1989), 50-53; Werner Grimm, 
Weil ich dich liebe. Die Verkündigung Jesu und Deuterojesaja (1976), 124-131. 
38 Tuckett, Q, 126. Cf. the similar construction to Q 7: 22 in 4Q521 below. 
39 Ploch, Jesaja-Worte, 256-257. 
40Migaku Sato, Q und Prophetie. Studien zur Gattungs und Traditionsgeschichte der Quelle Q, (1988) 
82. 
41 Cf. Frankemölle, "Jesus", 50-53; Anton Vögtle, "Wunder und Wort in Urchristlicher 
Glaubenswerbung" (1971). Tuckett, Q, 221-239 attempts to prove the importance of Is 61: 1 for Q, with 
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transforming events which mark the presence of the time of salvation. Although the 
pericope receives a distinct Christological emphasis through John's question from prison, 
and the concluding saying of the pericope: uai gaxäpt6S tßtiw 6; täv µßj axav8aXta6p 
tv Lgot (Q 7: 23), 42 the emphasis is nevertheless on the significance of these events. In 
the context of Q, which has no real interest in miracle stories, the catalogue functions as 
an announcement of salvation (rather than as a summary of events as in Lk and Mt) in 
the present tense indicating that it is already taking place. Through the present tense, the 
climactic placing of the element from Is 61: 1, points back to Jesus as the speaker of the 
announcement. Hence, the allusion in Q, on the one hand affirms the question of John 
that Jesus is the one whom he announced (Q 3: 16), and, on the other hand, brings out 
the eschatological significance of this affirmation. In the reply of Jesus itself, Is 61: 1 is 
being fulfilled. In Jesus' ministry, the eschatological age, the kingdom of God, has 
43 arrived. 
The Eschatological and Messianic Reading of Isaiah in 4Q52) 
The catalogue of eschatological events based on Isaiah in Q may originally have 
existed as a separate unit. The form, creating a new biblical composition through the 
combination and altering of passages was not unknown or unique in Judaism. 44 The 
uniquely Christian creation has often been ascribed to the insertion of elements 3 and 5, 
the raising of the dead and the cleansing of the lepers. 45 Exegetes have understood these 
to be influenced by Jesus' own ministry and the Elijah and Elisha narratives of raising the 
dead and healing lepers. 46 A text from the Qumran caves, fragment 4Q521 (2 ii + 4) 
which has received much attention as a possible parallel to Q 7: 22, shows, however, that 
in early Judaism, healing and the revival of the dead were expected as a part of the 
its implications for Q's Christology, by drawing parallels between the present text, the beatitudes, and Lk 
4. His arguments are based on the Q origin of texts which more probably can be ascribed to Mt or L so 
that the influence would be reduced to the present allusion, where the element from Is 61: 1 is only one 
part of the list of eschatological events. On the beatitudes see discussion in Neirynck, "Q 6,20b-21; 7,22 
and Isaiah 61". See also Sato, Q 255; Francois Bovon, Das Evangelium nach Lukas vol. 1 (1989), 207- 
208. 
42Thus, Sato, Q, 141-143, believes the catalogue in Q 7: 22 to be older than the pericope of which it is 
presently a part. 
43 Cf. fyp: ev L4'' tag fi ßaaUkda tiov Oco Q 10: 9b 
44It is found especially in Qumran literature. Cf. Fishbane, "Use", 356-357. 
4s Neirynck, "Q 6,20b-21; 7,22 and Isaiah 61", 10-11. 
'Cf. Schweizer, Matthaus, 165, et al. This is perhaps due to the later mention of Elijah in the Mt 
context, or the use of Elijah and Elisha as examples in Lk 4, following the reading of Is 61: 1 in the 
synagogue. If the healing of the leper and raising of the dead in Elijah and Elisha stories were alluded to 
in the present context, it would be with the emphasis that the present events exceed even the time of 
these two prophets. Cf. Sato, Q, 141-142. This notion, however goes beyond the scope of the present 
passage, which is concerned with the eschatological significance of the ministry of Jesus, rather than in 
a Elijah/Elisha typology or a comparison in line with Q 11: 29f. 
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wonderful works of God at the Jubilee. For the present study, only lines 1-2,8, and 11- 
12 are of interest: 47 
1: [the hea]vens and earth will listen to His messiah48 
2: [and all that is in them will not swerve from the commandment of holy ones 
8: as He frees prisoners, gives sight to the blind, straightens up those be[nt over] 
11: Wond<r>ous things, such as have never been, the Lord will do, as He s[aid]49 
12: For he will heal the wounded, revive the dead, (and) announce good news to 
lowly ones 
The text of line eight adheres very closely to Psalm 146: 7d, 8ab, while line 12b 
and c are allusions to Is 26: 19 and 61: 1. It is not likely that Mt 11: 5/Lk 7: 22 is literary 
dependent on 4Q521. Neither is there evidence that 4Q521 forms the background of a 
prophetic messianic expectation, as e. g. Elijah Redivivus, used by Q and applied to 
Jesus. 50 The text is nevertheless significant, because it gives an example of Early Jewish 
Biblical interpretation in the interweaving of passages expressing eschatological hopes 
similar to Q 7: 22. In their context in the book of Isaiah, the eschatological expectations 
are tied to the action of God. Only in Is 61: 1 it is God's prophet, anointed and endowed 
with the spirit of God, who is the subject of the action. In the adaptation of the text in 
4Q521, God is the one who announces good news. Hence Q 7: 22 continues a tradition 
of interpretation which hopes in God's salvific intervention at the eschaton. Although the 
emphasis in the Q text is on the events themselves, its Christian application connects the 
events with the ministry of Jesus as the messiah. 
Matthew 11: 5 as an Adaptation of Q 7: 22 and Isaiah 61,35 and 26 
In Matthew's adaptation of the Q passage the relevance of the mixed citation is 
enhanced. The citation of Isaiah 61: 1 is developed in Matthew, as a correspondence to 
Matthew's depiction of Jesus as a Messiah of Davidic descent. Matthew further creates a 
closer correspondence between the separate elements in the mixed citation and the 
preceding narrative. Finally, the Matthean narrative places added emphasis on the 
continuation of the works of Jesus in the ministry of the disciples. Hence, Matthew's 
"'The translation is that of Joseph Fitzmyer, "Dead Sea Scrolls and Early Christianity" (1995), 314 
which seems to follow the reconstruction of the text by Emile Puech, "Une Apocalypse Messianique 
(4Q521). " (1972), 485. 
48 Although the parallelism in line 1 and 2 seems to require a plural reading of messiah, to correspond to 
the "holy ones" in the second line, Puech, "Apocalypse", 487 n. 14, prefers the singular reading. 
"J. D. Tabor and M. O. Wise, "4Q521 'On Resurrection' and the Synoptic Gospel Tradition: A 
Preliminary Study". (1992), 150, reconstruct and translate thus: "And as for the glorious things that are 
not the work (rT 1n rather than Puech's rimvr) of the Lord when he [come]s ([913]' rather than Puech's 
['D]1), " assuming "he comes" [913]` to be a reference to the messiah. Thereby they have created a closer 
correspondence with Matthew 11: 2-3, where the works of the messiah and the coming one are elements. 
Apparently the Matthean text has influenced the reconstruction of the Qumran text fragment. 
S0 Contra John J. Collins, "The Works of the Messiah" (1994), 106ff. 
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adaptation of Q is at the same time an independent interpretation and adaptation of the 
mixed Isaiah citation. 
In Matthew, both elements of Jesus' reply to John's inquiry preserve the Q 
Vorlage without great alterations. Mt 11: 4: xal änoxptOdi b' IipoZq sllrcv ainoi, s, 
IIopeuotvties & nayyWW c te' IcoävvTj 6. äxoücte xai 3Xtn$'te: reverses the order of the 
verbs in Q (Lk 7: 22: ctöetic xai tpcoüaatie). The present tense is probably original in 
Q 51 While the allusion in Luke 7: 22 consists of two clusters of three events separated by 
one xai between the third and the fourth element of the catalogue, Matthew's text adds a 
xat between the first and the second element, the fifth and the sixth element, and the 
fourth and the fifth element, so the result is a list consisting of three sets of two events. 52 
In the gospel of Matthew the pericope receives a greater Christological emphasis, 
but also ecclesiological aspects are brought in. The notion of messianic identity implied 
and incorporated into John's question has been pointed to above. The shift of emphasis 
from the events to the person of Christ is already announced in the introductory 
statement, where the Matthean redactor points to the works of the messiah (Mt 112 0 
Se 'Ic)ävvrlS &xoüaaS kvt Seaµcütrlpiw rä hpya tioü Xptatioü). It is widely recognised 
that 'cä hpya here refers to the miracle narratives of Mt 8-9. Moreover, Is 61: 1-2 can be 
shown to have been influential in the Matthean redaction of the beatitudes, particularly 
5: 3,4.53 The catalogue of eschatological events from the book of Isaiah have therefore 
already been performed by Jesus in the previous Matthean narrative. Matthew 11: 5 may 
be said to function as a summary of these events, and are repeated in a slightly changed 
narrative form in Mt 15, but even more than that, the verse interprets these events in light 
of the prophecies of Isaiah. 
54 Hence, in the actions of Jesus, i. e. his proclamation and his 
deeds, Jesus fills the paradigm of the prophet, the bringer of good news in Isaiah. The 
s' So also Häfner, Vorläufer, 162. It is difficult to establish order of the verbs in Q with certainty. The 
Matthean "chiastic connection" referred to by Davies and Allison, Saint Matthew, Vol. 2,242, could 
well have been in Q. Schulz, Q, 192 and Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2,166, holds the Matthean to be closer 
to the original, because of Luke's emphasis on the miracles of Jesus. But, as Luz himself notes, the order 
of verbs in Matthew corresponds to Matthew's interest displayed in the placing of the discourse in Mt 5- 
7 before the miracle stories in Mt 8-9. Where the same combination of verbs occurs in Mt 13: 14, 
Matthew corrects the word order of Mark. The reversal in Mt 11: 4 is here considered to be Matthean 
redaction in light of that passage. Undoubtedly, Jesus' reply in 11: 4 anticipates the citation of Isaiah 6: 9 
in Matthew 13. The reverse order of Q is further attested by the order of verbs in the Q logion Lk 10: 22- 
23//Mt 13: 16-17. 
"It is not possible with certainty to establish the Q wording. Ploch, Jesaja- Worte, 27, following Paul 
Hoffmann, Studien zur Theologie der Logienquelle, 193, assumes that the Q text originally joined the 
elements of the text together with 1cat, arguing that it reflects the Hebrew use of the conjuctive waw. 
The three pairs of two in Matthew corresponds with the Matthean trend to form material into threes. 
Hence, Matthean redaction is here assumed. 
53 Whether the Matthean redactor preserved an already existing formulation can not be determined here 
for the sake of space. It is nevertheless unlikely that the Matthean form reflects the Q formulation. For a 
discussion on Matthean or pre Matthean origin, cf e. g. Neirynck, "Q 6,20b-2 1; 7,22 and Isaiah 61" 4-6; 
Davies and Allison, Saint Matthew, vol. 1,436-439. 
51 Cf. Häfner, Vorläufer, 182 n. 1; Davies and Allison, Saint Matthew, vol. 2,253. 
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combination of Is 61 with Is 35, gives the citation as it occurs in the context of Matthew 
an eschatological perspective. Moreover, the text which frames the mixed citation in 
Matthew 11: 5, Is 61: 1 is part of a prophetic call narrative, where the prophet proclaims: 
7tvcÜµa uvptou tic' tgt ob elveicev l xpta v ge. The text continues the Davidic 
Christology which was alluded to in Mt 11: 3. Hence, the combination of Gen 49: 10 with 
Is 61: 1 in Matthew 11: 2-6, prepares for the fulfilment citation in Matthew 12. Jesus fills 
the paradigm for the anointed one, the Christ. 
Further, Matthew 11: 2-6 includes yet another allusion which anticipates the 
citation of Is 42 in Matthew 12. It is clear from the Matthean narrative that John has 
already heard (&xo{xo) what is going on. Therefore when Jesus asks the disciples to 
report to John & &uoüctie uai fX9xvice, it does not mean that the answer is self-evident. 
Using the language of Is 42: 18, & &xovete uai ß7X9ne-t is an invitation to understand 
the following explication of these events, and not to take offence. 
The ecclesiological aspect which runs beneath the Christological proclamation in 
the passage is found in the similar catalogue to Mt 11: 5 in the commissioning of the 
disciples in Mt 10: 8 (&a8evovv a Ocpaieüctc, veupoic eyetpere, Xc7rpoi icaOaptCctc, 
8auµ6vta l; xßdcý Etie). Also this catalogue refers back to the miracles performed by Jesus 
in the previous chapters. The disciples are commissioned to go out and perform the same 
type of ministry among the lost sheep of the house of Israel. Although the catalogue in 
Mt 10: 8 is not as comprehensive as Mt 11: 5, the latter has also been thought to interpret 
the ministry of the disciples, so that the reception or opposition to Jesus in 11-12 is really 
the account of the response to the message of the disciples. " There are significant 
differences between the commission of the disciples and messianic claims of Mt 11: 5. 
The call to see, hear and understand is also a call to the disciples; blindness to the 
compassion of God is also possible within the church (cf. Mt 12) so that it is not correct 
to onesidedly read the beginnings of and the legitimisation of the church in the Matthean 
narrative here. 36 The similarities of the accounts nevertheless signal that the ministry of 
the disciples is a faithful response to Jesus, and that they have their commission from 
him. If this ecclesiological aspect is to be read into the present pericope on the basis of 
the transparency of the Matthean narrative, then it is in the meaning that the one who 
commissioned them, is b cpx6gevoc, the expectation of the nations. As such the question 
of John in 11: 3 may be understood in terms of the coming of the Son of Man spoken of 
"Hubert Frankem811e, Jahwe-Bund, 343. 
56 
Wenn es richtig 
ist ..., dass die 
Epyct coü Xptatoü auch das (nachösterliche) Wirken der damit 
auch als Träger der Verkündigung des Evangeliums an die Armen zu denkenden Jünger einschliessen, 
dann wendet sich der Makarismus unmittelbar auch an die Leser des Mt. " Cf. Häfner, Vorläufer, 189. 
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in Mt 10: 23,16: 28 and 24: 30. Here also, Matthew goes beyond Q. " The already-but- 
not-yet-eschatology of the Matthean community is made clear. 
Contrary to the interpretation of some scholars, SB Jesus' answer to John does not 
include a correction of John's expectation of impending judgement as proclaimed in Mt 
3: 11ff/Q 3: 16ff. The apparent discrepancy between the salvific events of Jesus' ministry 
and the images of judgement of John's message, is reduced in light of the eschatological 
perspective. The appearance of b epx6jcvo; is still in the future. 59 Matthew's placing of 
the Q material following the sending of the disciples in Mt 10 makes the post-Easter 
nature of the question of John more clear than in Q. The events which marked the 
ministry of Jesus and that of the Christian community function as signs of the imminent 
day of Yahweh in accordance with the Scriptures. 
The Use and Normativity of Q 7: 22 and Isaiah in Matthew 11: 5 
The catalogue of eschatological events appropriated from Isaianic prophecies in 
its present context in the Matthean narrative brings out theological points with regard to 
Christology, ecclesiology, and eschatology. 
Christologically, Matthew 11: 5 has been shown to be important in its context 
following the sermon on the mount and miracle stories. On the narrative level of the 
gospel, Matthew appeals both to the predictive aspect of prophecy and its 
paradigmatic/typological aspect. In the first instance the mixed citation functions as a 
proof text, to give indirect evidence of Jesus' identity as the one who is to come. The 
authorisation process is simple: It compares the events foretold by the prophet with the 
events which take place in the ministry of Jesus and in the church. The fact that they 
correspond, proves the theological conclusion. A literal or perfect correspondence is, 
however, not a prerequisite for its authority to legitimise the events of Jesus' ministry. 
Hence the prophecy is authoritative in its paradigmatic nature, in that it provides 
examples of God's works of salvation. On the basis of these one can discern that Jesus is 
the Christ. Hence Scripture functions normatively in providing a measure by which to 
interpret the present events. 
In an extension of the messianic interpretation of the Jesus event, Scripture and 
through Mt 10, the gospel of Matthew, both function normatively in providing "the 
history of election" of the community. This pragmatic normativity of Scripture is dual. 
First, it creates identity by grounding the commission of the church in the commission of 
Jesus from God. Hence the church continues the role of Jesus, in acting out God's will 
"Contra Tuckett, Q, 127, who holds that the future Son of Man is already implied in the use of b 
Epx6µcvoc in Q 7: 18. The present/future aspect is similar to the Matthean use of the Son of Man, 
where the dual notion of humiliation and future coming is adapted from Q. Cf. Luz, "Son of Man". 
SS Davies, et al., Saint Matthew, 241; Bauer, Structure, 92; John P. Meier, "John the Baptist in 
Matthew's Gospel" (1980), 392-393. 
s9 So also Luz, Evangelium, 167, and Tuckett, Q, 222. 
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for salvation. Second, it creates the framework by which one is to live out this 
commission. The commission can only be filled in hearing and seeing, in Jesus' words 
and deeds, the true meaning of Scripture in its function of the proclamation of God's 
salvation. 
A final point is obtained from a diachronic reading of the pericope, which also 
considers the allusions made in the text of the dialogue. The eschatological dimension 
alluded to in the question of John in Mt 11: 3, expects an answer which goes beyond an 
affirmation in light of present events. In a different way than as a proof text, the 
catalogue of eschatological events in Mt 11: 5 gains importance as an eschatological 
prophecy. A prophecy must be tested if one is to know its truth value. In a reciprocal 
way, then, Scripture proves the identity of the Christ, and the works of the Christ in 
return proves the truth of Scripture. Its kerygmatic value is not exhausted in the events 
tied to the appearance of Jesus, but is fulfilled in the ministry of Jesus' followers, and is 
still to be fulfilled "when he comes". Consequently, the mixed quotation from Isaiah in its 
context makes a point about realised and future eschatology, and describes the works of 
the Christ who is to come. That the list of healing events does not include the fiery 
judgement expected by John in chapter 3, in no way implies that John's understanding of 
the eschatological events was faulty. The following chapters will show that the 
eschatological coming will be marked both by the healing works of God, and by 
judgement. But whereas the wonderful works of healing are taking place in the present, 
the time of judgement is still to come. Yet, as Mt 11: 6 indicates, understanding the 
significance of the powerful works of Jesus is crucial, and one's response in the present 
has implications for the future. 
4.1.3. Matthew 12: 18-21: Jesus as the Isaianic Servant 
The fulfilment citation in Mt 12: 18-21 is the longest one in the gospel of 
Matthew. Scholars have attempted to establish the influence of the citation on its 
immediate context, since, compared with other Matthean fulfilment quotations, the 
servant quotation may seem only loosely connected with the foregoing events to which 
the fulfilment formula refers. 60 Although formally a quotation, Mt 12: 18-21 is similar to 
Mt 11: 5 in that it combines three texts from Isaiah. Like Mt 11: 2-6 its formulation forms 
a bridge to the beginning of the gospel and the baptism of Jesus by John. As a part of 
what in the present study has been labelled the b 1epx6µevoc complex, the quotation 
continues the Christological themes of present fulfilment and future expectation which 
were found in Matthew 11: 2-6, the introductory pericope to chapters 11-13. In fact, the 
'In depth: Cope, Matthew, 34-36; Rudolf Schnackenburg, "Siehe da mein Knecht, den Ich erwählt 
habe" (1991), 217-220; and Jerome Neyrey, "The Thematic Use of Isaiah 42: 1-4 in Matthew 12" (1982). 
Neyrey (458) comments on previous discussions: "The relationship ... of citation to narrative has not 
been established on exact verbal links, as was the case in other quotations of Isaiah in Matthew. " 
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allusions in the introductory pericope anticipate the citation of Is 42: 1-4. Through the 
fulfilment formula Jesus is presented as the embodiment of the Isaianic servant through 
his healing ministry in the present. The final or ultimate fulfilment of the prophecy, 
however, lies in the future. 
In order to establish the extent of the Matthean redaction it is necessary to 
analyse the nature of the citation from Isaiah 42: 1-4, its original context and theology 
and history of interpretation. These steps will help place Matthew's use of the passage in 
context, so that an understanding of the use and normativity of the prophecy may be 
determined. 
The Text Form and Redaction of Matthew 12: 18-21 
Matthew 12: 18-21 combines three texts from Isaiah: Is 41: 8-9, Is 42: 1-4 and Is 
11: 1-10, whereby the last is only alluded to. Like the majority of the fulfilment citations, 
the text constitutes, at least in part, a translation from the Hebrew independent of the 
Septuagint. With the exception of v. 21, there is no unambiguous evidence of influence 
by the Septuagint on the translation. Further, evidence of Targumic influence on the text 
form is very slight, and literal dependence is unlikely. The quotation includes several 
Matthean hapax legomena. Assuming that at least the core of the citation reflects one of 
Matthew's sources, the following analysis will first point to elements which are either the 
mark of Matthean redaction, or prove to serve Matthean interest particularly well. 61 
The opening verse of the fulfilment quotation combines in its formulation Is 41: 8- 
9ab and Is 42: 1. Thereby it forms an almost verbal link to the account of the baptism of 
Jesus. It is not dependent on any known Greek version, but agrees with Theodotion over 
against the LXX in retaining 18ov for r62 and translating mQ47 with ebS6ueao. 
Mt 12: 18 1s41: 8-9a63 Is 42: 164 
'ISoü b nail you 5K-t' I. 1 13 - t2nrc ,. 1zv 17 
mrt t 8v fip fttas 'T' I 
b bcyair7n6S µov 
El; 8v Eü66x EV fi WUXf µov: 
']K on-In g 
Y-10.1 nt 
:1 IIT1y 
n Trprn-Vt ý "* 
vfI. nns-i -ma 
9fpco tö zcveüµä µov en aiMv 
Is 11: 2a, 4 
rip, Lin r'u TI 15v 'nn nn; 
xai xptaty wR; loveaty bcnay yE) ci. n'Sý PMa MW I yýrcMnvS ý1ýýnz 0,; 17711 w3l, 1213 ngpfn 
61 For discussions on the text form of the quotation cf. Stendahl, School, 109-114; Gundry, Use, 110- 
115; John Grindel, "Matthew 12: 18-21" (1967), 110-115; Rotfuchs, Erfullungszitate, 72-77. 
bZ Targum follows MT. Matthew's translation agrees with that of Theodotion, LXX substitutes it with 
Iaxoß. It is questionable whether Theodotion's and Matthew's translation may be designated as actively 
"rejecting LXX's obvious interpolations. " (Cf. Gundry, Use, 112. ) 
63 LXX: cri) S& Iapai noitS µou Ia caf3 8v tt0Let6µtly 
aitpµa Aßpaa. t 6v iyänrpa ob ävtic? ctpbµrjv tt äxpow tf S YTIS 
60 LXX: Iaic(oß b naIS 9o1) bcvtit7L%µyro9(xt avycoü Iaparn, b Lu?, Exti6; go-L) npoae&ýa zo 
a&töv il 4f%)X j p. ou &oua rb xvei tc go-L) a&t6v icptatv toi; 1 AvEaty ktoiact 
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The terminology and parallelism of the first two elements of the Matthean 
quotation are influenced by Is 41: 8. Matthew's b taIS gov and b bcya2trT6S gov 
corresponds to' ; Ll'o of Is 41: 8, and by bp . ttaa translates i'mrra ýmrc, minus the 
2. p. sg. suffix. 65 Also the parallelism with the relative pronoun corresponds to Is 41: 8.66 
The introductory 18ov, the use of 3. person singular, and the absence of the designations 
"Israel", "Jacob" and "seed of Abraham", prove Is 42: 1 to be the foundation of the 
quotation. Through the Et; 6v au66xrpev, Mt 3: 17 is recalled. The whole phrase of the 
second line of the quotation echoes the voice from heaven at the baptism (Mt 3: 17) and 
transfiguration (Mt 17: 5) of Jesus: O&z6S eatitiv 6 v16S µov 6 äyanrnbc, ev 4 c)66xrpa. 
From this point on, the quotation follows Is 42: 1-4. 
Matthew 12: 18 departs from the text of Is 42: 1 in the Hebrew and the LXX 
version. Possibly the quotation existed in this form in Matthew's source, the fusion 
caused by the very similar vocabulary of the two passages. It may also be that the 
incentive to the combination of the two Isaianic passages in Matthew 12 was given in the 
voice from heaven passage in the synoptic material. Matthew is thus adapting the second 
line of the quotation to the Jesus tradition. 67 
In Mark 1: 11, the heavenly voice makes an announcement to Jesus in an allusion 
to Psalm 2: xb EI b u16; LOU b &ya7rz6S, Ev ao1 ct66icqaa 68 The phrase in Matthew is 
redacted in order to create the parallel between Mt 3: 17 and 12: 18. The second person 
singular announcement (ab el) is changed to third person (o c6S Eatiiv), which is 
adopted from the heavenly voice in the transformation narrative in Mt 17: 5 //Mk 9: 7. 
Thus, Matthew interprets the Baptism of Jesus in light of Is 42: 1.69 
65 +'71rtn occurs both in Targum and in the Masoretic text in the parallel structures as synonymous to 
, -tau in the second line of Is 42: 1. It is equivalent to b ti Xei cbq p. ov in the Septuagint. In Isaiah 41.8, 
however, 1-mv is qualified by the verb of the same stem (also both in MT and in Targum). Even LXX 
translates 6v te?, p rlv here, but the verb is often also translated with a1pettýco. Cf. Judges 5: 8,1 
Chr 28: 4,6,10; 29: 1; II Chr 29: 11; Ps 24 (25): 12; 118 (119): 30,173. Hg 2: 23; Za 1: 17,2: 12. Ez 20: 5. 
The occurrence of ttctIS goo and c . petiiC(o 
in Haggai 2.23 has led some scholars to conclude that there 
is a deliberate allusion to, or drawing on, that text in the mixed quotation of Matthew 12.17-21 (cf. 
Schenk, Sprache, 302). 
" Also the elements of Is 42: 1-2 form a parallelism of nouns with following relative clauses, but without 
ice$. The sequence of terms in Mt 12: 18, can nevertheless only be explained through the influence of Is 
41: 8. 
67 So also Stendahl, School, 110; Rotfuchs, Erfüllungszitate, 145. 
" Davies and Allison, Saint Matthew, vol. 1,336-339, assume that Mark 1: 11 par. is a mixed quotation, 
the first part of which is derived from LXX Ps. 2: 7, and a non-LXX version of Is. 42.1. The version of Is 
42: 1 would then be the same as is quoted in Matthew 12: 18. (cf. Grindel, "Matthew 12: 18-21", 110-112; 
Morna D. Hooker, Jesus and the Servant, 1959,70). There is however no other significant linguistic 
link to Is 42: 1 in Mark 1.11 par., except through the Matthean fulfilment quotation in Mt 12.18-21 (Cf. 
Hooker, Jesus and the Servant, 72). 
69 Luz, Evangelium, vol. 1,156. 
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The second half of Matthew 12: 18 (Is 42: 1) includes a description of the servant 
which is also characteristic of the branch of David in Is 11. God's spirit rests on him, and 
he will proclaim justice to the nations. There is here also a parallel to the prophetic 
messenger in Is 61: 1, who is alluded to in Mt 11: 5. The future of dc7vxyyV. XM differs 
from the Septuagint translation; 70 it is synonymous with Etxayyc? Xt co in Mt 11: 5 and 
may be redactional. 7' Verse 20 illustrates that the sentence is to be understood as a 
parallel to Is 11: 4 (but with righteousness he shall judge the poor, and decide with equity 
for the meek of the earth. ) The bruised reed and the smouldering wick are metaphors for 
the poor and the lowly. Also here, there is a parallel in the mixed quotation in Mt 11: 5. 
The above analysis of Mt 12: 18 only has already made clear that Isaiah 42: 1-4 as 
it appears in the context of Matthew's gospel, is well placed. Again, as in the question of 
the "coming one", lines are drawn to the beginning of the gospel. In addition the 
allusions which were found to influence Mt 11: 2-6, and the themes which it brought up, 
are all present here: Davidic sonship, messianic commissioning through the gift of the 
Spirit, the proclamation of good news or justice to the poor, and finally the inclusion of 
the nations. The analysis of the remainder of the citation will continue to support these 
findings. 
Mt 12: 19-20 
19) oüx LpiaCt 0166e 
upauyäact, ob& &icoüaet tt. 
ev talc na. atieiat; Eh v ov' v 
aütioü. 
20ab) 
xäXaµov avvtCtiptµµtvov oü 
xaticä ct xai Xtvov 
tiu4ÖjicVOv OÜ aßftret, 
20c) 
&uDS av bCPd%n 
Etc vixoc chv icc 
Is 42: 2-4 MT 
2) Kvý K'71 p K1 
: *lp rin nýnmý-rc'1 
3) 
Is 42: 2-4 LXX 
2) o KEKpÖ. ctat o8S Ö vfj6Et 
oat cucouaOfic ctat EtW f 4cov 
ai' toü 
3) 
xäa, aµov reolaaµ9vov ov 
avvtipiw£t xai livov 
-, 
9ý nýý ýr mt Kc xvt 6µevov oü aßgaet äa. ß, ä, : t29n 
4a) 
cL%, %A/ I vaLuv cývwcL nJwPV 
4a) 
Y47, W'i 7ýn' R47 &VCC) gIVEt xai 01) 
n5ýp yvtü nýtý; -'rv 
6pavaO cTccat 
coS &v GW c1S yflS 1cptaty 
21) 
xai tiCo 6v6µatit ai'noü 
1OVTI exmozaty. 
4b) 
*'n , o,. rt imin5i 
Is ll : 10 (LXX) Is 42: 4b (LXX) 
bn' abt4 xal eiti tcü 6v6µau 
ton Eý. iaoüaw aütioü tOvr1 U noüatv 
After portraying the servant's gracious attitude to the weak, Matthew 12: 19 
explains his peaceful ministry. The Matthean tptact has no parallel in LXX, Targum or 
70 cf. fn. 60. 
" Cf. Neyrey, "Thematic Use", 462. This differs from Matthew's general use of the verb, which, as in Mt 
11: 4 simply means "tell. " Schenk, Sprache, 33-34, has shown that in the context of Mt 12: 18d, 
äaa7YeXei, may reflect a particular structural interest. 
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MT. 72 It is a hapax legomenon in Matthew (and the New Testament), and may well be 
an indication that Matthew's text is dependent on a pre-existing translation. "He will not 
argue" nevertheless fits the context of Mt 12 on the surface of the narrative, where Jesus 
has just withdrawn from a verbal quarrel with the Pharisees. 73 The Matthean text of v. 
19b, may also indicate dependence on an already existing Greek translation in contrast to 
both LXX and MT; tits is the subject of the clause, and renders the verb in the active, so 
that the sentence reads: no one will hear his voice in the streets. 
Matthew 12.20c seems to be a conflation of Is 42: 3c and Is 42: 4b. The Matthean 
quotation thereby loses or omits Is 42: 4a. The omission may just be scribal error. If the 
omission is intentional, it shows that here, as in Mt 8: 17, it is not the suffering of the 
servant which is important for Matthew. 74 Through the omission v. 20c-21 stand parallel 
to Mt 12: 18d: "and he will proclaim justice to the gentiles. " The task of the servant 
expressed in v 20, to bring forth justice successfully, 75 therefore also continues a theme 
which is particularly present in Mt 11-13. The formulation is unusual, but again, it fits 
into the Matthean narrative context on the surface level. The verb exßäXXew which here 
is Matthew's translation of n2, is used in two different ways in the context of Mt 12. In 
the context of casting out demons (w 22-30), it is negative in meaning. 76 Far more 
neutral in meaning is its use in v 35, b tyaO6; &vOpo ito; tic ioü &yaOoü 6rlaavpoü 
tic ? 4? , %Et bcyaOdt, uai 6 novnpös bvOpo to; tic tiov irovrJpoü Oriaupoü bcpd ?. et novnpä 
a use which is repeated in Mt 13: 52. Both these occurrences are peculiar to Matthew and 
may reflect a conscious adaptation of the citation to the context and vice versa. " Kptcn; 
connects well with the narrative context both on the surface level and in the deeper 
72 Stendahl, School, 111-112, claims Matthew is here influenced by the Syriac of the Old Testament 
Peshitta, where "to cry" is used, a word which in Aramaic has the meaning "to contend. " Both Gundry, 
Use, 113 and Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2,244, question this conclusion, however. 
73 This is the obvious link between the quotation and the narrative context, although one should be 
careful in making this one sentence the "summary" of Jesus' ministry and being, as does Barth, 
"GesetzesverstAndnis", 128 and McConnell, Law, 122. As Neyrey, "Thematic Use", 468-470, also 
observes, the previous and following pericopi consist of controversies with the Pharisees. The 
withdrawal from the contest in this case is in response to the specific plotting of the Pharisees. 
74 V. 4a is suggestive of the suffering of the servant. Cf. Claus Westermann, Isaiah 40-66 (1969), 95. 
'S Cf. translation by Davies and Allison, Saint Matthew, vol. 2,326. rrort5 is rendered ci viuoS in 
Matthew, a formulation which is not typically Matthean. Davies and Allison see a connection between 
the Matthean text form and Hab 1.4 which reads tosen r723 921 -9,71 (cf. 1 Cor 15: 54). Grindel, 
"Matthew 12: 18-21", 113, compares the Matthean text to the combination of Is 42.3 and Hab 1.4 in 
1QH4.25. Grindel assumes a common Isaiah manuscript as source for Matthew and 1QH. Cf. also 
Gundry, Use, 115, defines the translation as an Aramaism, and Goulder, "Midrash", 330 fn 57, who 
believes Matthew is influenced by Paul here. The formulation is another example of the unique text form 
of the citation in Matthew. 
76 The few places LXX translates hifil of ns' with 1460, ety, it is also used in the sense of bringing out 
unwanted elements. Cf.: 2 Chron 23.14 (bringing out Athaliah); 29.5; 29.10 (defilement from the 
Sanctuary). 
"Cf. Neyrey, "Thematic Use", 466. 
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structure of the text. The noun appears several times in Mt 11-13,78 and thematically, the 
whole section describes how understanding (as it is evident in lived life) is decisive at the 
day of justice. 
The final verse in the Matthean quotation differs from the rest of the citation in 
that it follows the Septuagint. Both in Is 42: 4 and Is 11: 10, the Septuagint departs from 
the Hebrew text and speaks of the hope of the nations. In the Septuagint the two 
passages were already interpreted in light of each other, and the formulation has also 
influenced the Septuagint understanding of Gen 49: 10. When Matthew inserts the same 
formulation into the citation of Is 42: 1-4 as it occurs in the present place in the narrative, 
it reintroduces the theme of future expectation which was alluded to in John's question 
from prison in Mt 11: 3. Hence it is not to be understood as a later interpolation into the 
citation. 79 
The analysis of the text form of Is 42: 1-4 in Matthew 12 has shown that the 
translation may be dependent on a source. Redactional features are nevertheless present 
in the formulation of the quotation, evident from its lexical and thematic links with the 
surrounding narrative. In particular, the combination with Is 41: 8 serves Matthew's 
inclination to associate the image of the Spirit-endowed servant with the expectation of 
the Davidic messiah, who is the hope of the nations. It remains to show Matthew's 
adaptation of the passage, by contrasting the meaning and understanding of the Isaiah 
citation in its original context with its function as a part of the 6 Lpx6ievoc complex in 
the central section of Matthew. As a result the use and normativity of the text in the 
context of Mt 11-13 can be found. 
Matthew's Adaptation of Isaiah 42: 1-4 
Isaiah 42: 1-4 constitutes the first servant song in Deutero- Isaiah. The text is 
tripartite and follows a strict scheme of parallelism for each part. They present the 
servant and his mission under three aspects. V1- the preparation for his mission; vv 2- 
3a - the way the mission is performed; and vv 3b-4 - the successful completion of his 
mission. " The form and content of the oracle, seems to identify the servant as a prophet 
or messianic figure of royal dimension. His mission is to bring n9mn to the nations. 
The servant language in Deutero- Isaiah is (perhaps deliberately) ambiguous, and 
may refer to both the individual (Is 42: 1-4) and the nation. Outside the servant songs, izv 
78 Outside the citation: Mt 11: 22; 24; 12: 36,41,42; parallel to auvtLXEta ctl6vo;, in 13: 39,40,49. 
" See Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2,245, for arguments for the verse as secondary, Davies, et al., Saint 
Matthew, vol. 2,327, for arguments against. Luz suggests a testimonium background for the text, the 
verse added by the Matthean red. Davies/Allison follow Gundry and assume the whole quotation to be 
the work of the Matthean redactor. In addition to the connection with the allusion in Mt 11: 3 and the 
parallel formulation within the citation itself, the line may appeal to Matthew, in its use of övoµa, which 
Matthew uses frequently with reference to Jesus. Mt 1: 21,23,25; 7: 22; 10: 22; 12: 21; 18: 5,20; 19: 29; 
24: 5,9; 28: 19. Cf. Schenk, Sprache, 374 
80 Cf. Karl Eiliger, Deuterojesaja (1978), 199-221. 
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and -rns, a term borrowed from the kingship language, often signifies Israel and Jacob, 
where being chosen lies in the history of Israel since Abraham. 81 The two "servants", 
Israel and the prophet, exist side by side and are distinguishable from each other in 
Deutero- Isaiah, 82 but in later interpretation, the distinction between the two is blurred. 
In his analysis of the servant songs in Isaiah, O. H. Steck has pointed to five layers of 
interpretation of Is 42: 1-4 within the book of Isaiah itself. 83 A secondary interpretation is 
found already in 42: 5-7 where its application is still individual. In Steck's analysis, the 
history of Israel from the time of Deutero Isaiah until the final redaction of the whole 
book of Isaiah is traceable in the interpretation of the servant songs. In the last stage of 
redaction, it is the true people of God, composite of Israel and the nations which prove 
themselves to be the chosen servant of YHWH, in contrast to the enemies of God, who 
will face the imminent end time judgement. 84 The usage of the servant language in the 
Targumic version of the passage is messianic. " As in the Matthean citation and the 
Septuagint version, the Targum reads Is 42 in light of Is 11.86 
Like the Aramaic Targum, Matthew understands Is 42 in messianic terms. The 
citation can be interpreted as a summary of the Jesus story in Matthew. 87 The servant's 
calling (with reference to the Baptism), the manner in which his task is fulfilled (in 
humility; responding to the poor and the needy), and the successful completion of his 
mission are included in the passage (the hope and expectation of the nations). The notion 
of a people of God consisting of faithful persons from "Israel" and "the nations" present 
in Isaiah, is kept in Matthew in extension of the citation of Is 42: 1-4. The tpx6µsvoS 
motif clearly includes this universalising aspect of redemption, and the text legitimises the 
spread of the gospel to the Gentiles, but the anti-pharisaic features in Matthew are not to 
be translated into a general rejection of Israel. 
In Matthew 12 the citation of Isaiah 42 is placed between controversies with the 
pharisees concerning the Sabbath and concerning exorcisms. The narrative summary in 
vv 15-16 recounts Jesus' healing ministry and immediately precedes the fulfilment 
formula which introduces the quotation in Mt 12: 18-21. The summary is only a 
condensed form of a longer narrative sequence in Mark. In it Jesus withdraws from the 
Pharisees, heals many who follow him, and commands them to be silent. In this, 
81 Is 41.8,44.21-22, etc. 
82Israel is under judgement, the servant establishes judgement. Israel suffers from her sins, the servant 
suffers in fulfilling his mission, etc. Cf. Hans Jürgen Hermisson, "Israel und Gottesknecht in 
Deuterojesaja" (1982), 1-25. 
830di1 Hannes Steck, Gottesknecht und Sion (1992). 
84 Steck, Gottesknecht, 170-171. 
85 Cf. Bruce Chilton, The Isaiah Targum (1987), 81-83. 
"""The poor who are like a crushed reed, he shall not break, the needy who are like a dim light, he shall 
not extinguish. " 
87 Cf. Luz, Matthdusevangelium, vol 2,239, who describes the citation as the centre of Matthew's 
gospel. 
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however, it is not Jesus' humility per se which is exemplified. Rather it is the withdrawal 
from further contention with the Pharisees and the healings themselves, as they 
correspond to the attitude of the servant as portrayed in vv 19-20. 
The healings and the fulfilment quotation, however, are only the conclusion of 
that which has preceded. Matthew 11: 25-30, and 12: 1-13 have already portrayed Jesus 
as the son of the father, whose ministry is the proleptic presence of the eschatological 
Sabbath, the significance of which is not understood by the wise, but only by "babes. " 
The quotation from Isaiah, shows that in this Jesus "fulfils" Scripture. In this context, 
naiS and vAo; are made synonymous through the insertion of the phrase recalling the 
baptismal voice of Mt 3: 17. Further, the invitation to those who are heavy laden to find 
rest, the Sabbath healing and the healings in the summary, have their corresponding link 
in v 20, and stand in continuation of Mt 11: 5. 
Verbal and thematic links between the quotation and chapter 12 can also be 
identified. Thus, for example, in Mt 12: 24-30 the Pharisees' question by whose spirit 
(irvcÜµa) Jesus casts out (£xßdca. Xw) demons. The question of judgement occurs through 
the whole chapter, esp. vv 43-45, and gentiles are favourably spoken of in vv 41-42. 
These links lead Cope to understand the whole of chapter 12 as constructed on the basis 
of the citation. " They are better understood, however, as developments of themes 
already introduced in Mt 11: 2-6, a pericope which finds an echo in Mt 12: 18-21. 
In several points the quotation brings up themes presented in the introductory 
pericope Mt 11-13. The question, "Are you the one who is to come? " has future 
messianic connotations and is answered affirmatively in terms of what is already taking 
place in the ministry of Jesus. Likewise the fulfilment citation in Mt 12: 18-21 identifies 
Jesus as God's servant and chosen one (in the aorist tense) whose ministry of peace, 
healing and judgement occur in the present (through the correspondence in the 
immediate context) and in the future (tense). The quotation affirms that it is the spirit of 
God which rests on Jesus, a repetition of Mt 3, and alluded to in the combined citation in 
Mt 11: 5. Moreover, recalling the question of John in 11: 3 the universal and 
eschatological aspects of the prophecy are expressed in the final clause: the nations hope 
in his name. Judgement is both present and future in this theological application of 
prophetic expectations, and is connected with one's response to the ministry of Jesus. 
This was implied in Jesus' allusion to Is 42: 18 in 11: 5 and the following makarism. The 
hearer/reader is invited to see, hear and understand. The offence taken by the Pharisees, 
the inability of the wise and intelligent to understand, has present and future implications 
in relation to the kingdom of heaven. Also this inability to hear and understand has its 
corresponding element in the fulfilment citation: no one will hear his voice in the 
streets. 89 
88 Cope, Matthew, 34-36. 
"'So also Neyrey, "Thematic Use", 461. 
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The Normativity of the Prophetic Text in Matthew 12: 18-21 
Despite a clear reference to the Prophet Isaiah as Scripture, the text of the 
fulfilment quotation is rendered quite freely. Not only is there an integration of another 
Isaianic text into the narrative, but there is also an integration of Jesus tradition into the 
quotation. Further, the translation of the text is accommodated to the context both 
superficially through key-word association, as well as more fundamentally through 
themes. The quotation continues the Christological theme of the immediate context as 
well as that introduced in Mt 11: 3, and thereby also a theme which began with the 
appearance of John the Baptist in chapter 3: the question of the coming one. The 
quotation therefore is not meant simply as a reciting of Scripture word for word, but is in 
itself both an interpretation of Scripture as well as an interpretation of the ministry of 
Jesus. 
In Mt 12: 17-21, the fulfilment formula explicitly announces an interpretation of 
Scripture, and appeals to its prophetic aspect as significant for the inclusion of the 
quotation at the present place in the narrative. Formally the introduction ties the 
quotation to the immediately preceding healing summary. Also here the fulfilment serves 
a two way function. On the one hand Scripture is used as a proof text, validating Jesus' 
healing ministry. On the other hand, Jesus' ministry fulfils the prophecy and thereby 
validates the prophecy. The two together serve to give credence to the eschatological 
hope of judgement and Sabbatical restoration expressed in the final clause of the 
quotation. Fulfilment here cannot mean final once and for all and complete; rather, the 
employment of the prophecy here, points beyond the present fulfilment to the ultimate 
fulfilment in the future. 
In the insertion of the citation in the present position, Matthew again appeals to 
Scripture in order to express the nature of Jesus' ministry. Scripture thus functions as 
authoritative and normative in that it provides the conceptual framework used to 
describe the events which take place. This is not a unified framework which speaks with 
one voice, but is constructed through the employment of several passages which were 
understood to speak about the same things: the messiah and the messianic age. 
4.1.4. Conclusion 
Jewish rabbinic exegesis used the combination of texts of a similar theme as an 
interpretive tool. In the b Lpx6xevo; complex in Mt 11-13 texts are combined in two 
ways. In Mt 11: 5 and 12: 18-21 texts are combined in one saying or one "citation" which 
deals with the same aspects of prophecy. In 11: 5 the theme is the Jubilee, the day of the 
Lord, and the wonderful things which will be reality in the presence of God. In 12: 18-21 
it is the servant motif which unites the two (three) passages from Isaiah. In this way, 
Scripture is used to interpret Scripture. On a larger scale, the two quotations together 
with the allusion to Gen 49: 10 in Mt 11: 3 form a complex of scriptural passages which 
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are used to interpret each other. Inserted into the narrative of the gospel, they serve to 
bring out the importance of the Jesus happening as it is preserved in the Jesus tradition. 
Jesus tradition and scriptural tradition become intertwined and speak of the same 
realities. 
The theological emphasis which unites the' three quotations in the 6 epx6pcvoc 
concept is dual. On the one hand they unite the present and future aspects of Jesus' 
ministry and on the other hand, they define the present aspect of this ministry as one of 
healing and salvation of the "poor". The three passages themselves point to the 
eschatological hope of Israel. In the case of Gen 49 this hope is tied to a kingly figure, in 
the case of Is 35/61 to the events which will signify the presence of the day of God or the 
messiah, and in the case of Is (11)41/42, to "the servant" of God. In the context of the 
narrative sequence of Mt 11-13, the allusion to Gen 49 and the mixed quotation from 
Isaiah together answer John's introductory question in Mt 11: 2. But whereas the allusion 
simply defines the term b Lpx6gevoc in terms of the expectation of a ruler descendant of 
Judah, the second one actually answers the question positively, in terms of the content of 
the ministry of Jesus. The fulfilment quotation, while placed following the Sabbath 
controversies in chapter 12, is only loosely connected to that context through the 
withdrawal of Jesus from the plotting of the Pharisees and the healings which he 
performs in the preceding summary. The main emphasis of the quotation in Matthew's 
employment of it is to be found in its affirmation of Jesus' messiahship, as the one who is 
to come, who is endowed with the Spirit of God, - and in the definition of his ministry as 
one of mercy. Further, the obvious narrative connection with Mt 3 combines the 
quotation with the question of John the Baptist just as the baptism of Jesus is tied to the 
announcement of John the Baptist at the beginning of the gospel. The quotation thus also 
functions as an affirmative answer to the question "Is this the coming one? ", as well as to 
define the ministry of that coming one as a peaceful one. But while they are applied to 
the ministry of Jesus, the prophecies remain prophecies with regard to the hope for day 
of the coming of God. The extension of God's mercy to the gentiles is encompassed in 
this hope. The future tense of the prophecies is retained. 
One can say then that there are two aspects of Scripture which are appealed to in 
Matthew's theological exposition in the b fepx6µevo; complex. First, Scripture contains 
examples for the expectation of the peaceful character of the day of God's presence, and 
of the inclusion of the Gentiles. Scripture functions much as a proof text here, to provide 
evidence for the messiahship of Jesus by analogy. Turned around, this "proof text" 
provides the normative understanding for how the days of the Messiah are to appear, and 
thus the Jesus story, to be true, must correspond to this normative paradigm. The 
healings and exorcisms performed by Jesus, as well as his teaching ministry are 
analogous to the activity of the servant of Is 41 and 42, and the events signifying the day 
of the Lord of Is 35 and 61. Second, the prophetic predictive character of Scripture is 
appealed to and used. Again Scripture affirms Jesus' ministry, and Jesus ministry proves 
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the accuracy and immediacy of the prophetic text. That of which the prophet spoke is 
reality. But the prophetic aspect of Scripture is not fulfilled, in the sense of being satisfied 
or completed in its application to Jesus' ministry. It is fulfilled and will be fulfilled again. 
Scripture is authoritative or normative, because it speaks of a hope beyond the present. 
'0 Lpxbµcvoc is 6v irpoaSou«B tcv also for Matthew: The hope of the gentiles is yet to be 
fulfilled. The future expectation of the passages receives its authority and trustworthiness 
through the fulfilment in the present. 
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4.2. THE b tp%6J18voc MOTIF IN MATTHEW'S ADAPTATION OF JESUS 
TRADITION 
In 4.1. the normative use of Scripture in the development of ab hpx6gevoc 
Christology in certain passages in Matthew 11 and 12 was described. The expectations of 
a davidic king were seen to be fused with expectations of coming justice for the nations. 
The use of b epx6pcvog in Mt 11: 3, and the subsequent development of the texts, 
included the simultaneous notion of the present and future messianic coming, yet with 
the emphasis on the future hope related to the coming of the messiah at the end of the 
age. The introductory pericope to chapter 11-13, Mt 11: 2-6, indicates that Jesus can be 
said to constitute the typos for the expected coming one. With his coming the kingdom 
of heaven is present, and his coming reveals the nature and identity of the future coming 
one. Hence, the Kingdom of God is both already a present reality and a future hope. The 
motif complex, based on scriptural messianic prophecies, had three aspects to it. First, 
messianic prophecies of the coming royal messiah were employed. Second, the lowliness 
and humility of the messiah were pointed out. The third aspect, emphasising the messiah 
as the hope of the nations, lends a universal significance to the coming. In Matthew this 
universal significance has a dual aspect, and as the fulfilment quotation in Mt 12: 17-21 
explains, it includes both eschatological judgement and salvation. The b hpx6xcVoc motif 
was demonstrated to be based on several messianically interpreted passages of Scripture. 
In the analysis of the fulfilment citation of Matthew 12: 18-21, the elements of 
Matthean redaction of the passage could be identified as they were found to fit the 
Matthean context both on the superficial level of the text as well as in the deeper textual 
structures. In the case of the latter, Matthean redaction was found in elements which 
continued certain themes already developed or alluded to in the previous narrative. The 
Christological aspects drawn from passages of Scripture pointed to the recognition of 
messianic expectations in Jesus, as well as the hope for their future realisation. On the 
superficial level, the citation was shown to connect with the previous and coming 
narrative through key words. It is partly through this "key word" composition that the 
continuation of the b bpx6µevo; Christology is recognised in the subsequent narrative. 
Turning now to the Jesus tradition which continues the motif-complex in 
Matthew 11-13, I will demonstrated that it is the future, the eschatological aspect of the 
expectations which is developed and emphasised. The motif complex of the coming one, 
as it appears in the Jesus tradition is concerned with the role of the messiah in executing 
judgement and pronouncing salvation. But even this event which is yet to come, is 
already present in the ministry of Jesus. Three passages, one controversy dialogue and 
two parables, are representative of the epx6gevo; -Christology in the Matthean adaptation 
of the Jesus tradition. First, the dispute over Jesus exorcisms of Mt 12: 22-30 shows how 
the present may be paradigmatic of the future. Then, the yet-to-come aspect is developed 
in the parable of the tares (Mt 13: 24-30; 36-43) and the parable of the dragnet (Mt 
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13: 47-50). In both cases the present is also seen to have an impact on the outcome of 
future events. 
The analysis of Matthean redaction and adaptation of the sources presupposes the 
nature of the Matthean narrative as theological discourse, and assumes that the 
normative function of the texts may be distinguished in the theological development of 
themes. The analysis of the Matthean development of the b 'cpxbµevos Christology in 
chapter 12 and 13 will show that Matthew creates new "tradition" on the basis of old 
tradition. Despite this apparently free use of tradition, it is here that its use and function 
in the Matthean narrative comes close to that of Scripture. Traditional formulations, 
literary forms and "paradigms" are used to create new narrative, while still marked by 
Matthean structural and stylistic preferences as well as theological interpretative 
elements. The texts function normatively, in providing continuity between Scripture and 
tradition. Further, they function to support the actualisation of Scripture in the Jesus 
story and thus become extensions of Scripture in its kerygmatic function. 
In order to show the extent of the Matthean redaction, the study will follow the 
same procedure as the study of the use of Scripture. That is, first the source and text of 
the source will be identified. In the case of Q material, this involves a reconstruction of Q 
where possible. Second, the redactional features of the Matthean version will be 
identified. These two steps will be completed simultaneously. Third, the meaning of the 
"citation" in its original context will be analysed, so that four, the adaptation and 
interpretation of the text may be identified. In conclusion, the normative function of 
tradition will be delineated. 
4.2.1. The Beelzeboul Controversy 
In the narrative which follows the citation of Is 42: 1-4 in Mt 12: 17-21, Matthew 
includes the dispute over Jesus' exorcisms. The narrative is connected with the previous 
citation through the catch words xv6ga (Acoü) and UK ? XCO. These two words do not 
simply function as a seam between material, but tie the controversy in with the previous 
Christological emphasis. The controversy mainly serves to continue the proclamation 
begun in Mt 11: 3-6; of the presence of the Kingdom of Heaven in the ministry of Jesus, 
and Jesus as God's chosen, endowed with the spirit of God. Further, the exhortation of 
Mt 11: 6 is repeated in the concluding words of the controversy: whoever does not gather 
with me, scatters. 
The redactional work of Matthew, his use and adaptation of sources to build the 
connections with the b epx6gevo; motif again shows that Matthew adapts the source 
material with freedom, yet, develops the Christological emphasis within the framework 
of what the sources provide. Further, although the sources function normatively for 
Matthew in structure form and content, the material remains within the paradigms of 
Christological thought given in Scripture. 
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Matthew's redaction of the Beelzeboul controversy, and the original wording of 
the sources will be analysed in a verse by verse fashion, whereby the features of 
significance for the understanding of the normative use of the sources will be highlighted. 
Then the content of the controversy in the context of Mark and Q respectively will 
provide the background for understanding how Matthew preserved and adapted the 
sources also theologically. 
Features of the Matthean Redactional Adaptation of Synoptic Material 
Matthew's redaction and creation of the Beelzeboul controversy can be divided 
into six elements or features. Three elements may be discerned as the textual or linguistic 
level of redaction. These include preferential vocabulary, preference in style (tightening 
and structuring material), and lexical links to previous and following pericopes. These 
elements may be described as mainly technical in nature; they do however, often give 
indications of theological emphasis and direction in the narrative. Three further elements 
are of particular interest as the pericope is also a fictional creation. First, Matthew uses 
synoptic language to create a doublet. Second, Matthew's adaptation corresponds to 
traditional forms of controversy. Finally, Matthew introduces key words which function 
as interpretative signs in the narrative. These elements give an indication of how the 
synoptic texts have normative function for Matthew, in that they provide a framework 
for composition, but are also developed and interpreted in light of Matthew's theological 
emphasis. In the following analysis these redactional traits will be pointed out. 
Matthew's Redaction of the Synoptic Sources 
In placing the Beelzeboul controversy (Q 11: 14-15; 17-23; Mk 3: 22-27) after 
Jesus' thanksgiving (Mt 11: 25-27//Q 10: 21-22), the Sabbath controversies and the 
healing summary (Mt 12: 1-16//Mk 2: 23-3: 12), and before the request for a sign (Mt 
12: 38-42//Q 11: 29-32) and the true family of Jesus (Mt 12: 46-50//Mk 3: 31-35), 
Matthew follows the order of both his sources. The healing of the demoniac and the 
accusation is a duplicate of Mt 9: 32-34 (Q 11: 14). Added to it in 12 is the controversy 
which also contains material from both Q and Mk. t The analysis of the Matthean 
redaction will have to take Mt 9 into consideration in the synoptic comparison. 2 
1 As Albert Fuchs, Die Entwicklung der Beelzeboul Kontroverse (1980), 22-25 has shown, the exorcism 
in 9: 32-34 breaks with the Markan order which Matthew can be shown to follow, whereas the 
controversy in 12: 22-30 can be found to correspond to the markan order. Further, with Fuchs (27-30) it 
is possible that the doublet in Mt 9 serves as a preparation for Mt 11: 2-6. The fact, however, that 
Matthew chooses to use the parallel text to Lk 11: 14 in Mt 9, as an insertion into the Markan gospel 
order, and (differently than Lk) to add a redactional frame to the Beelzeboul dialogue, (where it is 
missing in Mk) w 22-23, clearly suggests the separate existence of Mt 9: 32-34//Lk 11: 14 and the 
Beelzeboul controversy (Mk 3: 22-27). Hence, in the case of Mt 12: 22-30, a two-source theory seems to 
explain the minor agreements between Mt and Lk than Fuchs' proposed three-phase theory (p. 1698), 
where Mt and Lk should be drawing upon a Deuteromarkan account. 
2 The relationship between the Markan account and the Q account is difficult to assess. It is unlikely that 
Mark knew the Q version which can be reconstructed from the minor agreements between Mt and Lk. 
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Mt 12: 22-23 
Unlike 9: 33 which follows the account of the exorcism in Q 11: 14 relatively 
closely, 3 Matthew 12: 22-23 is a redactional composition containing traditional 
vocabulary, adapting the account to the surrounding material. 
Matthew preserves tradition in several ways: Matthew follows Mark in 
introducing the controversy after the healing of the man with the withered hand. Between 
the two pericopes Matthew follows Q in using a healing as incentive for the controversy. 
Further, the Matthean redaction expands on Q's version by introducing it in a manner 
typical of the synoptic tradition, by having the demon possessed be brought to Jesus. 
Ilpoaf vcXOrl c bt is similar to the opening of the doublet in Mt 9: 32 (though the verb is 
here in the active: npoatlveyuav). The phrase belongs to the Jesus tradition of Mark; it is 
adapted and multiplied in the Matthean usage. Hence, the insertion of it here is 
redactional, but the formulation is traditional, and functions like Matthean adaptations of 
scriptural language. 4 
In 12: 23 as well as in 9: 33, Matthew adds a choral responses to the miracle story. 
This acclamation in direct speech follows and illustrates a description of the effect of the 
6 healing on the crowds (admiration) which in both cases is traditional. Matthew 9: 33 is 
I Also in Mt 9: 3 2, Matthew creates an introductory sentence which makes it necessary to rearrange the 
following Q sentence, using vocabulary already present in Q. Matthew then adds statement describing 
the amazement of the crowds as a contrast to the accusations of the Pharisees. 
"The verb XpoCF #pCo occurs 15 times in Matthew, mostly in the aorist indicative active, though three 
times as aorist passive (Mt 12: 22; 18: 24; 19: 13). The phrase is used thrice in Mk 1: 44; 2: 4; 10: 13; the 
first and the third of which are adopted by both Mt and Lk. Mark, however, prefers #pw irp6S titvt (6 
times), a formulation which is distinctive to the second evangelist (Peter Dschulnigg, Sprache, 
Redaktion und Intention des Markusevangeliums, 1984,90-91). Matthew replaces it by 7rpoa4 pw 
twice. (The statistics of Robert H. Gundry, Matthew, 647, do not take this into account). It is unusual for 
Matthew to introduce a compound where the source has a simple verb (cf. Ulrich Luz, Evangelium, vol. 
1,34). The redactional tendency of Matthew then, is the adaptation of the Markan phrase rpoa4Lpcu 
(xbvZ, (Mk 2: 4; 10: 13), placed in the aorist: itpoaflve'yav/- TlvtX6r1 atnw; and repeated 11 times in a 
formulaic manner (9 and two variants: the imperfect in 9: 2 and the disciples replacing (Artw in 17: 16; 
cf. Wolfgang Schenk, Sprache, 423. ) Four times a demon possessed is the one acted upon: 4: 24,8: 16, 
9: 23; 12: 22. Despite the evidence for Matthean formulaic language, the aorist passive rather then the 
active of Vaticanus should be the preferred reading in Mt 12: 22. The passive occurs in 18: 24 and 19: 13 
as well, and is therefore not foreign to Matthew. The reading of Vaticanus may be a harmonisation with 
the more frequent aorist active. In sum, the redactional tendency is significant as a comparison to 
Matthew's imitation of scriptural language. Gundry, Matthew, 231 notion that in Matthew the term 
denotes a peculiar type of offering to Jesus in line with Mt 2: 11 is to be rejected. 
5 Named Chorschluß by M. Dibelius, Formgeschichte (1933), 50,54. 
"Gerd Theißen, Wundergeschichten, 78-81, distinguishes between the narrative description of 
admiration ('and all were amazed'), and the acclamation (Dibelius' Chorschluf3) of the onlookers, 
which can be descriptive ('and they praised God') or include a statement ("saying: such things we have 
never seen"). Both elements would in the structural language of Werner Kahl, New Testament Miracle 
Stories (1994) belong in the category of Sanctioning performance (160). The dual aspects of the 
acclamation could be described as a) gestures and expressions, (147), and b) "an assessment of the 
subject affecting the healing" (143). 
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dependent on Q whereas Mt 12: 23 is an adaptation of Mk 2: 127 which Matthew omitted 
there. The choral response in 12: 23 expresses the question of the identity of Jesus as the 
result of the miracle, and is a Matthean adaptation of a traditional synoptic form. 
Generally the Matthean miracle stories (but not accounts of authoritative teachings) 
include the element of acclamation. This Matthean pattern of the miracle stories is 
created on the basis of traditional forms, and serves as a norm to which the present story 
is adapted. ' 
7 'tatifjvat iräS (cf. also Mk 5: 42 and 6: 51 for people's reaction to miracles of Jesus). The compound 
is a hapax legomenon in Matthew's gospel. 
8 Both in 9: 33, where the acclamation is reminiscent of Mk 2: 12 and in 12: 23, it completes the miracle 
story. As such the acclamation constitutes an added element to the described admiration (' tatµt, 
Eu/OavµcWw, lrxnXflaaoµat, kx/9aµßgogat, $oPko) of the onlookers which concludes any story 
of the genre in the synoptic tradition, as well as in Graeco-Roman parallels (cf. Harold E. Remus, 
"Miracle", 1992; Kahl, New Testament Miracle Stories, 56-141). In Mark 2: 12 the admiration consists 
of two elements. The element of praise (gestures and expressions: Soi; 4ý(o tdv Atov) and a statement 
expressing amazement (assessment of the healer: X yetv). The ending of Matthean miracle stories are 
not marked by particular preferential vocabulary. Here Matthew generally follows the sources. On the 
basis of his sources, however, Matthew has adapted a pattern in the ending of miracle stories which is 
pursued throughout the gospel. 
With the exception of 9: 33 Matthew adopts all miracle story conclusions (admiration) in the 
gospel from Mark (Mt 8: 10 par Lk 7: 9 constitutes a variant: here Jesus is amazed at the faith of the 
centurion). If one includes episodes where Jesus' speech or teaching is miraculous, Mark employs the 
element of amazement 15 times in the context of a miracle story. Six of these are specifically related to 
Jesus' teaching (Mk 1: 22; 6: 2; 10: 24,26; 11: 18; 12: 17). Five times an acclamation is attached to the 
ending, four times with Xtyco (Mk 1: 27; 4: 41; 6: 2; 7: 37) and once with Sotä. 1w as well as X&yco (Mk 
2: 12). The remaining nine times lack the acclamation (Mk 1: 22; 5: 15,20,33,42; 6: 51; 10: 24,26; 
11: 18; 12: 17). Matthew adopts seven of the Markan passages and omits eight, whereby three with 
acclamation are kept. Four times the Markan vocabulary is kept. (In Mt 7: 28//Mk 1: 22 the same tense 
and structure is kept, but Mt adds subject. Mt 13: 54/IMk 6: 2 includes the acclamation. Here Mt changes 
the imperfect indicative + present participle of Mark to d ate + aorist infinitive + present infinitive, cf. 
Mk 2: 12. Mt 19: 25 is identical to Mk 10: 26. In Mt 22: 22/IMk 12: 17 Mt changes the imperfect of Mk to 
aorist and uses simple Oavµäcw rather than the compound with Ex). Three times Matthew changes the 
verb. (In Mt 9: 8//Mk 2: 12 Mt uses 4)oßgw rather than kt is cTp and inserts bXX. ot as subject rather 
than rthrtcS. Further Matthew omits Xt'yw and the sentence it introduces. In Mt 8: 27//Mk 4: 41, Mt 
uses the aorist indicative of Oau dLCw rather than the Markan inner object structure with 4ot3xw, and 
adds subject. In Mt 15: 31//Mk 7: 37 Mt uses Oavµd. Zw rather than kxn7lflaaoµat. The acclamation 
consists of a narrative description with 6oF t co, rather than direct speech with 7.9yw. Further Mt 
changes the imperfect indicative + present participle of Mark to (bau + aorist infinitive + aorist 
indicative). In addition, Matthew adds an acclamation to Q in 9: 33, to Mk/Q in 12: 23 and to Mk 15: 39 
in 27: 54. Matthew also adds an admiration in 22: 33 (added to Mk 12: 27, but perhaps a permutation of 
Mk 11: 18; one could possibly also include 17: 6 added to Mk 9: 7). 
In summary: the redactional trend of Matthew can be found in the adaptation of the traditional 
form of the stories. Standardising the traditional form, Matthew prefers proper endings. With regard to 
the vocabulary, Matthew adapts that of the sources. With the exception of'xitXfjaaoµat, which only 
occurs in the context of "miraculous" teaching (Mt 7: 28; 13: 54; 19: 25; 22: 33) Matthew uses all the 
vocabulary of his sources, though Ocn tcgw is more frequently used in Matthew (four times; 
4olcop.. at twice, 1el; ta%T)µt once). Important in Matthew is that only one of five stories which refer to 
authoritative teaching (13: 54) includes an acclamation, whereas all six miracle stories concerned with 
powerful works include an acclamation using either So äýw or ? iyw (8: 27; 9: 8; 9: 33; 12: 23; 15: 31; 
27: 57). Three of these, (two are redactional) refer to Jesus' person specifically by the use of oüTbs (8: 27; 
12: 23 and 27: 57), so that the Christological theme is evident. Interestingly, the acclamation which 
follows the admiration from Q (iced Edaüµaa(xv 01 6XXot) in Mt 0: 33 ObS(lrou k4x±vti oiS'c oS 
'cv cw' Iapaf is reminiscent of the acclamation in Mk 2: 12, which is replaced by the redactional 
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In Mt 12: 22-23, Matthew also interprets and expands tradition: Matthew 
shortens the summary healing account, the calling of the twelve and the Markan 
introduction to the controversy. In their stead Matthew includes the fulfilment formula 
which repeats the voice from heaven at the baptism, in which is declared that the servant 
will be given the Spirit of God. In this way the traditional order is preserved, while the 
Servant citation prepares for the Beelzeboul controversy and points to the Christological 
emphasis of the coming pericope. 
Matthean vocabulary can be distinguished in the use of tote, which is a common 
word of transition in the Matthean redaction. 9 Ocpan uw is used also in Mt 4: 24 and 
17: 18 with regard to the casting out of demons, and here forms a linguistic link to the 
abbreviated summary in v 15.10 As a redactional feature, it is more significant, however, 
that the demon possession results in an illness which may be healed. The demon 
possessed is not only deaf but also blind, a Matthean addition. The healing of the deaf 
and blind demoniac therefore combines the elements which in chapter 9 are found 
separate in the double healing story of two blind men (w 27-30) and the dumb demoniac 
(vv 32-34). " The adding of the blindness motif also ties the account in with the emphasis 
of seeing and hearing in ch 11-13. Although the demon possession results in physical 
deficiencies here, there is an underlying reference to the theme of obduracy. As in Mt 
11: 2-6, seeing and hearing may be the result of physical wholeness, but also a sign of 
spiritual insight. Physical and spiritual blindness both have the same source and may be 
healed by Jesus, who overcomes the demon who causes them. Healing results in 
speaking and seeing. 
Although the choral response preserves traditional form, the question: Mint 
oüi6S ea ctv b uiöS AautS; stands in continuation with the concern raised in Mt 11: 3. The 
question of John the Baptist, which has been answered in various ways through each 
pericope from there to the present one, is rephrased here. In Mt 12 this is expressed in 
phrase in Mt 12: 23. Thus much like the double citation of Hos 6: 6 functions to tie material together, so 
does Mk 2: 12 though the usage of the different elements redactionally. However, affinities to Mk 2: 12 is 
found in the Matthean redaction of Mt 13: 54 as well as Mt 15: 31 (construction with (ha-cc and 
infinitive), so that Mk 2: 12 with its double acclamation entails something of a paradigm for the 
Matthean subsequent usage of the form. Matthew never employs more than one of the two elements, 
however. Luke frequently does (cf. e. g. Lk 5: 26). 
9Based on an extensive analysis, Ivor H. Jones, Parables, 94 disputes this general agreement and 
concludes that many of the transitional particles in Matthew may be traditional, mnemonic aids. Though 
he may be right with regard to the function of these particles, the distinct and common usage of these in 
Matthew shows independence from the written tradition, and may safely be characterised as a Matthean 
feature. Jones does not distinguish enough between traditional language and redactional employment of 
this language. 
1°Here its meaning may well be general: "attend to" or "provide for" (H. G. Liddell, Greek English 
Lexicon, 1985,362-363) as the lack of any reference to illness may indicate. See also 19: 2, and Schenk, 
Sprache, 293. 
" Gundry, Matthew, 231, holds the healing in Mt 12 to be a conflated doublet of the two healings in ch 
9. 
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their wondering about the possible messianic identity of Jesus as son of David, which 
apart from Son of God is the most explicit Christological emphasis of Matthew. Apart 
from the two references in Mt 3: 3 and 11: 10 where it refers to John the Baptist, oinoS 
%Qtity occurs only with reference to Jesus. It repeats the voice of Heaven in Mt 3: 17 and 
prefigures 17: 5, "this is my son. " In the voice of others it represents the different 
reactions of people to Jesus ministry: he is the son of David (12: 23), the son of the 
carpenter (13: 55), John the Baptist resurrected (Mt 14: 2), the prophet Jesus (after the 
triumphant entry, Mt 21: 11 where the Davidic sonship again is a theme), and King of the 
Jews (Mt 27: 37). 
Mt 12: 24 
The accusation of the Pharisees in Matthew 12: 24 although traditional from both 
Mark and Q, is a rephrasing of that tradition with several Matthean features. Matthew 
departs from his sources in introducing the Pharisees again as the disputants of Jesus. 12 
In the formulation of the accusation etnov13 , although 
it coincides with the Lukan 
account, corresponds to Matthean preferences in expression. Both Matthew and Luke 
frequently alter the Markan use of the indicative active imperfect (aorist imperfect) of 
Xgyc» in the introduction of direct speech in the past. "' Hence, despite Matthew's 
rendering of the Markan imperfect in Mt 9: 34, the correspondence between Matthew and 
Luke in Mt 12: 34//11: 15 provides no sure indication for the Q formulation. The 
Matthean text, redactional or not, reflects Matthean language. 
Another frequent synoptic formulation is inserted into the narrative in 12: 24: The 
combination of X yw with the aorist participle of &xo{xo repeats Mt 11: 2, where John's 
hearing about Jesus' actions provokes a response or inquiry. Matthew reformulates the 
accusation of the Pharisees in the tradition in 12: 24, introducing it with ono; obi 
tK a. a. ct, omitting from Mk Exet uat &n thus with Luke reducing the double 
(synonymous) accusation of Mark to one. It is probable that Luke's account represents 
the Q text. '5 Through the repetition of oDw; the reformulating of the Pharisees 
accusation stands in contrast to the confession of the crowds in Mt 12: 23. 
12 Also 9: 34. Q has simply some of the crowds. The Pharisees, sometimes in combination with the 
scribes or the Herodians have the same function in Mt as of ypa. µµaicIS have in Mark. (Cf. 
Dschulnigg, Sprache, 360-366) 
13 Mt 9: 34 - uses Markan verb form EXeyov. 
14 The imperfect indicative active of Xtyco occurs 50 times in Mk over against 11 in Matthew and 24 in 
Luke, the aorist indicative 70 times in Mark, 144 in Matthew and 263 in Luke. Peter Dschulnigg 
differentiates between different formulae of introduction to direct speech in Mk, whereby xai kXeycv 
abrois is the most common and occurs outside of 12 (15) x in Mk only in Lk 6: 5 and John 5: 19; 8: 23. 
(Dschulnigg, Sprache, 86-87; 103-104; 107) For the use of the imperfect in Mk cf. Friedrich Blass, et 
al., Grammatik, (1990) §329. 
"Mt Mt 9: 34 contains only the second accusation of Mark (he casts out demons by the prince of demons), 
omitting any reference to Beelzeboul. This account affirms the possibility that Q included only one 
element of the Markan accusation. It is unlikely, however, that the formulation of Mt 9 reflects Q in the 
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Mt 12: 25 
Recounting Jesus' answer in Mt 12: 25, Matthew preserves tradition in the 
conflation of the source accounts. The alterations reflect the Matthean interest to 
structure and tighten the narrative. Thereby correspondence in the narrative and 
consistency in theological development is achieved. 
In v. 25a, Matthew follows the Q text, but substitutes tick 6tavohgatia with cdc; 
bvOu11fjaetc. 16 The sentence is nearly identical to Mt 9: 4a, and together with the 
accusation of the Pharisees, it recalls that controversy over the authority to forgive sins. 
In the aphoristic parable of the kingdom divided against itself (12: 25b) Mt chooses the Q 
form, but replaces Ent with uatiä here and in the following. It may be argued that uatic± 
here is derived from the Q text, since xatict also occurs in Q 11: 23, and Luke's version 
corresponds to Mark in the employment of Ent. The rest of the Lukan text, as well as the 
following sentence probably reflects Q, hence also in belongs to the Q text. '? Hence, 
Matthew substituted Ent with uardc achieving a more consistently structured account and 
correspondence with Q 11: 23. Matthew therefore emphasises the reciprocal meaning of 
the two sayings. 18 
omission of Beelzeboul, since the continued argumentation of Q 11: 18-19 presupposes the mention of 
the name in the accusation. 
16 Both Matthew and Luke agree in omitting Mk 3: 23 where Jesus calls the crowd together and asks how 
it is possible for Satan to exorcise Satan. The second part of the verse is included later in the Matthean 
account as a conclusion rather than introduction to the similes of the kingdom and house divided against 
itself. This and several equivalent redactional omissions in Mt and Lk may suggest a more complex 
synoptic relationship beyond the affirmation of the existence of the pericope in both Q and Mark. The 
missing exorcism as immediate introduction to the controversy in Mark is not a problem in the 
composition of that gospel. Several aspects of the Markan account which can be identified as Markan 
redaction (because they function to structure the Markan narrative) are omitted or replaced in both Mt 
and Lk: a) Mark does not need an introduction to the controversy, since Mk 3: 7-12 is sufficiently close 
to account for the delayed accusation. Does this mean that Mk redactionally omitted an introduction 
similar to that of Q? b) Beekýe f lo W% T xEt (Mk 3: 22) - irvsüµa ?u äpOov l xEt (Mk 3: 30) forms a 
redactional frame around the controversy in Mark. Lk includes a similar frame Lk 11: 15,18c, whereby 
the latter makes the narrative repetitive. It is especially noteworthy that neither Lk nor Mt included the 
double accusation. In Mk the redactional adding of the dual accusation ties in well as a repetition of the 
accusation voiced in Mk 3: 21. In Mk the inclusion of the sin against the Holy Spirit, which is inserted 
after the controversy in Mt but is omitted in Lk, answers to the first part of the dual accusation. c) Mk 
3: 23a points to 4: 2 and the parables chapter, and could well have been omitted by Mt and Lk. Mk 3: 23b, 
however, forms an inclusio with Mk 3: 26, making a well rounded argument, beginning and ending with 
the end of Satan. In Mt and Lk the argument begins and ends with the fall of the kingdom divided 
against itself. d) The conditional sentences of the Markan double simile with the repeated ob Süva'tott, 
may be an indication of a redactional structuring more refined than the version in Q. The Markan 
account is clearly built on this structure: =B; Süvatiat (v 23), ob Umtat (v 24), ob 8övf ctctt (v 
25), ob Süvawt (v 26), ob SUvatiott (v 27). To postulate a Matthean priority as a solution to these 
particularities, is not adequate, because it would not satisfactorily account for the omission of two 
important logia in the Markan account. One must, however, at least be open to the possibility that the 
final redaction of Mark is later than the Markan Vorlage used by Mt and Lk. For a study of the tradition 
history of the double simile, including issues of synoptic relationships and redaction cf. Michael G. 
Steinhauser, Doppelbildworte in den'Synoptischen Evangelien (1981), 124-147. 
II Cf. Steinhauser, Doppelbildworte, 137. 
18 Half of the Matthean usage of xatöc is to be found in ch. 12. Cf. Schenk, Sprache, 318. 
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Mt 12: 25c conflates the texts of Q and Mark. The Markan oticta takes the place 
of Q's olxo;. The form is adapted to that of the first parable in Q, creating a parallel 
structure of rhetorical syllogism'9 similar to the text in Mark, 20 though tighter and less 
complex: 
Iläaa ßaat). efa µepiaOei, aa ua9' tavtif; cpq oüncxt 
uai täaa it6X15 Aj oiuta µeptaOeiaa uaO' tc fi; ob atiaGfFetiat. 
Matthew adds n6Xtq to the tradition (cf. Mt 10: 14), and further prefers the parallelism of 
Mk to the practical depiction of a desolate kingdom which is found in Q. 2' The markan 
inspired of awcOhactat, is used in preparation for the following logion, the Q version of 
which employs the identical form of Yatiriµt. 
In sum: the Matthean redaction in 12: 25 is characterised by stylistic motivation, 
tightening the structure and harmonising it with both sources and the material which is to 
follow. 
Mt 12: 26-29 
In the last part of the Beelzeboul controversy (vv 26-27) Matthew's interest to 
preserve tradition is evident, but also here the Christological interest from the citations 
from Scripture in 11-12 is evident. In 12: 26a, Matthew again creates a new saying by 
combining traditional material from Q and Mk, and thus harmonises the accounts. 
Inserted into the Q text, after the interrogatory particle Et, is a phrase adapted from the 
beginning of Jesus' response in Mk 3: 23 aatiaväs (röv) aatiaväv t1 cM . XEwv. 
22 Matthew 
19,... zieht den induktiven Schluss aus dem Voranstehenden, von wo auch das Vokabular entlehnt ist. " 
Hans-Josef Klauck, Allegorie undAllegores in den synoptischen Gleichnistexten (1978), 177. 
20 For the Markan redaction of the aphorism cf. Steinhauser, Doppelbildworte, 124-129. 
21 xai otxoS kni oixoS iritttet. The Mark-Q overlap makes it difficult to reconstruct Q with 
certainty. In contradiction to most scholars (cf. e. g. Francois Bovon, Lukas, vol. 2,172-173; Klauck, 
Allegorie, 176; Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2,255 n 21; Steinhauser, Doppelbildworte, 132; Siegfried Schulz, 
Q, 205) Luke's version is here considered to be closer to Q. The verb Teti tco cannot be proven to be of 
more use in Lk than in the other synoptics. The usage in the sentence is different from most occurrences 
in the synoptics. The argument that Lk misunderstood the meaning of dtxia in the context, as 
household or family (Mk) and substituted it with o'txbS is farfetched, although the synoptics use the two 
words synonymously. Luke has a very similar text in Lk 12: 52 inserted into Q material: iraov cat pip 
ä10 toü vüv ittvtie Ev bvi oiuup 6tapq. cptajtvot, tipct; Ent Svaiv Kai Uo Ent rptaiv. It 
has no synoptic parallel but is similar to gospel of Thomas 16. The inclusion of 12: 52 does not support a 
notion of "misunderstanding" 11: 17. The text of Lk 11: 17c breaks with the logic of comparison of the 
preceding and following, by placing two entities against each other rather than one divided in itself (cf. 
Lk 21: 10 //Mk 13: 8). It is difficult to explain how Luke should have misunderstood and removed the 
parallel phrasing of Mk 3: 23-24 if Q consisted of the same parallel phrasing (according to common 
consensus this Q wording would coincide with the reconstruction of Q's and Mark's hypothetical 
common source in Klauck, Allegorie, 176: me as ßaatkeia to' tatrn v tepta9Eißa LpTpoü'toct, 
Kai. r<äaa dtxia 14)' kauthv tmptaOeiaa ob ataWlaetat; also Steinhauser, Doppelbildworte, 
137 ). Matthew's redaction, in contrast, using Mk as pattern but creating its own parallelism can easily 
be explained. Hence Lk follows Q rather than Mk (in accordance to the gospel's general inclination not 
to mix the sources). 
22 Steinhauser, Doppelbildworte, 126,128, holds that the different placing in Mt and Mk proves that the 
sentence originally belonged with the double aphorism in both the pre-Mark and pre-Q traditions, and 
that it thus also existed in Q. Later inclusion of previously omitted material is a common feature in 
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thereby completes the Q text, providing an example of how Satan would be divided 
against himself. 23 
Matthew 12: 27-28 preserves the Q text accurately, but makes one significant 
alteration. Continuing the elements of the epx6gevo; Christology, Matthew substitutes 
SaK r6XV with rrveüµatit. 24 In the present context, it refers back to the citation of Is 42: 1 
in Mt 12: 17 and the allusion to Is 61: 2 in Mt 11: 5. Matthew thereby signals that 12: 28 is 
to be read in light of these passages. The text emphasises the presence of God's kingdom 
in the healings of Jesus. Jesus tradition is therefore here adapted to the passages of 
Scripture which are normative for Matthew. The subsequent saying concerning the 
robbing of the house of the strong (Mt 12: 29) is an adaptation of the Markan text. Also 
here, stylistic traits are recognisable. Matthew fashions the saying on the rhetorical 
question in Mt 12: 26b (=Q) AicS, and consequently must substitute ol8ctS with tit;. In 
Mt 12: 29 as in 12: 25-26 Matthew prefers the simple verb to the composite verb of the 
sources, using only bcpnäýw. 
The Lukan text differs significantly from that of Mark and retains only little of the 
Markan vocabulary (Lk 11: 21-22). Many hold the Lukan text to reflect Q. 25 It is more 
likely however, that Luke, despite the Lukan tendency not to mix his sources, has 
composed freely according to his own theological interests with Mark as basis. 26 The 
Matthean redaction. It is thus more likely that Lk follows Q in not including the saying, than to assume 
that Luke should have omitted it against the presence in both traditions. 
23 Lk 11: 18c is a Lukan explanatory addition similar to Mk 3: 30, in this context serving the same 
function as Matthew's insertion in 12: 26a. 
24 Cf. Schenk, Sprache, 413. The change from finger to spirit in Matthew is easily explained in light of 
Matthean redactional interests. That finger was in the original Q text is clear from its concrete imagery, 
but also this imagery, like that of the Spirit of God in Mt, is dependent on scriptural images (cf. Ex 8: 19; 
Deut 9: 10), and denotes God's intervention. The allusion to Ex 8: 19 has led James D. G. Dunn, 
"Matthew 12: 28//Lk 11: 20" (1988), 39 n 24 to assume the Lukan text to be secondary and dependent on 
Luke's "clear Exodus typology". According to Dunn, Matthew would not have opted away from this 
clear allusion to the Moses narrative to an inclusion of the Spirit which holds a less dominant role in the 
Matthean narrative than in Luke. Cf James D. G. Dunn, Jesus and the Spirit (1975), 45-46. In the 
present context, the b kpx6gevoc- motif is dominant, Matthew depicts Jesus as the beloved servant 
endowed with the Spirit. The Moses motif is less important here, and explains why Matthew altered the 
Q text. See also Maria Trautmann, Zeichenhafte Handlungen Jesu (1980), 263-268 for an account of the 
possible authenticity and Semitic background of Lk 11: 20. 
25 So Bovon, Lukas, vol. 2., 167,177; Heinz Schürmann, Das Lukasevangelium, 2/1 (1994) 245-247; 
Gerhard Schneider, Das Evangelium nach Lukas (1977) 266. 
26 There are no similarities Mt//Lk which cannot be explained by a common dependence on Mark. So 
also Schulz, Q, 203 n. 200; Dieter Liihrmann, Die Redaktion der Logienquelle (1969), 33. To assume 
both that the logion originally was independent from the controversy, and its presence in both Q and 
Mark (cf. Rudolf Bultmann, Die Geschichte der Synoptischen Tradition (1964), 11; Steinhauser, 
Doppelbildworte, 128) is difficult to sustain without assuming a dependence of Mark on Q. Possibly 
Luke alone knew a different version of the similitude and inserted it as a replacement of the Markan 
account. (This would explain the hapax legomena in the passage in Lk. ) That both Lk and Mt inserted 
the similitude of the strong man in the same place can be explained by the tightness of the Q argument. 
If it were inserted before Mt 12: 27//Lk 11: 19 it would be disruptive of the Q argument. If it were 
inserted after Mt 11: 30//Lk 11: 23 the controversy would lose its stinging conclusion. For an account of 
the Lukan red. of the similitude cf. Klauck, Allegorie, 183. The similar story in the gospel of Thomas 
shows a tradition similar to that of Mark. The Lukan story has no parallels. It is of secondary character 
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concluding sentence in Matthew corresponds to that in Q, and is not included in the 
Markan version. 
To conclude: the evaluation of the Matthean redactional alterations to the texts of 
Mark and Q have shown that Matthew's alterations both intend to preserve and to 
interpret tradition. It is now possible to begin drawing conclusions as to Matthew's 
normative use of synoptic material. Matthew's language, style and linguistic links to the 
narrative context were pointed out, as well as Matthew's creative use of tradition in the 
use of language, form and interpretative terms. In the first part of the controversy, 
Matthew recreated tradition on the basis of traditional language and form. Here the 
imitation of style functions in much the same way as Matthean language often imitates 
Scripture. In the second part of the controversy the harmonising of the two accounts is 
evidence of Matthew's stylistic preferences. Further, in the harmonising, both narratives 
become more structured and the different parts of the tradition are better fitted to each 
other. In this lies both the wish to preserve tradition coherently, but also to give 
indications with regard to the meaning of the narrative. Therefore, the continuation of 
the epx6jevoc theme which began with Mt 11: 3 is evident in the addition of two key 
phrases in particular. First, the question of the bystanders, and second Jesus' response to 
the Beelzeboul charge. Consequently Mf xt otn6; bßnv b u16; Aaut6; in the beginning of 
the passage and ei Se 'ev urveüµatt 6eoü byciw ExßdX), w tiä Satµ6vta, dpa 4 4Oaaev b4' 
4jµä; {1 paatketa wt Ocoü towards the end of the passage build the same type of 
structure as Mt 11: 3-6, and become key passages for the interpretation of the 
controversy: it is in character Christological. The texts of Mark and Q have in the 
development shown themselves to be normative for the evangelist, in providing language 
and form for the rewriting of history. The harmonisation and rewriting of the stories give 
them renewed relevance as they are actualised in a different narrative context. Their need 
for interpretation also give the sources normative status; it witnesses to their relevance at 
the present time of the writer. 
In the next step of the analysis, the theological significance of Matthew's 
redactional alterations will be presented in order to show that also here Matthew 
preserves the interests of the sources. He simultaneously turns the emphasis in the 
direction of the Christological motif which was introduced already in the citation 
immediately preceding the controversy. In order to achieve an understanding of how 
Matthew changes the theological perspective of the sources, the meaning of the 
controversies in the original narrative settings must first be clarified. 
The Beelzeboul Controversy in Mark 
In order to understand how Mark as a source of Jesus tradition has normative 
function or value for Matthew, it is important to understand how Matthew alters the 
in relationship to the Markan text, and shows signs of Lukan redaction and contextualisation (cf. 
Schürmann, Lukasevangelium, 246 n 134). 
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Markan perspective in the retelling of the gospel's content. It is therefore necessary to 
establish the theological content of the Markan account of the Beelzeboul material. 
Mark's account of the Beelzeboul controversy has both apocalyptic and 
ecclesiological overtones. The apocalyptic theme is recognisable in the text of the 
controversy itself, whereas the ecclesiological aspect is primarily recognised in the 
structure of the part of the gospel within which Mark inserts the controversy. 
It has already been noted that Mark's version of the Beelzeboul dispute includes 
no account of an actual exorcism as an incentive for the debate. Hence the dispute is not 
prepared for in the text immediately preceding the pericope. Earlier in the narrative there 
is a reference to the casting out of evil spirits as part of the summary statement in Mk 
3: 7-12 which Matthew shortens radically in Mt 12: 15-16. It is probably this account 
which prompts the controversy which begins with the insinuation of Jesus' family (dt 
trap' ainoü)27 that he is himself possessed. 28 This accusation is then sharpened by the 
scribes and those who came down from Jerusalem, who accuse him of being allied with 
the prince of demons. Jesus answers the accusation in form of a double aphorism that a 
city and kingdom divided against itself will not stand, and concludes with the parable of 
the binding of the strong man and the logion concerning the sin against the Holy Spirit. 
The structure of Mark which gives the Beelzeboul account its ecclesiological and 
apocalyptic emphasis is chiastic, with the dispute placed in the middle: 
Z' The exact meaning of O. 7tap' a{noü is unclear. It is, however, distinguishable from ol irepi airt6v 
in Mk 3: 32,34. It could mean anything from follower, supporter (cf. Ernst Lohmeyer, Das Evangelium 
des Markus, 1937,77, compare e. g. the use on 1 Macc 4: 13; 7: 32; 9: 12 etc. where it denotes the soldiers 
of a certain army), to relatives or fellow countrymen (Blass, et al., Grammatik, § 237,2). The connection 
to Mk 3: 31, however makes it probable that the reference is to Jesus' relatives (cf. Joachim Gnilka, Das 
Evangelium nach Markus, 1978,144; Eduard Schweizer, Das Evangelium nach Markus, 1978,44). 
28 Although the closest reference for. the aorist participle of Mk 3: 21 &KO (x av rcS is the gathering of 
the crowds (a specific motif in Mk, cf. 2: 2, but also 3: 7-12), and although the accounts of the exorcism 
and the controversy are separated by the constitution of the group of twelve, the accusations of "those to 
him", and those who had come down from Jerusalem, must be dependent on rumours of his exorcism. 
Cf. Reinhold Zwick, Montage im Markusevangelium (1989), 305-306; 292-294, who in his narrative 
reading of Mark postulates a situation, where the submission of the demoniacs to Jesus in the midst of a 
huge crowd, lead to the rumours that Jesus was aligned with the demons. (Compare the seemingly 
contradictory confrontation with the demons in Mk 1: 23-26. ) This reading is plausible, but is neither 
endorsed explicitly nor implicitly by the text. 
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a) Jesus among the crowds by the sea (exorcism)(Mk 3: 7-12) 
b) constitution of the group of twelve (Mk 3: 13-20) 
c) Jesus' relatives set out to restrain him: ol map' ainoü c4iix0ov 
xpa aaL ab c& (Mark 3: 21) 
d) the Beelzeboul controversy (BeeXýeß U EXct Mk 3: 22- wcÜµa 
ux p8ov >rxet 30) 
c') Jesus' family arrives: uai E pxetiau f gfr rip ainou... (Mk 3: 3 1 a)29 
b') Jesus' disciples and followers as his true family (Mk 3: 31-35) 
a') Jesus and the crowds by the sea. (Mk 4: 1-10) 
In this structure, the Beelzeboul controversy constitutes a closed thematic unit, which is 
inserted into and interrupts the narrative concerning the relatives of Jesus. 30 The 
framework serves to show how the Beelzeboul controversy in Mark is set in an 
apocalyptic perspective on the one hand, and an ecclesiological perspective on the other. 
In the apocalyptic perspective Jesus is depicted as the one with authority to bind 
the evil spirits and overcome the power of Satan. This is especially clear in the argument 
of Jesus. In the first part the double aphorism ends not with the kingdom of Satan but 
with the end of Satan himself. Also the similitude of the second argument describes the 
binding of Satan . 
31 The illogical accusation of the opponents is pointed out via readily 
understandable aphorisms. Satan would prepare his own end by working against himself. 
The casting out of demons can only happen via the overcoming of the evil power by a 
power stronger than him. From the perspective of Mark, this is an already accomplished 
event, illustrated in the casting out of demons by Jesus. 
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The ecclesiological content of the Beelzeboul controversy in Mark is that familial 
relationship does not influence one's partaking in the Kingdom of God, only doing the 
will of God. 33 This includes recognising the true spirit which is at work in Jesus (which 
"The unity of Mk 3: 20-21 with Mk 3: 31-34 is pointed out by Bultmann, Geschichte, 28, Gnilka, 
Markus, 144, et al. It is not the interest of this study to identify tradition and Markan redaction in the 
passage (for a summary concerning scholarly opinion on Mk red. of the section see Walter Schmithals, 
Das Evagelium nach Markus, 1979,210-211). It is important to note the use of . pxoµat and 
Lpxoµoct in linking the movement of Jesus' family. (Differently Lohmeyer, Markus, 80 and Rudolf 
Pesch, Markusevangelium, 221-222, who see Mk 3: 31a as the introduction to a new, separate pericope, 
without reference to Mk 3: 2 1. ) 
30Schachteltechnik is a common narrative technique employed by Mark, by which short units are 
inserted into the narrative to express lapse of time. Cf. Schweizer, Markus, 60, who regards 3: 22-30; 5: 
25-34; 6: 14-29; 11: 15-19; 14: 1-11,53-72, as such insertions. 
31 There may be an allusion to Is 49: 24-26 in the Markan text of the binding of the strong man, although 
the Markan text, through the context of the Beelzeboul controversy has apocalyptic rather than political 
implications. Apocalyptic literature envisions the eschatological binding of evil, cf. e. g. Daniel 10-12 
Jubilees 5: 10; 10: 5-11; Testament of Levi 18: 12; Testament of Simeon 6: 6-7; Testament of Dan 5; 
Testeament of Asher 7: 3; Ethiopic Enoch 10: 9,12f; 16: 1-4; 64,68,88,90, etc; Ascension of Moses 
10: 1. The early stages of the apocalyptic visions are found in Biblical prophecy, e. g. Is 24; Is 27. 
32 Steinhauser, Doppelbildworte, 229. 
33 Klauck, Allegorie, 184, also correctly points to the distinction between those fiept atnbv (Mk 3: 34) 
and those Etw, (Mk 3: 31,32; 4: 11). Cf. Detlev Dormeyer, "Die Familie Jesu und der Sohn der Maria 
im Markusevangelium" (1989), 115. By implication, those who came down from Jerusalem belong to the 
latter group. 
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by example 3: 21,23 the relatives and those who have come down from Jerusalem do not 
do, but those who follow potentially do). It is important to note the contrast between 
what the evil spirits say in Mk 3: 11 (you are the Son of God), and the viewpoint of the 
relatives and the scribes in 3: 21-22 (he is beside himself, casting out demons by the 
prince of demons). This distinction between disciples as the true family of Jesus and the 
others is continued in the parable theory of Mk 4: 10-12, where the inability to 
understand serves as both reason for and purpose of the speaking in parables. The 
connection is already prepared for in the inability of Jesus' family to understand Jesus' 
ministry (v 21). Mark further draws a connecting bridge between the question of the 
spirits and the obduracy theme which the citation of Is 6: 9-10 brings up in Mk 4: 10-12, 
through the insertion of the pericope concerning the sin against the Holy Spirit. The 
accusation that Jesus should be casting out demons by the prince of demons, is a 
blasphemy which stands well in connection with the hardheartedness of the people. 34 
The Markan account of the Beelzeboul controversy has thus been found to 
display both an apocalyptic as well as an ecclesiological concern. Since Matthew's 
account is a creation and harmonisation of both Q and Mark, the content of the 
controversy in the original Q context must also be described. 
The Beelzeboul Controversy in Q 
The Q version of the controversy is introduced by the healing of a man who is 
dumb. Due to the double reception of the incident, it is difficult to know the extent of the 
Q account. In the present analysis, space does not allow a detailed reconstruction of Q 
beyond that which is necessary in order to establish Matthean redaction. In general, 
however, one can presume that Q included an account similar to the one in Mark. In 
including the actual exorcism as the point of grievance, its form conforms to that of a 
controversy dialogue. It concludes with the saying: "whoever is not against me is for 
me. " In Q the Beelzeboul controversy is preceded by the Lord's prayer and the 
encouragement to pray. 35 It is followed by the logia on the return of the evil spirit and 
the sign of Jonah, and possibly also the speech against the Scribes and the Pharisees. 36 
Although there seems to be a caesura between Q 11: 13 and Q 11: 14,37 the combination 
of logia can be shown to reveal a dual concern. On the one hand there is a concern for 
the coming and the presence of the kingdom of God (Q 11: 2; 11: 20; 11: 25; 11: 30) and 
on the other hand the possibility that one remains in or returns to the kingdom of the evil 
one (Q 11: 438 11: 23; 11: 26; 11: 31-32). Thus, in Q as in Mark there is a dualistic 
"Cf. Evald Lövestam, Spiritus Blasphemia (1968), 51-57. Cf. Klauck, Allegorie, 184. 
33 Cf. Bovon, Lukas, vol. 2,148. 
36 The original structure of Q is difficult to reconstruct. The Q passages of Lk 11 occur in the same order 
in Mt although in Matthew the material spans over almost the whole gospel, from ch 6 to ch 23. 
37 Cf. Bovon, Lukas, vol. 2,165. 
38 Prayer to avoid temptation, including the plea for forgiveness of sins. 
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apocalyptic world view, in which Jesus' exorcisms are understood to be a pre-figuring of 
the victory over the evil spirits. In Q the anthropology of this world view is stronger than 
in Mark. Those to whom Jesus is speaking are called "evil" as opposed to God and the 
Kingdom of God, that are good. The concluding sentence of the Beelzeboul controversy 
(the one who is not with me is against me) is illustrated by the possibility of being 
"reinhabited" by evil. The concluding prayer Q 11: 1-4, "lead us not into temptation, " 
becomes particularly relevant in this context. Thus, in Q, the war against Beelzeboul is 
still very much a present reality, and the significance of one's responsibility in this war 
weighs heavily. It becomes important for the individual not to become "inhabited" or 
possessed by the evil spirits. The warning included in this apocalyptic dualism of Q is a 
contrast to the obduracy theme which is introduced by Mark. 39 In Mark those who are 
around Jesus are secure, because they have been given the right understanding, while 
those "outside" cannot come in, because they do not have the insight of those on the 
"inside". 
The Beelzeboul Controversy in the Context of the tpX6pewsMotif in Matthew. 
The analysis of Matthew's redaction and composition of the Beelzeboul 
controversy indicated the Christological emphasis of the Matthean account. A 
comparison of Matthew's redaction and composition of Mk and Q, reveals that Matthew 
adopts motifs found in both his sources. Thus, as will be demonstrated below, the 
Markan hinting at obduracy is continued in Matthew, despite the removal of the "true 
family" pericope from the immediate context of the controversy. The controversy itself, 
however, continues the motifs which were found to be dominant in the b hpx6jcvoc 
Christology. 
Several elements point to the appropriateness of reading the Matthean account of 
the controversy in light of the b hpx6µevoc Christology. First, the connection to the 
previous fulfilment citation is established on the linguistic side by the insertion of 
bxßa) co in the penultimate phrase of that quotation, and the substitution of Finger of 
God with Spirit of God. Further, the demoniac is described as one blind and dumb who 
through Jesus' healing sees and speaks. The theme of hearing and seeing as a sign of the 
presence of the kingdom (Mt 11: 5) is thereby continued. 40 Moreover, Matthew inserts 
the confession of the crowds that Jesus must be "the son of David". The phrase 
represents the royal messianic expectation which is a part of the lepxoµ6oc Christology, 
from Mt 1: 1 through to the entrance into Jerusalem in Mt 21: 9- "Blessed is the one 
"'Possibly a Markan redaction to tradition. Cf. Schmithals, Markus, vol. 1,229; Gnilka, Markus, 162- 
163. 
40The interrelatedness of the three- leading motifs in the chapters are illustrated by the connection 
between the citation of Mt 11: 5 and Mt 13: 14-16. The blindness motif as hard heartedness (see ch 6), is 
of course also present in the healing of the demoniac. The blind and dumb demoniac, who through 
Jesus' action sees and speaks marks a contrast to "this generation" who despite seeing and hearing do 
not perceive. 
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who comes in the name of the Lord, ... 
hosanna to the son of David. " This notion of the 
kingly messiah is continued in v 28, where the spirit of God as the agent by which Jesus 
heals, again alludes to Is 42 and Is 11. The concluding sentence (Mt 12: 30) adapted from 
Q, refers back to the imagery of Mt 3: 11 where the hpx6gevoc strand begins, and the 
notion of judgement announced by John includes gathering and scattering. In the 
gathering and scattering motif there is again a reference to the eschatological hope of 
justice, which was announced in the citation of Is 42: 1-4. It also points forward to the 
repeated citation of Psalm 117 in Mt 23: 39. Also here Jesus is depicted as the one who 
has sought to "gather" without success, and here the "coming" is only future. 
Like Mt 11: 2-6, the Beelzeboul controversy depicts Jesus as the one who is to 
come. The Kingdom of God is already present in his ministry. 41 This is illustrated by the 
exorcism, and the speaking and seeing of the healed demoniac. The presence is, however, 
proleptic, and points forward to the eschatological judgement, where gathering and 
scattering will occur. In a sense then, the exorcisms and the plundering of the house of 
the strong one, are types for the eschatological judgement. Hence the future SLäpnaae1 
is a real future also for the reader/hearer and not simply the expression of the future from 
the perspective of Jesus, but from the perspective of the church, something to look back 
upon. 42 In Matthew, the binding and final robbing is, in the context of the epx6gevo; 
Christology, both already and not yet. 
Matthean redaction of the Jesus tradition can be observed on two levels with 
regard to the Beelzeboul controversy. Both on the level of the composition of the 
material, and on the redactional changes in the pericope itself Matthew redirects the 
emphasis of both his sources. Although through the inclusion of both Markan and Q 
material, the apocalyptic emphasis of both Mark and Q is present, it is toned. down in 
favour of the biblical messianic interpretation of the ministry of Jesus. This is especially 
evident through the links of the pericope with the fulfilment citation immediately 
preceding the controversy. The future reality expressed in v 20 to); äv txßäXn el; vixoS 
tihv icptatv is present in the healing ministry of Jesus, and the healing ministry of Jesus 
serves as a paradigm for the future overcoming of evil. 
Matthew, therefore takes over both the apocalyptic elements of Q, as well as the 
obduracy theme of Mark, but develops in the material the Christological question of the 
source of Jesus' healing powers in the events that take place. The double oinoS of the 
accusers and the onlookers directs the attention to the person of Jesus. Yet, it is the 
recognition of the Spirit of God resting on Jesus which is at stake rather than the person 
41 Cf. also Steinhauser, Doppelbildworte, 136, sees a connection between Mt 11: 4 and the Beelzeboul 
controversy, in which the point of the controversy, the overcoming of the evil power, proves the presence 
of the kingdom in the ministry of Jesus. They fail to see the dual perspective of both passage, however, 
in which the messianic identity of Jesus in viewed as both present and future. 
42 Contra Klauck, Allegorie 182. 
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of Jesus himself. The inclusion of the Markan saying concerning sin against the Holy 
Spirit in continuation of the Beelzeboul controversy makes this clear. 
Conclusion 
The analysis of Matthew's adaptation and interpretation of Q and Mark has 
shown that Matthew preserved both text and themes of the synoptic material, but 
harmonises, rearranges and reinterprets the tradition in view of Christological 
affirmations. The Beelzeboul controversy accounts of the synoptic sources is normative 
for Matthew mainly in the creation of the new narrative, and in its kerygmatic aspect. 
The form and vocabulary of the redactional elements, of the' Beelzeboul 
controversy, though created by Matthew, are dependent on the Jesus tradition itself. The 
duplication of material in Mt 9 and 12, the conformation of the accounts to a set form of 
miracle story followed by an apophthegm, shows both restriction and creativity on the 
part of Matthew. The additions and adaptations in Mt 12: 23,25 show how the tradition 
constitutes a basis for their development. The sources therefore prove to be authoritative 
in that they to a great extent provide the language and form for the Matthean redactional 
additions. Authoritative use for Matthew, however, does not imply the exercise of exact 
preservation of the words and actions of Jesus. Rather the redactional insertions show 
that the material is open to correction, interpretation and development. Thus for example 
the duplication of the miracle story is purely fictional. It is not meant as a further example 
of Jesus' miraculous powers nor simply as an introduction to the controversy itself. 
Much more, through the vocabulary it signals continuity with all the previous material 
and connection with the themes addressed. The designation of the demoniac as cuq . as 
, cat co*; 'and the hesitant interrogative response of the crowds continues the question of 
John the Baptist. At the same time Jesus emerges as the one who makes people see and 
hear, the one in whom God's kingdom comes near. The traditional form and vocabulary 
of the miracle story makes the story plausible and true. The created story interprets 
tradition in light of the particular concerns of Matthew: Christology and the correct 
response. Within this development it is important to recognise that the tradition 
interprets and is interpreted by the scriptural passages preceding the controversy, the 
passages which were found to underlie the 1epx6µevoc theme in particular. 
Because the main theological concerns of the sources (the apocalyptic urgency of 
Q, and the ecclesiological aspects of Mark) have been reinterpreted or left aside in the 
Matthean retelling of the story, they have in these aspects not had a normative influence 
on Matthew. The authority of the sources lies simply in their kerygmatic nature, their 
illustrating Jesus' election, and hence God's presence in his ministry. Also in containing a 
paradigm for the future coming in justice, do the stories have an authoritative effect on 
the Matthean preservation of the material. This aspect is for Matthew understood to be 
in continuation of the passages cited from Scripture. Consequently Jesus tradition is here 
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measured in content by Scripture. However, in bringing the Jesus tradition in connection 
with Scripture, the tradition interprets Scripture, and stands in continuity with it. 
While the Beelzeboul controversy emphasises the presence of the Kingdom of 
Heaven in the exorcisms of Jesus, it also functions as a prefiguring of future judgment. 
The parables of the tares and of the dragnet in Matthew 13 continue this theme. In the 
next section the two parables will be analysed. 
4.2.2. The Use and Authority of Tradition in the Parable of the Tares and the 
Parable of the Dragnet 
The parables of the tares and of the dragnet are parables which may stem from 
pre-Matthean oral or written tradition. In their adaptation, as in the account of the 
Beelzeboul controversy, Matthew makes use of motifs, images and language from both 
Q and Mark. The language and form of tradition is thereby preserved, yet the content is 
once again converted into aspects of particular interest for Matthew. The sources are 
nevertheless normative for Matthew not only in providing the language by which 
Matthew's concerns are expressed. They are also authoritative in their prophetic 
character: proclaiming future salvation, as well as being a critique of present piety. Also 
here, however, the aspects of synoptic tradition which Matthew takes up, are conformed 
to Matthew's interpretation of Scripture. Both the theme of the harvest and the gathering 
of the riches from the sea are images drawn from Scripture, and here read in light of the 
future expectation of b epx6lEvoc, as adapted from Q. Thus again, Jesus tradition is 
altered and placed in continuity with Scripture. 
Because the Matthean texts of the parables of the tares and the dragnet are so 
influenced by Matthean composition, the original text form, the content and traditional 
context of the parables is impossible to reconstruct. The analysis of the Matthean 
adaptation can consequently only describe how traditional themes are employed by 
Matthew in the composition of material. Hence the analysis will seek to identify 
traditional material in the Matthean text, the function of the Matthean adaptation of this 
material, and the emphasis of these new compositions of Matthew. It will show that 
Matthew's compositions are a result of theological reflection upon the Jesus tradition in 
light of Scripture and in light of the ecclesiological perspective of the evangelist. 
Matthew 13: 24-30,36-43. 
The parable of the tares and its interpretation is concerned with the presence of 
the kingdom, and the present and future role of the Son of Man in relation to this world. 
While the interpretation of the parable is probably a Matthean creation, the parable itself 
is a composition which draws on the parable of the seed growing secretly, and possibly 
material from Matthew's written or oral tradition. The parable replaces the parable of the 
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seed growing secretly in Mark 4.43 That Matthew employs motifs from the Markan 
parable and places the new composition in the place where the Markan material was 
omitted points to the normative character of the synoptic source for Matthew. The 
omitted material is reproduced in a new form, employing also motifs from Q. Although it 
has a parallel in the Coptic gospel of Thomas, 57, a comparison with the account will not 
be helpful in identifying Matthean redactional features, as it is likely that the gospel of 
Thomas is dependent on the Matthean text. 44 As in the Beelzeboul controversy the 
Matthean redactional features of the parable can be classified as either technical 
(preferential vocabulary, style, and lexical links to context) or interpretative (using 
language or form of the sources, catchwords as interpretative signs. ) 
The Parable of the Tares Mt 13: 24-30 
The parable of the tares in Matthew 13: 24-30 is a Matthean redactional creation 
based on material from three sources. The new creation is an interpretation of the 
Markan parable in light of the b cpx6gevoS motif and Scripture. First, Matthew knew the 
parable of the seed growing secretly in Mk 4: 26-29. The placement of the parable of the 
tares, and the use it makes of vocabulary of the source speak for this conclusion. 45 
Second, certain conflicts of formulation within the parable, and between the parable and 
its interpretation, make it probable that Matthew also included material from a different 
source in the creation of the parable of the tares. 46 Finally, Matthew includes material 
from John the Baptist's speech in Q. 
In the parable, Matthew uses the language and form of tradition. The evangelist 
employs vocabulary which occurs in the same order as, and designs a structure similar to, 
43 Of importance redaction analytically, but also for the understanding of the relation of the synoptic 
problems, is the absence of the Parable of the Seed growing secretly in both Mt and Lk as a "minor 
agreement". Solutions vary. Johann Rauscher, Vom Messiasgeheimnis zur Lehre der Kirche (1990), 169- 
174, following Fuchs, Entwicklung, 253 and Franz Kogler, Das Doppelgleichnis vom Senfkorn und vom 
Sauerteig (1985), ascribes the absence of Mk 4: 26-29, and the inclusion of the parable of the tares to a 
deuteromarkan gospel. A solution which conveniently may explain minor agreement, but which raises 
many more questions (cf. Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2,322 n. 11). In the case of both the Beelzeboul 
controversy and the parable of the seed growing secretly, Markan redaction seems to go beyond that 
which is preserved in Lk and Mt, and may suggest that the Markan account preserved in the canon may 
represent a later stage of redaction (not earlier) than the one available to Mt and Lk. The Matthean use 
of Markan vocabulary and image, suggests however, that Matthew knew this parable. 
44 Cf. Wolfgang Schrage, Das Verhdltnis des Thomasevangeliums zur Synoptischen Tradition (1967), 
124-125; Hans Weder, Die Gleichnisse Jesu als Metaphern (1978), 125. 
's Gundry, Matthew, 261-262; M. D. Goulder, "Midrash", 367f Klauck, Allegorie, 226-227 holds the 
development to be pre Matthean. Cf. also n. 43. 
46 Joachim Gnilka, Das Matthdusevangelium (1987) vol. 1,489-490; Donald A Hagncr, Matthew 1-13, 
382; Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2,322; Ulrich Luz, "Vom Taumellolch im Weizenfeld" (1989), 162; Francis 
Wright Beare, The Gospel according to Matthew (1981), 303 all hold the parable of the tares to be pre- 
Matthean. Jones, Parables, 112-114 assumes the Q and Mk overlap happened in a collection of parables 
on which Mt draws. Joachim Jeremias, The Parables of Jesus (1962), 64ff; Weder, Gleichnisse, 125- 
126; Eduard Schweizer, Matthaus, 197; William David Davies and Dale C. Allison, Saint Matthew, vol. 
2,410-411; Eckhard Rauh, Rede in Vollmaht (1990), 165 hold the parable to go back to the historical 
Jesus (perhaps to be read alongside Mt 5: 45). 
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the Markan parable. The parable of the seed growing secretly and the parable of the tares 
both include the following words in this order: &vApwitos, uaftu&o, Ox6atiavw, npc5tov, 
x6pwS, at coq, xäpnos Ocptaµ6s, &noatL? o. The structure sowing-growth-harvest is the 
same in both parables. 47 Hence Matthew preserves tradition in the creation of a new 
parable. 
Several hapax legomena in the Matthean parable, as well as conflicts in use of 
language, suggest that Matthew may also have used an unknown parable in its creation. 
The verbs irtartcipw and auvautävopat occur only here in the synoptic tradition. The 
simple form of both, however, is found in the near context of the parable. 48 The verbs 
are therefore redactional duplications. Their compound nature in the parable is due to the 
action they are meant to describe. OeptatnS occurs once in the synoptic tradition, but in 
Matthew picks up the image of harvesting Mt 9: 37-38 (Q) and the need for workers 
(epy(Xtific). 49 Finally, but significantly, the use of ýtýävta, 30 auX? kyws' and &aµaS52 
along with bxpt w, 33 and &µa, 4 cannot with certainty be ascribed to Matthean redaction. 
Their use is found only in the present parable or in material which may well be ascribed 
to M as a written source. 
The conflicting formulations within the parable has been listed by Rauscher: ss 
ävOpwnoS aictpaS (v 24) - ducoStaxotrlc (v 30); xak6v antpµa (v 24) - attog (v 25); 
at=ü b kXOpäg (v 25) - LXOpög ävOpwnog (v 28); SoUot (v 27) - Oeptawzal. (v 30). 
Perceived conflicts between the parable and its interpretation consist mainly in the failure 
to interpret several elements: 56 the interpretation does not take notice of the servants, 
nor of the sleeping, nor of the tying of the tares in bundles. Further, the emphasis of the 
interpretation lies solely on the eschatological judgement, whereas the parable, with the 
final judgement in view, points out the present need to avoid judgement, in order not to 
uproot the fruit-yielding wheat. Several of these apparent conflicts can be ascribed to the 
Matthean adaptation of Q and Mk material, redactional concerns, and the structure of the 
Matthean chapter. The evidence of Matthean redaction is therefore significant, and a 
"Cf. Rauscher, Messiasgeheimnis, 166 n. 50. 
48 a7<ctpCo is found ten times in ch. 13. Matthew derives aigavco from Q twice: in Mt 6: 28 and in the 
following parable, Mt 13: 32. 
49 The interpretation of the noun: duroa teX, EI b ulös tiov &Opcütou toi; &yytkous atnoü 
anticipates Mt 24: 31 (=Mk). 
50 Eight occurrences only in the present context. 
SI Seven occurrences in the present context and the parable of the dragnet. Once in 7: 16 adapted from Q. 
52Hapax legomenon in the synoptic tradition. 
33 cf. Mt 15: 13 
54 Cf. Mt 20: 1 
55 Cf. Rauscher, Messiasgeheimnis, 168. 
56 Cf. Weder, Gleichnisse, 120ff. 
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reconstruction of a possible original tradition virtually impossible. 57 Apart from joining 
Mark and an unknown tradition, Matthew includes elements from Q. The interpretation 
of the parable is divided in two, SB building a clear bridge between the present reality of 
the Kingdom, and the future expectation of the coming of the Son of Man. 
In the creation of the parable of the tares, therefore, Matthew preserves and 
utilises words and form of tradition. The motivation is here dual. First the new creation 
preserves normative tradition in form and language, and second, the merging of 
traditions into a new parable also serves to interpret tradition. This is true also for 
Matthew's use of the Christological theme from Q. 
There are a few words which the parable of the tares has in common with the 
announcement of John the Baptist in Mt 3: 12: xatiaxaico, auväryw, dito;, bcitoGTjxrl, itüp, 
in addition to the general motif of the harvest. The gathering of wheat into the 
storehouse is a metaphor of salvation also in prophetic literature (Is 11: 12; Ezek 11: 17; 
Micah 2: 12; 4: 6), and the unquenchable fire, a metaphor for judgement (Is 66: 34; Jer 
4: 4,21: 12). The insertion of these motifs here, in place of the parable of the seed 
growing secretly, stands in continuation with the references back to the Baptist's 
announcement which have been identified throughout ch 11-13 (Mt 11: 2-6; 11: 10; 
11: 27; 12: 18; 12: 23; 12: 28; 12: 34). It seems therefore plausible, that the inclusion of the 
parable here continues the Epx6jevos motif which has been identified as a redactional 
thread. Together with the subsequent interpretation of the parable, a whole picture of the 
reality of the Kingdom is conveyed. The Kingdom of Heaven is both present in Jesus/the 
Son of Man, but is also as a reality still to be fulfilled. 59 
In the creation of the parable of the tares, the use of Matthean vocabulary betrays 
Matthean redaction. These include npoatpxogat, 60 6ovao; 61 dt1Co8W1VkT1S, 62 KÜplE 93 
S' Contra Weder, Gleichnisse, 123ff, who identifies three pre-Matthean layers of tradition, the earliest 
being close in meaning and form with the parable of the dragnet. 
58 Luz, "Taumellolch", 159. 
"Already Manson, Teaching of Jesus, 222 saw parallels to the proclamation of John the Baptist. 
Klauck, Allegorie 226 n 196 recognises the similar expression in Mt 3: 12, but fails to draw any 
conclusion as to the significance of this similarity. Also Jones, Parables, 313-315 (esp. fn 118), 
emphasises the link with Mt 3, but sees it as proof of a pre-Matthean source, combining elements from Q 
and W. The analysis of the LpX6iEvoc motif in the present thesis, however, has shown the recurring 
references to Mt 3 to be redactional. 
60 51 occurrences in Matthew, 5 in mark and 9 in Luke. 
6130 occurrences in Mt, 5 in Mk and 26 in Lk. 
62 Mt 7 times, Mk 1, Lk 4. 
63 34 occurrences in Matthew, over against two in Mk. In Luke the vocative occurs 25 times. Luz, 
Evangelium vol. 1,43 considers 16 occurrences in Matthew to be redactional. It is used consistently as 
the address of the disciples to Jesus. (Cf. Armin Kretzer, Die Herrschaft der Himmel und die , Sahne des 
Reiches, 1971,125). 
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a6S64. Further, the use of redactional phrases betray the specific Matthean interest in the 
inclusion of the parable in the place of Mark's seed growing secretly. They function as 
structural devices, tying the parable with the previous and subsequent material, and to 
strengthen the theological concerns of Matthew. 
The phrase &kknv icapaßo? div taptOrpcev a{noiS X&ywv, in v 24 is found only in 
the gospel of Matthew, and only in chapter 13. In Matthew it functions as a structural 
device like the threefold bµoia hotty and should be considered redactional. 65 The passive 
d)1Loub(h1 in parable introductions is peculiar to Matthew, and occurs together only with 
the Matthean redactional ij ßaat? 'tc& v oüpavci v (13: 24; 18: 23; 22: 2), and replaces 
the traditional bµotc hat1v h ßaßtketa wv Oeov as an introduction to the parable. In 
using the aorist passive d toicbO , 
in the introduction here, Matthew indicates the 
`already' of the kingdom, i. e. its presence in the ministry of Jesus, and can be translated: 
`The kingdom of heaven has become like'. 66 
KäXo; is an adjective with ethical connotations found especially in the Q 
tradition, and which Matthew picks up and duplicates. 67 Its occurrence here, designating 
the seed as `good', picks up rhv uaM v yhv of v 2368 , and connects with the theme of 
judgement at the end of the parable which is very much influenced by the speech of John 
the Baptist in Q 3: 9//Mt 3: 10. The whole subclause (d)gounOrt) ävOpchncp atetpavtt ... by 
" The possessive adjective is not common in the NT. In Mt 06; is found in 7: 3 (red. used reflexively); 
7: 22 (3x red? ); 13: 27; 20: 14 (M? ); 25: 25 (? ). Mk uses it once (5: 19), Lk thrice (6: 30; 15: 3 1; 22: 42) 
65 Cf. Jack D. Kingsbury, The Parables in Matthew 13, (1969) 14-15; Luz, Evangelium, vol. 1,47. Word 
statistics alone cannot with certainty ascribe the individual elements of the phrase to Matthean 
vocabulary. The formulation dcXX11v 2tapa(3oXhv occurs only in Matthew as an introduction to 
parables when they occur in series, as in 13: 24,31,33 and 21: 33. The compound verb occurs only here 
in Matthew and the combination r`a#Arlxcv a&t6t; with an abstract object only Mt 13: 24,31 and in 
1 Tim 1: 18 in the NT. The compositional evidence for a Matthean interest, however, leads to the 
conclusion that the phrase in its use is redactional. Possibly, Matthew has again adapted a traditional 
phrase and multiplied it through redactional insertions. Differently, Jones, Parables, 109, holds the 
uniqueness of the phrase in Mt 13: 24,31,32 to be evidence for a pre-Matthean collection of parables. 
Nestle-Aland follows Vaticanus as "undisputed precedence" and the majority text against several 
important witnesses in omitting Xtywv in v 33, the inner evidence may support this reading, as the 
change to X, ) IaEv in the same verse prepares for v 34 (from Mark, though tense is changed), as it in 
v3 prepares for v 10. 
66 Among the synoptics, Matthew is alone in using the passive form in the introduction to parables. It 
occurs sometimes in the future sometimes in the aorist. In meaning, the passive is a deponent denoting 
"to be like" rather than "to liken" or "to compare". Cf. D. A. Carson, "The OMOIOE word group as 
introduction to some Matthean parables" (1985); followed by Davies, et al., Saint Matthew, vol. 2,411 
and Jan Lambrecht, Out of the Treasure (1991), 55,164-165. The parable with the action of the enemy 
may be seen as a parallel to Mt 11: 12, where the Kingdom is described as being taken by force by violent 
men, or to the parable of the return of the unclean sprit in Mt 12. 
67 Apart from the parable of the tares and its interpretation: Mt 3: 10//Q 3: 9; Mt 7: 15-20 picks up and 
duplicates Q 6: 43-44 in combination with elements from Q 3: 9; and brings the same motif again in Mt 
12: 33-35 (Q 6: 43.45); Mt 13: 8 and 23 are dependent on Mk 4: 8,20; Mt 13: 45 and 48 is in material 
only to be found in Matthew. V 48 is in the parable of the dragnet which forms a parallel to the parable 
of the tares. 
68 par Mk 4: 20 
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-cä5 aypcg cd toi is almost identical to the Matthean redactional addition in the following 
parable of the mustard seed (Mt 13: 31), and is also to be considered a Matthean 
construction here. The sentence is similar in structure to the opening of Mark 4: 26-29: 
bS avOPo)ioS ? Tl '6v a pov hjtl 'n1S yf c, and can, like Mt 13: 31 be considered a 
Matthean redactional change of the introductory sentence. Again the use of andpw 
forms a connection to the previous parable, whereas bcyp6S which is redactional 
throughout, links this parable to the parable of the mustard seed as well as the parable of 
the treasure in the field (13: 44). 69 
The construction Ev vü + infinitive in v 25 is particularly frequent in Luke, and 
occurs three times in Matthew, redactional in Mt 27: 12. In the present context it copies 
the phrase Ev c( andpew of Mt 13: 4, and thus forms another connection to that parable. 
Three times in the context of the parable and its interpretation LXOp6S occurs. Matthew 
adapts the noun from his sources in two instances, and uses it redactionally at least 
once. 7° If it reflects a redactional concern here, it anticipates Mt 22: 44 (Mk 12: 36) 
where Ps 110: 1 is cited, showing that the Christ is (even) more than the son of David, 
but also showing how the Christ is more than the son of David: in the "binding" of evil, 
placing the enemy under his feet. Hence the future, as well as the present, aspect of the b 
Epx6gevoc motif is continued in the parable. In the present, the kingdom is suffering from 
the work of "the enemy" spreading lawlessness. In the future, lawlessness will be 
eradicated and the enemy will be bound. 
The seemingly conflicting formulations in v 25 and v 28 are common Matthean 
sentence structures, " whereby the latter is a Semitism, with äv6paonos as substitute for 
the indefinite pronominal adjective. n Käpnov xotCO) expresses the Matthean concern of 
the necessity of bearing fruit (often in connection with uälwS). 73 As is generally the case 
in Matthew, the phrase is used metaphorically also in the parable. Thus it is redactional 
""The noun is used 17 times in Matthew as against 9 in Mark and Luke respectively. It is used 
redactionally in 6: 28, perhaps to create a parallel to 6: 30 (=Q). It is also redactional in 13: 3 1, and 24: 40, 
and otherwise occurs in material peculiar to the gospel (the parable of the tares and its interpretation, the 
parable of the treasure in the field, in addition to four occurrences in Mt 27: 1.10). 
70 Mt 5: 43 antithesis redactionally formed to Mt 5: 44 =Q6: 27 (Ulrich Luz, Matthäusevangelium, vol. 1, 
245-247; 310-311). Mt 22: 44 = Mk 12: 36. Mt 10: 36 in redactionally inserted citation of Micah 7: 6. 
Otherwise 13: 25,28,39. 
71 Although the structure of the formulation in v 25 is common, and thus a redactional preference beyond 
Markan and Lukan usage cannot be identified, it can be shown that Matthew does not actively avoid 
such a structure. The placement of the possessive pronoun before the article occurs in redactional 
phrases in Mt 7: 24,26; 8: 3; 9: 30; 28: 9. 
72 Also Mt 7: 9; 9: 32 (red. ); 11: 19; 12: 11 (red. ); 13: 28 (? ), 45,52; 18: 23; 21: 33; 25: 24; 27: 32 (red. ), 57. 
Cf. Blass/Debrunner/Rehkopf § 3012. Further examples are listed in Davies and Allison, Saint Matthew, 
vol. 1,81. Many of these occurrences are found in parabolic material peculiar to Matthew, and could be 
traditional. The idiom is known to Matthew, however, and used redactionally in several places. 
"Again, Matthew develops a theme found in the sources. Apart from 13: 26. Cf. Mt 3: 8,10 (= Q 3: 8,9) 
duplicated in Mt 7: 19; Mt 7: 18 (= Q 6: 43) duplicated in Mt 7: 17 and 12: 33-34; 21: 43 (+ Mk 12: 11). 
(Cf. also Mt 21: 19). Matthew also adds 7Eottw after uap to4ophw in Mt 13: 23 (+ Mk 4: 20) 
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and to be read in light of the related material in the gospel: the only way to know the 
nature or identity of something is on the basis of the fruit it yields. 74 The verb 4aivw, 
continues that same motif. 's In Matthew it is particularly used in the connection of doing 
good deeds for show, as in the examples of the Pharisees in Mt 6 and 23. In the context 
of Mt 11-13 the underlying meaning is evident, the wheat will be known by its fruits, the 
"weed" will reveal itself. 
The combination householder/servant is prominent in several parables. They are 
stock-figures and are only used metaphorically in Matthew. In Mt 10: 25 and in 13: 27, 
dtxo6r an6tS, is used Christologically, Soü)o; is used allegorically for the disciples, both 
of which are confirmed by the address uüpte. The allegorical use of the figures in the 
parable is so clear that for Matthew a later specification in the interpretation is not 
necessary. 76 Their appearance in the present parable, and the emphasis of the 
interpretation on the judgement to come, supports the notion that the parable is a 
creation responding to a specific concern of the church/ community of Matthew. 
In conclusion: Matthew's creation of the parable of the tares functions as a 
preservation of traditional material. The use of vocabulary from the Markan parable and 
a possible other source, as well as the insertion of the parable in the place of the Markan 
parable, show a concern both to remain true to and to interpret tradition. In both cases 
the tradition preserved has a normative function. In interpreting the tradition of Mark in 
light of Q tradition and Scripture, Matthew does not simply omit the traditional material, 
but is in dialogue with it. 
The text in Mark is concerned with the nature of the kingdom. Together with the 
parable of the mustard seed, that of the seed growing secretly underscores the time 
aspect of the kingdom. In the latter, the emphasis is on the time it takes for the Kingdom 
to become great. In the parable of the seed growing secretly, the time of the harvest is 
emphasised: it will come when the time is ready, in the fullness of time. 77 Matthew 
retains the waiting aspect of the Markan parable, but adds aspects from Q. The presence 
of the kingdom is emphasised through the passive aorist of the introduction: the kingdom 
of God has become like. Through the addition of the tares, the work of the enemy, and 
the bearing of fruit, Matthew has again addressed the obduracy theme of the fulfilment 
citation in 13: 14-15. The need for understanding made visible in the life of the disciples is 
emphasised. The Q additions add the aspect of the future separation of those who bear 
good fruit from those who do not. This is the work of the coming one. By using 
74 Contra Kretzer, Herrschaft, 124, who fails to see the metaphorical use in the parable. Cf. also 4.3.3. 
below. 
's Mt 1: 20; 2: 7,13,19; 6: 5,16,18; 9: 33; 13: 26; 23: 27,28; 24: 27,30. (Mark and Lk each have two 
occurrences). 
76 Cf. Schenk, Sprache, 370. 
"Cf. Nils A. Dahl, "The Parables of Growth" (1952), 148-149. 
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traditional metaphors, forms and language, Matthew harmonises his sources, and the 
creation remains within tradition, while being interpreted by it. In the present parable, the 
Q tradition becomes normative by becoming a standard by which the Markan parable is 
interpreted. 
The Interpretation of the Parable of the Tares Mt 13: 32-43 
The interpretation of the parable of the tares is a Matthean creation. In the inter- 
pretation of the parable, w 37-43, the vocabulary can again be identified as Matthean: 
x6agoc; $ novrp6S, 9 8täßoA. o;, 8O nüp, 8' &xoatiUXw, 1ý2 and axhvSaXov83 , &voµiaS4 , 
Sixato; ('cx- )Xä, µnw86 should all be considered redactional. 97 Further, auvticXcia (roü) 
otuihvo;, which is used in the interpretation of the parable, occurs only in Matthean 
eschatological texts. Possibly, Matthew found it in the parable of the dragnet, and 
introduced it, in typical Matthean manner, into a text with similar content. 88 This 
redactional feature is also found in the phrase exit hatiat b xXa. uO 6; xai b ßpveyg6; cwv 
b86vtiwv, which Matthew found in Q 13: 28, and duplicated in a number of passages. 89 
Also the use of 4hit is twice as common in Matthew as in Luke, 90 and is a feature of 
Matthean language. The call to repentance in Mt 13: 43 b Excov w-za äxouftiw, again 
functions as a link back to John the Baptist material in Mt 11: 15. 
Conclusion 
The analysis has shown that the majority of the vocabulary and language of the 
parable of the tares and its interpretation is Matthean. It makes it plausible that the 
parable is a Matthean creation; if not in its entirety, it at least witnesses to significant 
Is Mt 9 occurrences, 3 in Mk and 3 in Lk 
7926 occurrences in Mt, 2 in Mk and 13 in Lk. It here looks back at 13: 19 and the occurrences in Mt 12. 
80 Matthew probably takes over all from Q, and adds it here. Possibly a source word. Cf. 25: 41 M 
81 12 occurrences in Matthew, three in ch 3,3 in ch 13... (4 times Mk, 7 time Lk) 
82 Almost identical in all gospels (22,20,26). 
83 5 occurrences in Matthew, none in Mk and one in Lk. Kretzer, Herrschaft, 137, points to its use in Mt 
16: 17f, and the relation between 4p6vtµos and auv'týµt. Peter becomes a skandalon because he does 
not understand. 
84 4 occurrences in Mt, none in Mk and Lk. 
85 14 occurrences in Mt, 2 in Mk and 1 in Lk. 
86 (1) and 3 occurrences in Mt, none in Mk and once in Lk. 
87 Kretzer, Herrschaft, 144, adds W &W, &o;, &it pxoµat. 
88 Mt 13: 39; 13: 40; 13: 49; 24: 3; 28: 20. Only in 24: 3 it occurs as a redactional insertion into synoptic 
tradition. 
89Mt 8: 12; 13: 42,50; 22: 13; 24: 51; 25: 30. 
9017 occurrences in Matthew, 5 in Mark and 8 in Luke. 
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Matthean redactional activity in its formation. 91 In its present form the parable continues 
the concerns of the announcement of b Epx6jEvo; and his task in Mt 3: 12, by using 
imagery adapted from that passage as well as from the Markan parable of the seed 
growing secretly, which it replaces. Further the parable joins the imagery of the "coming 
one" from the first Q passage with eschatological Son of Man imagery reminiscent of the 
apocalyptic tradition, which becomes more prominent in the eschatological speech in Mt 
24-25. The present and future task of the Son of Man/coming one comes together in the 
parable. The sowing activity of the present equals that of the parable of the sower in Mt 
13: 1-9, but the imagery is taken a step further. In the Markan parable which Matthew 
preserves with little redaction, the seed is the word of the kingdom, and the ground on 
which it falls is the "hearts" of the receivers, who may or may not understand. In the 
parable of the tares the good seed which is sown into the world represents those who 
have heard and understood the word of the kingdom and bear good fruit, whereas the 
seed of the tares is the seed which was stolen by the evil one in the previous parable. This 
seed is not distinguishable from the wheat before both bear fruit. 92 In the day of 
judgement, at the end of the age, it is this fruit which saves them from or commits them 
to the eternal fire. Like in Mt 11: 2-6, the parable combines the 1epX6µevoc Christology 
with the obduracy theme (also signalled by the repeated "let the one who has ears hear"), 
and the ability of the people to hear and bear fruit is dependent on several factors, the 
openness of the hearts, the sower, and the activities of the evil one. 
The Matthean version picks up some of the metaphors of future judgement 
contained in the Baptist's announcement in Mt 3 which Matthew derived from Q. The 
vocabulary between the two passages overlaps only in a few instances. There are, 
nevertheless, many parallel features. Both the Baptist's announcement and the parable 
depict judgement in light of the metaphor of the harvest of wheat. It is gathered and 
stored in the storehouse. The weeds or the chaff respectively are destroyed by fire. The 
91 Those who hold the parable to be a Matthean redaction of an already existing parable from Matthew's 
special Source material, point to the movement in meaning from parable to interpretation, typical of 
material where the interpretation is secondary. This movement in meaning is explained through the 
concern of the parable with the growing together of weed and wheat, where as the interpretation is 
concerned with endtime judgement only. Cf. Gnilka, Mauhäusevangelium, vol. 1,489-490. In light of 
the above analysis, it is clear that the Matthean redaction of the parable, if it already existed in core in 
oral or written tradition, is so major that not much separates it from original composition. In fact, it is 
impossible having noted the overlap between the Markan parable of the seed growing secretly and the 
motifs found elsewhere in tradition, to reconstruct the wording of the original parable. Differently 
Gnilka, who sees no relation between Mk 4: 26-29 and the present parable, believes the original parables 
to have constituted w 24-29. 
"'The parable as such neither tries to explain something which usually happens, nor is it biologically 
correct. As Luz, "Taumellolch", 156-157 shows, the parable includes many surprising elements, which 
against general use does not become the focus. An enemy wouldn't go out to sow tares; they usually 
occur together with the wheat. The reaction of the servants is surprising: unless there is an enormous 
number of tares, no-one would find their presence disturbing. The tares are in fact distinguishable from 
the wheat before they bear fruit. The real point of surprise, however, is the delay of the weeding of the 
tares. They would normally be uprooted before the harvest. 
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parable can consequently be said to continue the future aspect of the hpX6µcvoc-motif, 
which was begun in Mt 3: 11, and continued through the question of John in Mt 11: 3. 
The parable of the tares constitutes a Matthean creation which can be described 
as an interpretation and harmonisation of Jesus tradition. It collates imagery which 
Matthew has already adapted from Mark and Q, and develops an allegory which on the 
narrative level functions as a continuum between strands of tradition. Theologically the 
creation functions to explain two theological dilemmas in the Matthean ecclesiological 
situation. Christologically it addresses that which was already addressed through the use 
of scriptural material in Mt 11 and 12, the present and future coming of the messiah. 
Here Matthew fuses his own Epx6µevoc Christology with the Son of Man tradition taken 
over from his sources. In continuation with Mt 13, the earthly ministry of Jesus is that 
which is expressed through the mixed quotation in Mt 11: 5: with the emphasis on 
`preaching the good news to the poor. ' The future ministry of the Messiah is to sit in 
judgement, imaged as the gathering of the righteous, and the destruction of 
lawlessness. 93 
In the parable, traditional material is used as the framework for an interpretative 
allegory, and placed in the mouth of Jesus. Tradition functions authoritatively in that 
process, as it provides the imagery which the formulation uses. Traditional vocabulary 
and motifs are used to create a new piece of tradition. It is included in the Jesus tradition 
and hence becomes a part of it. The new creation functions as an authoritative answer 
therefore, to a contemporary problem which apparently the parable of the seed growing 
secretly could not answer. Whereas the seed growing secretly had no meaning anymore, 
the new parable both develops the Christological interest of the Matthean redactor and 
provides an answer to communal needs. What these needs were is difficult to establish 
with certainty. The motif of wheat growing together with weeds is common in early 
Judaism, and would normally be used as metaphors for Israel and Gentiles respectively. 94 
It can however, also signify the righteous/unrighteous. This is obviously the motif which 
motivates the Matthean redaction. It is not added to the sources, however, but only 
adapted from the sources and emphasised in relation to them. Hence, certain themes or 
theological issues adapted from the sources were seen to be more significant (or 
authoritative) than others. 
93Kretzer, Herrschaft 140-143: Warum verbindet Math den Menschensohn und den Basileiabegriff 
miteinander? (Mt 13: 41; 16: 28. ) Zeitlich sind beide Begriffe eschatologisch ausgerichtet, d. h. die 
offenbaren ihre volle Herrlichkeit erst am Ende. Personal gesehen: ihnen gegenüber ist das Tun des 
Menschen gefordert (16: 27) positiv oder negativ. An diesem Tun entscheidet sich der Schicksal des 
Menschen. In einem räumlichen Aspekt käme noch die Aussage hinzu: beide Grössen sind in dieser 
Welt bereits anwesend aber noch in Geborgenheit und Niedrichkeit, die sich eben erst am Ende enthüllt 
als Macht und Herrlichkeit in Vollendung. " 
94 This interpretation does, however not fit with the introduction of the activity of the enemy, hence 
Weder, Gleichnisse, 123-124, ascribes the activity of the enemy secondary, though pre-Matthean stage 
of the parable. 
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Matthew 13: 47-50 - The Parable of the Dragnet 
In the parable of the dragnet Matthew adapts an already existing parable and 
conforms it to the parable of the tares and its interpretation. Thereby also the imagery of 
Q as it is preserved in Matthew 3 is used again. Again, one part of Jesus tradition is used 
to interpret tradition, or, one can say that Matthew harmonises the content of the 
traditions. The critique of present piety, which in Q and Matthew occurs as a 
continuation of prophetic literature, here constitutes the normative tradition. The 
confession of Jesus as the coming one legitimises that normativity. 
The parable of the net, although it has no parallel in the gospel tradition, not even 
in the Coptic sources, in all likelihood stems from a source and not from the Matthean 
evangelist. Several observations makes this conclusion compelling. Unlike the parable of 
the tares, it includes a number of hapax legomena. The parable uses a well known 
imagery of the gospel tradition, the casting of a net into the sea. In the tradition, Jesus 
called his first disciples while they were casting or mending their nets at the sea of 
Galilee, (Mt 4: 18-21, Mk 1: 16-20; Lk 5: 4-11). In these gospel narratives, however, the 
vocabulary used is quite different. Whereas all these stories use 6ixtiuov, 95 Matthew 
13: 47 uses aayfjvrl. 96 Also ybos, ' bcvaßißät co, " and &yyo;, 99 are found only here in the 
gospel, although Matthew uses npoßt kt co in 14: 8,100 so that the verb could be 
redactional also in the parable. Also atytccX6; and #opt o. are words which seldom 
occur in Matthew. The use of the former in Matthew 13: 2 is probably a Matthean 
redactional adaptation of source vocabulary. It is used in anticipation of Mt 13: 47. The 
verb &4iopi w occurs in M material in the parable of the sheep and the goats in Mt 25: 32, 
which conveys the same concept of separation as the parable of the dragnet. The 
uncommon vocabulary could of course be explained as dependent on the subject 
matter, '°' but the imagery is not uncommon in the gospels, as already pointed out. Also 
other aspects of the parable indicate its pre-Matthean existence either in written or oral 
form. The parable is short, almost enigmatic. Thus, there is no introduction of those who 
drag the net onto the shore, neither is there a description of the actual fate of the bad 
95 Or Mt 4: 18: dc t4t1'Miatpov adapted from the verb in the Markan parallel & tßdcXXoviag (Mk 
1: 16) 
96 Hapax legomenon in the New Testament. (Six occurrences in the LXX). 
97 Hapax legomenon in Mt, while Mark uses it twice: Mk 7: 26 (in the context of the debate with the 
Syrophoenician woman) and Mk 9: 29. Kretzer, Herrschaft, 149 considers it redactional, because it 
points to the universality of the final judgement. This fits Kretzer's thesis of the universally oriented 
understanding of the `kingdom' in Matthew. 
98 Hapax legomenon in the New Testament. It is used 38 times in the LXX, of these, seven times with 
reference to the Exodus (God brought Israel out of Egypt. ) 
99 Hapax legomenon in the New Testament. (It is found six times in the LXX, never in connection with 
fish. ) 
`0 Luke uses E7rtßtpd6 co in 10: 34 and 19: 35. 
101 Thus partly Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2,357. 
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fish. 102 Further, the use of a1S? cycD for the gathering of the good fish, as opposed to the 
regular avvccyco as the metaphor of God's act of salvation, is unusual. 103 This feature 
could be explained through its use in the previous sentence however, which parallels the 
gathering of all nations in Mt 25: 3 1. Possibly the imagery of the gathering of "all kinds of 
fish" is an allusion to Is 66: 5, where the eschatological pilgrimage of the nations to 
Jerusalem is expressed in a similar way: "all the riches of the sea shall turn104 to you. " 
There are several indications of Matthean redaction and adaptation of the parable. 
The combination of icc .ö and aanp6S is Matthean, as is co gß6.,. Xw, 
'os novrlpoS and 
gLaoc. 106 Further, the whole of the interpretation can be considered redactional, and 
corresponds in general to the interpretation of the parable of the tares. 
In the context of the gospel, the parable of the dragnet recalls the calling of the 
disciples to become fishers of men. This is also the task of the angels in the parable. Like 
the angels of the parable of the tares, they separate the good from the bad. Unlike the 
parable of the tares, there is no explanation why the bad are bad, and the good are good. 
Due to the unevenness, the allegorisation of the parable does not go as far as the parable 
of the tares or the parable of the sower. In the thematic development in Matthew 13, the 
parable goes another step beyond the parable of the tares, and picks up its idea of end- 
time separation according to good and bad. As such, the parable of the tares functions as 
a bridge between the parable of the sower and the parable of the dragnet. The parable of 
the dragnet refers only to the angels and the future judgement. Significant in the 
connection of the Christological emphasis of Mt 11-13, is the gathering of all kinds of 
fish, prefiguring the gathering of all the nations in Mt 25: 31ff (and Isaiah 60: 5? ). 
Although the parable does not include a figure representing the messiah as judge, the 
Christology is clear through the sending out of the angels of the previous parable of the 
tares. The angels represent the messiah and judge with him. The hope for the nations, 
which the Lpxbµevoc Christology symbolised, becomes clear in the parable. The fish are 
not judged according to kind (ygvo; ) but according to their actions. The use of icaX6; 
and aanp6s recalls the trees with good and bad fruit in Mt 12. The criteria of judgement 
are made on ethical and moral standards, according to the will of God 
To summarise: Matthew employs a traditional parable describing the hope of the 
gathering of all nations to Jerusalem, much in the line of Is 60. In Isaiah 60 the nations 
come to see the light and obey the people of God (v 3), but those who fail to bow down 
102 They are thrown out. From the point of view of the fish, these would suffer the better fate, assuming 
`out' means back into the sea. Cf. Luz, Evangelium, 360. 
103 It is used for the collection of the tares in Mt 13: 29,30, perhaps, again, as a keyword connection to 
the pre-formulated parable of the dragnet. 
&X) co. 104 The Septuagint uses the verb µew. 
105 Mt 18: 8 and 9 is dependent on Mk 9: 47,48. Matthew also uses the expression in Mt 5: 13, for salt 
which is no longer usable (ßdX?. co ttco). 
106 Mt 10: 16 (Q), 13: 25; 14: 6; 18: 2 (=Mk); 25: 6; 25: 6. 
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to Jerusalem will be destroyed (v 12). In Matthew's adaptation of the parable, the fish 
are judged according to their nature: whether they are good or bad. Again Q tradition is 
used as a norm for the interpretation of the parable. The future hope of salvation includes 
also a continuation of the critique of existing piety. It is here not a question of salvation 
historical perspective of the church replacing Israel as the new people of God. Rather for 
both, the message of John is still relevant: faith in Jesus as the coming one will be evident 
in the life of the believer. At the end of the age, this is the criterion of separation. 
The Parables of the Tares and of the Fishnet in the Context of Matthew 13 
The parables of the tares and of the dragnet have often been read on the basis of 
the dual level of the Matthean narrative, and thus a strong ecclesiological concern has 
been ascribed to them. The possibility of the parallel existence of both "the sons of evil" 
and the "sons of the kingdom" in the church is sought, explained and solved in the 
parables. 107 But the parables are also meaningful on the narrative level. The structure of 
Mt 13 shows that the b epx6gevo; related motif of separation dominates the second half 
of the chapter, whereby the chapter shows a development from concern with the present 
to concern with the future aspects of the b Epx6jevor, Christology. 
The parables of the tares and of the dragnet are parallels to the parable of the 
sower (which will be analysed under the obduracy motif). The three parables raise the 
two main themes which were found in Mt 11: 2-6: the identity of Jesus as the coming 
one, and the call to hear and understand. On the level of the bpx6gevo; motif, the three 
parables follow a successive explanation of the coming. The emphasis is on the presence 
of the kingdom in the first parable, where the word of the kingdom is sown and an 
appropriate response is required. In the second parable, the Kingdom is both present 
(indicated by the use of the aorist d)gou *i1)'" and future (tv xatpw tioü Oeplagoi kA. 
The third parable, the parable of the dragnet, emphasises the description of the 
consummation of judgement at the end of the age and therefore links the kingdom to the 
future. Although in the latter parable there, is no mention of the Son of Man as judge, the 
parallels between its interpretation and the interpretation of the parable of the tares, as 
well as the near proximity of the parables to each other, indicate that they are to be read 
together. The angels therefore are the same as those in v. 41, sent by the Son of Man. 
The two parables have no parallels in the canonical synoptic tradition, but are found in 
different forms in the gospel of Thomas. 
107 The double level of the narrative is viewed in differing ways. Cf. e. g. Gerhard Barth, 
"Gesetzesverständnis", 55-56; Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2,325; Luz, "Taumellolch", 158. Both understand 
the issue to be a warning to the Matthean community itself. See also David C. Sim, Apocalyptic 
Eschatology in the Gospel of Matthew (1992), 210, who holds the parables to be concerned with the 
universal church rather than the Matthean community in particular; or Kingsbury, Parables, 74, who 
sees the issue to be the relation of the Matthean community to Pharisaic Judaism. Robert H. Smith, 
"Matthew's Message for Insiders" (1992), 231, holds that as uniquely Matthean parables, these are 
direct statements to the "post-Easter community". 
"'The kingdom of heaven has become like... '. Cf. above p. 109 (and f. n. 66). 
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The parables of the sower, of the tares, and of the dragnet, although they differ in 
length, have in common that they appear in Matthew 13 with an interpretation. This, as 
well as the progressive development of thought which they represent, shows that they are 
central parables in the discourse of Mt 13. Their occurrence also provides a structure for 
the chapter. The discourse can be divided into two parts. The first part consists of the 
parable of the sower, its interpretation and the fulfilment citation which separates 
them. 109 The second part is built around the double occurrence of a set of three parables, 
separated by the second fulfilment citation and the interpretation of the parable of the 
tares. The parables of the tares, of the mustard seed, and of the leaven are joined by a 
redactional phrase ä? Xrlv napaßoXhv na#911KEV/'Xdck. llacV ainoIS (X&ycnv). The three 
times lead up to the fulfilment citation in v 35. The same device is used in the three 
parables following the interpretation of the parable of the tares (the parables of the 
treasure, of the pearl and of the dragnet) bgota >ratiw, ... nd)Lw bµoia ka ttv, ... mixte 
bµoia hates. The double set of double parables likewise correspond to each other in 
theme, and concern the greatness or the hiddenness of the Kingdom. "o The structure 
which apparently frames the interpretation of the tares is therefore chiastic: "` 
a) parable of separation (tares w 24-30) 
b)greatness/hiddenness of the kingdom (w 31-32) 
c)greatness of the kingdom (w 33-34)112 
d) fulfilment citation and interpretation (w 35-43) 
c')greatness of the kingdom (w 44) 
b')greatness of the kingdom (w 45-46) 
a') parable of separation (w 47-50) 
1I Many attempts have been made at structuring the chapter. For a review see Michael Krämer, 'Die 
Gleichnisreden in den Synoptischen Evangelien (1993), 33-44. The two fulfilment citations and the 
interpretation of the three parables in question make the Structure complicated. George M. Soares- 
Prbbhu, Formula Quotations, 32 fn. 180, shows a chiastic beginning and end structure of vv 1-3 and 34- 
36; and hence, seeing the entering into the house forms the beginning of the second part of the chapter 
(v. 36). Cf. Gerhardsson, "Seven Parables". Krämer, Gleichnisrede, 44-48, holds the evidence of 
different possible structures to point to the growth of the chapter in Matthew from a concern with the 
obduracy of Israel to a concern and polemic against antinomians. 
"'Also here there is development in the approach to the theme, as in the three interpreted parables in 
the chapter. The first double parable (b, c) is concerned with the nature of the Kingdom: it is small but 
becomes great; whereas the second double parable (b', c') is concerned with the human response in 
finding the hidden kingdom. 
"' B. B. Scott, Hear Then the Parable (1989), 347 similarly sees a relationship between the three 
parables and the structure of the chapter, understanding the sower, the tares and the dragnet to be 
"organising parables" dealing with the theme of separation. 
112 Thus the form äXXrly irapaßoX, t v has no other function than to introduce "another parable". A. 
Kretzer, Herrschaft, 127, holds the formulation to be a sign of the unity of the three parables in Mt 
13: 24-34, dealing with the fate of the word of the Basileia. Although on a general level, the parables can 
be said to have the Basileia theme in common, they do not stand out as a thematic unit over against the 
other parables in the chapter, nor is there an inner unity between the parable of the tares and the 
following two parables beyond that the of the Basileia. They illustrate different points. It is incorrect 
therefore to ascribe a meaning to the introduction beyond a mere narrative device of connecting related 
material. 
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The different parables as they appear in Matthew 13 share with Is 60 a number of 
similar images. The gathering of the riches of the sea (Is 60: 5) has already been pointed 
to as an image similar to that of the parable of the dragnet. Further, in Isaiah 60: 1-2 
Jerusalem is said to shine because the light of the Lord has come upon her. Similarly, the 
righteous are said to shine in the kingdom of their father in Mt 13: 43. The parable of the 
leaven and the parable of the mustard seed in the Matthean version contrast the initial 
smallness of both with their subsequent greatness. Likewise Is 60: 22, speaks of the least 
becoming great. Is 60: 21 speaks of the people of God as being righteous and the shoot 
of God's planting. The interpretation of the parable of the tares speaks of the righteous, 
and the central imagery of the parables in the first part of the chapter is the growing of 
the seed. Apart from the similarity in images there is neither overlapping vocabulary nor 
use of language which suggests or gives evidence of a conscious allusion to Is 60. 
If the eschatological hope of the pilgrimage of the nations to Israel in Is 60 
underlies Matthew 13, the Matthean parables chapter has become an interpretation of 
Jesus tradition in light of Scripture. The inclusion of the gentiles into the people of God 
continues the emphasis of the b hpx6. evo; Christology expressed in Mt 11 and 12. The 
coming one as the hope of the nations (Gen 49: 10LXX and Is 42: 4LXX) has been 
actualised and belongs to the present. The coming separation includes all different kinds 
of nations, but only the righteous make up the real people of God. Their righteousness 
will be visible in their actions. 
Matthew has in the parables of the tares and the dragnet created new tradition 
from the existing synoptic sources. In the process, the imagery of John's announcement 
in Mt 3 (Q) has been normative in the rereading of traditional parables. This tradition has 
already been placed in the context of Scripture. Matthew therefore, preserves both 
Scripture and Jesus tradition as normative in the two parables. On the one hand the 
sources function normatively in deciding content and form of the Matthean creation. On 
the other hand they function normatively in continuing the prophetic proclamation of the 
expectation of God's salvation, and in continuing the critique of present piety. The 
sentence which concludes the interpretation of the parable of the tares, "Whoever has 
ears, hear", makes this clear. 
4.2.3. Conclusion 
In the adaptation of and composition of material in Mt 11-13, Matthew continues 
the Christological theme which initiated the section through the Q pericope in Mt 11: 2-6. 
Jesus is seen as the promised coming one both on the level of Scripture, as well as on the 
level of contemporary prophecy (John the Baptist). The Matthean redaction of Jesus 
tradition can be seen to continue both scriptural themes, as well as themes initiated by the 
Jesus tradition itself. Thereby Matthew uses Jesus tradition to interpret and develop 
Jesus tradition. This is done on two levels: on the level of language and vocabulary, as 
well as on the level of theological concepts. 
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Thus, the Jesus tradition, which Matthew emphasises in the redactional activity, 
the Baptist's speech with vision of judgement and emphasis on action as a criterion for 
its fulfilment, and the Christological statement from the Baptism of Jesus with the voice 
from heaven, can be said to form an authoritative frame of reference by which the 
subsequent tradition is measured and interpreted. The language of the tradition itself 
functions as authoritative in the formulation of interpretative additions to the tradition. 
The imitation of the language of the written Jesus tradition is similar to Matthew's 
imitation or reuse of Biblical language in the gospel narrative. 113 In Matthew, therefore, 
redactional activity can be found to imitate scriptural language, as well as the language of 
Mark and Q. In both cases, Matthew imitates the language of tradition. The result is not 
simply continuity on the literary level, but also that the language in itself authorises the 
new, specifically Matthean additions to the material. 
Matthew appeals to the kerygmatic and prophetic-critical aspects of the synoptic 
sources in the development of the Christological theme in Matthew 11-13, In the 
Beelzeboul controversy as well as in the parables the proclamation of the presence of the 
kingdom of heaven in Jesus' ministry is central, as well as the proclamation of future 
salvation for the righteous. Although Matthew alters his sources, the aspects of salvation 
and of exhortation found in the sources are continued and emphasised. Hence, the 
synoptic sources can be said to be authoritative for Matthew in the rhetorical function of 
the development of the narrative theology of the gospel. They also function 
authoritatively in the pragmatic sense, providing guidelines for how to remain within the 
elect people of God: by avoiding unlawfulness and "bearing fruit". It is only in the 
extension of Scripture, however, that Matthew's sources may be said to have 
constitutive function, telling the story of the "election" of the people of God. The 
opening up of the boundaries of the righteous to include people of "all kinds", not only 
includes the gentiles, but also the tax collectors and sinners. 
4.3. THE b kpx6xcvoc THEME IN MT 11-13 AND THE NORMATIVITY OF 
TRADITION 
In the analysis of the b tpx6tcvos theme in Matthew I 1-13 it has been shown that 
in the adaptation of sources to the Matthean narrative, Matthew employs Scripture and 
synoptic sources in much the same way. 
First, it was demonstrated that in the same way as scriptural citations were used 
to interpret passages from Scripture, it was found that passages of synoptic traditions 
was used to interpret passages of tradition. In the case of Scripture this took the form of 
either forming new citations of several biblical passages, as in Mt 12: 17-21, or in the 
connecting of several passages into one family of scriptural citations concerning b 
13 Cf. Luz, Evangelium vol 1,32. The same tendency is evident in the Qumran writings. Cf. Michael 
Fishbane, "Use", 356-57. 
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tpX6pevoc. In the case of the synoptic sources, it took the form of harmonising different 
passages with similar themes, or in reading one tradition in light of another, thereby 
changing the focus of the first passage. 
Second, it has been shown that Scripture and tradition were normative for 
Matthew in providing a language of revelation. In the imitation of Scripture, language, 
image and forms of Scripture have been adapted by the Matthean redactor in the creation 
of the narrative. Likewise, in the creation of the Beelzeboul controversy and the parable 
of the tares, Matthew utilised the language and form of the sources in a tradition- 
imitating sense, forming new tradition. 
Third, Scripture and tradition were found to be authoritative in that it expresses 
the hope for future salvation and provides paradigmatic imagery for that event. Here, 
however, Jesus tradition functions authoritatively in extension of Scripture, being in itself 
an actualisation and interpretation of Scripture. 
Fourth, Scripture and tradition are both normative in their prophetic predictive 
capacity. Again Jesus tradition functions in extension of Scripture, so that it is only in 
conformity to Scripture that Jesus tradition can speak with authority of the future of b 
LPXb VOS. 
There are however also major differences in the understanding of the traditions as 
normative. While in the context of the b epx6gevo; motif complex the scriptural passages 
are mainly kerygmatic, and the Christological concern of Jesus tradition continues this 
proclamation, the Jesus tradition alone includes material which gives it a practical 
normativity. Through the emphasis on righteousness, on understanding, and on bearing 
fruit, the Jesus tradition in the material that was analysed provided a code by which 
belonging to the chosen community is measured. The code is nevertheless only to be 
understood as an intra-mural critique, a self assessment, rather than the means by which 
groups are excluded or included. Moreover, this normative teaching can only take place 
in Jesus tradition as a continuity of scriptural tradition. The critique is therefore patterned 
on prophetic critique of the past. It is clear therefore, that in the material analysed under 
the b tpx6µevoc motif complex, continuity with Scripture is fundamental. Scripture still 
remains the place in which the story of election is narrated. 
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CHAPTER 5. 
THE nkciov/µcitov MOTIF IN MATTHEW 11-13 
The analysis of the use and normativity of sources in the development of the b epx6µsvoc 
Christology in Matthew 11-13 revealed that Matthew employs the same techniques in the 
interpretation of both Scripture and synoptic tradition. The Christological or messianic 
content of the LpX6gEvoc complex was drawn from Scripture, placing the words and 
deeds of Jesus in light of messianic expectations of mainly prophetic literature. Thus both 
Jesus tradition and Scripture functioned normatively in their kerygmatic capacity: 
proclaiming God's will for the salvation of God's people. It was also demonstrated that 
whereas Scripture remained normative in its function as proclamation and as a critical 
voice, Jesus tradition added to these two functions the practical norms for living in 
accordance with the will of God. This normative capacity, however, could only be 
assumed on the basis of the correspondence of the synoptic tradition with the kerygmatic 
aspects of Scripture. 
In this section, another Christological theme which is central to Matthew 11-13 
will be analysed. Again it becomes apparent that Scripture remains normative mainly in 
its prophetic function of proclamation and critique of existing piety. It also provides the 
paradigm for the appearance of the Christ. Synoptic tradition again becomes normative in 
providing an ethical standard for the people of God. Also here, however, this takes place 
in extension of, and agreement with, Scripture. Moreover, the figure of Jesus, as 
presented in the Jesus tradition, becomes a new paradigm for the expectation of the 
messianic age. Also this is in extension of Scripture, as interpreted by Matthew. 
The second theological aspect which Matthew takes over from Q and develops in 
chs 11-13 can be named the "more-than" theme, a term adopted from R. Kieffer. ' 
Kieffer points to the Christolbgical significance of the Q material which defines the 
present reality of Jesus' preaching in the comparative as nWtov (Q 11: 16,29-32//Mt 
12: 38-42). In Q, the point of comparison is between the present reality of Jesus' ministry 
and the past prophetic message of Jonah or the wisdom of Solomon. The main issue of 
the pericope, however, is the failure of i1 yeveä ai'nq to respond adequately to that 
reality. By placing the Q material in the context of Mt 11-13 which is introduced in 
John's question "are you the one who is to come, " Matthew relates it to the b 1epx6xcvos 
complex, and simultaneously expands and develops the Christological emphasis of the 
sources. This is done in relating the person and ministry of Jesus to passages of 
Scripture. In the extension of the scriptural use in defining the reality which Jesus 
embodies as lc?. eiov, Matthew also uses the greater than/more than language of Q to 
1 Rene Kieffer. "Mer An Kristologin hos Synoptikerna" (1979). 
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define small as great in the kingdom of God. Here Jesus becomes the paradigm for the 
nature of the kingdom. 
The rXciov Christology in Matthew is to be understood from the post-Easter 
perspective in which Matthew was written, in light of the exaltation of the risen Christ 
and the expectation of the second coming. As in the b epxbµevoq-complex, the already 
but not yet of Christology is the underlying theme. The more than/greater than 
Christology emphasises the proleptic presence of the age to come in Jesus' ministry. It 
also moves beyond that, however, to express the extent and significance of the kingdom 
as it is present in Jesus. 
This chapter will demonstrate the use and normativity of Scripture and Jesus 
tradition in two successive parts. First the authoritative function of Scripture in defining 
Matthew's greater than-Christology will be analysed (5.1. ), and second, Matthew's 
interpretation of the iXeiövlget ov motif of the synoptic sources (5.2. ) will be presented. 
5.1. THE AUTHORITATIVE USE OF SCRIPTURE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
THE likELOVIjte UOV MOTIF 
Matthew 11-12 depicts Jesus as more than Elijah, and more than the Temple. In 
inaugurating the kingdom of heaven, Jesus is described in terms similar to that of God's 
Wisdom as God's presence in the world. One can say that the passages continue the 
Immanuel Christology of Mt 1: 23. Matthew appeals to the predictive, kerygmatic and 
law-upholding aspects of prophecy to describe Jesus as the presence of God. Thereby 
these aspects of the passages in question are considered normative. Scripture is 
normative in providing the imagery which Matthew uses to express the significance and 
extent of Jesus' ministry. It is also authoritative in providing the ethical norm for the 
followers of Jesus. 
Due to the nature of the theme as a comparative Christology, the passages which 
relate to it mostly include allusions or references to Scripture or persons in Scripture 
(Jonah and Solomon in Mt 12: 38-42). Not all of these allusions can be dealt with in the 
present context. Because the "sign of Jonah" passage has received different emphasis 
through the Matthean addition of Jonah 2: 1, the passage will be analysed below under 
the theme of obduracy, revelation and concealment (Ch 6). In the present analysis three 
Matthean expansions of the na. eiov/µeiýov motif will be the subject of interest. First, 
Matthew's adaptation of Q in Mt 11: 10. Second, the use of special Matthean material in 
Mt 11: 28-30 with allusions to texts from Jeremiah and Isaiah, which, third, must be read 
in connection with the Markan material 12: 1-14 and the quotation of Hos 6: 6 in 12: 7. In 
all instances, Matthew's citations and allusions also make use of the scriptural context 
from which the citations are drawn. 
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5.1.1. More than Elijah, the Eschatological Prophet - Mt 11: 10,14 
In Matthew 11, Matthew not only preserves Q tradition in reproducing a mixed citation 
from Mal 3: 1 and Ex 23: 20, but also clarifies the meaning of the -citation by explicitly 
making a reference to Elijah in Mt 11: 14, thereby alluding to Mal 3: 24. The citation 
refers to the ministry and person of John the Baptist, in relation to the Kingdom of God. 
The saying is nevertheless one of Christological significance because it indirectly speaks 
of the identity of Jesus. Matthew here appeals to the predictive and typological aspects 
of Scripture, in describing the role of John and Jesus respectively. Hence, Scripture is 
authoritative in providing a norm by which to recognise the signs of the coming of the 
kingdom. It is also authoritative in providing the "type" of the eschatological prophet, 
through which the ministry of John receives its significance. Although Matthew's use of 
the citation from Mal 3: 1 is completely dependent on Q, the theological argument of 
Matthew shows an independent and conscious adaptation of the passage. This will be 
demonstrated by examining the form of the citation in Q and Q's use of the passage, 
Matthean redaction of Q, and Matthew's theological argument in subsequent steps. 
The Textform of Mal 3: 1//Ex 23: 20 in Q 7: 27 and Q's use of the Citation 
The source of Matthew 11: 10 is Q. The citation combines Malachi 3: 1 with Ex 
23: 20. The majority of the citation stems from Mal 3: 1, while the use of the second 
person singular, and the phrase npö npoacnnou aov, inserted after 'zöv dyyeX6v µou, is 
from Ex 23: 20. 
Q 7: 27 
oinbS eauy rcpt oü ytypantiat, 'ISoü &noatVý71. co ti6v äyye)L6v µov irpö 
7tpoawnov aou, 8; ua'taauevdcaet tihv 666v aov IµnpocOev aov. 
Ex 23: 20 Ex 23: 20 
1']v7 lýt5fý i17ß' nx 13 i Kai 18016 46 &noazUka) toy &yyc? bv 
µ0u 2rpö npoacbnou aou Iva 4u? ä, n ae tv 
: '1177 1Zfx tp 6&w BnwS eiaayäyn ae el; chjv yi v rev 
i aaä aot 
Mal 3: 1 
ngnma -13ý5 1-viýr-i3ýa »5n n5v 
nnK--i 
Mal 3: 1 
t6oü [eych]2 týanoatW c6v äyyeabv 
pov uai bEtpUWEtiat 636v npb npoacürnov 
p ov uai gai4 vq; i get Eis, cöv vaöv 
tavtioü uüptoS 6v 1 LEig ýruitc icai 6 
&yyeXoS tflS StaOtpcrjS 8v vtcis O . Xetc 13oü Ipxetiat Xt'yct uüpLOS nav'toxptho)p 
Two aspects of the Malachi quotation speak for its great age in the context of the 
Jesus tradition. 3 First, the rendering of Mal 3 is in non-Septuagintal Greek. " Second, the 
2 Sinaiticus, Alexandrinus et al. add kyth here, perhaps influenced by Ex 23: 20. 
3 August Strobel, Untersuchungen, 271, on the basis of the possibility that John consciously placed 
himself in the Elijah tradition, and James B. DeYoung, "The Function of Mal 3: 1 in Matthew 11: 10" 
(1994), 66, on the basis of the unusual introductory formula, hold the quotation to be a genuine saying of 
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quotation has a parallel in Mark 1: 2 where it occurs in combination with Is 40: 3 in the 
context of John the Baptist's ministry. ' 
The citation in Q is not dependent on any known Greek translation of the 
passage. It agrees with Symmachus (&itoaiccth (o) and Theodotion (htiotµ o) in 
translating the piel of , W, whereas the Septuagint translates the verb as if it were qal. 
The text also translates the second 111.195 of the citation (missing in Mark) as tgnpoaOLv 
aou independently from the Septuagint. The construction is adapted from Malachi but 
the second person singular is introduced in correspondence with the previous insertion 
from Ex 23: 20. 
The incentive to the association of the passage with Ex 23: 20 in Q and with Is 
40: 3 in Mark may have been given by the allusive nature of the Malachi text itself. 6 The 
quotation probably circulated independently as an interpretation of the significance of 
John's ministry, and added to the present Q context as an explication of Q 7: 27.7 
Q 7: 23-35 is a continuation of the question of John the Baptist concerning Jesus 
in Q 7: 18-22. Jesus, in addressing the crowds, explains the significance of John the 
Baptist so as further to give evidence that he in fact is the coming one. The witness 
concerning John includes several significant comparatives: John is greater (nepta66tiepov) 
than a prophet (Q 7: 26//Mt 11: 9), and no human is more (p. ct cov) than him, yet who is 
smaller (ILKp6tcpoc) in the Kingdom of heaven is greater (µsii wv) than John (Q 
7: 28//Mt 11: 11). 8 It is in the context of the first of these comparatives that Q includes 
the mixed quotation drawing on Mal 3: 1 and Ex 23: 20. It is preceded by a fulfilment 
sentence unlike any other in the synoptics, applying the prophecy to John. 
The significance of the identification of John with Elijah in Q has been debated. 
The parable of the children in the marketplace (vv 31-34) which concludes Jesus' speech 
concerning John in Q 7, gives an impression of Jesus and John as two parallel prophets 
whose ministries as children of God's Wisdom complement each other. In the parable, 
John's asceticism and Jesus' association with sinners and taxcollectors may be perceived 
as prophetic acts illustrating the need for repentance and God's eschatological feast. 
Jesus. Cf. also Joachim Jeremias, HktaS, (1964) 936-937; Dieter Liihrmann, Redaktion, 27; Siegfried 
Schulz, Q, 233. Assuming that the Markan usage of the passage at the beginning of the gospel is not a 
later adaptation of the Q tradition, this is, however, unlikely. Here, the quotation occurs in the voice of 
the narrator, with a similar introductory formula. 
Cf. Krister Stendahl, School, 51; Ernst Lohmeyer, Markus, I1 n3. 
3 Mark 1: 2: KaOchS ybypattat ev ý 'Haaia tick ýrpo4Tjtp, 150-b &noatCXXuo tiöv äyycXbv 
µov irpd lrpoacblcou aov, 6; icaiaaxei)&aet tv . 86v aov: 
6 Cf. David L. Petersen, Zechariah 9-14 and Malachi (1995), 209-2 10. 
' Cf. Francois Bovon, Lukas, vol 1,371; Michael Tilly, Johannes der Taufer und die Biographie der 
Propheten (1994), 89. 
8 The latter comparison will be discussed further below, pt. 5.2. in the analysis of Matthew's employment 
of the synoptic sources material. 
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Some scholars have postulated a history of tradition as the background for Q 7: 
24-28, where Q 7: 31-35 preserves pre-Christian material in which John and Jesus were 
seen as equal carriers of salvation, envoys of wisdom, not unlike the double messiah 
expectations of Qumran literature. 9 Q 7: 24-28 would then subsequently have been added 
in as a result of adapting tradition to Christian faith, designating John as the forerunner of 
Jesus. 1° The text of Mal 3: 1 is ambiguous, and allows for an interpretation where the 
messenger of Mal 3: 1a is a forerunner of the messenger of the covenant in Mal 3: 1 b. ' 1 
At the beginning of Q, Is 40: 3 is cited with reference to John's ministry. The citation was 
associated with the coming of the day of the Lord, and no specific messianic expectation 
was attached to it. Apparently then, Mal 3: 1 is here cited to identify John with an 
eschatological prophet, "preparing the way of the Lord". Q does not explicitly identify 
John with Elijah, but in light of the earlier use of Is 40: 3, this may be inferred in the 
citation of Mal 3: 1. In that case, the identification of Jesus with the Lord or the day of 
the Lord is already implicit in the Q text. In Matthew's redaction of Q, this identification 
is made explicit through identifying John with Elijah. 
Matthew's Redaction and Adaptation of Mal 3: 1(Ex 23: 20) 
Matthew's redaction of Q in connection with the citation of Mal 3: 1 reflects a 
conscious interpretation of the Q passage in light of Scripture. Matthew achieves this by 
adding hycü in the first clause of the citation ('ISov Ey(il äuoatio tidv äyycXbv gou), 
thereby strengthening the parallel to Ex 23: 20.12 In contrast to Mal 3: 1, Ex 23: 20 
includes the personal pronoun before the verb ('i ' C1 : 'm ian). Further the allusion 
to Elijah is made explicit in Mt 11: 14, where Matthew clearly identifies John with Elijah. 
In the context, it is clear that Matthew is familiar with the interpretation of Mal 3: 1 found 
in Mal 3: 22-23(4: 5) (t6oü ieyuh &==Mw bµty HXtav). When Matthew identifies the 
messenger with Elijah as the eschatological prophet, he echoes the expectation uttered in 
Mark 9: 11.13 Also in Mark there is no mention of Elijah as the forerunner of the 
Messiah, only as a prerequisite for the resurrection. It can be said therefore, that 
9 Cf. Otto Böcher, "Johannes der Täufer" THE 17 (1988), 178. 
10 Cf. Gösta Lindeskog, "Johannes der Täufer" (1993), 56 
Cf. Petersen, Zechariah 9-14 and Malachi, 209. 
12 So also Bovon, Lukas, vol 1,371. Cf. Donald A Hagner, Matthew 1-13,305, and Davies and Allison, 
Saint Matthew, vol. 2,249. 
"Mark 9: 11 (xai %7CrVp(buov abtöv X9yovteS, Ott Xtyotxty dt ypag9cmdS ötit' H) tav 6c1 
'gAOeiv itp&vov) The gUX(uv is in Matthew analogous to &i as it is used in Mark. Cf. Wolfgang 
Schenk, Sprache, 166-167. Although there is no explicit citation in Mark, Alfred Suhl, Die Funktion 
Alttestamentlicher Zitate und Anspielungen im Markusevangelium (1965), 44,133ff, holds that there is 
an allusion here to Mal 3: 23. So also M. D. Goulder, "Midrash", 356; Walter Wink, John the Baptist in 
the Gospel Tradition (1966), 15-17 and Alexander Sand, Evangelium 244. Differently J. L. Wending, "A 
Comparison of the Elijah Motifs in the Gospel of Matthew and Mark" (1982). In Q, this identification 
has not been made explicitly. It is possible that Q may have reserved the role of Elijah for Jesus as 
suggested by Bovon, Lukas, vol. 1,377, depending on how Mal 3: 1 and 3: 24 was understood at the time. 
It is more likely however, that Matthew here only makes explicit what is implicit in Q. 
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Matthew expands the usage of the quotation found in Q by introducing an allusion to 
Mal 3: 22-23 (4: 3). The redactional addition of Matthew indicates that the combination of 
the two passages in question may be of specific importance to the evangelist. In 
Matthew's interpretation, John's function in filling the role of the eschatological prophet 
Elijah, is to prepare the people for the coming of the Lord. 
The combination of the Ex 23: 20 and Mal 3: 1 is found also in rabbinic 
tradition. 14 The lectionary of the synagogue, with Mal 3: 1 as the haflarah to Ex 23: 20, 
has been suggested as the source of the mixed citation in the synoptic tradition. 
" The 
Exodus passage has nevertheless been given little importance in the analysis of the use of 
the combined quotation in the gospel tradition. Since Malachi expects the coming of a 
messenger before the great and terrible day of the Lord, 
16 the main purpose of the 
combination, it has been argued, was to introduce a third person, the messiah, into the 
quotation. The combination of the passages provides for the change in the personal 
pronoun from first to second person singular. Accordingly it is thought the main concern 
of the introduction of the Malachi passage and the mention of Elijah in the gospel 
tradition, is to bring scriptural evidence for John the Baptist as a forerunner of the 
Messiah, the addressee of the text being the Messiah. " The change in the personal 
pronoun results in a reinterpretation of the Malachi passage, and the messenger becomes 
the forerunner of Christ rather than of God. 
'8 This reinterpretation may correspond to 
contemporaneous Jewish expectations that Elijah would return before the coming of the 
messiah, and the main concern of the scholarly treatment of the passage has been to 
identify and emphasise the figure of Elijah in Jewish tradition's eschatological 
expectations. 
19 The particular content of these expectations beyond that of John as Elijah 
14 Midrash Rabbah Exodus 32: 9 (ExR) Cf. P. Billerbeck and Hermann L. Strack, Kommentar (1922), 
597; Ulrich Luz, Evangelium, vol 2,176. 
13 Stendahl, School, 50, with reference to J. Mann, The Bible as Read and Preached in the Old 
Synagogue, (1940) 44. 
16 Although Mal 3: 23 is probably a later addition to the book, the interpretation of Mal 3: 1 indicates that 
the messenger is one who prepares the way for God. Cf. Petersen, Zechariah 9-14 and Malachi, 209- 
210; Horst Seebaß, "Ella" THE 9 (1982), 501; Günther Baumbach, "Messias, Messianische 
Bewegungen" (1992), 631-632. 
17 So Gerd Häfner, Vorläufer, 224. 
'S So e. g. Goulder, "Midrash", 355; Davies, and Allison, Saint Matthew, 250; Hagner, Matthew 1-13, 
305; Robert H. Gundry, Matthew, 208; Christopher M. Tuckett, Q, 133, et at. 
"Although the expectation of Elijah as a forerunner of the messiah exists, this notion appears late in 
Jewish apocalyptic midrashim (3rd century CE), and the eschatological role of Elijah as a precursor is 
not unified. Elijah was perhaps even more commonly expected as eschatological restorer, high-priest, 
and even messiah. Cf. Paul Billerbeck and Hermann L. Strack, "Prophet Elias" (1965), and Nico 
Oswald, "Elia", THE 9 (1982) 503. A previous consensus that the gospels here draw on widespread 
traditional expectations (cf. Jeremias, H?. taS, 936; Suhl, Funktion, 13411), understood to be documented 
by Mark 9: 11 (cf. Dale C. Allison, "Elijah must come first", 1984,256-258) has been replaced by a 
recognition that if the gospels are 
drawing on such a tradition, the evidence for its existence at the time 
of their writing is "meagre. 
" Cf. Davies, and Allison, Saint Matthew, vol 2,714; Morris M. Faierstein, 
"Why do the Scribes say that Elijah must come first" (1981), 86, and Joseph A. Fitzmyer, "More about 
Elijah coming first" 1985,295-6. J. A. T. Robinson, "Elijah" 269-71, followed by John H. Hughes, "John 
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being the messianic precursor, have seldom been the focus of research. Therefore, the 
significance of Matthew's redactional addition of bycü and the allusion to Mal 3: 23 in Mat 
11: 14 have not fully been appreciated. 20 
The combination of Ex 23: 20 and Mal 3: 1 has evidently occurred because of the 
similarity between the respective introductory phrases. Yet, the contexts, including the 
actual task of the two divine messengers, differ to such a degree that to conclude that the 
reading together of the two passages should serve simply to provide for a change in the 
personal pronoun in the Malachi passage does not seem to account adequately for this 
particular association of themes. 
21 Moreover, understanding the second person singular 
as addressing Jesus, in the context of a speech by Jesus addressed to the crowds, 
assumes an awkward and unnatural use of the language. Even the reference to both Ex 
23: 20 and Mal 3: 1 in Midrash Rabbah Exodus 32: 9 does not account for the mixed 
wording in the gospel tradition. First, there can be no mention of literal dependence 
between Q and ExR 32.22 Second, although the latter does correlate the two passages, 
they are not merged. 23A parallel may indeed be drawn from the much quoted rabbinic 
passage, but one based in Matthew's own allusion to Mal 3: 23, a text where the 
eschatological Elijah is depicted as figure of restoration. In the context of Matthew 11, 
this allusion is indicative of Matthew's interpretation and use of the Q quotation. In the 
citation, the actual identity of the one coming (God or Messiah) is not the real issue. The 
two may be said to be identical to Matthew, since in the work of the messiah, God is 
present. For Matthew, it is the function of John as Elijah which is important. 
More than simply designating John as an eschatological messenger or herald of 
the messiah, Matthew 11: 14 functions to develop the content of the Elijah prophecy in 
terms of an eschatological figure with a ministry which is described in contrast to the 
ministry of Jesus. This expansion of the application of the prophetic expectation explains 
the Baptist" (1972) 193n2,212, prefers to understand the expectation of Elijah as messianic, and the 
assigned role as a "precursor" a Christian development of the tradition. There is no doubt however, that 
the passage in Malachi to which Matthew refers in 11: 14 identifies Elijah as an eschatological figure, 
whose coming and purpose as a restorer 
is reproduced also in Sirach 48. 
20Davies, and Allison, Saint Matthew, vol 2,249, are an exception as they identify a typology here. 
Entering the promised land is a typos of entering the Kingdom. They do not, however, adequately 
explain the link between this type and the 
identification of John as Elijah. 
21 A fact which leads Hagner, Matthew 1-13,305 to assume the adaptation to Ex 23: 20 in Mt 11: 10 to be 
a later development: "The first line of the quotation 
is found verbatim in Ex 23: 20, but its context, 
... 
does not permit the present application of the words. " Gundry, Matthew (comment to 11: 10) solves the 
apparent clash by understanding Ex 23: 20 as the clue to the reinterpretation of the Malachi passage: 
Israel of Ex 23: 20 is a type for Jesus, the messiah, so that Mal 3: 1 and Ex 23.20 become "synonymous. " 
This interpretation is convincing, but does not consider the crowds which Jesus addresses in the second 
person. 
22 As with other rabbinic literature, the parallel 
between Matthew and Midrash Rabbah can show 
similarity of thought, 
but not provide evidence for a pre-Christian combination of passages. Cf. Häfner, 
Vorläufer, 225 fn. 2. 
23 Cf. Wilhelm Michaelis, b86S (1967), 70 n96. 
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the mixture of passages in Mat 11: 10. In Mal 3: 23 the ministry of Elijah, the forerunner 
of the day of Yahweh, is to turn the hearts of the sons to their fathers. 
24 To prepare the 
way of Yahweh includes preparing the way of the people by calling them to repentance 
(cf. also Mal 3: 7). This understanding of the passage corresponds with the occurrence of 
the passage in combination with Is 40: 3 in Mark. Also here, preparing the way of the 
Lord, involves preparing the way of the people . 
2' Hence, the allusion to Mal 3: 23 in 
itself allows for a change in the personal pronoun of Mal 3: 1. Jesus' speech is directed to 
the crowd, asking them why they went out into the desert if not to find a prophet, or 
even something more. The quotation recalls God's sending of a messenger who guided 
through the desert, as well as the promise of another messenger who will prepare for the 
coming of God. The eschatological messenger receives a role similar to, though not 
equivalent to the messenger of Ex 23. The previously referred to ExR 32 understands the 
role of God's messengers in a similar way. Referring to Gen 24: 7, Ex 23: 20, and Mal 3: 1, 
the task of divine messengers from the age of Abraham to the time of the coming of the 
Lord is described to be one of leading and sustaining, and the bringing salvation. 
The aoü in the present context in Matthew's application of the passage, is 
therefore not a reference to Jesus, as opposed to the µo3 of Yahweh, but refers to God's 
people represented by the crowd who listen to 
Jesus. 26 The ministry of the Baptist as the 
eschatological prophet Elijah involves a ministry to the people. The main concern of 
Matthew 11 is to show the relationship between the ministries of John and Jesus. In this 
context, the Malachi passage, like the parable of the children 
in the market place, and 
Matthew 3, describe the different natures of John and Jesus in order to point to Jesus as 
the expected messiah. The nature of the ministry of John as one of calling the people to 
reconciliation and repentance is a contrast to the ministry of 
Jesus which in the previous 
chapter has been described with words reminiscent of Micah 7: 6: 
i Oov yap StXdaai ävOpounov ua t& coB itatipds avtioü uai Ovyatitpa 
xatiäc cr; µqTp6; at'nf; Kai vüµýT1v uat TjS tevOepäs a{nfS, Kai 
t Opoi toB bcvOpcünou of oiutauoi ainoü. (Mt 10: 35-36) 
In chapter 10 Jesus' coming is said to divide a man against his father, a daughter 
against her mother. Micah 7: 6 reflects Jewish expectations of conflict and strife as events 
24 Ka1 18o eyth hnoaTLX?. cn v tiv HXtav c6v Oeapivrgv npiv LXOEiv ht pav xupiou Zhv 
µeydtXrly xai tnt4avT 
6; bcnoxaTaa rfPct uap6i. av 7raipäS np6; uldv Kai xap8iav 
&vgpwitou irpäS 'töv 3t0Lrp%v ai'rroü. Mal 3: 22-23 
25 Is 40: 3, Mal 3: 1, Is 57: 14 and 62: 10 are the only occurrences of I-ri r to in the Hebrew Bible. The 
last two involve the preparation of the way of the people. These may be of significance for the 
interpretation of Mat 11: 10, since they indicate that a preparation of the way of the people, removing 
obstacles from their entry 
into Jerusalem, does indeed have relation to preparing the way of the Lord. 
26b a. abS. Cf. Lohmeyer, Markus, 11, who also understands the second person singular in the mixed 
quotation in Mark as referring to the people. 
His comments concern Mk 1: 2, but are valid also with 
regard to the Matthean usage of the passage. 
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which mark the end of the age, the time before eschatological deliverance. 27 It stands 
here in continuation with the imagery of salvation and judgement as expressed in John's 
announcement of the coming one in Mt 3: 11. In Matthew this division takes place in the 
understanding of the presence of the kingdom in Jesus' ministry and in the doing of the 
will of the father (Mt 12: 46-50). In contrast, John the Baptist is identified as Elijah 
redivivus whose coming was connected with a ministry of reconciliation, returning the 
hearts of the sons to their fathers. Reconciliation here is similar in function to turning to 
God, in that those who turn are spared judgement. 28 
The identification of John with Elijah, serves to describe John's role in 
opposition, as fundamentally different in nature to that of Jesus. In a quite different way, 
this contrasting nature of the ministries of Jesus and John is expressed in the parable of 
the children in the market place, which follows Mt 11: 7-15. In Mt 11: 16-19 John's 
fasting is portrayed over against Jesus' gluttony. John's not eating and not drinking 
symbolises repentance, while Jesus' non-fasting points to the reality of the kingdom of 
God present in the ministry of Jesus. Drawing on the text of Micah and Malachi, the day 
of the Lord for which the messenger prepares is in Matthew depicted as a time of wrath 
and judgement, as much as it is a day of healing and restoration. 
29 Consequently, the 
revelation of John's identity with its implication for understanding the identity of Jesus is 
followed by a prophetic warning: "Let the one who has ears hear! " 
The two passages in Matthew 11: 10 and 11: 14 introduce scriptural tradition in 
order to point out the significance of John in relation to the ministry of Jesus and the 
pccaaeia. John can not be understood except in relation to Jesus and the kingdom 
come. 30 Adapting the text of Q Matthew displays Elijah redivivus in the role of the 
eschatological restoration figure as a type for John. In this way John is more than a 
prophet, neptaa6t¬pov npo4ilov, one who guides the people of God to the place which 
God has prepared for them. But simultaneously, identifying John as Elijah implicitly 
relates Jesus' identity to the coming of the day of the Lord. Already in Mt 11: 5, the 
presence of Jesus is identified with the presence of the Kingdom of God. The "more 
than" theme, which comes to expression in Matthew's employment of Ex 23: 20 and Mal 
3: 1 in describing John the Baptist, is thereby a continuation of the tpx6µevoc- theme. 
27 Cf. P. Grelot., "Michee 7.6" (1986). See also Davies, and Allison, Saint Matthew, vol 2,219-220 and 
Hagner, Matthew 1-13,292. 
29 Petersen, Zechariah 9-14 and Malachi, 231-234, sees in Malachi 3: 22-23 a social political expectation 
of the prophet, that the covenant people will not remain divided against itself or its ancestors, but rather 
remain in unity as the covenant community. 
29 Cf. Billerbeck, et al., Kommentar, 586. 
30 In Matthew, therefore, John the Baptist and Jesus are both eschatological figures: Their messages 
coincide (compare Mt 3: 10 with 
12: 34; 23: 33 and 7.19), they share the same fate, and their adversaries 
are the same. Cf. Wolfgang Trilling, 
"Die Täufertradition bei Matthäus" (1959), 283; Sand, Evangelium, 
244 
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To summarise: Matthew's redaction of Q consists of two steps. First, Matthew 
relates the mixed citation closer to Ex 23: 20. Second, Matthew alludes to Mal 3: 23 
through the identification of John with Elijah. This shows that Matthew interprets Q in 
light of Scripture and has an independent understanding of the passages in question. 
Hence Matthew's redaction of Q is simultaneously an adaptation of Scripture. In this 
adaptation, Matthew interprets John the Baptist and his ministry in terms of Biblical 
concepts. In correspondence with Ex 23: 20 John is one who leads the people of God. In 
calling to repentance, he fills the function of a divine messenger. Further, with respect to 
Mal 3: 1,23, this John is the eschatological prophet, Elijah, who reconciles the people 
with each other before the arrival of the day of the Lord. Here it does not matter whether 
John fulfils those explicit actions. More important is that John's message and baptism 
serve the same purpose as the expected ministry of Elijah: to reconcile people to God. 
Implicit in the statement of v 14, but already stated in the previous pericope, Jesus is the 
one who brings in the Kingdom of God. Hence Mt 11: 7-15 is a continuation of Mt 11: 2- 
6. The word of warning in Mt 11: 15: "Let him who has ears hear", is parallel in function 
to Mt 11: 6: "Happy the one who does not take offence at me. " 
Conclusion: Scripture as Normative in Mt 11: 10,14 
The application of Mal 3: 1,23 and Ex 23: 20 in Matthew 11 may be called 
typological exegesis. 31 John fulfils two "types". He is the prophet leading people in the 
wilderness, and he is the eschatological prophet, preparing people for the coming of the 
Lord. In the latter case, it is not Elijah the prophet as he is described in first or second 
Kings that John corresponds to. Neither is John expected to have the specific 
characteristics of Elijah displayed there. 
32His special prophetic abilities, but particularly 
his ascent to heaven (2 Kings 2: 16-18) nevertheless form the background for the 
expectation expressed in Mal 3: 23. In Jewish literature Elijah used as a figure filling a 
number of different eschatological functions. 
33 John is not understood as filling all these 
expectations. Rather, as expressed in Mal 3: 1 and 3: 23 John is the messenger who before 
the coming of God, prepares the way of the people back to God, by calling for 
repentance and reconciliation. Jesus, as the one who has come after John, and who is 
stronger than John (taxup6tcpos Mt 3: 11), is by implication the one who receives the 
right to judge. This judgement, in the Sitz im Leben of Matthew, is a future event in the 
hands of b hpX6µevOS. 
In the Elijah typology in Mt 11: 10,14, there is no notion of John superseding the 
type. "Elijah" in Malachi simply gives a name to a divine messenger envisioned by the 
" Cf. Michael Knowles, Jeremiah, 230-233. Knowles, however, fails to recognise the significance of the 
Elijah expectation as it relates to John and his ministry. 
32 Although, on a historical note, John's clothing and diet, may have led to an early identification of him 
with Elijah the prophet. 
Cf. Baumbach, "Messias", 632; Kocher, "Johannes", 172. 
33 Cf. Billerbeck, et al., "Prophet Elias". 
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prophet. 34 John is simply placed in the role of this divine messenger who is to come 
before the day of YHWH. 35 The combination of Mal 3: 1 with Ex 23: 20 brings in a 
second typology. The messenger who goes before the people in the wilderness, shows 
the way and leads to the promised land. John's call to repentance therefore, includes a 
notion of hope. This is also the case in the last chapter of Malachi. God promises 
destruction to the faithless, but salvation to those who return to God. 
In Mt 11: 10,14, Scripture is found to function authoritatively in three ways. It is 
normative in its predictive prophetic function: it foretells the events of the last days. 
Further, it is normative in its paradigmatic function. The pattern of the past is repeated in 
the present. Finally, it is authoritative in containing the norm for living as the people of 
God. In its prophetic predictive function, Scripture is not thought to contain the accurate 
account of the eschatological age. Rather the images and types, based again on previous 
experience of Israel, serve as base or types for the coming time. Therefore, normative 
Scripture is paradigmatic. As the combination of passages imply, Scripture contains a 
treasure of imagery and metaphors which express experience of Israel. In appealing to 
these metaphors and, experiences, the truth of the situation is expressed. The situation 
cannot, however, be reduced to the metaphors themselves. Thus John is not Elijah 
redivivus in the sense that the same Elijah who ascended to heaven has returned in John. 
Rather, John is like "Elijah" in his role as a prophet preaching repentance before the 
coming of the eschatological age. The appeal to Elijah in the context of John's ministry 
also draws on Scripture's normative function in its prophetic-critical sense. The 
eschatological prophet was associated with the work of reconciliation and the call to 
repentance. By associating John with Elijah, Matthew draws on Scripture in the appeal to 
the crowd in the narrative and the reader of the story to remain faithful to the torah. 
5.1.2. The "More than" of Jesus: The Presence of God's Wisdom in Mt 11: 28- 
30. 
Seemingly in stark contrast to the image of Jesus as one who brings division and 
strife, is the image of Jesus as the giver of rest in Mt 11: 28-30. The rest Jesus brings, 
however can be likened to the rest Israel experienced in the promised land, to which 
God's messenger led them. The parallels to Sirach 6 and 51 in Matthew 11: 28-30 has 
indicated the presence of a Wisdom Christology in Matthew. The context of Matthew I1 
supports this. However, in the saying, Matthew also alludes to the prophecies of Isaiah 
(55: 1-3) and Jeremiah (6: 16). An analysis of these in the saying of Mt 11: 28-30 will 
show how Matthew understands wisdom to be present in Jesus, and how Matthew 
34 Cf. Petersen, Zechariah 9-14 and Malachi, 230, for the correspondences between the Elijah narratives 
and the situation addressed by Malachi. 
33 ircptaa&tepov ipo4 iytou in Mt 11: 9 is therefore not with Knowles, Jeremiah, 230, to be understood 
as an indication that John surpasses the 
Biblical antecedent. Rather, the verse confirms that which is 
said by the mixed citation: John is a prophet. But not just any prophet: he is the eschatological prophet 
announcing the coming of the Kingdom of 
God. 
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employs Biblical language in the adaptation of material. In Matthew 11: 28-30, Matthew 
appeals to passages of Scripture to describe the presence of God in the ministry of Jesus, 
and to grant divine authority to the words and acts of Jesus. Scripture is in so far 
normative, as it contains a "theological" language. Matthew deliberately borrows this 
language, to indicate to the reader that in the words of Jesus, God or the Wisdom of 
God, speaks. Hence, Scripture is authoritative in containing a measure for the spoken 
word of the Messiah. For Matthew, Jesus' words and deeds are a repetition of God's 
word of salvation throughout the history of Israel. This means also, however, that 
Scripture is understood as normative in its sociological function of containing the history 
of God's election. Scripture in these passages is an identity factor, appealed to by the 
evangelist to proclaim the "gospel" of Jesus the Messiah. 
To demonstrate this function of Scripture, the place of Matthew 11: 28-30 in the 
context of Matthew 11-13 will be discussed. Then, the Matthean text will be analysed as 
an interpretation of Sirach 51, and subsequently as an interpretation of Is 55,28 and Jer 
6: 16. Finally, a conclusion will spell out the meaning of the Matthean text and how the 
language of Scripture indicates its authoritative function in Matthew. 
The Place of Mt 11: 28-30 in Mt 11-13 
One of the central texts for understanding the Christology of Matthew Mt 11: 25- 
30 is a constructed logion drawn from Q and M material. 36 In the passage the reciprocal 
and exclusive knowledge between the father and the son is asserted. The verses identify 
the uniqueness of Jesus' person in relation to God in such explicit terms that one can 
hardly speak of a theme like the markan "messianic secret" in the gospel of Matthew. 
Matthew 11: 25-30 continues two of the specific themes of Matthew 11-13, in each case 
by drawing on scriptural tradition. The Q saying (vv 25-27) takes up the theme of 
obduracy, revelation and hiddenness and will be analysed below (§ 6.1. ). In it, Matthew 
alludes to Is 29: 14, where God in the prophetic oracle threatens to take away the 
wisdom of the wise, and to hide understanding. The allusions to wisdom literature in the 
M logion (w 28-30) stand in contrast to, and are interpreted by, this logion. Matthew 
11: 28-30 does not explicitly include the theme of the nkitov motif directly. The logion is 
nevertheless relevant for the present examination. When Jesus speaks as God's Wisdom, 
then this points to the "greater than" of Jesus. The verses can be shown to relate to the 
succeeding pericopes of the Matthean narrative, the Sabbath controversies. The explicit 
quotation of Hos 6: 6 which Matthew has inserted into the tradition provided by Mark, 
serves as the interpretative key for these passages which interpret Jesus as more than the 
temple and Lord of the Sabbath. There is a relation between Jesus who gives "rest" in the 
present passage, and the Sabbath controversies which immediately follow. 
36 vv 25-27 is derived from Q, w 28-30 
from M. 
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Matthew 11: 25-30 holds a unique position in the gospel of Matthew, being 
preceded and succeeded by the transitional sentence 'Ev txetvw uý xai. pq37 The 
sentence unites it with the surrounding material but also sets it apart. 38 Assuming that 
there is a certain logic or natural flow of thought or themes in the composition of the 
gospel of Matthew, understanding the relation to the immediate context becomes 
important for the interpretation of the passage. 
The Interpretation of Sirach 6 and 51 in Matthew 11: 28-30 
The text of Matthew 11: 28-30 is placed in the transition between Mt 11 and Mt 
12. As such it relates both to the previous material in chapter 11 and introduces the 
themes which will be central in the beginning of chapter 12. As a conclusion to chapter 
11, it continues the wisdom-motif found in Mt 11: 16-19. In the passage, Matthew retains 
the reference to ti a64ta present in Q but changes cCov tiexvd v airs to tid v lpycuv 
abtf;. The deeds of Wisdom thus refer to, and are the same as, the works of the messiah 
of Matthew 11: 2. The wisdom motif is therefore given in the Q text, and interpreted by 
Matthew. This identification of Jesus with wisdom is continued in 11: 28-30, where the M 
logion picks up the language of the teacher of wisdom in Sirach. 
Sirach 6: 18-22 
ttuvov tic ve6tT t6s aov hitXekat iratSetav 
, cat Ews 1toktwv ebpi aet; ao4tav 
cb &potipuäv Kai b Qltetpwv Irp6ae, 10e a{nn 
scat bcväµeve toi-, bcyaOoi uapnovs aihtfiS 
tv yap tp tpyaatq a{htff S b2iyov KomäcezS 
uat taxi) 0 yeac t&v yevnj. t twv at g 
cbS tpaxeid katty a$6Spa %C t; 
uat obK bµµevei tv a{np bcxäp&tos 
6); 7XtOoS boictµaata; to upäS Latat kit athtý 
scat ob xpoviei bcitoppiyvat a{niiv 
aoota yap uatä to bvoµa atrsfiS tatty 
uai ob iroXXO kotty tavepd 
Sirach 51: 23-27 
L yyicare irpbt is b , tatSeutot 
scat alb-MaOiIte tv otxcu aatSetaS 
tt btt vatepciaOat X&yete tv to(nots 
uat at yivXai %µcvv Stynüat aoSpa 
ljvot a td atöµa pot uat OAXilaa 
xti aaaOe Latnol; äveu bcpyuptou 
thy spdXq2ov ü'pwv ivrbOese viril Cvybv 
uat tntSekäaOw i wt t'pcvv natSetav 
kYYO; eatty e'ipe-tv ain fiv 
IBM by $OaX toIS *uöv Stt 62iyov exoftaaa 
icai etpov Eµavtg3 iro.. A7 vc thratxrlv 
Matthew 11: 28-30 
Asine np6S µe tämS of xoicuBmS icat ne4opuagvot, 
udryc6 &vana{ aw äµäS. 
ö pate Tbv Cvy6v µov to' ßµäS uai µdcOete &n' L toi , 
bn npa% e Ott xai catetv6; tin uapSia, 
uat evptjaetiE äväctavaty tail iyruxaIS tµwv: 
b yap ; uy6S µov xprl'E6S uai 4op etov µov Ua. 4p6v 'catty. 
"Cf. Schenk, Sprache, 280. 
39 The transitional phrase is used only in 11: 25,12: 1 and 14: 1 in the gospel. The phrase may be regarded 
as a structural device, which separates units of material. As with the more famous Kai. 1rytvew ertc 
L-CL%Eacv b 'Itjooi .... (7: 28,11: 1 etc. ), however, it does not always introduce a new beginning. 
Certainly, the material following 14: 1 differs thematically from the previous material. In the case of 
11: 25 and 12: 1, the phrase actually functions to separate as well as to unite, an indication that 11: 25-30 
is a very central text in the gospel of Matthew either thematically or structurally or both. 
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The origin of the M logion is uncertain. Its broken parallelism indicates that 
Matthew has redacted the logion through the insertion of the description of Jesus as 
humble and lowly in heart. 39 The insertion of the logion here is the work of the Matthean 
redactor. Matthew 11: 28-30 is no direct citation of Sirach 6 and 51. Yet the text 
employs similar language, so that an allusion to the Sirach texts is probable. The terms 
; vy6S, bcvanaUats, uontäco, and the imperatives of hyyilco/irpostpxoµat as near 
synonyms to SeVne are found in all passages. 
The two Sirach passages are spoken by the teacher of wisdom. 40 The teacher of 
wisdom in Sirach 51 invites the student to submit to the ; {ryo; (of paideia) and so to find 
wisdom and rest. In contrast, Jesus in Mt 11: 28-30 invites the hearer/reader to submit to 
his yoke, and he will give rest. Hence, he is speaking not simply as a teacher of wisdom, 
but as Wisdom personified. 4' 
In the context of Matthew the word ý(yo; receives a specific connotation with 
reference to Jesus as the presence of God. The connection between wisdom/Torah/ and 
ýfryoq which is made in Sirach is of prime importance in the context of Matthean 
Christology. As the metaphor for the teaching of wisdom, "the yoke" has rightly been 
interpreted to be the main emphasis of the Matthean passage. 42 The identification of 
"yoke" of Jesus with "Jesus' interpretation of the law" is however not to be made 
uncritically. Although Matthew's language makes it possible to compare Jesus' light yoke 
with the burdens of the legalistic Pharisaic Judaism (Mt 23: 4), 43 the context suggests 
that it is not not Jesus' authoritative teaching which is at stake, but the presence of God 
in Jesus (cf. Mt 11: 5). Hence, spurred by Q's reference to wisdom (adapted in Mt 
391 have analysed the Matthean redaction of the logion in Lena Lybaek, "Wisdom Christology in 
Matthew" (1994), 51-52. 
'Celia Deutsch, Hidden Wisdom and the Easy Yoke (1987), 130, points out that the invitation "come to 
me" in second temple and tannaitic literature only occurs in the mouth of wisdom, and only in the book 
of Sirach. She then concludes that no mere teacher of wisdom has the authority to utter this invitation. 
Although not as clear in the Greek text, the Hebrew version of the acrostic poem, shows that the 
invitation in Sirach 51 is spoken by the teacher of wisdom to "come to me" and "lodge in my school". 
To learn wisdom is to submit to her yoke. 
41 Cf. M. Jack Suggs, Wisdom, Christology and Law in Matthew's Gospel (1970). 141-142. The original 
hypothesis which connected Sirach 51 with Mt 11: 25-30 was built on form critical observations. The 
hypothesis was based on the assumption of the original unity of the Mt 11: 25-30 and concluded that it 
shared the same hymnic form as Sirach 51. Cf. Eduard Norden, Agnostos Theos (1971); T. Arvedson, 
Mysterium Christi (1937); Ulrich Luck, "Weisheit und Christologie in Mt 11,25-35" (1975); C. E. 
Carlston, "Wisdom and Eschatology in Q", (1982). That Mt 11: 28-30 circulated independently is clear 
because of its absence in Lk, and the close parallel in the gospel of Thomas, logion 90. Mt 11: 28-30 
forms a complete unit which does not need the previous unit for its interpretation. Also the difference in 
language and theme, suggests that the combination of Mt 11: 25-27 with 28-30 is secondary. Cf. H. D. 
Betz, " The Logion of the Easy Yoke and of Rest" (1967); Stephenson H. Brooks, Matthew"s 
Community, (1987) 94-95. 
42 Cf. Karl Heinrich Rengstorf, "; (yo; " (1964), 899-900. 
,; Deutsch, Hidden Wisdom, 42-43,133-135; Suggs, Wisdom, 100-106; Gerhard Barth, 
"Gesetzesverständnis", 139 n. 1. 
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11: 19), Matthew inserts the logion where Jesus speaks as Wisdom, to further point to 
the presence of God in the ministry of Jesus. 
Matthew's thought on the presence of God in Jesus as Wisdom/Torah is similar 
to what is expressed in Pirke Aboth 3: 2,5, where it is stated: "but two who are sitting 
and words of the Torah pass between them, the presence is with them. ... From 
whomever accepts upon himself the yoke of Torah do they remove the yoke of the state 
and of hard labor. And upon whoever removes from himself the yoke of Torah do they 
lay the yoke of the state and of hard labor. "" For Matthew, Jesus as the fulfilment of the 
law and the prophets (Mt 5: 17) can speak of the light burden of his yoke. In the 
transition between ch 11 and the Sabbath controversies this is an important statement. As 
presence of God, Jesus becomes the substitute for the temple for Matthew's post 70 
community. 45 
Despite the invitation of Wisdom in Matthew 11: 28-30, and the reinterpreted Q 
passage in Mt 11: 19, the concerns of Matthew 11 have been influenced by prophetic 
literature. In view of the Messianic identity of Jesus, the dual emphasis of chapter 11 
focuses on the one hand on the call to µc-cavoia, and on eschatological hope on the 
other. Both foci are related to the Christological aspect which understands the 
eschatological reality as already impinging on the present. Wisdom's call for the 
individual to follow her instructions for a better and longer life is therefore here 
reinterpreted in light of this previous emphasis. 
The reinterpretation of the invitation of Sirach is achieved in two steps. First, 
Matthew changes the content of the invitation in 11: 28-30. Second, Matthew combines 
the wisdom logion with the logion from Q 10: 21-22. In the Sirach passages the toil 
performed is by those who seek wisdom, and takes place after the individual draws near. 
In Matthew 11: 28, Jesus calls out to those who have laboured and carry heavy burdens 
to find deliverance. Further the logion is placed after the assertion that revelation is given 
to the vrptiot and not to the wise and understanding. In the context of Matthew 11, these 
groups are both to be associated with the uuoxot in Mt 11: 5. Thereby a prophetic critical 
aspect is introduced into the saying. By associating wisdom 
language with Jesus, 
Matthew achieves a continuation of the critique of the existing piety of his people, and 
reinterprets the understanding of wisdom as 
being available only to the wise. 46 Further, 
in the present context the theme of the fortunes of the individual is played down for the 
benefit of the communal understanding of the covenant people of God. Hence, while 
44 Translation by Jacob Neusner Pirke Avot. (1984) 
45 Mt 12: 6: "Something greater than the temple is here". Daniel Patte, Early Jewish Hermeneutic, 28, 
writes in a comment to Abot 3: 
2; "Therefore the Torah is a surrogate of the Temple, the place (maqom) 
.., of the presence 
of God. " Fred W. Burnett, The Testament of Jesus Sophia, 241.145, relates Abot 3: 2 
to Mt 18: 20, and concludes that in the Matthean community, the presence of Jesus is only in his words 
as the intepretation of Torah. 
46 Cf. Sirach 6: 20-21. 
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Matthew can speak of Jesus as the Wisdom of God in the context of an Immanuel 
Christology, the wisdom theme is in the context of the gospel not a dominant concern ." 
The influence of Sirach 6 and 51 on Matthew 11: 28-30 shows that Matthew was 
familiar with the book. Matthew uses its language as he uses the language of Scripture, 
by imitation and by alluding to its content. Its use here shows that Matthew saw a 
parallel between the presence of God in the Torah and the figure of Wisdom. The texts 
of Sirach alluded to in Mt 11 have a normative function in providing the language by 
which Jesus as the presence of God can issue his call to discipleship. The association of 
the language of wisdom with Jesus essentially expresses the same as Mt 11: 2-6: in Jesus 
the kingdom of Heaven is present, and by submitting to his teaching (Mt 12: 6; see 
below), one submits to the yoke of Wisdom/Torah. On a structural note the use of 
µavOävcn in the context of the wisdom logion, stands in relation to R(Am (o in Mt 
13: 52. It further underlines the unity of Mt 11-13. 
The Interpretation of Is 55: 3 and Jer 6: 16 in Matthew 11: 28-30 
Wisdom literature is not the only part of Jewish tradition in which the metaphors 
of the M-logion can be found. The allusion to Is 55: 3 and citation Jer 6: 16 in Matthew 
11: 28-30, bring out themes in the passage which are not present in the wisdom theology 
of Sirach, but which follow up the themes of "the coming one"(11: 2-6), obduracy (Mt 
11: 20-24) and call to repentance (Mt 11: 7-19), which have been central in the context of 
the Christological proclamation in Matthew 11. In the passages, the concern of the 
Wisdom Christology is nevertheless present, in that Jesus voices the invitation of God to 
come and find rest and life. Even these passages can through the theme of rest be found 
to form a bridge between Matthew 11 and the Sabbath controversies in Mt 12. Again, 
the main function of the passages from Scripture is for Matthew to convey the presence 
of God in the ministry of Jesus. Matthew does this through the use of Biblical language. 
The passages are authoritative in that they contain the norm for how one speaks of the 
reality of God's presence. By introducing themes related to the covenant relationship 
between God and God's people, Matthew also affirms the Scripture in its sociological 
normativity as an identity factor. 
The Adaptation of Is 55: 3 in Matthew 11: 28 
The difference between the invitation to those who have laboured and who are 
heavy laden in Matthew 11: 28, and the invitation to "work a little" to find wisdom in the 
texts of Sirach was pointed out above. The Matthean text is simultaneously a statement 
47 Cf. Davies, and Allison, Saint Matthew, vol 2,292-293; James D. G. Dunn, Christology in the Making 
(1989), 205-206; and David Daniel Kupp, Matthew's Emmanuel (1992), 280-283. Russell Pregeant, 
"The Wisdom Passages in Matthew's Story" (1996), 225, concludes from a reader response perspective 
that the identification of Jesus with Wisdom does not feature particularly strongly in Matthew's gospel. 
For this reason, G. Stanton, A Gospel for a New People (1992) 366-371 doubts the influence of Sirach 
51 on Mt 11: 25-30. 
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about the presence of God in the ministry of Jesus, and an invitation to find salvation in 
him. Possibly, the Matthean invitation is adapted to the prophetic oracle in Is 55: 1-3.48 
In the prophetic oracle God speaks an invitation for those who have exhausted 
themselves for the sake of that which does not satisfy, to come, hear and find life. The 
Masoretic text of Is 55: 3 utters the invitation "come to me" To accept the 
invitation is to be restored: 
n5 w'? op "n i%- go: 15-1'K , ofrci o, 
ýorrci5? W'7 ý5 cf a, mff U5 
rl15p c q'. ri DI15-Ki'? ýjD7-ý'7j ßn5 
3wv 11] sitý=ý5ýrci . vine wný , 
ýyýý5 
=: 9.7 1/717-7 -ZV4? e III 1"t tt! t ttt" 
:0 i1- "Dn D`7iiT fr Dß`7 ýmcl 
Is 55: 1-3" 
The only exact correspondence between Isaiah 55: 1ff and Mt 11 is the '' wý 
and the use of ua, as equivalent to uo7ttäv. S0 As in Matthew 11: 28 the parallelism of the 
text makes finding rest or life for the soul the result of coming or walking in the way of 
God. Significant in the context of Matthew, is the parallelism between the invitation to 
find &vax atS from labour immediately preceding the Sabbath controversies. The 
Matthean composition of material here brings about the association between Jesus' offer 
of rest and the function of the Sabbath to remember God's deliverance of his people. In 
this context Jesus' invitation to rest is more than Wisdom's invitation to the individual 
for a fulfilled life. 
" It is the invitation to the people to find deliverance as it is expressed 
in Mt 11: 5, and has implications for the whole people of God. 52 
The prophetic oracle like the text in Matthew combines the invitation with motifs 
which implicitly speak of deliverance. 
53 In Hebrew iu and of -in as it is used here are 
48 Cf. Werner Grimm, "Weil ich dich liebe", 103.109, who differently interprets Mt 11: 28 to be a 
independent authentic Jesus logion. 
49 The translation of the LXX interprets the invitation of Is 55: 3 as a exhortation to walk in God's ways. 
In this translation the correspondence to the Matthean wording disappears. Also the second significant 
element of the passage is interpreted by the addition of 
by a &, IS Is 55: 3 LXX: irpoct)(, E'te TALS 
dy tots {411(üv x(A traxoi. ovOr)aaze =is 
MOT; µov knaxoüacmL tou ical Cr)aerat by 
&ya&bls i7 yrvxi~j bµwv Kai Sta6)aoµat b0ty Sta"K71V dtcüvtov td bats Aaut8 tä coati t 
S0 Approximately half of the occurrences of SEÜtic in LXX are in translation of ý, making it the most 
common translation. LXX translates v], with tcoittäv 
in Is 45: 14. 
S' In wisdom literature the concepts of rest/life and yoke, are brought to bear on the individual's life 
rather than on the people as a community. 
Here life and peace, individual success, is the result of 
walking "in the way of wisdom", to turn away 
from that way is folly, and leads to (individual) 
destruction. Cf. Helmer Ringgren, et al., rn (1977) 887. 
52 
Jesus ruft zum 
Sabbat und bietet als das Heilsgut schlechthin die 'Ruhe' als messianisches Heil are, 
Werner Grimm, Der Ruhetag (1980), 49 
33 Commentators have also considered Is 55: 1-3 as belonging to wisdom literature, due to its peculiar 
imagery, unlike other prophetic oracles in the book of Isaiah. The food imagery which precedes Is 55: 3, 
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synonymous. In the deuteronomistic history and in the prophetic books, as well as in 
wisdom literature, the meaning and use of the two words overlap, 54 rin is the concrete 
result of God's deliverance. " That the notion of salvation is involved in the text of Is 
55: 3, is evident in that "and your souls shall live" is explicated with "and I shall cut with 
you an eternal covenant". 
The analysis has shown that in the context of Matthew 11 it is possible to 
understand the invitation of Jesus in Mt 11: 28 as an adaptation of the divine oracle in Is 
55: 1-3. Thereby Matthew achieves a combination of the eschatological gift of salvation 
of the messiah, and the continuing presence of the rest as a gift of wisdom, granted in the 
process of discipleship. In the text therefore, both the proclamation of Jesus' ministry as 
an eschatological event, and the continuing presence of Jesus in the post-Easter church 
are affirmed. One can say that again the `already but not yet' perspective of Matthew's 
eschatology and Christology becomes evident. 
The passage in Is 55: 3 stands in continuation with other Isaianic texts in Matthew 
and their influence on Matthean theology. The prophetic text lends language to the offer 
of salvation in Matthew, and is thereby shown to be normative. Further, the kerygmatic 
aspect of prophecy is again appealed to, and affirmed, when Jesus in Matthew repeats the 
promise of the divine oracle of Is 55: 3. 
Matthew 11: 29 includes a citation of Jeremiah 6: 16. Also this citation is in 
continuation of the themes already introduced in the chapter. 
The Adaptation of Jeremiah 6: 16 in Matthew 11: 29 
In chapter 11 the dual warning of v. 6 and v. 15 serve as introductions to the 
theme of revelation, hiddenness and obduracy in the unit of Mt 11-13. The thanksgiving 
in vv. 25-27 develops the theme explicitly. The introduction of the citation of Jer 6: 16c in 
the call to salvation in Mt 11: 28-30 also alludes to the theme. The inclusion of the 
citation demonstrates how Matthew's use of Biblical language does not simply imitate 
Scripture, but also that certain theological aspects of the passages used are thereby 
alluded to. Scripture is here shown to be normative for Matthew both as a source for 
theological language, and as the context in which new experiences of life and faith must 
be interpreted. 
has led to the interpretation that here, it is wisdom who invites to her banquet. (Prov. 9: 5) The provision 
of food which satisfies can also be understood in terms of God's provision for Israel in the wilderness, 
and the images of the promised land flowing with milk and honey. Cf. J. L. McKenzie, Second Isaiah, 
(1968)143. 
54In the book of Deuteronomy itself, both denote the gift of peace and protection following the entrance 
into the promised land (Deut 4: 1; 5: 33; 8: 1) or as a result of adhering to God's law or the covenant. This 
does illustrate that in prophetic literature influenced by a deuteronomistic understanding of history, there 
is a link between rest/life and faithfulness to the covenant. H. -D. Preuss, x117 (1986), 304; G. Gerlemann, 
", Tn" (1971), 554. In the pre-exilic prophets, these themes are developed. Cf. G. Robinson, "The Idea of 
Rest in the Old Testament" (1980), 33-34. 
53 Gerlemann, "r'rt ", 554. 
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Matthew 11: 29 (uai ebp ctiE &vätavßw talc vuxalc 4.4L v) is a translation of 
Jer 6: 16c influenced by the MT. 56 
Jer 6: 16 Jer 6: 16c LXX 
.r -n n>»i 5v 
i-it v 
new niým5" ? i1 
ýý-iý5i nicýý " "'rý`ri 
oxýýý5 y1ýýö ýxYöý xai c1 pilaccE äyviaµövs7 taii WuXaiS {ýµciýv 
Whereas the Septuagint speaks of purification or sanctification, the emphasis in 
both Matthew and the Masoretic text is on the promise of rest. The text of Jeremiah 
defines rest as a condition which is the result of walking in the way of God, or of 
submitting to God's leading. To find rest is, according to Jeremiah 6, connected with 
remaining true to the covenant. Rest is a gift of salvation. The context of the saying in 
the book of Jeremiah is the accusation that Israel is being unfaithful and is worshipping 
other gods. The prophets and the priests are accused of having dealt lightly with the 
wounds of the people. Hence, the citation in Matthew alludes to the faithlessness and 
unwillingness of the people to respond to God's self-revelation. 
The motif of the yoke as the submitting to the rule of God is also indirectly 
present in the citation of Jeremiah. The final phrase of Jer 6: 16, "and they say: `We will 
not walk, "' is parallel to the saying "I will not serve" in Jer 2: 20, where Israel is accused 
of having broken her 5v, her yoke, the covenant with God. There is then, in Jeremiah as 
in Matthew, an understanding of yoke as the covenant with God. There is also a 
connection between rest and remaining in that covenant relationship. In Jeremiah, as in 
Matthew, God is the one who invites Israel to find rest. This rest is the result of choosing 
the right path. Finding this good way is equivalent to heeding the law. The opportunity 
to find rest may therefore be perceived as the gift of salvation for the people as a 
covenant community. 
58 
Citing Jer 6: 16 in Mt 11: 29, the evangelist does not simply use the text in an 
atomistic manner. The situation of Jeremiah like the one of Matthew's gospel is 
expressed in the sentence "to whom shall I speak and give warning that they may hear" 
56 Although agreeing with the LXX in verb form, and the plural of tyu%aIS, bcvdcncc QtS is derived 
from the Hebrew. Cf. Robert H. Gundry, Use, 135-136. 
S' = LXX B. LXX A has 6cytaaµ6v and Aquila btv#vtty. Cf. Stendahi, School, 141. 
"The noun z2t7t7 is used only here in the OT. It occurs in the feminine form in Is 28: 12. Jer 6: 16 is an 
adaptation of the text of Isaiah 28: 12. Cf. Ute Wendel, Jesaja und Jeremla (1995), 172.176. The cognate 
verb vii is used in much the same way in Deut 28: 26. Here the curse of not following the law is lack of a 
resting place. In light of the context of 
both Deut 28 and Jer 6 and 31: 2, one can say that in all three 
instances it31 signifies the rest which comes with dwelling in the land. The opposite is to be scattered 
among the nations or exile (Deut 28: 
64, Jer 31: 2). 7fl, therefore is parallel to the use of nt3 in denoting 
the peace which comes with dwelling in the land or as the result of God's leading. Cf. Is 14: 3, Ps 23. etc. 
Robinson, "The Idea of Rest", 34-37; Preuss, M3,299,305; Fritz Stolz, "M3" (1975), 243-246. 
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(Jer 6: 10). The Matthean narrative, pointing to the presence of the Kingdom of Heaven 
in the lrpya/8uvdcµetq of Jesus, and the failure to repent (Mt 11: 20-24), is patterned on 
the situation of the prophets of Isaiah and Jeremiah, and given eschatological 
significance. In the context, the invitation to find rest is similar to the one of Sirach 51. In 
both cases the presence of God is implicit. In both cases there is a connection between 
rest and submitting to the yoke of the covenant. In Jeremiah a communal perspective is 
added. In calling the people to salvation, Jesus reiterates the call of God to the people, to 
remain within the covenant relationship with God. Matthew therefore, in the constructed 
logion of Mt 11: 28-30, emphasises Jesus as the Messiah of Israel (cf. Mt 10: 6). Jesus' 
appearance is therefore a continuation of God's repeated deliverance of Israel 
The place of Mt 11: 28-30 immediately after the thanksgiving for revelation to 
"babes" in Mt 11: 25-27 adds another aspect. In the perspective of the post-Easter, post- 
70 CE, community, critique is directed at those groups within Israel which have not 
realised the Messianic identity of Jesus. 
59 Here religious and spiritual motives are 
intertwined with historical/political issues. The placing of Mt 11: 28-30 at the end of 
Matthew 11 indicates that the issues brought out in the logion are not simply to be 
understood in terms of individual discipleship. Jesus is embodying God's act of 
deliverance for the people. That the invitation which it issues, is not to be understood in 
individual terms as a call to discipleship, is affirmed by the fact that the Q-logion to 
which it has been attached, was together with the judgement of the Galilean cities taken 
out of the Q setting of the speech to the disciples and placed in the present context. 
Conclusion 
The above analysis has demonstrated that the logion of Mt 11: 28-30 by adapting 
Biblical language alludes to and quotes several different passages of Scripture. The 
passage thereby receives meaning both on the level of the Matthean narrative and on the 
level of Matthean original readership. In the passage, by alluding to Is 55: 1-3 and Jer 
6: 16, Jesus speaks the words of God like a prophet, without, however, the prophetic 
formula tä8E Uyct uüptoc. In the context of the concern of the it?, Eiov-Christology then, 
Jesus is more than a prophet. In fact, by adapting the language of the wisdom teacher of 
Sirach 6 and 51,60 Jesus speaks as God's wisdom. Thereby Jesus is depicted as God's 
presence in the world. This presence is reality not only for those who could "hear and 
59It is astonishing that Knowles, Jeremiah, 216, finds no hint of possible rejection in Mt 11: 25-30. The 
double logion is, as has been pointed out, preceded by judgement upon the Galilean cities because they 
did not repent. The allusions in Mt 11: 25-27 is to the history of the rejection of the prophets among the 
people. The result of the Sabbath controversies in Mt 12: 14 is the decision of the religious leaders to kill 
Jesus. 
60 It is possible, as demonstrated by Grimm, "Weil ich dich liebe", 102, that the similarities between Mt 
and Is 55: 1-3 is due to the dependence of 
Sirach 51 on the text of Isaiah, which bears resemblance to 
wisdom literature. The prophetic aspect of v 28, offering deliverance to the weary, does however suggest 
an independent Matthean reading of the prophecy. 
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see" the ministry of Jesus (Mt 11: 2-6) but also for those who later heard the stories of 
the Jesus tradition (cf. Mt 18: 20). 
The yoke and the rest which Jesus offers in Mt 11: 28-30, alluding to Sirach 51 
and Jer 6: 16, are terms which deal with the covenant relationship between God and his 
people and the hope in God's deliverance. In the context of the present study these terms 
are of prime importance. Here Matthew draws on Scripture as an identity factor. These 
parts of Scripture deal with the story of Israel as the people of God. By adapting them in 
the present context, Matthew affirms and identifies with these aspects of Scripture. 
Hence Jesus' invitation as God's wisdom, is a call to God's people to remain within that 
covenant relationship. It is of course a fact that Matthew reinterprets Scripture, the law 
and deliverance in light of Jesus. This reinterpretation ultimately implies a break with his 
own tradition. Matthew nevertheless remains within that tradition in the appeal to 
scriptural tradition as normative. There is, therefore, no replacement of the "ancient 
ways" by the new yoke of Jesus in Mt 11: 28-30.61 The two are, for Matthew, one and 
the same. 
5.1.3. More than the Temple, - Lord of the Sabbath. The adaptation of Hos 6: 6 
in Matthew 12: 1-861 
If Jesus, as a representative of God, can offer rest by appealing to the law and the 
covenant, it is not unfitting for Matthew to place the controversies over the Sabbath (Mt 
12: 1-14) following the double logion which concludes chapter 11. The Sabbath in Jewish 
tradition, was a day of rest given to Israel, in order to commemorate God's bringing 
Israel out of Egypt (hence, breaking the yoke of oppression they were under) and 
bringing them to dwell/rest in the promised land. Reading the two pericopes in sequence 
one may understand the Sabbath day, the day of rest, as a type for the peace which God 
has offered Israel through the generations, and consequently as a type for the 
eschatological invitation of Jesus in Mt 11: 28-30. 
The first Sabbath controversy in Matthew includes several references to 
Scripture. The disciples picking grain on the Sabbath may be in accordance with the 
system of Peah as described in Lev. 19: 9 and Deuteronomy 23: 24-25. Jesus' argument 
includes references to 1 Sam 21: 7 and Lev 24: 5-8. Finally, Matthew inserts a citation of 
Hos 6: 6 in the context of the debate. The present analysis will mainly be concerned with 
the use of the citation from Hosea in the context of the x?. ctov/µeigov- motif in Matthew 
11-13. The analysis of Matthew's use of the citation will have to first consider its place in 
the scriptural argument of Mt 12: 1-8 and its implications for the reading of 12: 9-14. For 
a proper understanding of the controversies, the occurrence of the Hos 6: 6 citation 
earlier in the Matthean narrative (Mt 9: 13) will 
be considered second, and related to the 
argument of the passages in Mt 12: 1-14. 
Third, Matthew's interpretation of Hos 6: 6 will 
61 Contra Knowles, Jeremiah, 217. 
62 Cf. L. Lyba; k, "Matthew"s Use of Hos 6: 6 in the Context of the Sabbath Controveries" (1997). 
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be described. Finally the implications of the use of Hos 6: 6 for the understanding of the 
normative function of Scripture in Matthew will be drawn. 
The Sabbath Controversy in Mt 12: 1-8 and Jesus' Argument from Scripture 
The Sabbath controversies are adopted from Mark 2: 23-28. Although Matthew 
makes some redactional changes, the first of the Sabbath controversies concludes with 
the same saying as is found in Mark, stating that the Son of Man is Lord even of the 
Sabbath. 63 In Mark, the logion is introduced by &atic, so that the presupposition for this 
conclusion is laid in the previous statement, that the Sabbath was made for man, not man 
for the Sabbath. 64 Matthew omits this explanatory sentence, and introduces the 
quotation from Hos 6: 6 LXX instead. (Mt 12: 7: et & byvthKcvte ¶'t tarty, EXcoc 8. Xco 
Kai of Ouatav, obic &v KatieStxäaace tioü; avatdoug. ) This has led to the conclusion 
that unlike Mark, Matthew wanted to defend the continued Sabbath- observance of his 
community on the basis of the love commandment as proclaimed by Jesus. 
65 Although 
the Matthean community probably did observe the Sabbath, the exegetical argument of 
the first Sabbath controversy, which ends with the quotation from Hos 6: 6, has its place 
in the lt?. eiov- Christology of Mt 11-13, and depicts Jesus as "more than the temple". 
The first Sabbath controversy is introduced by the disciples picking grain in the 
field66 on a Sabbath. The Pharisees see this and accuse them of doing that which is 
impermissible on the Sabbath. Jesus' defence of his disciples includes first a haggadic 
argument already present in the markan tradition which Matthew preserves (vss. 3-4). 
The Haggadic argument appeals to David and his men eating the shewbread from the 
Temple. 67 Matthew's redaction of the passage makes the parallel between David and the 
disciples clear: in both cases hunger led to the doing of something which was not 
lawful. 68 Here, the question of Sabbath is irrelevant: 69 David and the men who were with 
him broke the law when they were hungry. Likewise the disciples were hungry and broke 
63 Perhaps referring to Lev 23: 3 the Sabbath shall be the Lord's in all your dwellings. 
64 Cf. Mark. 2: 27-28 
65 Cf, e. g. Richard S. McConnell, Law, 68-72; Barth, "Gesetzesverständnis", 75-78; Luz, Evangelium, 
vol. 2,233-234. 
66 Probably according to the system of Peah. Lev 19,9, Deut 23,24-25. Cf. Maurice Casey, "Culture and 
Historicity" (1988), 2. 
611 Sam 21,7. 
Cf. the parallel formulations: ovx lteartiv aoLEiv ev ac ßl3 etcp (vs 2)// oüx &. 6v ijv a&ti cpayety 
(vs. 4) Matthew underlines this parallel further by adding astv&co and CoOiw to the source, in the 
description of the disciples' action. Cf. Ingo Broer, "Anmerkungen zur Gesetzesverstandnis des 
Matthäus" (1986), 139; Barth, "Gesetzesverständnis", 76. 
69 There is nothing in the tradition which suggests that David and his men broke the Sabbath law. The 
rabbinic tradition early 
inferred that the incident took place on the Sabbath, because of the reference to 
the shewbread which was to be arranged every 
Sabbath. (Lev 24,5-8) Cf. Billerbeck, et al., Kommentar, 
618f. The Rabbis excused David because, being pursued by Saul, he was in mortal danger. Matthew's 
argument, however, is not 
dependent on the supposition that David ate bread on the Sabbath. 
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the law, thus human need overrides the commandment. The haggadic argument is 
followed by a halakhic argument which is added by Matthew (vs. 5). 70 It points to the 
priests' service on a Sabbath being exempt from the Sabbath law. The second example, 
related to the first by the mention of the temple and the priests, is an inference a minori 
ad maius ending in the statement which Matthew has added in vs. 6: something greater 
than the temple is here. (Mt 12: 6: X yw Se bµty ötit tov iepoü VF-%6v ba zw co8e. ) If 
temple service is exempt from the Sabbath law, then certainly that which is greater than 
temple service will also be excused. The statement needs clarification, however: What is 
there that is greater than the temple? 7' This clarification is given in vss 7-8: "if you knew 
what it is: `I take pleasure in compassion rather than sacrifice, ' you would not have 
condemned the innocent. For the Son of Man is lord of the Sabbath". 
Matthew, in the words of Jesus, first brings a denunciation of the Pharisees, then 
offers a point of correspondence between the disciples and the temple priests. The 
denunciation of the Pharisees is dual: first, they have not understood; 72 second, as a 
result of their incomprehension, they have condemned the blameless. 
73 The point of 
correspondence between the temple priests and the disciples is their being without guilt 
despite breaking the Sabbath law. 74 Following the quotation, the concluding vs. 8: 
xüpto; ydp batty tioi aappd rov b ih6; %oü bcvOpd)nov, constitutes the qualifying 
statement to vs. 6 and forms the climax of the Matthean argument. It is b vi, 6; tot 
cwOpcünov who is the Lord of the Sabbath and who 
is greater than the temple. The 
'Olt is possible that Matthew has added the argument to the original text, because Jewish exegesis 
demands an example from the law to build a halakhah, a requirement not met by the first example. Cf. 
Goulder, "Midrash", 328; Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2,231. 
71 It is precisely with regard to this sentence that scholarship is divided in the interpretation of the 
passage. Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2,231, pointing to the tightness of the Matthean argumentation, and the 
neuter of the adjective, concludes that it is the mercy (. Xeos) of the Hosean citation to which "the 
greater" in vs. 6 refers. Vs 6 is however, a Matthcan construction reminiscent of Q's Kai. 't3oü irXEi, ov 
'jcovöc (Eo)Loµwvoc) Me, which is found in Mt 12,41.42. There the neuter n7XEiov obviously has a 
Christological reference. Luz, (n. 2) vol. 2, p. 231 questions an uncritical Christological interpretation 
also here, however. Greek usage of the neuter allows 
for a lack of correspondence between the neuter 
and the word to which it relates in cases such as this, especially as the "something" in fact is not 
specified in the argument. The argument of the passage 
is of such a character, that the parallel is made 
between the priests and the disciples. Hence, the adjective has a Christological reference. Similarly, 
Gundry, Matthew, 223. 
72 This is the greatest offence of the Pharisees. Lack of understanding, or not recognising the nature of 
Jesus' ministry, is a theme parallel to the Christological one in Mt 11.13 (cf. e. g. Mt 11: 15,16-19,25- 
30; 13: 14). The repeated use of ytvci aKco in the first 8 verses of Mt 12: "Do you not know", "do you not 
know", and "if you knew what it means", all refer back to 11: 25-30, where "these things" are hidden 
from the wise, but revealed to children. To those to whom it has been revealed it is also given to 
recognise the father in the son (Mt 
11: 27). 
73 Although the accusation does include an implicit exhortation to be merciful, i. e. as a reference to the 
love commandment (McConnell, Law, 68-72), the real issue at stake here is the ability to recognise the 
father through the son, or through the deeds of the son (cf. Mt 11: 19,27). 
74 Mt 12: 5: 'tOIS ß&R atv o't 'tcpct; 'V '40 'teP4 To aäßßaxov PePrIXoüaty Kai. envaf -roof 
e'o-ulIMt 12: 7: et ft LyVCDKEV'tE tit leatiw, ' EXXEoS 06 Kai ob 6uai(Xv, o{)K &v 
KatC6tKäaatC wvc emauriovc 
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disciples, owing service to him, are innocent of breaking the Sabbath law. The 
significance of this exegetical argument can only be understood first in light of the 
meaning of the Sabbath in Scripture, and second by understanding the contrast between 
mercy and sacrifice in Matthew's use of Hos 6: 6. 
Sabbath in the Septuagint is often translated with äv6cnauatg. 'Avänavats was 
the purpose of the Sabbath, " and as such, it served to commemorate God's bringing 
Israel out of Egypt from under the yoke of the oppressor. 76 The Sabbath rest is a symbol 
of the rest and life which is connected with dwelling in the promised land, and 
consequently, in prophetic literature it is the symbol of eschatological redemption. 77 It is 
the concept of Jesus as the giver of rest, therefore, which ties the Sabbath controversies 
to the previous logion in the gospel of Matthew. 78 
The analysis of the scriptural argument of Mt 12: 1-8 has shown that the main 
purpose of the pericope is the identification of the place of the presence of God (the 
shekinah) in Jesus. 79 The haggadic and halakic arguments of the pericope show 
Matthew's familiarity with Scripture. Matthew draws on Scripture to expound his 
theological point of view. Matthew also uses Scripture as authoritative in the 
development of the exegetical argument. 8° In the passage as Matthew has portrayed the 
controversy, both the Christological "more than" theme, as well as the theme of 
obduracy are brought out, the latter in the inability of Jesus' antagonists to understand 
what Jesus is. Matthew's argument in the pericope, contrasts sacrifice and mercy. In the 
attempt to understand the significance of the contrast between sacrifice and mercy in 
Matthew, it is necessary to examine the occurrence of Hos 6: 6 in the context of Mt 9. 
7s Ex 23: 23, Deut 5: 14. 
76 Deut 5: 15. 
"Zech 14: 7. For this three dimensional scope of Sabbath observance, see Samuele Bacchiocchi, From 
Sabbath to Sunday (1977), 23. Bacchiocchi also points out that in Judaism the Sabbath functioned as 
typology for the messianic redemption in several ways in: Samuele Bacchiocchi, "Sabbatical Typologies 
of Messianic Redemption" (1986), 155-167. T. Friedman, "The Sabbath" (1967), 445, points to Is 56: 1. 
7; 58: 13-14; 66: 20-24, where the same terminology is used to describe both the Sabbath and the end of 
days. 
78 Cf. Eduard Schweizer, Matthäus, 181. Matthew does implicitly contrast the light burden of Jesus with 
the heavy burdens Pharisees places on people (Mt 23: 4). However, the Sabbath controversies are not 
introduced here with the primary purpose to contrast the heavy burdens of the Pharisaic Sabbath 
observance with the light load of Jesus. Contra Rudolf Schnackcnburg, "Siehe", 217; and J. C Fenton, 
Gospel of St Matthew (1963), 187. 
79 Cf. also Bruce Chilton and Jacob Neusner, Judaism in the New Testament (1995), 135-144. 
80It may be, as D. M. Cohn-Sherbok, "Analysis of Jesus' Arguments Concerning the Plucking of Grain 
on the Sabbath" (1979) shows, that the inferences drawn 
in Matthew's haggadic and halakic arguments 
are invalid from a rabbinic point of view, because the parallels as Matthew draws them do not actually 
Correspond. This would show Matthew's familiarity with, but false use of the exegetical rules. The 
argument of Matthew, is nevertheless intended to communicate his understanding of Jesus with other 
Jews. 
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The use of Hos 6: 6 in Mt 9: 13 and its Implications for the Argument of Mt 12: 1-8 
It is interesting to note that the citation of Hos 6: 6 functions to connect material 
of Mt 9 and Mt 12 which is found together in the gospel of Mark. Matthew has inserted 
healing stories, the sending out of the disciples and the John/Jesus material from Q after 
9: 17. The result is that the Sabbath controversies have been removed from their original 
context of disputes over purity and other laws in Markel to their present place, where 
they introduce a set of new conflicts with the Pharisees. Several common factors indicate 
that the repetition of the quotation in Mt 12 has a specific purpose. First, the quotation is 
introduced similarly in both contexts, where tii tatiw emphasises the need for 
understanding. Jesus' reproach in chapter 12: "if you had known" refers back to chapter 
9, where the Pharisees are requested to "go and learn". Second, the antagonists in both 
occurrences are the Pharisees. Finally, but perhaps decisively, the citation is in both 
passages preceded and followed by a Christological pronouncement. 
In Mt 9, the Hosean citation is inserted into Markan material where the disciples 
are questioned about the practice of Jesus in eating with tax collectors and sinners. Jesus 
himself answers "It is not the powerful who need a healer, but those who are worthless, " 
and "I did not come to call the righteous, but sinners. " The quotation is inserted by the 
Matthean redactor between the two statements, and as in Mt 12, interrupts the apparent 
logic of the pericope. Clearly, the issue in question is the mission or practice of Jesus. 
Compassion is given content in Jesus' praxis: healing, forgiving sins (Mt 9: 6), fellowship 
with and calling of "tax collectors and sinners" to discipleship (Mt 9: 9-13). It seems then, 
that the demand for mercy in Hos 6: 6 is fulfilled in Jesus ministry. 82 
The Christological emphasis in Mt 9: 13 seems to disregard the second element of 
the quotation: sacrifice. Matthew 9 does not give an indication as to the significance of 
this contrast. The Pharisees are in fact invited, in a teacher-pupil manner, to go and learn 
what the significance of the citation may be. This significance is subsequently revealed to 
them in Mt 12, where the citation occurs again, following a statement about the temple. 
Sacrifice, as a celebration which takes place in the presence of God in the temple, 83 is 
less significant now that the word of the prophet has been fulfilled, and the presence of 
God is found in Jesus' ministry of compassion and mercy. 84 That Matthew thought in 
$1 With Pharisees over eating with tax collectors and sinners, with the disciples of John concerning 
fasting, with the Pharisees again concerning Sabbath observance. 
"The quotation may illustrate the meaning of Mt 5: 17: "Do not bclieve that I came to bring an end to 
the law or the prophets: I did not come to abolish, but to fulfil. " Cf. Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2,45. 
83 Deut 12: 5-12. "RAS", TDOT vo1 IV, 25. 
84 This connection between Avoia and the temple is often overlooked, and the contrast IXtoc, //Avvta is 
understood to contrast the love commandment of Jesus with the legalism of the Pharisees, and, 
consequently, Judaism as a whole. Cf. e. g. McConnell, Law, 72; 0. Lamar Cope, Matthew, 68; Goulder, 
"Nlidrash", 37; Hagner, Matthew 1-13,239. The consecutive references to the priests' duty in the temple 
on the Sabbath (i. e. sacrifice), Jesus' presence as greater than the temple, and the contrast 
compassion/sacrifice, however, seem to emphasise that 8vaia here actually means the obvious: sacrifice 
in the temple cult. 
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these terms about the temple is confirmed in Mt 23, where the statement "Behold, I will 
leave your house desolate" (vs. 38), coincides with the exit of Jesus from the temple (Mt 
24: 1). Both here and in Mt 23: 38 Matthew's post-70 CE situation becomes evident. In 
the narrative of Matthew, Mt 9: 13 prepares for the second occurrence of Hos 6: 6 by 
already placing it in a context of Christological pronouncement. The question at stake is 
ultimately the question of the "where" of God's presence, reinterpreted in light of both 
the Jesus event the destruction of the temple. 
The exegetical argument of the first Sabbath controversy has thus been shown to 
be primarily Christological. The quotation from Hos 6: 6 "Mercy, I want, rather than 
sacrifice, " as it occurs in Mt 12: 7 gives content to the Christological pronouncement of 
the Sabbath controversy. God's compassion is fulfilled in the ministry of Jesus. The 
citation from Hos 6: 6, therefore, serves also as an introduction to the second of the 
Sabbath controversies. Also here, Jesus' compassion is symbolic of God's provision for 
the human being. 
In the second Sabbath controversy Jesus enters their synagogue where a man 
with a withered hand is found, and they question him about whether it is permissible to 
heal on the Sabbath. 85 In response Jesus points out that anyone would lift his sheep out of 
a pit on the Sabbath, and that a human being is worth (Sta#xo) much more than a 
sheep. Matthew otherwise uses Staff pw only where it occurs in Q: Mt 6: 26 (you are 
worth more than the birds of the sky and the seeds of the earth) and 10: 31 (more than 
sparrows). The insertion of the phrase here duplicates the Q-tradition86 and functions to 
bring the two previous occurrences into mind. The healing of the man with the withered 
hand by Jesus, as well as other good deeds towards human beings on the Sabbath, are to 
be understood as an expression of God's compassion. 
87 
85Matthew's preference for the verb Ertcpwiäo) rather than na pa-igp o) (to watch closely), underlines 
the feeling of hostility on the part of the Jewish leaders which is already there in the markan account. Cf. 
Schenk, Sprache, 261. The verb has no formal subject, the indefinite "they" of "their synagogues" 
(12: 9), are those who condemn. It is worth noting that this Matthean stereotype (abt(ov as a way to 
distinguish their synagogues, their leaders, their cities) is only prevalent in the first part of the gospel, 
ending in 13: 58 with Jesus' inability to do any powerful deeds because of their unbelief (Mt 4: 23; 7: 29; 
9: 35; 10: 17; 11: 1; 12: 9; 13: 54; 13: 58). The repetition of "il; Ea'tty" ties the present pcricope with the 
previous, explicitly raising the question of the lawfulness to heal on a Sabbath. In Mark this is only 
implicit, as they watch him carefully to see whether he would heal. 
86 Schenk, Sprache, 183. 
87 Therefore, it is too simple to conclude that the redactionally omitted phrase from Mk 2: 27: Tö 
Q6cßßa'tov Stä C6v ävopwnov bytvetio uai of 
b d<. Opontos Stä 'td a iPf'knov was too radical 
or "gentile" oriented for Matthew. (Cf. Schweizer, Matthaus, 180) Differently David Hill, "On the Use 
and Meaning of Hos 6: 6 in Matthew's 
Gospel" (1978), 114, suggests that Matthew's omission of the 
statement is grounded precisely in Matthew's 
knowledge of the Jewish view that the Sabbath was a gift 
from God to the human being, because it was used to strengthen the Sabbath commandment. Matthew's 
redaction of the whole of the two controversies, which actually form one unit, shows an understanding of 
Jesus' ministry where the concern for the human being corresponds with the purpose of the Sabbath 
commandment. The Sabbath controversies as a unit in Matthew may consequently be interpreted as an 
expansion of the omitted Markan phrase. 
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In the context of the Christological theme of Matthew 11-13, the use of Hos 6: 6 
serves to emphasise the presence of God in the ministry of Jesus. This praxis of Jesus as 
the giver of rest is at the beginning of Mt 11-13 described in terms which announce the 
eschatological hope of redemption in the Hebrew Scriptures: "the blind receive sight, the 
lame walk, the lepers are cleansed and the dead are raised up" (Mt 11,5), and illustrated 
further in the Sabbath healing in Mt 12: 9-14. The associations between Jesus, Sabbath 
rest and the eschatological hope add force to the Christological argument of the Sabbath 
controversies. In his ministry of mercy and healing the true purpose of the Sabbath rest is 
present. This is something greater than the temple. In Jesus' ministry, one may recognise 
God's redemptive work (cf. Mt 11: 27). 
The analysis so far has shown that the Matthean Sabbath controversy has 
meaning beyond that which is revealed in a synchronic reading of the narrative. Hence, 
an examination of the original context of the citation from Hosea is necessary. This 
examination will establish that Matthew's use of the citation is not merely atomistic. By 
inserting the passage in the Sabbath controversies, Matthew again touches upon the 
theme which was brought out by the citation of Jeremiah 6: 16 in Mt 11: 29. Also here the 
theme of covenant faithfulness plays a role. 
The Adaptation of Hos 6: 6 in Mt 12: 1-8 
In the original context of the citation in the book of Hosea, ) cos is connected 
with the covenant as faithfulness to God. 
88 Hosea 6: 6 is part of a prophetic speech of 
judgement of Israel for its disloyalty. Words of judgement constitute most of the book of 
Hosea. The purpose of the prophetic judgement, however, is ultimately the repentance of 
God's people. In repeating the quotation in the context of controversies with the 
Pharisees, Matthew is alluding to the Hosean judgement upon Israel. Here, as in the 
prophetic book, threat of judgement implies an invitation to repentance. The lack of 
understanding among the Pharisees leads eventually to their denunciation, patterned on 
prophetic judgement in chapter 23. In the employment of Hos 6: 6 is implied a prophetic 
judgement against those who do not recognise in Jesus the mercy of God. 89 
It has been suggested that the inner Matthean connections between the use of 
Hos 6: 6 in controversies with the Pharisees, together with chapter 23 of the gospel, hint 
at an explanation for the destruction of the temple. The use of the same citation in 
connection with temple practice in Matthew, as well as the Rabbinic tradition of 
Yohanan, suggests Hos 6: 6 as a text particularly relevant to the Jewish community after 
88 C. L. Scow, "Hosea" (1992), 296. 
89 While assuming that a specific problem of Matthean community is dealing with the separation from 
the mother community, a fact that is illustrated through the extraordinary harsh judgement on the Jewish 
leaders, it is difficult to conclude with Hill that Hos. 6: 6 is used atomistically in the gospel as a source of 
halakhah. Although Hill, "On the Use", 114-116 uses the Hosea reference to analyse the meaning of 
- rt in terms of covenant loyalty in the book of Hosea, he prefers to understand the use of Hos 6: 6 in 
Matthew plainly on the level of proper Sabbath observance. 
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the destruction of the temple. 90 Looking at the destroyed temple, Yohanan ben Zakkai is 
reported to have quoted Hos 6: 6, referring to compassion as a redemptive power equal 
to sacrifice. 9' The parallel usage of Hos 6: 6 in the tradition of Yohanan ben Zakkai, then, 
supports the notion that the Christological argument of Matthew 12: 1-8 in connection 
with the Wisdom Christology in 11: 28-30 is developed in the post 70 situation of 
Matthew. Significant, however, is that for Matthew, Jesus as the place of the presence of 
God, is the fulfilment of the compassion spoken of in Hosea, and can thereföre also 
demand compassion. 
Conclusion 
Matthew's interpretation of the Sabbath controversies is primarily Christological. 
Jesus is Immanuel, "God with us": something more than the temple. The composer of the 
first gospel sees the two accounts of Sabbath controversies as revolving around the 
question of the true reason for keeping the Sabbath. The concern of the Pharisees as 
depicted in Mt 12: 1-14 is the proper keeping of the Sabbath command. In Matthew's 
understanding, &änauat; is the purpose of the Sabbath. The essence of Sabbath 
observance is as pointed out above, the proleptic presence of the "rest" of the age to 
come. Through the placing of the Sabbath controversies in the present context, Matthew 
brings the Sabbatical promise of liberation and rest into connection with the ministry of 
Jesus . 
92 This is practically depicted in the healing of the man with the withered hand: his 
hand was made whole like the other. Further, and quite significantly, this is set forth in 
the Matthean addition which at first glance seems an awkward argumentation: Behold 
something more than the Temple is here. True Sabbath is found in the ministry of Jesus 
who is "the one who is to come" (Mt 11: 3), replacing the temple as God's resting place 
among God's people. 
In the use of Hos 6: 6 Matthew appeals to two aspects of the prophetic text. First, 
it is thought to contain and express the will of God. Second, and only in the extension of 
the Christological argument, it contains the norm by which to live in the covenant 
relationship with God. Hence the prophetic text is here neither employed as a proof text 
nor as predictive, containing knowledge about the eschatological future. What in its 
context in Hosea is a prophetic speech of judgement against a people that has forsaken 
90 Though any literary dependence between Matthew and Yohanan cannot be speculated on account of 
the problems of dating rabbinic literature, the context of Hos 6: 6 in Matthew, does show a common 
concern. 
91 Cf. BillerbeCk, et al., Kommentar, 500. 
9 Despite the presence of the eschatological idea here, Jesus' defence of the disciples is not to be 
understood as a concession to this age. The Christological emphasis does not do away with Sabbath 
observance in the Matthean community. The practice of 
Sabbath observance is presupposed in Matthew, 
and the Matthean community probably still observed the Sabbath. Cf. Luz, Evangelium, 233. The 
Christological accent is much more to be understood as similar to the question of fasting in Mt 9: 14-15: 
while the "bridegroom", or the true Sabbath is present, there is an exemption from the rule, as with the 
priests in the Sabbath temple service. 
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the covenant, is by Matthew employed to make a Christological pronunciation, although 
moral obligation to follow Jesus in his compassionate ministry is implied. The 
Christological pronouncement is found in the combination of the citation from Hosea 
with the assertion: Here is something more than the temple. The mercy of Jesus fulfils 
that which is required for the maintenance of the covenant relationship with God. The 
passage thereby repeats the content of Mt 11: 28-30. The ministry of Jesus, therefore, 
becomes a paradigm for how God deals with God's people. Scripture therefore witnesses 
to the mercy of God. This finds its correspondence in the actions and words of Jesus. 
Just as keeping the Sabbath is done in remembering God's acts of redemption and in 
imitation of God's actions (resting on the seventh day), so both Hos 6: 6 and Mt 12: 1-8 
also have an exhortative function: for the believer to imitate the mercy of God. Hence 
Scripture is also normative in containing rules for the practical living of life in relation to 
God. 
5.1.4. The Normativity of Scripture in Matthew's Development of the More 
than Christology 
In the analysis of what can be referred to as the "more than" Christology in 
Matthew, citations from prophetic books and from the book of Ben Sirach were 
employed in the context of Christological pronunciations. Through the use of Mal 3: 1, 
23, John the Baptist is described as one who prepares the way of the people before the 
coming of the day of YHWH. Implicit in the comparison between Jesus and John in the 
chapter is the presence of God in the ministry of Jesus. Further, in the citations and 
complex allusion in Mt 11: 28-30, Jesus speaks as the Wisdom of God offering the gift of 
understanding and of rest to the one who will answer his call. Here the Wisdom imagery 
serves to proclaim Jesus as the presence of God. Finally, Hos 6: 6 lends authority to the 
ministry of Jesus as one of compassion, as expression of both God's will and God's 
nature. In all three instances, the notion of impending or possible judgement was 
underlying the positive proclamation of God's redemption. This judgement becomes 
more explicit in the theme of revelation, hiddenness and the problem of obduracy which 
is to be analysed in chapter 6. 
In the first of the passages analysed in this chapter, Scripture was demonstrated 
to function as an authority in its predictive nature, holding knowledge about the events of 
the end of the age. The events which Matthew interprets in light of Scripture are 
nevertheless not expected to correspond literally to Scripture. Rather, for Matthew it is 
the correspondence between the conceptual reality that Scripture describes and the 
events which Matthew interprets which is important. The events are found to have 
significance in light of Scripture. Thus despite the fulfilment of Scripture in the present, 
the text remains normative beyond its fulfilment. 
In the latter two examples, the texts were found to be authoritative in containing 
the language and content of God's relation to the people. Again the present events are 
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interpreted in light of Scripture, and given significance though the employment of texts 
and formulations from Scripture. Thereby, the words and actions of Jesus are given 
authority. As such they may be understood as proof texts: the use of Scripture is 
designed to prove the identity of Jesus. This is only achieved through the word of 
Scripture, and therefore Jesus is given authority only in the extension of Scripture. This 
is the case even though Matthew reinterprets Scripture in light of the present event. 
There is a reciprocal relationship between the Jesus event affirming the normativity of 
Scripture, and Scripture affirming the legitimacy of Matthew's claims for the identity of 
Jesus. As the place of the presence of God, Jesus' words and actions are normative. Yet 
they can only be so in the extension of Scripture. Here Scripture is normative, because it 
contains the story of election and God's acts of deliverance in history, to which the Jesus 
story must conform. 
Neither of the allusions and quotations which were analysed were used in a 
purely atomistic manner. The theological undertones of the passages were all found to 
play a role in the deeper structure and content of the Matthean passages. The texts are by 
Matthew, however, all brought out of their historical context and into the present, 
without losing their reference to the past. As authoritative texts which express God's 
dealings with God's people, past and present, they may therefore be said to constitute a 
norm for events in the present. 
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5.2. THE NORMATIVITY OF THE SYNOPTIC TRADITION IN THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE nXeIOV/p. c UOV MOTIF 
The analysis of the use of Scripture in the development of the nxiiov/get ov 
motif demonstrated that the Christological pronouncement was its central purpose, and 
that it functioned to transfer authority to the person of Jesus. Hence, the scriptural 
correspondence grants legitimacy to the Christian claim concerning Jesus. In this section 
the analysis of the use of the synoptic tradition will demonstrate that the motif is 
continued in the concept of the reversal of great and small in the kingdom of heaven. 
Also here the main purpose of the evangelist is kerygmatic, whereby Christology and the 
"good news of the Kingdom" go hand in hand. 
In the nXeiov/µeU ov motif, the comparative and superlative adjectives are used to 
express the extent of the reality of the Kingdom of God which appears with the coming 
of Jesus. The presence of neuter adjectives has led many to doubt the Christological 
significance of these sayings. In the case of the Sabbath controversies, it became clear 
that the presence of something greater could not be separated from the person of Jesus. 
Yet the iXcIov or ge'Cov theme as it is developed in the Jesus tradition and through Jesus 
shows that Christology for Matthew is wider than the person of Jesus. The neuter of the 
adjective is used to express an indefinite reality which points beyond the person of Jesus. 
The reality the adjectives in question point to is the kingdom of heaven, and its 
inauguration or presence in the ministry of Jesus. The two are inseparable. The extent of 
this reality is expressed through comparison. 
The nXciov/p. ct ov motif in Matthew's adaptation of synoptic tradition is found 
mainly in Q material. Matthew 11: 7-9 and 11 is the Q tradition in which the citation of 
Ex 23: 20/Mal 3: 1 is situated. Matthew 12: 41-42 follows in the context of the Beelzeboul 
controversy. In both instances, the presence of the ßaatXEia in the ministry of Jesus is 
implied. The extent and nature of the kingdom presents itself in the example of Jesus. 
The 7tA. E104eKov motif is introduced on the basis of this example. Matthew uses the 
synoptic tradition present in Mark 10: 42-45 
in the interpretation of Q. Hence in the two 
passages, as well as in the double parable of Matthew 13: 31-34, synoptic tradition is 
used to interpret tradition, and to make 
it meaningful. Synoptic tradition as an 
interpretation of the Jesus event is normative in its pragmatic function. First, it tells the 
story of the election of God's people anew, on the 
basis of the example of Jesus: The 
least will become great. Second, it expresses criteria by which to live out that election: by 
becoming like servants. Although this concept also has its correspondence in Scripture, 
Jesus tradition is here the dominant norm-giving factor. 
5.2.1. The Greater in the Kingdom of Heaven: Matthew's Adaptation of Q 
Material in Matthew 11: 7-9,11 
In ch 5.1. it was demonstrated that the declaration of John as Elijah in Matthew 
has a function beyond the purpose of placing John in the context of salvation historical 
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speculations. The role of the eschatological prophet was shown to include other aspects 
as well. The identification of John's role of restoration and calling people to repentance 
before the arrival of the day of YHWH was found to be the main function of the citation. 
Further, the emphasis on John was found to include an implicit Christological 
pronouncement. The Matthean adaptation of the Q passage accompanying the citation, 
continues this proclamation of the presence of the Kingdom in Jesus. But more, it 
proclaims the nature of the Kingdom as "good news for the poor" in line with Mt 5. 
Matthew remains true to the order of the Q material in the section succeeding 
11: 2-6, the introductory pericope to chapters 11-13. The question by John to Jesus 
prompts Jesus' subsequent teaching to the crowds about the significance of the ministry 
of John the Baptist. It has already been shown that the Q material includes two 
statements which point to the ministry of John as something extraordinary. First, John is 
said to be more than a prophet, a statement qualified and explained by the citation from 
Malachi and Exodus. In a second, parallel statement, John is said to be the greatest 
among those born of women. It is in the context of this explication of John's ministry 
that Q brings the saying comparing John's prominence among "those born of women" 
and the greatness of týe "least in the kingdom of God. " 
The tradition-historical roots of the Jesus-John passages have been debated. 
Some find in the material the evidence of a double messianic expectation in early 
Christian literature, similar to the priestly and the royal Messiah of the Qumran 
literature, ' or of messianic expectations originally centred on John, 2 and evidence for 
rivalry between Jesus and John and their disciples. 
3 The significance of the material in 
the context of Matthew however is ultimately Christological. John receives a function 
not only as a prophet, but as the final prophet, who nevertheless suffers the same fate as 
all prophets. The interest in Matthew's adaptation of the material is not to express the 
significance of John and John's ministry in itself, but rather the implications of the correct 
interpretation of these for understanding Jesus. 
In Matthew's interpretation, the intention of Q in proclaiming the extent of the 
Kingdom in comparison with the person of John is kept. The content of Q's text is 
clarified and interpreted through Matthew's harmonising of Q with other synoptic 
tradition. The synoptic tradition is thereby found to be authoritative both in its rhetorical 
(i. e. in the theological interpretation of tradition) and in its pragmatic function. Tradition 
i Cf. 1QS 9,11; 1 Qsa 2,13ff; lQsb. For a short summary of the double messianic expectation in 
Qumran literature cf. Günter Stemberger, "Messias, Messianische Bewegungen" THE 22 (1992) 622- 
623; John J. Collins, "He shall not. Judge by What his Eyes See" (1995). That the double messianic 
expectations was the predominant one 
in Qumran literature is questioned by Martin G. Abcgg, "Messiah 
at Qumran" (1995). For John/Jesus as parallel to 
Qumran, cf. Otto Böcher, "Johannes", 178. 
2 Cf. the exposition in Stephanie von Dobbeler, Gericht, 225f1: 
3 Walter Wink, John the Baptist, xi, 20-24; Rudolf Bultmann, Geschichte, 22; Dieter Lührmann, 
Redaktion, 26-28. 
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is used here to show the presence of the Kingdom of God in Jesus, and further the nature 
of the Kingdom. Here God's will to redeem God's people is proclaimed authoritatively. 
Moreover, there is a revaluation present in the material with regard to the 
addressees of the kerygmatic proclamation. As will be evident also in chapter 6, the good 
news of the Kingdom is not proclaimed only to the people of God, to whom the Baptist 
was sent. Those who hear and understand, "the poor", are the addressees of the 
proclamation. The normativity of tradition is made clear in addressing this specific group 
of people as the recipients of God's favour. 
The authoritative aspects of synoptic tradition in Matthew's development of the 
-xxilov/getýov motif in Mt 11: 7-9,11 will be demonstrated by identifying and describing 
the impact of the Matthean redaction of Q. As in ch 4.2, this will be achieved in three 
subsequent steps: First, the Matthean redactional adaptation of the Q text will be 
identified. Second, the theological content of the Q text will be described. Finally, the 
Matthean adaptation and interpretation of the Q tradition can be described. 
Matthew's redaction of Q 7: 18-23 
Matthew's redaction of Jesus' teaching concerning John in Q 7: 18-23 is not 
extensive. Yet the small alterations of the Q text, plus the insertions of Q material in v 
12, are decisive for Matthew's rereading of the Q text. Again Matthew's redaction can 
be distinguished as either "technical" or "literary". The technical changes can be 
identified in the use of preferential vocabulary and style, or by use of linguistic links to 
the narrative context. The literary redaction makes use of the linguistic links as 
interpretative elements in the text, and in the use of the language and form of the 
sources. 
Matthew's preservation of traditional material is predominant in the passage. 
With a few exceptions Matthew remains true to the wording of Q. This is in accordance 
with Matthew's partly conservative preservation of source material. In the redactional 
transition between 11: 6 and Jesus' teaching about John, it is likely that Matthew's 
sentence is structured on the Q phrase which it replaces. The Matthean co(nwv Be 
° 
xopcvop vwv, employs the verb of Mt 11: 4//Q 7: 22. Thereby a lexical link with the 
4So also Ulrich Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2,172 and William David Davies and Dale C. Allison, Saint 
Matthew, vol. 2,246. Lk 7: 24 is a Lukan redaction, dLYYEXot referring back to the sending of Lk 7: 19 
and is perhaps influenced by Lk 1: 23; 2: 15. Cf. Siegfried Schulz, Q, 229. Differently, Elisabeth 
Sevenich-Bax, Israel's Konfrontation mit der letzten Boten der Weisheit (1993), 211 and Paul 
Hoffmann, Studien, 194, both hold the Matthean text to reflect the Q wording. The evidence is not 
conclusive. 'A7tLpXoµat (Luke's text) occurs 20 times in Lk. Of these 13 are derived from sources (6 L, 
5 Mk, 2 Q) and four are probably redactional. Luke omits the verb from Markan material in six 
instances and replaces it with a different verb in five cases. The same verb is in'Matthew omitted nine 
times, and replaced four times in the Markan text. It is kept 20 times where it occurs in source material, 
whereas 11 additional occurrences probably are redactional. Twice, 
but. pXoµat can be ascribed to Q (Q 
9: 57,59). In six cases, three times in Lk and four times in Mt, the verb occurs in material of the double 
tradition, or as minor agreement Mt/Lk, but can not positively be ascribed to the Q source. ITopeüoµat, 
is found 29 times in Mt, of these 18 are dependent on the sources, nine times it has been inserted 
redactionally. In Lk 26 instances can 
be ascribed to sources, and 19 are redactional. The verb occurs five 
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previous pericope is established, and the literary continuation between Jesus' answer to 
John and the speech to the crowd concerning John, already there in Q, is strengthened. 
The differing texts of Mt 11: 8//Lk 7: 25 are probably due to Lukan redaction. ' Matthew 
therefore reflects the Q text. 6 In conclusion of the passage Mt 11: 15 is a prophetic call 
to repentance. Again the text is an adaptation of a synoptic form. The sentence is derived 
from Mk 4: 9. Matthew has duplicated it and inserted it here. It functions as a conclusion 
of the pericope in the same way as Mt 11: 6 for the previous pericope. Again, therefore, 
Matthew is found to imitate synoptic language. The sentence serves a clear structural and 
rhetorical role in its present place. 
Matthew alters tradition in two ways: by adding preferential vocabulary and 
altering the structure of Q in v. 11. The insertion of preferential vocabulary is found in v 
7 and v. 9. Matthew adds b ITroüS to Q's text after fiato. This addition corresponds to 
Matthean redactional praxis. Jesus is clarified as the acting or speaking subject, an aspect 
which in Q and Mark often remains implied. 
7 The frequent use of the name always points 
back to Mt 1: 21 (she will bear a son, and you shall call his name Jesus, for he will save 
his people from their sins). ' Matthew also exchanges tioü Oeoü with i. 5v oüpavc3v. 
The parallelism of Mt 11: 11 differs from the structure of Q 7: 28. The Lukan text 
reflects Q and places two parallel structured sentences next to each other: 
µetiwv kv yevvrtoi yvvatxcuv' Icix vvov obSetS tatty: 
b& µtxpkepoS tv tin (3aat?, eta toi 6eoü µetýciv at=ü tatty. 
times in Q (Q 7: 8 [twice], 22; 11: 26; 15: 4). Eight occurrences of the verb, six in Lk and two in Mt are 
found in material where the source, cannot be identified with certainty. The statistics, which show a 
frequent use of ttopEüoµat in Lukan material, and transitional sentences similar to Mt 11: 7 also in Mt 
12: 45; 22: 15; 27: 66 and 28: 11, suggest that the Matthean text is redactional. It does, however, not prove 
that Lk preserves the Q wording. The genitive absolute in both Mt and Lk and the reference to the 
departing of John's disciples suggest that a similar transitional phrase existed in Q. It is, moreover, 
likely that neither Lk nor Mt reflect the original Q. (So also Volker Schönle, "Johannes, Jesus und die 
Juden" (1982), 41). 
5For more detailed discussion cf. I. Howard Marshall, The Gospel of Luke (1978), 294; Francois Bovon, 
Lukas, vol. 1,370-371. 
6 Cf. Schönle, "Johannes", 42. The original scribe of Sinaiticus reverses the word order in v. 8 and 9 
(here also WZ 892 and the first corrector of Vaticanus), introducing the noun (ävOp(Orzov v. 8 and 
npo4f tTly v, 9) before the infinitive 
't&ety. In this way he alters the parallelism in the rhetorical 
questions: tit cf Oci. to (et; ti fiv Zrprl tOv); OthaaaOat xd. Xaµov/ ävOpcnnov 'tSeiv / npc 4 ftv 
'tSBty. The weight of the external witnesses speaks against the text of Sinaiticus, although their 
parallelism may be assimilation to the parallelism of the Lukan text. The reversal shows that the 
punctuation of the sentences was not clear. 
Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2,171, translates the sentences in line 
with the Sinaiticus alterations: Why did you go out? 
To see ...? Davies, and Allison, Saint Matthew, vol. 
2,247-248 translate "What did you go out to see? " The difference in the sentence punctuation does not 
significantly alter the meaning. 
7 Wolfgang Schenk, Sprache, 298-299. 
8 Jack Dean Kingsbury, Matthew, 84-84. 
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Matthew, omits ot6ct; 'catiw at the end of the first clause (Q 7: 28a), and inserts othx 
byfjyeptat9 at the beginning of the clause. Further µeiýcov is moved towards the end of 
the first clause. Matthew thereby creates a parallelism where the emphasis of each falls 
on the comparative µeiýcav. The restructuring of Q reflects Matthew's tendency to 
structure and tighten the material of the sources. Further, the restructuring alters the 
emphasis of the verse, so that Matthew's theological interpretation of the verse becomes 
evident. 
Finally, Matthew expands the Q passage. Matthew 11: 12f//Lk 16: 16 is omitted 
from its original place in Q and inserted into the speech. 10 Matthew 11: 14 is a Matthean 
composition and is a rewording or interpretation of the citation in v 10. The significance 
of this allusion to Mal 3: 23 was discussed in ch 5.1.1. 
Before conclusions can be drawn regarding the extent and significance of the 
Matthean redaction, it is necessary to analyse the content of the passage as it appeared in 
Q. 
Jesus' Teaching about John in Q 
The Q section which deals with Jesus and John the Baptist (Q 7: 18-23,24-26, 
31-35) follows immediately after the healing of the centurion's servant, ' which is placed 
after the sermon on the mount/plain. As was shown in ch 4.1., the two prepare for the 
mixed quotation in 7: 22. They give examples of miracles as well as of the proclaiming of 
good news, although in Q, the emphasis in the miracle story there focuses on the faith of 
the centurion. 
Despite the focus on the faith of the centurion, the negative response to Jesus and 
John depicted in the parable of the children in the marketplace in Q 7: 31-35 does not 
serve as a contrast to the centurion. Rather the parable, and the possibility of rejection 
9 For the Matthean preferential use of kyci. pco, cf. Schenk, Sprache, 209-210. Bovon, Lukas, 371, 
nevertheless, holds Matthew's text to reflect the original Q wording. 
10 In disagreement with Lührmann, Redaktion, 27-28 and Arland Jacobson, The Wisdom Chrlstology of 
Q (1978), 84, the saying is not to be considered a part of the Q collection of Jesus and John in Q 7. The 
Lukan version has been redacted and together with two other Q logia (Lk 16: 18//Mt 5: 32 and Lk 16//Mt 
5: 18) inserted into material from Luke's special source. It is possible that Luke found it already coupled 
with Lk 16: 17. An indication of this is their connection through the key word vbµos (cf. Scvenich-Bax, 
Konfrontation, 207-208). The logion fits poorly with the context in Lk, and it is unlikely that it should 
have been moved and placed there by Luke had it originally been found in the context of Q 7. Possibly 
the logion was not a part of Q, but existed in two different forms in two parts of the tradition. John S. 
Kloppenborg, Formation, 113-114, includes a short review of the arguments concerning the Logion's 
place in Q. Kloppenborg is interested in the theological and tradition-historical aspects of the Q 
document, and argues for its reading together with the material in Q7 on account of the similar content. 
Exactly this is an argument against the context of Q7 being original. Would Luke then have removed it? 
The Matthean redaction of Mt 11: 12 will only marginally be touched upon in the next chapter. For a 
history of interpretation of the passage cf. Peter Scott Cameron, Violence and the Kingdom (1984). For 
shorter reviews of possible interpretations cf. Davies, and Allison, Saint Matthew, vol. 2,255-256; Luz, 
Evangelium, vol. 2,177-178; Helmut Merklein, Die Gottesherrschaft als Ilandlungsprinzip (1978), 80. 
97. 
" One of two miracle stories in Q. 
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serves as an introduction to the missions discourse and the section on following Jesus 
which precedes the discourse. 12 The discourse ends with the great thanksgiving in Q 
10: 21-22. The connecting thought therefore between Q 7: 31-35 and the missionary 
discourse is the (possibility) of negative response of some to Jesus and John as children 
of divine Wisdom, and subsequently to Jesus' disciples. It has already been pointed out, 
that in Q, the superiority of Jesus over John is, if not explicit, at least implicit. The 
connecting thought between the parable and the great thanksgiving is the reversal of the 
understanding of wisdom. The viertot have received revelation and are blessed. 
Together with the account of John's question to Jesus, Jesus' teaching 
concerning John serves well as an introduction to the parable of the children in the 
market place. The threefold question tit ttf ko ie, implies a certain amount of ignorance 
or lack of insight on behalf of the listeners. Together with the concluding parable, it 
becomes apparent that "this generation" does not understand what it sees. The reed 
shaken in the wind and the man dressed in fine clothing are not simply ridiculous 
solutions to the rhetorical question. Though they are that as well, they are realistic in that 
they ironically depict the contemporaries' expectations of what the eschatological 
prophet should be. Likewise the parable indicates that neither Jesus nor John met the 
expectations of "this generation". Going out into the desert, the crowd came to see a 
prophet, but what they found did not meet their expectations, hence Jesus asks, "what 
did you expect"? The final saying: "Wisdom will be justified by her children" extends 
back to include the whole of the previous section, referring not only to Jesus and John, 
but also to those who understand their mission as Wisdom's children. In this, the positive 
judgement of John by Jesus parallels the answer Jesus gives John's disciples. It forms the 
centre of the section regarding John as that which the crowds have failed to understand. 
The saying in Q 7: 28 concurs with and explains the citation from Mal 3: 1: John is 
the prophet who announces the coming of the kingdom, the new age. The kingdom of 
God, the eschatological age, is greater than the present age, hence, even the smallest in 
the kingdom is greater than John. Consequently, the contrast by yevvr1 ots yvvatxwv and 
Ev Tfi fk ati to =ü Ocoü is to be understood as a contrast between members of the 
previous age and participants in the eschatological age. The comparison is meant not to 
diminish the significance of John, but rather to express the greatness of the eschatological 
age, by using John, the greatest among human beings, as a measure. 
It is evident then, that the main concern of the Q passage is to assign 
eschatological roles to both John and Jesus. John announces the coming of the 
eschatological age and Jesus introduces it. The greatness of the Kingdom is explained in 
12 The contrast made by Kloppenborg, Formation, 118.119, between the positive response of the gentile 
Centurion in Q 7: 1-10 and the negative response of Israel in Q 7: 31-35, seems informed by research on 
the texts as they appear in the context of Matthew and Luke. Although the Centurion's faith is 
commended (a commendation which is repeated in 7: 23: blessed is the one who does not take offence at 
me, ) and "this generation" is criticised, there is nothing in the parable which implies a judgement of 
Israel as such. 
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relation to John. After the significance of the passage in Q has been identified, it is 
possible to demonstrate how Matthew has adapted and interpreted his source. 
Matthew's Adaptation of Q in Mt 11: 7-9,11 
Although Matthew's composition changes the order of Q, the adaptation of the 
Jesus/John material seeks to enhance the meaning of the source. In the process, however, 
the emphasis on the greatness of the kingdom is diminished in an attempt to explain the 
status or significance of John. Matthew's addition of Mt 11: 12//Lk 16: 16 along with the 
concluding verses 14-15, give the pericope in Matthew a different structure from that of 
Q. The Matthean text consist of two parts. The first, which is dependent on Q, consists 
of the threefold question or ridicule of "this generation'. The second consists of the 
Matthean insertion of Q 16: 16, and further redactional additions to the Q text. Each part 
concludes with a reference to the expected eschatological prophet Elijah (Mt 11: 10; Mt 
11: 14). 13 The second part as a whole functions as an explanation of v 10. Therefore, the 
part which concludes the Q text (Mt 11: 11//Q 7: 28) and which is intended as a further 
interpretation of the citation, is expanded in Matthew for clarification. 
As in Q the first of the comparatives of the John/Elijah material in Matthew 11: 9, 
zreptaa6tepov npo4ncou, serves to prepare for the mixed quotation in v 10. Or 
conversely, the citation serves to explain the statement in v 9. The reference to Elijah is 
to the expected eschatological prophet, whose ministry goes beyond that of a prophet. 
Mt 11: 11 introduces the Matthean expansion of the previous text. In it a double 
comparison takes place. John is first compared to human beings in general, and in the 
second stage, the "least" in the kingdom of heaven is compared with John: 
o1u Eyfjyepxact kv yevvrnois juvati6v tLdý(011 lwävvou toü ßat«taioü: 
b 6e ptxp&tepo; kv Tn ßaat? cta sui v obpctvwv µetýcov atnoi tcr%ty. 
There is no scholarly consensus as to the meaning of the comparison either in Q 
or in Matthew. The interpretation of Q advocated in the present analysis emphasises the 
eschatological aspect of the saying, and avoids a "relational" and an ecclesiological 
interpretation. In Matthew, the statement is most often interpreted in connection with the 
so called Stürmerspruch which Matthew has inserted into the context. It is understood to 
have a salvation historical meaning, so that John appears as the inaugurator of the time of 
salvation (Mt 11: 12-13), while still appearing as a part of the `old covenant', as one born 
of a woman Mt 11: 11.14 In this interpretation, John as the last of the old covenant is 
compared to b gtxpkepos ev tip ßaatXcta, the least in the church (as the entity of the 
new covenant). The interpretation is unsatisfactory because it leaves two statements 
which Matthew has connected redactionally to stand in open contradiction to each other. 
13 So also Joachim Gnilka, Matthäusevange/rum, vol. 1,411-412. 
"Cf. e. g. Gnilka, Matthäusevangeliwn, vol. 1,416-417, who holds that Matthew understood John to be 
a part of the time of fulfilment, so that the 
inclusion of Mt 11: 11 from Q stands in opposition to 
Matthew's understanding of the role of the Baptist. 
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The insertion of Mt 11: 12-13 in the present place makes sense only if Matthew 
understood the sayings to be somehow related to each other. 
The "relational" interpretation, which holds gtxp&cepoq as a comparative to refer 
to Jesus as a previous disciple of John, is also problematic. " This interpretation 
understands the saying as referring to the historical relationship between Jesus and John, 
thought to be expressed through b bittaco µov tpxoµevo; in Mt 3: 11.16 It is doubtful, 
however, whether the formulation did express or suggest the relationship of a disciple to 
a master in the context of John's eschatological oriented announcement. " Further, in all 
gospel traditions the saying occurs in a context where Jesus is in one way or another 
clearly depicted as more than John. 18 Thus, an understanding of Jesus as gtxp&tcpo;, in 
specific comparison to John as Jesus' master, makes little sense in the context of the 
Christologically oriented gospel text. 19 
The apparent contradiction between Mt 11: 11 and Mt 11: 12-13 is reduced when 
one refrains from salvation historical deliberations, and the relationship between Jesus 
and John in this salvation history. Although the text does deal with both these implicitly, 
the centre of the text in Matthew as in Q, is a statement concerning the greatness of the 
kingdom. Whereas the stress in Q was found to be on the greatness of the approaching 
kingdom and hence eschatological, in Matthew this greatness of the kingdom has 
Christological and also ecclesiological significance. 
The key to Matthew's understanding of the Q saying may lie in the changed 
sentence structure. Contributing to the difficulty of understanding the comparison of the 
Q saying is the different usage of the comparatives in the logion. Whereas µet cov is used 
comparatively in both sentences, pucp6tcpos with the article has the meaning of the 
superlative. By changing the word order of the first clause of the saying, Matthew avoids 
the parallel structure which compares the greater among those born of women to the 
15I. e. but the lesser of the two is greater than John in the kingdom of God. For this interpretation in the 
history of interpretation cf. Luz, Evangelium, vol. 1,175 n. 29. 
16e. g. Hoffmann, Studien, 220-224; Otto Bucher, "Johannes der Täufer in der neutestamentlichen 
Überlieferung" (1978) 48,57-58. 
11 So also Josef Ernst, "War Jesus ein Schüler Johannes des Täufers? " (1989), 19-21. 
1& The Markan text uses'i. axupbtiepoc, which in the gospel context explicitly speaks of Jesus as more 
than John. The Q text is not easily distinguishable at this point. Even if it only spoke of the coming one 
baptising in fire and spirit it would imply a "greater than" the water baptism of John. The gospel of John 
agrees with the synoptics in stating the unworthiness of John in relation to Jesus. If the gospels have 
Christianised the tradition at the announcement, it is little likely that the present text refers back to a 
historical relationship in which John was thought to be greater. 
19The question of the authenticity of the logion and the meaning for the historical relationship 
Jesus/John will remain unanswered in this study. Michael Tilly, Johannes, 92-94, understands w 7-9 to 
be a historical exaltation of John by Jesus, in light of John's message against the Herodian rule. Matthew 
11: 11 would then be considered to be a Christian polemicisation against the followers of John. Cf. Gösta 
Lindeskog, "Johannes", 56. It speaks against such a view for Matthew, that Matthew over against Q and 
Mark speaks positively of John. Cf. Wolfgang Trilling, "Täufertradition", 283; Alexander Sand, 
Evangelium, 244. Whatever the historical development and Sitz im Leben, the texts in question see Jesus 
as superior, even on the Q level. 
See also Ernst, "War Jesus ein Schüler? ", 25-27. 
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least among the Kingdom of God. The result is a structure, whereby the first sentence as 
a whole has the meaning of a superlative which the second superlative stands in relation 
to, and is contrasted with. Matthew's redactional move is an interpretation of the Q text, 
where the contrast is made between the least and the greatest among those born of 
women, in comparison to John and with regard to the coming kingdom. The point, as in 
Q, is to make a dual assertion, first concerning the greatness of John, and second 
concerning the reality of the kingdom: 
obi byflyepwt Ev ycvvi toiS yuvatxcüv p Etýo)v ' Iwdcvvou toü 
pantitamü: 
b 6e gtKp&ccpoc (ev ycvvr1t6-t; yuvatxwv) 
'ev tin ßaatXeta uüv obpavwv Ietýwv a1rcoi tarty. 
In this construction, b µtxp&tcpoc is to be understood in relation to the previous 
sentence (no one is greater than John, but the least is greater than him in the ßaa ia). 
Therefore'ev tip ßaat? eia ti v obpavwv is no longer to be understood as an attribute to b 
gtKp6'Lepoc, but as the presence of a new reality which goes beyond human measure. The 
contrast 'v yevvrrcotg yUvat, 
6 /'ev 'tjj [iaai. Xctq t&v o{)pavcv is not a statement of 
salvation-historical character contrasting the old age (before Jesus) with the new (after 
Jesus = church), but contrasting "this age" with "the age to come'. As in Q, the kingdom 
is the eschatological age, but with the accent on the "already/not yet" of the Matthean 
'epx6gevo; motif. Here it is not the limitations of John the Baptist as a Jew, as a non- 
believer, or as a mere human which are in view, but the greatness of the kingdom which 
is announced by him. In the Matthean construction, gtxp6tepo; may refer not only 
generally to human beings, 
20 but also specifically to Jesus. 
Through the development of the Q text in Mt 11: 12-15, the identity and 
significance of John has been established. He is the eschatological prophet. The 
significance of this realisation is explicated through the comparison of Mt 11: 11. It 
compares the least among human beings (the reed which is shaking in the wind, 21 the 
blind, the lame, the poor) to someone greater than a prophet. The statement contains 
more than one meaning. It is first to be read with Mt 18: 4; 20: 26-27 and 23: 11, as a 
statement about the kingdom of heaven, where the one who is the servant of all is the 
20 For such a reconstruction (on Q level) (Q=Mt, ) cf. Merklein, "Gottesherrschaft", 86-87; Hoffmann, 
Studien, 222. 
21 Gerd Theißen, "Das'schwankende Rohr' in Mt 11.7 und die Gründungsmünzen Tiberias" (1985), 43- 
55 seeks to show that Mt 11: 7-9 par Luke, through the use of metaphorical language, alludes to the 
historical conflict between John and Herod Antipas. According to Theißen, the reed depicted on coins 
minted in the new capital Tiberias in 20 CE would have been familiar to people as a name of ridicule for 
the tetrarch. As such the name would indicate his slyness as a politician in changing his ways according 
to the direction of the wind. In the context of Matthew 11-13, the contrast in Mt 11: 7-9 is more likely to 
have a double meaning. First, on the literal level, the two are simply ironical answers to the rhetorical 
question. The reed, as the most common plant in the region, is not something you would seek in the 
desert. Likewise the man in fine clothing does not move in the desolate areas of the desert. On a 
symbolic level, there is a contrast between the poor and weak (Cf. Mt 12: 20), and the powerful. 
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greatest. 22 Second, it is to be read Christologically, because the example for the "least" 
among those born of women (which all humans are), is found in Jesus himself (20: 28). 23 
Matthew therefore, building on the statement concerning the greatness of the 
kingdom in Q, expands it to make a statement concerning the nature of the kingdom. The 
context of the saying in Matthew confirms both a general and a Christological reading of 
the text. The general reading, understanding the text to refer to the reversal of the "least" 
becoming "great" in the kingdom of heaven, is confirmed by the immediately preceding 
and the following pericopes. The mixed quotation in 11: 5 refers to the events of the 
kingdom in which the "weak" in the society will be restored. By placing the mission 
discourse before the question of John, Matthew also brings Mt 11: 25-27//Q 7: 34-35, the 
revelation to "babes" (cf. Mt 18: 1-5), closer to the parable of the children in the 
marketplace, only intercepted by the judgement upon the Galilean cities. Also this 
revelation is a reversal of the norm. The Christological reading is also supported by the 
context. First, the question of John in 11: 3 raises a question of the identity of Jesus not 
just for that pericope, but for the following narrative. The interconnectedness of the 
presence of the kingdom with the ministry of Jesus is stressed. The presence of the 
kingdom is also the interest of Mt 11: 7-19, evident in the Matthean stress on the role of 
John as Elijah through the added material in Mt 11: 12-15. Further, Jesus' humility is 
mentioned in Mt 11: 29, and he is referred to as "servant" in Mt 12: 18. The 
interconnectedness of both the general and the Christological reading has a parallel in the 
previous chapter, where, in 10: 38, discipleship is connected with "losing one's life" for 
the sake of Jesus. 
It is clear then that keeping in mind the eschatological perspective present in both 
Q and Matthew is essential for reading Mt 11: 11. The reality of the breaking in of the 
Kingdom of God is at the centre of the message. In Q, John as the precursor of the 
Kingdom stands on the threshold of its appearance. His person, as the final prophet 
greater than anyone born of women, is used as a measure for that which is to be expected 
of the age which is inaugurated. In the time of the Kingdom of God, even the least is 
greater than John the Baptist is now. The question of John's inclusion in or exclusion 
from the Kingdom is not relevant. What is relevant is his significance as the 
eschatological messenger announcing something greater. 
Matthew expands on this significance of John's ministry by the insertion of Mt 
11: 12-15. John not only stands on the threshold of the kingdom, but as the prophet Mal 
3 spoke of, his ministry marks the beginning of its coming (bano uüv t tep6v'Icoavvou, Mt 
22 So also Robert H. Gundry, Matthew, 208-209; 0. Michel, "Mixp6S" (1967), 653. Gundry reads the 
present text as an exhortation to 
humility, whereas, in the present context it would seem more 
appropriate to speak of "good news of the 
kingdom" being proclaimed (cf. Mt 11: 5; 5: 3. ) 
23Similarly W. Grundmann, "MeyaS" (1967), 535, who refers to "the fathers". Grundmann assumes 
however, that the kingdom is purely a future reality. For Matthew this is not so. The point of the 
strengthened emphasis on John as more than a prophet points to the understanding of fulfilment in the 
present. It is the "already but not yet" 
I have emphasised in the context of the Epx6ICvo; -Christology. 
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11: 12). For Matthew the Kingdom of God is already present (coq äptt). 24 The greatness 
of Jesus and John, however, does not lie in what they are in themselves, but, in full 
accord with Matthean theology, it rests on what they do. Mucp6tepo; therefore is not a 
designation referring to age or size, but to a specific attitude or action. The presence of 
the kingdom marks the presence of something greater. Paradoxically, the nature of this 
getýcüv is the greatness of the small. Thus the ", tXEiov" of Jesus can only be understood 
in terms of his humility (Mt 11: 29; 12: 19; 21: 5). 
Conclusion: Normative Tradition in Mt 11: 7-9,11 
The redactional changes of Matthew to the source are minor, yet significant 
enough for analysts to understand how the text of the source was understood and 
interpreted. Matthew adds the name Jesus to the source to specify that the words that 
follow are the words of Jesus. Matthew changes these words however, and adds to them. 
Mostly for the sake of clarifying and making more explicit the tendencies which are 
already present in the text of Q. In interpreting the teaching of Jesus in the present text, 
Matthew makes use of both strands of the Jesus tradition. As was shown in chapter 3, 
the citation inserted in the Q material here was already found in Mark 1: 2 in connection 
with John. The reality of Jesus' ministry is thus further emphasised through the insertion 
of Q 16: 16, showing that with Jesus the Kingdom of God is present. Further, the changes 
of Matthew to Q 7: 28 show that Matthew understood the contrast great/small in light of 
Mk 10: 43-45. Hence, again Matthew uses tradition to interpret tradition. 
The synoptic tradition which Matthew adapts in Mt 11: 7-9,11 is by Matthew 
interpreted in light of synoptic tradition. The authoritative strand of tradition is here 
already given in the beginning and closing pericopes of chapter 11. The imagery in 
Matthew 7 and 8, contrasting the poor and the weak with the strong, the revelation to 
"babes" and proclamation of good news to the poor, leads Matthew to read Q in light of 
the reversal of great and small in the kingdom of heaven. 
The contrast between the suffering of the Son of Man and the future coming of 
the Son of Man was already present in the christologies of both Q and Mark. This aspect 
of tradition is employed by Matthew in the reading of Q's account of Jesus' teaching 
concerning John. The text mainly continues the Christological pronouncement of Q 7. 
Jesus is depicted as the one in whom God's Kingdom is present. The greatness of this 
kingdom, in terms of its being good news to the poor, is explicated in Mt 11: 5 and 11. In 
terms of theological content, Mark 10: 43-45 serves as the norm by which Q 7: 24-26,28 
is interpreted in Matthew. The vocabulary and language of Q make the interpretation 
possible. 
The synoptic tradition by which Matthew interprets Q is not simply the 
background for Christological pronouncement and theological explication of the nature 
24 So also Merklein, "Gottesherrschaft", 84-85. 
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of the Kingdom. In extension of the Christological application, the tradition focuses on 
the Cross and resurrection of Jesus as the example or paradigm for those to whom the 
Kingdom is given. There is therefore, implicit in the text, also a norm for living in 
anticipation of the Kingdom. 
Whereas the use of Scripture in the rz7XEiov/µet ov motif appealed to the covenant 
relationship, the law and the presence of God to justify Christological claims and to 
develop the Christological pronouncement, the synoptic tradition interprets the presence 
of the Kingdom in terms of the reversal of the great and small at the example of Jesus. A 
new norm is thereby created, by which to remain in the covenant relationship to God. 
This is, however, perceived to be in continuation with the law and the prophets as the 
previous section demonstrated. 
5.2.2. More than Jonah and Solomon (Mt 12: 41-42) Matthew's Adaptation of 
Q 11: 16,29-32. 
The irXctov motif which Matthew draws on in the first Sabbath controversy has 
its roots in the Q material which follows closely on the sign of Jonah pericope. As in Mt 
11: 7-19, the motif is coupled with the notion of lack of repentance by, and subsequent 
judgement upon, "this generation". Thematically, the request for a sign and the 
judgement which follows are concerned with the hardheartedness of this generation. 
Therefore the citation of Jonah 2: 1 and the subsequent judgement are also to be analysed 
there. 
In the context of the it? eiov motif in Mt 11-13, the double saying in Q has been 
proven to be formative for Matthew's Christological pronouncement. The citation of 
Jonah 2: 1, in addition to having significance as an answer to the request for a sign, 
prepares for the tXEiov sayings which 
follow. It interprets the Q pericope in light of the 
resurrection of Jesus. Here again the "more than" Christology is found in the post-Easter 
perspective of the Matthean situation. Such was the case also in Mt 11: 28-30 and 12: 7. 
Although the attempt to distinguish between thematic strands which run through 
Mt 11-13 led to the analysis of the Beelzeboul controversy under the heading of the 
£pXÖtevoc motif, the controversy is closely connected with the double ica. ei, ov saying both 
in Q and in Matthew, and explains its placing in the present place in both documents. It is 
evident therefore, that the three leading motifs in chapters 11-13 are closely related to 
each other, and almost every passage could 
be analysed in light of each theme. 
The "more than Jonah"/"more than Solomon" passage in Mt 12: 41-42, has been 
influential and normative in the Matthean composition of Matthew 11-13. It has provided 
the conceptual key to the important combination of Mt 11: 28-12: 14. In that passage, as 
well as the present, the post-Easter, post-70 perspective of Matthew interprets the 
"greater than" of Jesus, in Jesus' replacement of the temple as "the place of the presence 
of God". Through the insertion of the Jonah citation, Matthew has adapted and 
interpreted the passage in light of the death and resurrection of Jesus. Hence the 
Christological pronouncement is the main emphasis of the passage. It is therefore only in 
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its interpreted form that the Q passage remains normative for Matthew, in the context of 
the present theme. 
The double nkiiov saying in Matthew 12: 42-43 has by Matthew largely been kept 
in its original Q form. On that basis, one could claim that Matthew's conservative 
adaptation of source material is here evident. Yet, through the composition of material, 
Matthew alters the significance of Q. so that despite a practically verbatim preservation 
of the source material, Matthew alters the content of the saying decisively. This will be 
demonstrated by first analysing the meaning of the double saying in its Q context. 
Subsequently the function of the Matthean composition of material in the interpretation 
and adaptation of the saying will be pointed out. 
The Double ir2e ov Saying in Q 
The request for a sign passage in Mark 8: 11-13 shows that the Jonah/Solomon 
saying originally existed as an independent unit before being combined with the sign 
request. The Q passage does not preserve an account of the actual request itself, but 
presupposes it. The introduction to the issue in Mt 12: 38 is in its entirety a redactional 
formulation. 25 
Tradition-historically, one can postulate a growth process whereby the request 
for a sign material was expanded by the Jonah/Solomon pericope as an exemplification of 
the wickedness of this generation. In a subsequent step the post-Easter sign of Jonah 
material was inserted as an interpretation of the request for a sign, prompted by the 
25 T6-C$, &lroxpivoµat .») eywv, is a Matthean construction. It occurs five times in Matthew against 
one occurrence each in Mark and Luke (cf. Schenk, Sprache, 338). Ttveq uüv ypaµVcxrkwv ... is a 
duplication of the Markan tradition preserved in Mt 9: 3 (cf. Schenk, Sprache, 445). The combination 
-ypecµ tc tCtS uai 4)oeptaatot is a standard formulation in Matthew. At8äaKcCXE is used by 
characters addressing Jesus who do not belong to the followers of Jesus (cf. Luz, Evangelium, vol. 1, pt 
3.2, vol. 2,272). Ot?. oµev't3ety: The use of OL%w + inf. expressing a desire to do something, occurs 
23 times in Matthew. Seven of these are in M material, whereby once in 22: 3 it may be a redactional 
prefiguring of 23: 38. Nine times Mt differs from the sources in including the phrase, which may give 
evidence of redactional usage. The remaining seven are traditional. Although Matthew omits the phrase 
from his sources five, possibly six times, the evidence shows a preference for the formulation in 
Matthean redaction and special source material. Luke 11: 16 is a redactional insertion into the 
Beelzeboul controversy adapted from Mark 8. Mt 16: 1 and Lk 11: 16 agree against Mk 8: 11 in bringing 
, Xetpäl ovtiec forward to the beginning of the sentence, and in using be instead of btfto as a 
preposition. Matthew uses &*0 oibpdvov only once, in 24: 29, and be is overall the preferred 
preposition used with o4. pävoS in the whole of the synoptic tradition. Further, if the reading of the 
Majority text in addition to Sinaiticus, Alexandrinus and L, W, e, et al., of Mk 9: 9 is correct, Matthew 
has made the same redactional move in Mt 17: 9 (cf. Davies, and Allison, Saint Matthew, vol. 2,580). 
The minor agreements of Mt 16: 1 with Lk 11: 16 could indicate the existence of aQ account of a request 
for a sign similar to that of Mark. If this were so, and it did serve originally as an introduction to the 
passage found in Q 11: 29.32, both Matthew and Luke have removed it from its present place. Matthew 
replacing it with a redactional verse, 
bringing the Q wording into the redaction of the Markan request in 
Mt 16: 1. It seems unlikely that both Luke and Mt would separate the introductory sentence from the rest 
of the account if it had been there, hence, it must be concluded that if Q included an account of a request 
for a sign, it existed much in the same form as that of Mk 8: 11-12, separately from the sign of Jonah 
pericope. It is, however, more likely that the minor agreements Mt-Lk can be explained by linguistic 
preference rather than through a common source separate from Mark. 
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mention of the Ninevites and Jonah in the subsequent material. 26 As key words, 27 they 
function to connect the elements of the pericope forming a unit. 
The Solomon/Jonah material is a continuation of the statement on this wicked 
and adulterous generation. Thematically it belongs in Q together with similar negative 
statement about "this generation. " The "more than Jonah"/"more than Solomon" saying 
in Q, emphasises the repentance of Gentiles in contrast to this generation's failure to 
repent. 28 Simultaneously the refusal to realise the presence of something more than 
Solomon and Jonah, increases the guilt of "this generation. " The judgement on this 
generation continues in the woes against the Pharisees in Q 11: 39-52, interrupted only by 
a seemingly unrelated passage in vv 33-36.29 
The Sign of Jonah followed by the double 7rXci. ov saying is preceded by the 
Beelzeboul controversy. In Q also the return of the evil spirit is placed before Q 11: 29- 
32. The order of the Q text suggests a dualistic apocalyptic and eschatological world 
view. In the context of this dualistic apocalypticism, it is of prime importance to remain 
26 So also Richard Alan Edwards, Sign ofJonah in the Theology of the Evangelists and Q (1971), 49-51. 
The tradition history of the pericope is difficult to establish. That the sign pericope did exist separately is 
clear from Mark 8: 11-12. Mark and Q have probably preserved the same saying in different contexts. 
Since the request for a sign itself can be shown to be absent in Q, the original saying lying at the base of 
Mark and Q must have included simply a statement that this generation, if it were to have asked for one, 
would not have been given a sign. (b yEVC L aüT11 ý11'zei cm-gdov icod, Et SoOfjac ccu acµeiOV. ) In 
the tradition underlying Mark the saying has been provided with a introductory narrative, placing the 
saying in a context. In the tradition underlying Q, the saying lacks an introductory narrative, but two 
additions to the saying reflect two different interests. On the one hand the sign of Jonah is an obvious 
emendation of the refusal to give a sign. It probably was added in light of the post-Easter experience. 
That the Q sign pericope including the sign of Jonah, should represent an authentic Jesus tradition is 
very unlikely in light of the Markan parallel. On the other hand the Solomon/Jonah comparison shows 
no interest in the sign as such, but follows up on the wicked and adulterous generation motif in general, 
and the theme of obduracy in particular. Rather than viewing this generation in continuation with past 
generations however, the positive response of previous generations of Gentiles is pointed out. The double 
judgement prediction makes no sense without an introduction (like a statement concerning the 
wickedness of 'il ? EVEd, tcV(Tl), and thus probably did not exist as a separate tradition before it was 
joined with the refusal-of-a-sign saying (Contra Bovon, Lukas, vol. 2 197). The sign of Jonah represents 
as such an interruption of the line of thought which exists between the request for a sign and the double 
judgement. (Contra Marshall, Luke, 483. Vögtle, "Spruch", supported by Kloppcnborg, Formation, 
holds that only v30 with its three connecting keywords, provides the reason for w 31-32 with the refusal 
of a sign logion. The use of 1 ycvea W(nrl does, however, provide such a connecting phrase. ) It 
seems likely therefore that the addition of the sign of Jonah represents a later stage of development than 
that of the double judgement. 
27Mots. crochets Cf. Bovon, Lukas, vol. 2 195. 
28 Joachim Jeremias, Jesus' Promise to the Nations (1958), 50. Whereas there is no obvious rejection of 
"Israel" over against the gentiles in the parable of the children in the marketplace, there is one here. In 
Q this theme is connected with the faith of the centurion in Q 7: 9 as well as the sayings in Q 10: 13-15 
and 13: 28-29. 
29Kloppenborg, Formation, 137-139 labels the logia on light a "contrast between adequate and faulty 
moral vision. " With Kloppenborg and Migaku Sato, Q, 40, it is to be asserted that the seeming lack of 
connection between the logia and their context speaks for the order in Luke to be dependent on the 
original Q sequence. Sato also considers the possibility that the logia originally were connected with 
12: 2f (4f1) due to several connecting key words. A redactional replacement of the material to its present 
place by Luke, is, however, difficult to explain. 
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on the side of the "light", on the side of God, represented by Jesus. There is therefore a 
natural progression of thought in the connecting of the three pericopes in Q. Jesus is 
proclaimed as the one who overcomes evil in the casting out of demons (Q 11: 14-15,17- 
20). This action is an example of the binding of evil which will take place at the eschaton 
(Q 11: 21-23). Those who see and listen to the ministry of Jesus must beware of the 
present danger of evil (11: 24-26). "This generation" (as the last generation) is aligned 
with the evil one and is facing judgement (11: 29-32). Those who hear the prophetic 
warning must be careful to be on the right side (11: 33-36). 
The recognition that exorcisms were common in Judaism is recorded in Q 11: 19, 
although this exorcising activity is not seen as a sign of the presence of the Kingdom of 
God. 30 Davies and Allison suggest that the passage concerning the return of the evil 
spirit placed after the saying concluding the Beelzeboul controversy (Q 11: 23: b ph av 
tLET, t gov uat' tgo 3 Eatiiv) shows the need to contrast the exorcistic activity of Jesus as 
different in kind from that of contemporaries. 31 There is, however, no explanation or 
clarification in Q which stresses that the return of the evil spirit is conditional upon how 
or by whom it was expelled. The saying is formulated in the present tense, denoting not a 
one time possibility but a general truth of the way things usually or at least plausibly 
could happen. It is added to the previous passage without any transitional sentence. It is 
more likely, therefore, that Q 11: 23 along with 11: 24f issues a warning of what is a 
genuine possibility, whereas the judgement against "this generation" in the subsequent 
pericope is extended in particular to those who voice the allegations against Jesus in Q 
11: 15. The general warning voiced in 11: 24f is picked up again in vv 33-36, exhorting 
the crowds to be of the right allegiance (v 35 ax6rct oüv gh c6 ýci, S rö tv aol a1C6toS 
hatitv). This warning is in turn followed by further oracles of judgement against this 
generation. 'H ycvtä äutir1 is in Q therefore not to be understood generally as all of 
Israel, but rather in terms of those who have spiritual leadership and have the authority 
or responsibility to "request" signs, and to "test" the teaching and healing activity of 
Jesus, represented by the Pharisees in the oracle of judgement of Q 11: 39fi "This" 
generation will be subject to the wrath of God, for not recognising "the greater than 
Jonah and Solomon" in Jesus, the presence of the Kingdom of God. 
That the nXciov EoXoµwvo; T8e serves as a link to the Beelzeboul pericope, 
indicating that the other exorcists mentioned in 11: 19 were casting out demons "by the 
wisdom of Solomon, " is possible. 
32 Although this observation explains why the logion 
on Solomon precedes that of Jonah in Q, the connection does not explain the reference 
to Jonah and his kerygma. The whole emphasis of the Q section lies on judgement of 
"Gerd Theißen, Wundergeschichten, 275 notes that this connection is made only in early Christian 
literature. 
31 Davies, and Allison, Saint Matthew, vol. 2,360. 
32Evald Lövestam, Jesus and 'this Generation' (1995), 32-34; Roman Hanig, "Christus als 'wahrer 
Salomo' in der Frühen Kirche" (1993), 117,127-128. 
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some and warning to others about the necessity to choose allegiance. The srXci. ov sayings 
refer back to the "binding of evil" in Jesus' ministry, and serve to illustrate the 
expediency of the situation. 
The common denominator between Solomon and Jonah in the double niov 
saying in Q, is the contrast between the stubbornness of this generation and the faith or 
repentance of the gentiles. It has already been pointed out that "this generation" is not to 
be identified with "the people of Israel" as a whole. The faith of the gentiles in the 
example of Jonah and Solomon nevertheless stands in opposition to, and in judgement of, 
those among the people of God who do not repent at the signs of the coming kingdom. 
Hence, the gentiles bring "this generation" to shame. 33 
In summary: The main emphasis of the iA. eiov sayings has been shown to be the 
threat of judgement at the failure of recognising the nearness of the Kingdom of God. 
The "more than" does point to the reality of the approaching eschaton. This reality is 
present already in the exorcism performed by Jesus. Hence in Q there is an indirect 
reference to the person of Jesus as the n? iov. It is this aspect of Q which has been 
adapted and expanded in Matthew 11-13. 
The Double jr2eiovSaying in Matthew 12: 41-42 
In Matthew's interpretation and adaptation of Q 11: 31-32, the material 
connected with the nk6tov-motif earlier in the chapter is influential. Interestingly, the 
formulation of the double saying in Q was influential in the formulation of the µetýwv 
saying in Mt 12: 7. Here again the "more than" saying is a Christological pronouncement. 
The "greater than" is combined both with the humility of Jesus, as well as the prophetic 
call to repentance. 
Matthew has inverted the order of Q, 34 but otherwise preserves the Q text in its 
entirety. " In the "sign of Jonah" passage which precedes the double nxeiov saying, 
Matthew has inserted a citation of Jonah 2: 1 as a reference Jesus' death and resurrection. 
This has resulted in a stronger emphasis in the nkeiov motif in Mt. The pericope consists 
of two parallel statements about the judgement of this generation which end with a 
statement concerning the presence of something greater. 
33 Similar notions regarding Ninevites in their causing Israel to be condemned are also present in 
Rabbinic tradition. E. g. Mekilta Ex 12: 1. Cf. P. Billerbeck and Hermann L. Strack, Kommentar, 643. 
644; Lövestam, Jesus, 29-30. 
34 Bovon, Lukas, vol. 2 196, holds that both Luke and Mt could be redactional, and holds it impossible to 
make a decision concerning the order of Q. Luke could have followed the OT order and Matthew a 
Jewish liturgical tradition. It has been shown that the Q order is explained through the reference to 
Jewish exorcists in Q 11: 19, and the relation of that activity to the Wisdom of Solomon. The Matthean 
order is a secondary. The purpose of Matthew's redaction here is to bring related material together in the 
narrative. So also e. g. Gerhard Schneider, Lukas, vol. 2,270. 
35 Luke has added tu3v ö v6pwv before tiffs yEVEäS 'ta{ntjS, and consequently completed the necessary 
. change 
of the personal pronoun from singular to plural in v 31. Cf. Marshall, Luke, 486. 
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ävSpcS Ntv¬Vi. tat bcvaati aoviat'v tin xptaet µc't& tf; yevc&S to rýS 
Kat KaTALKptvovxty a jv, 
On Jc v6rpav FA; 'rA Kfjpuyp a' Icovä, 
K(xI, 13oü it), siov Iowa LSE. 
k at?. taaa v6tov EyepOflacw Ev rj xptact tc'tä, %f; Y£ve&S 'tkr5 
xai xatiaxptvct a{nhv, 
ötit i XOcv tic r& v iepthcov tS yfic bxoüaat tihv ao$tav EoXoµcüvoc, 
Kai i6ov tAiiov EoXoµwvog w6e. 
On the basis of the climactic clause in each of the stanzas, 36 one can say that the central 
statement of the pericope is the urgency of realising this xkCtov which is present. In the 
Matthean interpretation of the sayings, it is this Christological pronouncement which is 
central. 
Some scholars have questioned the Christological reference of nxciov because of 
the neuter gender of the adjective. 
37 The point of comparison in the double logion is 
between the person of Jonah and the person of Solomon and the 7CXCtov. The theme of 
the stubbornness of this generation which is the emphasis of the Q pericope is evident. 
The two figures represent the groups of prophets38 and wise-men (cf. Mt 23: 34 par) who 
in Deuteronomistic history have been rejected by the people. Further, in light of the texts 
from Scripture appealed to in the b'px6µCvoc texts, it is also significant that the two are 
remembered for the positive reaction to them among non-Jews. It is nevertheless the 
climax of each stanza which is of importance to Matthew. The word cüSE points to the 
tangible presence of something which is greater than both Jonah and Solomon. As with 
the expression in Mt 12: 7, which Matthew adapted from the present text, the "more 
than" has ultimately a Christological significance. 
39 The presence referred to is in the 
context of the Beelzeboul controversy the presence of God in the ministry of Jesus. 
The Matthean insertion into the Jonah pericope is important for understanding 
the significance of the presence of God in the context of Matthew 12: 41-42. In 
connection with the sign of Jonah, Matthew introduces a comparison by which both the 
previous logion and the double it? ciov saying are interpreted: c citcp yäp i<jv' IcuvtS l; v Tcfp 
uotXta toü uijtouS spei; hgtpa; uai we c vüutia;, oihm; towt b utöS Toü &Opc; tou by 
tin uap8ia cfi; -yfls tpet; 11 t pc S uai cpei; vüx= . 
From Matthew's post-70 
perspective, the reference to the crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus connects these 
"greater than" sayings with the passage in Mt 11: 11. Hence, also here the contrast 
36 cf. Sato, Q, 152. 
"Eduard Schweizer, Matthäus, 190. Followed by Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2,281. Luz suggests that the 
central point in the Matthean context is the mission to the Gentiles which is prefigured in the two 
sayings. 
31 On Jonah's status as one of the prophets cf. Tob 14: 4,8 (LXX). See also Reinhold Then, "Gibt es 
denn keinen mehr unter den Propheten? " (1990), 104-105; Hartmut Gese, "Dona ben Amittai und das 
Jonabuch" (1985), 256-272. 
39 For Luke/Q also Bovon, Lukas, vol. 2,198; Schneider, Lukas, vol. 2,271. 
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between humiliation and exaltation is given. The greater than of Jesus is, therefore, for 
Matthew, in the resurrection as the confirmation of the presence of God in Jesus. 
The Matthean change of emphasis is evident in the Matthean restructuring of 
material in chapter 12. The development of thought present in the Q passage, beginning 
with the Beelzeboul controversy and ending with the oracle of doom against the 
Pharisees, is destroyed in Matthew. The Matthean redactor inserts different material 
following the Beelzeboul controversy. Instead of the unified speech of warning and 
judgement, Matthew's text is a development of Q 6: 43-45 and speaks of bearing good 
fruit as a sign of a "good tree". While also speaking to the example of Jesus in 
connection with the previous pericope, the text also points to the correct response to the 
Kingdom, and consequently to Jesus. This Scheltrede concludes with a sentence of 
judgement, which leads to the desire of the scribes and the Pharisees to see a sign. 
Paradoxically the speech of judgement itself contains the criterion by which the Pharisees 
may find the sign they are looking for: a good man brings forth good things from his 
treasure. 
In summary: The Matthean redaction of the double na. elov saying in Q 
reinterprets the Q saying and continues the Christological pronouncement of the earlier 
ic?, Eiov/µciýov texts. The "greater than" is placed in the context of the Matthean post. 
resurrection situation. The humiliation and exaltation of Jesus is emphasised. The Q text 
does not point to the continuing presence of Jesus in the post-resurrection situation. In 
the context of Matthew, however, this aspect is included in the pericope of the request 
for a sign. It has already been shown that he statement of Mt 11: 28-12: 14 does point to 
the continuing presence of Jesus. Because the "greater than the temple" text precedes the 
present one in the Matthean order, and because of the Matthean insertion of the "sign of 
Jonah", this presence is implicit in the present text. While the reference to the three days 
is certainly a reference to the synoptic tradition of the resurrection after three days '40 it 
may also allude to the saying of the destruction and rebuilding of the temple. 41 
Conclusion: Normative Tradition in Mt 12: 41-42 
In the adaptation of the double iXeiov saying of Q 11: 31-32, Matthew remains 
true to the Q source on the basis of the text. Matthew can therefore be said to be 
conservative in the preservation of Jesus tradition. It is mainly in the wording of the Q 
passage which is of importance to Matthew. He interprets the Q material in light of the 
post-resurrection situation and explains the meaning of the "more than" as the presence 
of God in Jesus. Also the humiliation of the cross and the confirmation of the 
resurrection influences the interpretation of Q. Thereby the dualistic apocalypticism of Q 
40 Cf. Mk 8: 31; 9: 31; 10: 34. 
41 Mk 14: 58. The accusations in Mt 26: 61 and 27: 63 presuppose announcements which are not 
verbalised in the gospel of 
Matthew except in the present text. Cf. also Edwards, Sign, 99-100. 
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is lost. The eschatological expectation of judgement remains and is kept as a part of the 
Matthean obduracy theme. 
The interpretation gives evidence for the need of an actualisation of the Q 
material in light of experience. This use of synoptic tradition can be compared to the 
constant reinterpretation of Scripture in Judaism. The Christological orientation suggests 
implicitly that the text is formative for the identity of those who are followers of Jesus. 
Hence it is normative. It is important to note that in the context of the judgement upon 
this generation, Matthew places the requirement to bear good fruit. Hence again, 
repentance is visible in the life of the individual and community. The humility of Jesus 
provides the norm for this living. Hence, interpreted tradition is normative for Matthew 
both in a rhetorical and in a pragmatic function. The text draws upon personalities 
important in the Jewish tradition. The "more than" of Jesus, despite its identity-forming 
character, is not in contrast to Jonah and Solomon. Matthew still understands the Jesus 
tradition to be in continuation of Scripture. 
5.2.3. The Parables of the Mustard Seed and the Pearl 
In the structure of the second part of Mt 13, the two sets of twin parables frame 
the interpretation of the parable of the tares. All four describe on the one hand the 
greatness of the kingdom, and on the other hand, the kingdom in light of both hiddenness 
and revelation. The parable of the mustard seed will here be analysed together with the 
parable of the pearl in Matthew. This is to 
illustrate the structure of Matthew 13, and 
because they correspond in meaning. Together the two parables illustrate the two central 
aspects of the iXciovIp tCov theme 
in Matthew 11-13. Their use in Matthew, again 
shows the normativity of the synoptic tradition which speaks of the reversal of great and 
small, first and last event in the forming identity of the Christian community. In the 
synoptic tradition, this is formulated in various ways. In the context of Matthew 11-13, 
the language of Q (gtxp&/ge'Cov) is employed to formulate the motif. 
The normativity of the synoptic tradition of the reversal of great and small in the 
interpretation of the parables of the mustard seed and of the pearl will here be 
demonstrated. Again this will be done on the basis of Matthew's redaction of the text, in 
light of the meaning of the text in its original context and its adaptation into the Matthean 
context. 
The Parable of the Mustard Seed and the Parable of the Pearl in Matthew 13 
The parable of the pearl is a companion parable to the parable of the treasure. 
The parable of the mustard seed is a companion to the parable of the leaven. Both twin 
parables express the greatness of the 
kingdom of heaven. The first twin parable does this 
in the comparison between great and small. Mustard plants and leaven are both 
ambiguous metaphors in the Jewish context in which the gospel of Matthew was 
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written. 42 First, the companion parables express in narrative form, how, though small, 
their enormous power causes enormous growth. Second, they show how something 
which is barely visible reveals itself and cannot remain hidden. The same two concepts 
are expressed in the companion parables in Mt 13: 44-46.43 In the parables of the treasure 
and the pearl, that which is hidden, and that which is sought after, is found or revealed. 
But also the value of them both is expressed in the action of the two men: they sell 
everything they own (become small) in order to own "that treasure" or "that pearl". 
The companion parables are generally interpreted in pairs. Because they have 
been clustered together they are expected to have the same content. 44 The present study 
departs from this practice. This is because the order of material in Mt 13 seems to place 
the double set of twin parables in a chiastic relation to each other. The interpretation of 
the parables will show how the double set of twin parables express two of the central 
concepts in Mt 11-13, and how Jesus tradition on the one hand, and scriptural tradition 
on the other, influence the Matthean composition. 
Because the parables do not occur as part of an argument in a controversy, they 
differ from the material previously analysed in this chapter. The introductions to all four 
parables indicate the subject of the parables to be the nature of the kingdom of 
God/heaven. The introductions of the parables of the mustard seed and the leaven are 
dependent on synoptic tradition but redactionally adapted by Matthew. The introductions 
to the parables of the treasure and the pearl are Matthean. The first two are spoken as 
general truths to the crowds and the disciples, the two others are spoken to the disciples; 
and hence include an exhortatory aspect. 
The parable of the mustard seed and the parable of the pearl have in common the 
expressed contrast between great and small. The occurrence of b µucp6tzcpoc and pet ov 
in the parable of the mustard seed, is similar to the use of the two adjectives in Mt 11: 11, 
and continues the thoughts of the nXeiov motif. The implications are clear also here. The 
extent of Jesus ministry comes in a paradox expressible in the terms small and great. The 
reversal of great and small hinted at in Mt 11 is brought out again here where the 
smallest becomes the greatest of trees. The parable of the pearl expresses the same 
42 Cf. Mt 16: 5-12; Mk 8: 14-21; Lk 12: 1; 1 Kor 5: 6; Gal 5: 9. The leaven was to be taken out of the house 
before Sabbath. Cf. Turid Karlsen Seim, "Gudsrikets Overraskelse" (1983), 6-7. The mustard plant was 
seen as negative, because of its enormous growth. Once there one could not get rid of it. Cf. Ilans-Josef 
Klauck, Allegorie, 210f f. 
43 Scott, Parable, 319, questions the validity of the designation "twin" parables for the parables of the 
treasure and the pearl. The differences he points to, following, Otto Glombitza, "Der Perlenkaufmann" 
(1961), 157, supports the hypothesis of their existence as originally separate parables. Yet, the similarity 
in progression of the narrative, namely "finding" and subsequently the selling of all, justifies considering 
the two "companion parables". Their differences do not allow for reading the element of joy into the 
latter parable (contra Joachim Jeremias, Parables, 200). The analyses of Scott and Glombitza, show 
nevertheless the necessity of interpreting the parables individually, beyond the borders of their twin 
parables. 
44 Rudolf Laufen, "BAEIAEIA und EKKAHEIA" (1989), 109. 
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concept in the contrast between one and "all". Furthermore, it includes the exhortative 
aspect alluded to in Mt 11: 11. The merchant found one (ct; ) pearl, and to own it he sold 
all that he had (i«taa öaa Eixev. ) 
Matthew's Redaction of the Parables 
The parable of the mustard seed belongs to the synoptic material which exists 
both in Mk and in Q. Three aspects of the parable may be listed as proof of its existence 
in both strands of the Jesus tradition: 45 the agreements of Matthew and Luke against 
Mark, 46 the fluctuation between aorist (like Luke) and present tense (like Mark) in the 
Matthean parable, and the combination of the parable with that of the leaven in Mt and 
Luke. 47 The combination of the two parables is not original. 4 This is evident from the 
separate existence of the two parables in the gospel of Thomas. 49 It is probable that 
Luke preserves the Q version of the text. 5° 
45 Cf. Laufen, "BAEIAEIA", 105. 
46 bµoia irativ ßaatXetc ; by Xaßwv ävOpwiros; the use of ai ävco; &vSpov; Lv %ois 
uaa8oiS a{nov. But cf. M. D. Goulder, "Midrash", 369 who evaluates the minor agreements as 
evidence for Lukan dependence upon Matthew. 
47 Goulder, "Midrash", 366, in accordance with his two-source hypothesis scepticism, holds the parable 
of leaven to be a Matthean creation, corresponding to Matthew's custom of contrasting men-women in 
parables. Others, e. g. H. Flender, Heil und Geschichte in der Theologie des Lukas (1965), 15 would find 
this aspect more dominant in Lukan redaction. The joining of different material according to different 
criteria, also the combination of man/woman is a common feature of the development and preservation 
of material. Together with the contrast garden/house is the background for the joining of the two 
parables into a twin parable. Cf. Laufen, "BAEIAEIA", 110. 
48 Whether the two were combined at the stage of the redaction of Q or earlier is not possible to 
determine. Bultmann, Geschichte, 186; Klauck, Allegorie, 210 points to common expressions shared by 
the parable of the seed growing secretly and the parable of the mustard seed in Mark. On the basis of 
this observation, he concludes that the two existed together pre-Mark. Hence, the parable of the mustard 
seed originally existed separately. For a review of research with regard to the tradition history of the 
parables cf. Franz Kogler, Doppelgleichnis, 31-42. Questioning the adequacy of the two-source 
hypothesis to account for the minor agreement between Matthew and Luke, Kogler postulates one single 
tradition of the parable. He constructs on the basis of the agreements between Matthew and Luke against 
Mark, a Deuteromarkan source on which the two other gospels would be dependent. Kohler's main 
problem with the two source hypothesis, is that Matthew would not have the hypothetical Q text if also 
the Markan text was known to the Evangelist because the description of the mustard plant in Q is less 
accurate than that of Mark, (72-73) hence a stage of development of the text is created between the text 
of the canonical Mark (which reflects the ipsissima verba Jesu) and the text of Matthew and Luke 
respectively. In the present context, the minor agreements are to be considered as evidence for the 
presence of the text in Q. As will be discussed below, the faulty description of the mustard plant is an 
integral part of the parable as it exists in Q. 
49GTh 20 and GTh 96. Gth 20 shows affinities to both Matthew ("kingdom of heaven") and Mark 
(present tense). The difficult tradition historical relationship between Thomas and the synoptics makes a 
synoptic comparison with the text of 
Thomas difficult, especially in light of the particular theological 
interest represented by the gospel of Thomas. For the relation between the parables in Thomas and the 
gospels see further Michael 
Fieger, Das Thomasevangelium (1991), 91-92; 245. Kogler, 
Doppelgleichnis, 24-26, considers the parables in gospel of Thomas to be dependent on Mark and 
secondary to the synoptic tradition. 
s0 So e. g. Laufen, "BAIIAEIA", 107. According to Bovon, Lukas, vol. 2,410, this is in accordance 
with Lk's tendency to refrain from mixing the sources, and to avoid doublets. The only significant 
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Matthew's Redaction of the Parable of the Mustard Seed (Mt 13: 31-32) 
The redaction of the parable in Matthew is marked by Matthew's combination of 
both available traditions. " The relative sentence in the introduction of the parable (v. 31) 
and its structure (6v Xc43d v &vOpconos hv7tEtpCV) is adapted from Q, although Matthew 
keeps the Markan verb. Like the Markan bnt tills yfi;, the place of sowing (hv tiw &TP( ) 
ca=v) repeats the introduction to the previous parable (cf. Mk 4: 26 and Mt 13: 24). 
Here, it is evident that Matthew copies the form of Mark and the relation between the 
parables. Mt 13: 32 is an adaptation of the Markan text, 52 keeping the contrast between 
µtxp&vepov ltävwuv ccüv atcpµätiwv and tCicuv but omitting navTzv before %axävwv. 
Matthew thus turns the superlative meaning of pEitmv in Mark (the greatest of all the 
herbs) to the comparative (greater than the herbs) which makes the adaptation of the Q 
version (uaI ytvE=t S&vSpov)S3 possible. 
Matthew also alters the tradition in the adaptation of the parable. The parable is 
introduced with the redactional &a. )Lrv irapaßoM v tapCGgKEv abtoiS XLycov. 
Consequently, Matthew omits the double introductory question of Q, 54 inserting tt 
paatXEia'tot obpavoü into the opening sentence of the Q parable indicating the subject 
of the parable. 
55 The place of the sowing, kv up- äyp(ý ainoü, replaces et; xiprov batnoü 
of Q and tai r j; yf; of Mark. The remainder of the Matthean text follows Q in the Old 
Testament allusion, but keeps the Markan i)atze and adds Wity. The alterations are to 
be ascribed to Matthew's structuring of the chapter. The introductory sentence is 
repeated in v. 24, v. 31, v. 33. The connection with the previous parable is established 
through the same procedure found in Mark. The Matthean redaction of the parable is 
therefore to be ascribed by two motivations: First, the preservation of the available 
tradition in the form of harmonising is similar to the procedure in the Beelzeboul 
controversy. Second, the structure of the chapter is a motivating force. 
textual difference in the parable of the leaven is the use of the simple up{rlcuo rather than the compound 
kyKp6tuu in some significant manuscripts of the Lukan text (Vaticanus most importantly, but also KL 
N et al. ). This minor difference may be significant for the interpretation of the parable in Q/Lk. (See 
below). 
s' Ivor H. Jones, Parables, 323 suggests that the "combining of traditional language and syntax from 
both Mark and Q" is part of a consistent Matthean policy of "using available traditions in their 
traditional form. ' 
SZBecause the subject of Matthew's previous sentence is dv©pconoS (from Q) rather than the seed, 
Matthew turns Marks participial clause into a second relative clause, rendering the verb etµt in the 
present indicative. 
53 Matthew keeps the present tense of Mark rather than Q's ieycvE'to et; &v8pov. 
34 The double question is traditional according to Bovon, Lukas, vol. 2,411. cf. Lk 7: 31 
13 Cf. 13: 33,44,47. 
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Matthew's Redaction of the Parable of the Pearl (Mt 13: 45-46) 
The parable of the pearl has no parallel in the synoptic tradition. It is to be 
assumed that the parable is derived from the M tradition. The parable has a parallel in the 
gospel of Thomas logion 76. The versions share some vocabulary (µapy(xpvnjS, cbptaxw, 
EIS), yet their significance differs notably, so that they probably reflect divergen s6 
developments of tradition. 57 The introduction of the parable of the pearl repeats the 
redactional introduction of Mt '13: 44. The phrase bp. otct bafty f ßaai). cia VZv obpavwv 
of both parables is redactional. 
58 It is, however, a duplication of traditional 
introductions. 59 Further, the syntactic structure of the parable matches several of the 
parables in ch 13, forming a repetitious formula throughout the chapter. 60 The hapax 
legomena (Lgn6poc, no? tittoc) indicate that the parable is traditional. " The redactional 
phrases ýijtiovvu. ICCaoi µapyapttac62 and ntnpaxev lr evia baa eiXev, 63 emphasise the 
Matthean employment of the parable in the context of Mt 13.64 Käao; picks up the 
56I. e. Matthew's source is probably not identical to the source of the gospel of Thomas. Fieger, 
Thomasevangelium, 210-212 holds Thomas to be dependent on Matthew. However, GTh 76 also shows 
affinities to Mt 6: 19V/Lk 12,33, while the parable of the treasure first is found in GTh 109. It is doubtful 
that the gospel of Thomas draws on a tradition where the two parables are joined. 
s' Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2,353 (and fn 36) considers the parable to be authentic Jesus tradition, because 
there is no significant parallel in Jewish tradition. This is possible but not verifiable. 
58 Used in Mt 13: 31,33,44,45,47; 20: 1. 
59 Cf. Q 13: 18. The Matthean adaptation of the phrase omits the interrogative dvt. Further the more 
traditional bpo'twbgoioc ti'tv is found in Mt 11: 16 and 13: 52. Cf. also Luke 6: 48,49 (where Mt red 
has bltotco&PEtctt); 13: 18,19,21. 
60Following the introductory sentence: Mt 13: 31,33,44,47 have a dative + relative pronoun + 
participle + finite verb. Mt 13: 24 and 45 are similar with dative and participle, though no relative 
sentence. Cf. Gundry, Matthew, 277; Luz, Evangelium, 349 fn 5. 
61 Contra Schenk, Sprache, 11,444, who holds both to be Matthcan redaction. 
62 Cf. Merklein, "Gottesherrschaft", 65. Ztittuo is a verb which Matthew in most cases adopts from the 
sources (cf. Schenk, Sprache, 270). The parable repeats in narrative form the significance of Mt 7: 7-8 
(=Q 11: 9-10) (Cf. Jones, Parables, 353) and Mt 6: 33 (= Q 12: 3 1). The redactional phrase could be a 
result of conscious adaptation of the parable in the context of the gospel material. 
63 nd vticc ößa tXeUeTXev (v 44,46) is a phrase which in the first gospel is found only in parabolic 
material peculiar to Matthew. The phrase is found in Mk 10: 21 (omitted in Mt 19: 21) and 12: 44 (the 
widow's mite, the whole pericope is omitted in Matthew. ) The combination with nurpc aKo) both here 
and in 18: 25 may indicate that Irtnpdcßxw is Matthean over against the traditional nwXtw which 
Matthew uses redactionally in Mt 13: 44 with allusion to Mk 10: 21 par. Schenk, Sprache, understands 
the usage in Mt 13: 46 to be influenced by Mk 12: 44, this conclusion is, however, not compelling. 
Matthew prefers the expression nävtia. (o{v) öact, used without parallel, in addition to Mt 13: 44,46; 
18: 28, in Mt 7: 12; 23: 3 and 28: 20, with parallel in Mt 21: 22 (Mk 11: 20) (cf. Luz, Evangelium, vol. 1, 
49) so that a dependence on Mark is not a necessary conclusion. 
64 Further, &rchpxoµat is a compound frequently used redactionally in Matthew (cf. Luz, Evangelium, 
vol. 1,36). The use of bt1OPä o (used seven times in Matthew) here and in the previous parable does 
not give a clear indication of redactional or traditional usage. Matthew omits the verb three times from 
the Markan text (Mc 6: 37; 15: 46; 16: 1), possibly because he found them redundant (cf. Schenk, 
Sprache, 10). Five times (13.44,46; 25: 9,10; 27: 7) the verb occurs in material peculiar to Matthew, and 
four of these are in parabolic material. This usage could indicate a Matthean redactional preference in 
formulating from oral tradition, or simply a dependence upon sources. 
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thread of v 23 and 24: As the good seed have their source in the Son of Man, the pearl 
which is sought after, is good. The emphasis on one valuable pearl is important in so far 
as it illustrates how something which is small can be so valuable, that a person will sell 
everything65 to own that one single pearl. 
Matthew's redaction can again be explained in the adaptation of the text to the 
context. The redactional work is relatively extensive, so that an oral tradition for the 
parables is possible. Matthew's redaction recalls the logia concerning seeking treasures 
for oneself. Again the Matthean theological and structural emphasis is recognised. The 
theme ties it to the present material, and indicates the appropriate interpretation of the 
parable as the response to the basileia. 
Summary 
In both parables, the Matthean redaction is found to betray an interest in the 
placing of the parable in the structure of the chapter. In the case of the mustard seed, the 
careful preservation of the sources is found to be central in Matthew's redaction. Both 
sources are harmonised, and the structure of Mark is followed. In the redactional 
adaptation of the parable of the pearl, theological motifs are evident. Traditional motifs 
play a role here, and Matthew is again found to make use of language and forms of the 
tradition in the redaction. Hence, tradition is normative in the Matthean redaction of the 
source, evident both in the preservation of the sources, as well as in the imitation of 
synoptic tradition in the creation of redactional phrases. The rhetorical and pragmatic 
normativity of tradition is discernible on the basis of a comparison of Matthew's account 
with the account of the sources. 
The Parable of the Mustard seed in Mark and Q 
The use of different tenses in the parable of the mustard seed in Q and in Mark 
not only assigns the two versions to different genres of parables, "' but also indicates their 
different emphasis. 67 
The Parable of the Mustard Seed in Mark 
Mark's account is rendered in the present tense and is thus to be designated a 
similitude, telling a story of something which normally happens when a mustard seed is 
65 The parable here differs clearly from the version found in GTh 76, where the man simply gets rid of 
his (other) merchandise, and buys the pearl for himself. 
161 Cf. Laufen, "BAEIAEIA", 105. 
67 My exposition here essentially follows the excellent analysis of the three different synoptic versions of 
the parable of Seim, "Overraskelse". Seim maintains that the nuances found in the different versions 
have typically been overlooked in tradition-historical exegesis, which has either been preoccupied with 
the peculiar mixed form of the Matthean parable, or more often with its original (authentic) wording. 
What I here attribute to Q based on synoptic comparison of the texts, Seim discusses on the level of 
Luke. True to her intention of showing the difference of the three synoptic versions, Seim only hints at 
the Q text when she speaks of the mixed version of the Matthean parable. 
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sown. 68 The parable uses the example from nature, whereby the smallest of all seeds 
becomes a great plant. The parable remains within the limits of that which is normally 
expected with regard to the mustard seed. The contrast between the small seed and the 
great plant which it becomes, is the central point of the parable. This contrast is to be 
read in light of the previous parable, the seed growing secretly. Here the growth is not 
encouraged in any way, but happens, just like a mustard seed grows and becomes great. 
The final greatness of the plant has a function: the shadow of its branches becomes a 
place of rest for the birds of the air. 69 
The Parable of the Mustard Seed in 0 
In Q, it is not the theme of great and small which is of significance. What in Mark 
may be designated a simile, is in Qa parable. By using the aorist, it expresses something 
which is unusual, a one time happening. Hence, designating the final result as a 868pov 
Q is not expressing a faulty biological fact, but rather gives a picture of the surprising 
element of the Kingdom. The man in question does not sow the seed, but throws it, 
perhaps nonchalantly in the garden. The surprising element is the growth into a tree. 
Thus, it can be shown that the parable of the mustard seed has a different aspect in Mark 
and Q. 
The Parable of the Mustard seed and the Parable of the Pearl in Matthew 
In Matthew, the point of both the parable of the pearl and the parable of the 
mustard seed is to be found in the contrast between great and small. What is illustrated is 
the contrast between the original size of the seed and that which it grows to be. The 
parable of the pearl has a similar, yet not identical concern: the amount the merchant 
gave up (all that he had) in order to own one, valuable pearl. The seed becomes a plant 
which is greater than all vegetables, like a tree. 
70 The one pearl is valuable enough for 
the merchant to give up plenty to own it. 
In the parable of the mustard seed, Matthew combines elements from both Q and 
Mark, and a fluctuation between the tenses is a result. It is the form of the parable which 
prevails in the Matthean exposition, however: the exposition of the particular event. 71 
Cf. Eta Linnemann, Die Gleichnisse Jesu (1978), 13-14 and Charles Harold Dodd, Parables of the 
Kingdom, (1961) 16-18 for the distinction between parable and similitude: The similitude depicts a 
typical or recurrent situation, using the present tense. The parable describes "a particular case" with the 
verb(s) in a historical tense. 
69There is an allusion here to Ez 17: 23, although the allusion does not seem to have an extended 
influence on the text. 
"in emphasising the contrast, Matthew follows Mark. Luke follows Q in which the unexpected growth 
in it self is the major point. Cf. Bovon, Lukas, vol. 2,415. 
71 Cf. Dodd, Parables, 18; Seim, "Overraskelse", 5. The present here is a historic present. The use of 
tenses in the parable in Matthew is not only due to the redactional combination of two versions of the 
parable, it is also a typical Matthean feature. Cf. Wolfgang Schenk, "Das Präsens Historicum als 
Makrosyntaktisches Gliederungssignal im Matthäusevangelium" (1975/76). 
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The parable includes a comparison which is only reminiscent of the phrase of Mt 11: 11, 
but which seems to express a similar idea: 
6 juKp6 cepov g9v'&Qtity theta v uyv ßnew&uov, 
öwcv 6e a{ rp µeiýov v A. axävo v EQtiiv 
Kai yLVe-cat &VSpoV 
(Mt 13: 32) 
The mustard seed is the smallest of seeds, but when it has grown it has become a tree, 
even greater than the herbs. In this comparison there is no qualitative contrast between 
the seed and the plant which it becomes. Rather, it cannot become anything without its 
previous existence as a little seed. In the case of the kingdom of God, the seed is the 
smallest of all, but the tree it produces becomes a place where birds nest. 
The final sentence in Mt 13: 32 is an allusion to Dan 4: 21. The tree in 
Nebuchadnezzar's dream predicts his own destruction. It is unlikely that there is a 
"typological" relation between the text from Scripture and Mt 13: 32. Rather, in the 
context of Matthew, the text alludes to the theme which is present both in Daniel 4 and 
in the similar text in Ez 17: 23. Here God will be known as the one who humbles the 
great, and makes great the small. This theme is also present in Is 60, which has possibly 
influenced the structure of material in Mt 13. 
In Matthew, therefore, -the parable of the mustard seed does not emphasise the 
growth itself, but the contrast between one small mustard seed and what it grows to be. 
As in Mt 11: 11, the emphasis here is both ecclesiological (hence the fluctuation between 
present and aorist) and Christological. The reversal of great and small is the theme even 
here . 
Christologically, from a post-Easter perspective, it may refer to the humiliation of 
Christ on the cross and the subsequent exaltation (Mt 28). That this perspective is 
important for Matthew, and that it therefore is brought into the gospel material is clear 
from the inclusion of Jonah 2: 1 in Mt 12: 40. Ecclesiologically, the reversal of standards 
joins the exhortation to bear good fruit. 
The parable of the pearl does not use the vocabulary of great and small, which 
links the parable of the mustard seed to Matthew 11 and 18. The action of the merchant 
however, expresses the same paradoxical nature of the kingdom. The exact value and 
size of the pearl is not expressed in the parable, nor is the merchant described as wealthy. 
The contrast between one and all, and the knowledge that the pearl, though valuable, is 
not enormous, serve to make Matthew's point again. Though seemingly small, the pearl 
is exceedingly valuable. In order to own it one must humble oneself, become small. 72 
Another aspect of the parable of the pearl also ties the parable to the 
n), eiov/µcigov motif. The pearl 
is so valuable to the merchant, that he sells all to possess 
it. For the merchant, the pearl is worth "more than" all his possessions. Its value can be 
72 Cf. Jones, Parables, 354-355. 
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compared to the value of wisdom. 73 The pearl resembles Wisdom, and becomes a 
metaphor of Wisdom. 74 There is thus a relation between the call of wisdom in Mt 11: 28- 
30 and the present parable, where the "more than" is expressed in the presence of the 
Wisdom of God. Further the "selling of all" is equivalent to submitting to the yoke of 
Wisdom. " 
Conclusion 
The Matthean adaptations of the parable of the pearl and the parable of the 
mustard seed have pointed to both the rhetorical and the pragmatic authority of the 
synoptic tradition by which Matthew interprets the parables. The proclamation of the 
Kingdom as that which is great and valuable is found in the parables. The interpretation 
of this greatness is, in the parable of the mustard seed, first and foremost found in the 
example of Jesus. This example is the origin of the synoptic tradition which reflects upon 
the reversal of great and small in the kingdom of Heaven. The allusion to Scripture in the 
final clause of the parable, however, shows that also for Matthew this reversal is 
paradigmatic and rooted in Scripture. In the parable of the pearl, the witness to the 
greatness of the pearl, and the allusion to Wisdom as a tangible presence for the person 
who gives all to posses it, are normative in their kerygmatic function. Again the place of 
the presence of God is the question, and even more clearly than in Mt 11: 28-30, 
discipleship in Christian terms is the way to achieve it. 
Thus the texts also point to the pragmatic normativity of tradition as identity- 
forming, and as providing the criteria for living that identity. The reversal of small and 
great and "the selling of all" as requirements for discipleship, also serves as a kind of 
identity marker. The one who recognises the place of the presence of God in Jesus, will 
follow the example, repent, and humble him/her-self. 
5.2.4. Conclusion 
The analysis of the use of synoptic tradition in the development of the 
7Xci, ov/getýov motif demonstrated that Matthew's redaction of the tradition was 
conservative and motivated by the preservation of the order and text of the sources. The 
harmonisation of similar traditions, and the preservation of texts and formulations, was 
"In Job 28: 18 and in Proverbs 3: 15 and 8: 11, she is described as more valuable than silver, gold and 
jewels. Schenk, Sprache, 11, cites the passages in Proverbs and Job to illustrates his claim that the pearl 
"schnell zur Metapher der Weisheit avancierte. " His presupposition is that pearl and "coral" are 
identical in meaning. It is doubtful whether D`TM9 can be interpreted as pearl. Cf. F. Hauck, 
Mapyccpt V11c (1967), 473 n8. A general use of pearl as a metaphor for wisdom cannot be documented. 
74 The wisdom imagery is already given in the preceding parable. Wisdom is compared to a hidden 
treasure in Prov. 2: 4; Sir 20: 30; 41: 14. Cf. Dieter Zeller, 9rlaaup6S (1981), 374. 
"There is a dual meaning in the parable of the pearl and the treasure, equivalent to Mt 6: 25-34. On the 
one hand the value of a person 
is in God's eyes so great, that God provides what is necessary for the 
keeping of that person. On the other hand, God's kingdom is, for the person, more valuable than all 
wordly possessions. 
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found to be predominant. Matthew's adaptation was nevertheless found to be a rereading 
and reinterpretation of the sources, showing that the texts, like Scripture, were found to 
be actualised in light of present experience. In the passages, it was in particular the post- 
resurrection and post-70 CE situation of Matthew which became evident. 
The appeal to the synoptic tradition of humiliation and exaltation, or the reversal 
of small and great in the kingdom of heaven, has its example in Jesus. Hence the tradition 
as interpretative key and norm is authoritative in its function as formative for the 
community. This interpretative key is, however, also a fulfilment of Scripture for 
Matthew. The reversal of values under the rule of God is prefigured therein. 
In comparison with the use of Scripture in the development of the it) ciov/getCov 
motif, there is a change from the Christological theme treated in chapter 4. There, the 
Messianic expectations were found to influence the preservation and redaction of the 
texts to which they were related. In the present chapter the Christological theme was 
often accompanied by the prophetic threat of judgement patterned on scriptural material. 
The Christological pronouncement was found to be grounded in Jesus tradition, and 
subsequently placed in relation to scriptural and formative tradition. Hence, that which is 
formative for the Matthean community is placed in continuity with Scripture and thereby 
also supported by Scripture. The humility of Jesus and subsequent exaltation, is 
paradigmatic for the present community and the hopes for the coming age. It is presented 
as the new place of the presence of God in 
light of the fall of the temple. It is thereby 
also legitimised as the true "fulfilment" of the law and the prophets. 
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CHAPTER 6 
REVELATION, CONCEALMENT, 
AND THE PROBLEM OF OBDURACY 
The problem of obduracy, the third and final thematic strand which is dominant in 
Matthew 11-13, has its centre in Mt 13: 14f and the quotation from Isaiah 6: 9-10. The 
necessity of an appropriate response to the ministry of Jesus has already been touched 
upon in the analysis of the Christological motifs in chapters 4 and 5. The motif of 
hiddenness, concealment and the problem of obduracy in Matthew 11-13 is used in two 
ways. On the one hand, it provides scriptural answers in the situation of national crisis 
and intra-communal conflict. On the other hand it provides clear criteria for remaining 
within the community. In the development of the motif, Matthew actualises both 
Scripture and synoptic tradition, and the normativity of both "new" and "old" is found. 
The normative function of the sources in the theological development of the theme is 
again found both in their kerygmatic and prophetical-critical aspects. While these aspects 
were found to be more dominant in the development of the Christological themes, the 
present motif draws on the normative standing of the sources also in their formative and 
pragmatic functions. Identity and standards 
for living are central in this section. 
6.1. SCRIPTURE AS NORMATIVE AND FORMATIVE IN THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE OBDURACY MOTIF COMPLEX 
Scripture forms the background for the Matthean denunciation of those who do 
not respond positively to the words and works of 
Jesus Christ. From the beginning of the 
three-chapter unit in Mt 11-13, the contrast was made clear between the "blind that see, 
and deaf who hear" (11: 5) and those who would take offence at Jesus (11: 6; parallel to 
"let whoever has ears hear" in 11: 15). In four instances in Matthew 11-13, one allusion 
and three literal quotations, the theme of concealment and of revelation is made an issue, 
in each case with reference to the obduracy or the hardening of the heart of "this 
generation". In two of these, passages connected with Isaiah's call to cause 
incomprehension of God's revelation are cited (Mt 11: 25-27; 13: 14-15). In two, the 
Deuteronomic notion of this "evil and unrepentant generation" is appealed to. (Mt 12: 40 
and 13: 35). 
Matthew appeals to prophetic tradition in these passages. It functions 
normatively by providing Matthew 
language and symbolism by which present history can 
be interpreted and made meaningful. It further functions as an identity-forming factor for 
the community. Finally it is normative in its kerygmatic function, with the stress being on 
the faithfulness of God. 
These normative aspects of Scripture will again be demonstrated by showing 
Matthew's independent use and interpretation of Scripture. The analysis will take the 
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passages' original contexts into consideration, as well as Matthew's redaction and 
composition of material. 
6.1.1. The Adaptation of Is 29: 14 in Matthew 11: 25-26 
The Q logion which is combined with the call of wisdom in Mt 11: 25-27 includes 
an allusion to Is 29: 14. The composition of Matthew 11-13 already demonstrates an 
independent reading of the citation in Matthew. This is supported by the Matthean 
redaction of the passage. 
Mt 11: 25-26 is the only one of the scriptural allusions/citations to be analysed in 
light of the theme of revelation and concealment that actually uses both the verb to reveal 
(&noiccL tic)) and the verb to hide (xp6x=). The text, however, turns the emphasis 
away from these issues, and centres upon the receivers of revelation and the victims of 
concealment. Disclosure of secrets, hiddenness and the callousness of this generation, 
must therefore be understood as aspects of the same theme. The Q logion in 11: 25-26 
serves to introduce the problem of the rejection of Jesus in light of the Isaianic theme of 
obduracy. Matthew finds the solution to the problem in God's faithfulness. 
The normativity of Scripture is here shown, in that the crisis in the Jesus story, as 
well as that of the present of Matthew's community, is made meaningful in light of the 
words of the prophet. The prophetic word is perceived to contain both predictive and 
revelatory qualities. Further, the prophetic word is thought to contain God's redemptive 
word. 
The Form and Conceptual Background of Mi 11: 25-26 
Matthew 11: 25-27 is a double logion derived from Q, and it is the first instance in 
Mt 11-13 where the theme of revelation and concealment is explicitly introduced. The 
double logion follows the woes on the Galilean cities, which are patterned on the 
prophetic speech of judgement. As has been pointed out above, it is combined with Jesus' 
invitation to find rest. It is separated from, as well as being connected with, the 
surrounding narrative by a redactional sentence of transition preceding and succeeding it. 
The first of the two logia, Mt 11: 25-26, consists of a thanksgiving in the form of a hymn. 
k4o toXoyoüµat cot, thTEp, is pte toü obpavoü ual tf; yfi;, 
öt bcpvWa; tiaüna bciv6 ao4ä5v uai auveuwv 
Kai, 6f, 1GEK ? o. )yfaS ab TA vrpttotg: 
vat b irc c1 p, &tt oü a, cb8outa tytvetio L tirpoa©Lv aov. 
The opening sentence of the logion (with the exception of ndctep) consists of 
elements of traditional hymnic language in Judaism as it is found in the LXX1 and the 
' oµo"fjßoµat//El oµoaayoüµ(xi cot ö&tt 0: *): Ps 51: 11; 53: 8; 117: 21; 117: 28; 138: 14 and 
Dan 2: 23. xüptos b Oc&S 'tov o()lxxVOV xai b OtS tic 4ic is found in Gen 24: 3,7. In the Psalms 
the phrase is expanded with b 7Lot1 C CXS before "heaven and earth". cf. eg. Ps 113: 23,123: 8. The 
formulation xüptoc 'toü obpavov Kai. Tfi; yfk is only found in Tobit 10: 14. The address of the 
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hodayot of the Qumran literature. 2 Also the final sentence uses hymnic language, 3 and 
repeats, through vat b natfjp, the thanksgiving of the previous verse. If revelation 
presupposes a state of concealment, the prayer may be said to bring out both these 
aspects, and they are placed in the realm of God's activity or dealings with human beings. 
With regard to revelation, the Q prayer is unusual in two ways. The form of the 
logion corresponds to the prayer of an individual, but the content expresses a communal 
rather than a personal concern. 4 While thanksgiving for revelation or the disclosure of 
God's wisdom, word or way is common both in Scripture and other literature of the 
period, 5 these occurrences are found in individual psalms, where the psalmist praises 
God for the personal gift of discernment. Further, the notion that vrprtot are receivers of 
revelation, is uncommon. In the sayings tradition, vfjmot does not signify children or 
immature persons in the Greek sense of the word. 6 Rather, its use in Q 10: 21 is in 
agreement with the Septuagint translation of o'nE, the innocent, who are, especially in the 
Psalms, recipients of God's protection and guidance. ' Without alluding to a specific 
scriptural passage, the prayer picks up this language of the psalms, and expresses a 
conception which is also found in Ps 118: 130 t SV wt; -tcov X6ycDv aou *net xal 
auvctiiei vrvctovc. B The innocent and naive, who previously had no insight, have now 
received revelation. 
prayer in Mt 11: 25//Lk 10: 21 uses common hymnic language and does not fit into a specific "form" of 
address or prayer. Cf. also William David Davies and Dale C. Allison, Saint Matthew, vol. 2,273-274. 
2+Z "3T13 n nut . 
Celia Deutsch, Hidden Wisdom, 101 points out the similarity between the hodayot and 
Mt 11: 25. The language is so common, however, that literary dependence is not plausible. The Q 
formula also goes beyond that of the hodayot in that it includes a reference to the creator of the heaven 
and the earth, so that a common literary format can not be postulated beyond the identification of 
general hymnic language. 
3 Corresponding to T]9Sn 112- . "11 which is Jewish, not scriptural, prayer language. Cf. Ulrich Luz, 
Evangelium, vol. 2,205 n 57. 
4 To define the concern as communal, is not to assume that in Matthew the logion is addressed or refers 
solely to the disciples or the community of believers. Matthew's arrangement of material does not 
support this conclusion. 
5 Cf. e. g. Ps. 16: 11,1QGenAp 22: 16. See the overview of thematic similarities between Mt 11: 25-27 
with second temple and tannaitic literature by Deutsch, Hidden Wisdom, 55-112. Deutsch's study does 
not explore the element of upümtau 
biro with God as a subject, beyond pointing out that Wisdom can be 
described as both hidden and revealed. In seeking parallel notions in order to understand the logion in 
light of its literary environment, this aspect seems crucial. 
6 CE G. Bertram, Nl ntoS, (1967) 912-913. 
7 Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2,206, sees the term as an equivalent to the am haaretz. So also Albrecht 
Oepke, Kp(ntt o (1965), 973. 
8 Compare also Psalm 19: 8; 116: 6. Jaques Dupont, "Les Simples (petayim) dans le Bible et A Qumran", 
(1985) 585, points out that the LXX is consistent in the usage of vfpttoc. In Proverbs, the term occurs 
only in instances where the content is similar to the cited passages in the psalms. Whenever 131M is used 
in opposition to the wise, it is translated with different words, e. g. äuotxcIS or ö4pcuv. In slight 
contradiction to this view, Braumann, 
Nfjntoc, (1975) 381 distinguishes between the dull or foolish 
"babes" in the LXX text of Proverbs over against the simple of faith who have found favour with God, in 
the Psalms. Cf. also Bertram, NrlntoS, 917. 
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Although the concept of concealment is necessary for an understanding of 
revelation, there is no parallel in Jewish literature where God is praised for actively 
concealing wisdom or knowledge. 9 It is all the more interesting that, in a passage which 
is by most thought to be influenced by wisdom or apocalyptic tradition, it is the wise and 
the discerning, those who previously had been revealed to, who are victims of God's 
activity of hiding. In fact, the Matthean text stands in direct contradiction to the hymn of 
Daniel 2: 20-21,23, where Daniel praises God because he gives wisdom to the wise and 
insight to those who understand: 10 
DavtriX Kai. etircv etri tiö 6voga 'toe Oeoü eiL)XayTpLvov 
eitO tioü atci vo; x(Xi. Ul); tcoü alwvoS ötit 
ý ao4fa Kai ] cUveßt; at=ü tatity 
icai. ain6; ... 
5t5ob; ao4tav tint; ao4)oi s uai ýp6vrcty tioig ci66aty ... 
cot bO C6; T& V na'Lpwv µov I: 1; oµoXayoüµat xai aivcü 
&rt ao4iav ical 3(vaµw E&oKäS got 
Further, in scriptural tradition, whenever the wise are seen in opposition to babes or the 
"naive", it is the former who have received understanding, whereas the vfjrtot are seen in 
a negative light. " 
The act of hiding wisdom from the wise in Matthew implicitly holds it against 
them that they have departed from what is "the will of the Father". In hymns and in the 
psalms of Scripture and tradition, the hiding of God's face is a result of apostasy or 
failing to walk in God's way, and is lamented by the psalmist. 12 The psalmist who 
rejoices in having found favour with God, also appeals to God: "do not hide your face 
from me. i13 The hiding of wisdom from the wise is similar in meaning. 
That God actively hides wisdom or understanding from people, has a parallel in 
the call narrative of Isaiah 6. Here Isaiah is commissioned to cause the people not to 
understand his words. In continuity with this, is the prophetic oracle of judgement in 
Isaiah 29: 13-15, where God threatens to take wisdom and understanding away from 
people who have already been in possession of these. It is likely that the Q logion alludes 
to the text of Isaiah 29: 14: 
LXX MT 
8tä wi3to't6oü tyth 7tpoaOrp(u toü µetiaOeivat 191` ', p, 
toy Xaöv toinov uai pc a ftyo) ab toi 5? 1 9'? ýý n 
uai &NOý cw Eh v ao4 tav w5v ao4cüv rg n*' 
; 
7; v 
Kai tv aijvcaty tiwv avvEwüv xpi iw innren rý'ýý nrstrt 
90n account of the contrast between the wise and the simple, Hans Joachim Ritz, "Kp{ntuo", 798 
speaks of God's salvation historical preference for the Vf)7ttot in the discussion of Mt 11: 25-26. 
10 Cf. Werner Grimm, "Weil ich dich liebe", 173-175. Grimm holds Matthew 11: 25-26 to be a polemical 
allusion to Daniel. 
"Cf. Braumann, "Nfprto; ", 381 
12 Cf. Ps 10: 1; 30: 8; 44: 24; 88: 15; 89: 46. 
13 C£ Ps 27: 9; 69: 18; 102: 3; 119: 19; 143: 7. 
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The Place of Isaiah 29: 14 in the Book of Isaiah 
Isaiah 29: 14 is a part of Is 29: 9-16, which repeats the commission to harden the 
hearts of the people in Is 6: God has poured out a spirit of deep sleep over the prophets 
and the leaders of the people. 14 The object of critique in Isaiah 29 is the careless and 
distanced partaking in the cult. '5 The phrase of Is 29: 14 is directed toward the class of 
"the wise" in their function as leaders. 16 The judgement consists of removing wisdom 
from the wise and hiding insight from the discerning. It is debatable whether the 
prophecy is referring to a historical incident, or is to be understood as a reference to 
eschatological events. The criticism of the political elite, and the reference to Jerusalem 
in the previous oracle (w 1-4) suggest that the oracle has its specific historical setting. 
The prophecy is nevertheless thought to hold continual validity, in its pointing to God's 
acting in the history of the people: '7 The Hebrew oracle uses language which places the 
concealment of understanding in the same category as creation (Ps 89: 6) or the liberation 
from Egyptian bondage (Ps 77: 12: 78: 11), hence the "miracle" is to be related to God's 
acts in history-18 The Septuagint, in contrast, speaks of the transformation or 
transplantation of "this people. " This is perhaps to be understood as a judgement taking 
the form of a new exile. 
Important to the place of the allusion to Is 29: 14 in the gospel of Matthew is its 
place within the obduracy motif in Isaiah. The theme corresponds to the concern of the 
Deuteronomistic tradition (e. g. Deut 32), in which the history of the people of God is 
seen in light of their rebellion and apostasy, and is found particularly as a part of the 
prophetic tradition (cf. Jer 5: 21,23; Ez 3: 7). As Evans and McLaughlin have pointed out, 
the particular viewpoint expressed in the Isaianic tradition places the responsibility of the 
hardening of the hearts with God. 19 This is best expressed in the Hebrew text, while the 
aspect is toned down in other textual traditions including the LXX. 20 Isaiah 29: 14 LXX, 
however, in its translation of the Hebrew, has kept part of the Hebrew motif with God as 
the source of the stubbornness of the people. This comes out most clearly in the passage 
alluded to in the Q passage preserved in Mt 11: 25-26, in which the prophetic oracle 
predicts judgement on the leaders of the people, in the form of their wisdom and 
14 For the influence of Is 6: 9-10 on whole of the book of Isaiah, cf. John L. McLaughlin, "Their Hearts 
were Hardened" (1995). McLaughlin discusses the centrality of the motif in the Hebrew text. 
'SJSrg Barthel, Prophetenwort und Geschichte (1997), 384. 
16 Cf. Is 5: 18, f, 21; 28: 23-29. Barthel, Prophetenwort, 348,285-286, speaks of the judgement of a zur 
polistischen Ideologie erstarrten Weisheit, " where the cult has become "political", but is not perceived to 
require a response of ethical responsibility and of faith. See also Georg Fohrer, EodAc (1971), 482. 
7 Barthel, Prophetenwort, 387. 
'$ Cf. Otto Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39 (1974) 274. 
19 Cf. C. A. Evans, To See and not Perceive (1989), 42-43; McLaughlin, "Their Hearts", 9-12 
10 See esp. Evans, To See, 61-80. 
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understanding being taken away from them. In Isaiah, this spells out disaster for Israel. A 
nation with foolish leaders cannot prevail against its enemies. 21 
Isaiah 29: 14 in the Context of Q 
The allusion to Is 29: 14 in Q and the later adaptation into the gospel of Matthew 
seem to draw on both the concept of eschatological fulfilment and the prophetic critique 
of the religious leadership. In Q, the logion is found to place the "wise and 
understanding" over against the disciples who are understood to be vfpttot. To the 
thanksgiving in Q 10: 21 is added a second logion, which describes the unique 
relationship between "the father" and the "sod'. The relationship is described in terms of 
their knowledge of each other. To a certain extent the second logion contradicts the first. 
Whereas the first logion speaks of the father revealing "these things" to babes, the 
authority to reveal is in the second logion given to the son. In the first logion, to conceal 
and to make known is according to the discretion and will of God; in the second logion, 
it is according to the wish of the son. 22 The privilege of knowing God is then extended 
to those to whom "the son wishes to reveal it. " These, chosen by the son, are the vfpciot. 
That these are the disciples is made clear from the previous context. 
The logion is attached to the account of the commissioning of the twelve. The 
immediately preceding judgement on the Galilean cities is prompted by the fate of the 
city which meets the disciples with rejection. Judgement is the result of the refusal to 
receive the disciples. The concluding saying makes this evident: "whoever refuses you 
refuses me and ... the one who sent me, 
" (10: 16). 24 The relational pattern of Q 10: 16 is 
parallel to Q 10: 21, the disciples know God through knowing Jesus. In Q then, the 
emphasis of the logion is on the privileged position of the disciples as receivers of 
revelation. The content of this revelation is the nature of God himself, as it is revealed in 
and through Jesus. The ao4ot uai auvetioi, are not simply to be identified with those who 
reject the disciples, however. The explication of this phrase is given in the following Q 
logion, which points out that prophets and kings never saw and heard what the disciples 
see and hear. 
25 Here the prophets and kings correspond to the wise and understanding in 
the previous logion. The combination of this saying with the allusion to Is 29: 14, shows 
21 See Kaiser, Isaiah, 274. 
u Because of the nature of the logion, it is probably to be considered a post-Easter addition to either an 
authentic Jesus saying or a traditional prayer, and was probably not an independent logion. Cf. John S. 
Kloppenborg, Formation, 197-198. It is interesting to note that similar to the idea expressed in Mt 
11: 27, are some of the Hodayot from Qumran, where the hymnist claims to have received revelation 
which he in turn has passed on. (1QH 1: 21; 4: 23ff; 8: 16f ; 12: 12f1: ) Cf. Markus Bockmuchl, Revelation 
and Mystery in Ancient Judaism and 
Pauline Christianity (1990), 49. 
23 So also Paul Hoffmann, Studien, 104,108. 
24 Cf. Matthew 10: 40. Luke is probably nearer to the Q wording here, while Matthew, perhaps prompted 
by the vocabulary of Q10: 10 (etc fiv S' &v ... IL StX(uvwn 14tc s), reformulates the Logion in light of 
Mk 9: 37. So also Luz. Evangelium, vol. 2,149. 
"For the composition of the commissioning of the disciples in Q, cf. Kloppcnborg, Formation, 199.201, 
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on the part of Qa dual understanding of the Isaianic oracle. First, on the level of a social 
critique, it is the disciples, though they are ignorant and naive, viin ot, rather than kings 
and prophets as the nation's leaders, who are recipients of revelation. 
2' Second, on the 
level of eschatology, the Isaianic prophecy was read in light of the common 
understanding that prophecy and wisdom in Israel had perished. At the time of the 
inbreaking of the kingdom of God, however, revelation and the gift of prophecy would 
resume. 27 Hence the revelation to the "babes" is understood by Q to be a sign of the 
coming kingdom. 
On the basis of the use of Is 29: 14 in Q, it is now possible in view of Matthean 
redaction and composition, to understand how Matthew adopted and 
interpreted the 
allusion. 
The Adaptation of Is 29: 14 in Matthew 11: 25-26 
There are two aspects of the allusion which are of interest with regard to the 
adaptation of Isaiah 29: 14 in Matthew 11. On the one hand, the opposition between the 
hidden and the revealed will have to be explored, and on the other hand the contrast 
between the ignorant and the wise and understanding. Both of these will be examined 
with regard to their place in Matthew and the 
function of the allusion to Isaiah in the 
development of these two themes. 
In the redaction of Q 10: 21, Matthew adopts the Q wording, but reduces the 
compound änoupirntia) to the simple upOx w. 
This single feature of redactional activity, 
as well as the order of material in the Matthean composition, are the only indications of 
how the allusion to Isaiah 29: 14 in Matthew 11: 25 is to be understood. The use of the 
simple verb rather than the compound 
is on the one hand an indication of Matthean 
preference for certain vocabulary. 
On the other hand it may prove to be an adaptation of 
the logion to the LXX text of Isaiah to which it alludes. 
28 That Matthew was familiar 
26 Also Hoffmann, Studien, 115, concludes that the of prtot constitute a socially less fortunate group of 
people, but on the basis of the historical situation of the 
Q community, which he presumes recruited its 
members from the lower social classes. He also sees a 
link here between Q and EthEn 62: 1.7, where 
kings and the politically powerful are contrasted with the elect. Irrespective of how one chooses to 
understand the historical constituency of the 
Q community, the text makes sense in view of the social 
situation of the disciples of Jesus themselves, as 
Galilean fishermen. In Q there is a link here to the 
question of Jonah and Solomon in 
Q 11: 29-38, where "kings and prophets" as the wise and discerning in 
Q: 24-25 get their final definition. What the disciples have part in, is greater than both the wisdom of 
Jonah and the understanding of Solomon. 
27 Joel 3. Cf. John Barton, "Prophecy" (1992), 495, and M. Eugene Boring, "Prophecy" (1992), 497. 
28 These are the two main arguments for Matthean redaction. Cf. Wolfgang Schenk, Sprache, 327, who 
counts six of seven occurrences of xpülruu 
in Matthew as either from M or redactional. Robert H. 
Gundry, Matthew, 645, considers two of the occurrences in Matthew to be redactional, and the 
remaining traditional. Luz, 
Evangelium, vol 1,42, with reference to Gundry, holds the word to belong to 
Matthean preferential vocabulary, but points out that its usage in redactional phrases is uncommon. It is, 
however, very difficult to ascertain the wording of Q. Mt 10: 26//Lk 8: 17 also aQ text, includes the same 
discrepancy: up, 6ncoc (Mt)/&7Loxpü4los (Lk). Two arguments have been used in favour of the simple 
verb as the Q reading. First, 
Luke has a preference for compounds. Second, the verb btnoxpünuu forms 
a parallel to ftoxcc%, 
6=w in the previous phrase. It is difficult to explain why Matthew should avoid 
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with the Septuagint text is verified by the use of Isaiah 29: 13 in Mt 15: 8-10. This citation 
is adapted from the context of Mark's gospel, but Matthew adds the name of the prophet 
Isaiah, and changes the word order of Mark's text in order to adapt it more closely to the 
Septuagint reading-29 
In reading Mt 11: 25-27 in light of Isaiah 29: 14, the allusion may be said to serve 
two functions. First, it introduces a polemic against the "wise and understanding". 
Second, it explains the reason for their rejection of Jesus: their wisdom has perished, and 
their understanding has been hidden. The allusion provides a scriptural pattern by which 
Matthew can read the Jesus story and his own historical situation. In the Matthean 
critique of the inability of the religious leaders to understand the significance of the 
ministry of Jesus, 30 lies also the "cult critique" of the Isaianic passage (cf. 12: 1-14; 15: 8- 
19). This critique can be extended to the post-70 CE situation of Matthew. Thus, at the 
heart of the thanksgiving in Mt 11: 25-26, lies the obduracy motif found in Isaiah and 
other prophetic literature. Further, there is an eschatological perspective to its place in 
the present context. Isaiah 29: 14 is understood to be a prediction concerning the events 
of the last days. Obduracy as God's judgement on the wise and understanding is a sign of 
the end-time, hence the allusion is found as a part of a thanksgiving. 
The reason for thanksgiving is not simply the judgement of the wise and 
understanding, but much more, the revelation to babes. The location of the logion in the 
context of Mt 11-13, demonstrates that in Matthew vfprtoi, is not simply to be associated 
with the disciples or with the members of the Matthean post-Easter community. 31 
Although the logion in Matthew is still attached to the judgement of the Galilean cities, 
the cluster is removed from the context of the commissioning speech, and placed 
together with the invitation to find rest in a pericope of its own. The subsequent Q logion 
is in Matthew placed in the context of the parables speech of ch 13, again in a setting 
where there is an explicit reference to the disciples. Consequently, Matthew deliberately 
separates the double logion of Q 10: 21-23 from the context of the disciples. With the 
subsequent M logion, it stands out in the narrative addressing a general public (the 
bXko;, cf. 11: 7). In the Matthean redaction of the logion, the second Q logion (Mt 
the parallelism. Cf. Joachim Gnilka, Matthäusevangelium, 433; Dieter Lührmann, Redaktion, 64 n. 8; 
Davies, and Allison, Saint Matthew, vol. 2,274; John S. Kloppenborg, "Wisdom Christologyin Q", 1978 
133, et al. Like Matthew, however, Luke does not show a notable preference for benoKcpü7ttcO. The 
compound verb is found nowhere else in Luke, whereas up nto occurs twice in material peculiar to 
Luke: Lk 18: 34: 19: 42. The former is probably redactional. The parallel between the two compound 
verbs in Lk 10: 21 could easily serve as an argument for its existence already in Q. There is therefore no 
decisive argument for Lukan redaction at this point. 
29 Krister Stendahl, School, 56-58. 
30 This reading is also supported by the redaction of the explicatory logion. Matthew formulates ob8e1S 
ErttTytvc6aKEt r6v titöv instead of Lk: obSe ytvc axed. tt; Latty b tithg. In Matthew the logion 
is not so much concerned with knowing the identity of, as much as it is concerned with understanding 
the significance of the appearance. 
31 Contra Joachim Gnilka, Die Verstockung Israels (1961), 96; Deutsch, Hidden Wisdom, 32, et al. 
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11: 27) together with Mt 11: 28-30 is an invitation to perceive and understand, and 
becomes an example of the revelation to the simple. The vflntot in this context is parallel 
to Mt 11: 5, where the -nTmXot have good news preached to them. A sharp distinction 
between the understanding of ittcoxot in the gospel of Matthew and the understanding of 
the term in Q only in part reflects the use of the word in Matthew. It is often noted that 
in Q the poor are to be understood in social terms as the economically poor, while in 
Matthew, they are rather the "poor in the spirit". The text of the beatitude in Mt 5: 3 is 
here brought in to define the Matthean 7tw Xoi as those who are faithful to God and act 
according to his will. This understanding does not reflect the concerns of Matthew 11, 
where, as noted, there is a relation between 1ttCoXot in v. 5 and vfpttot 
in v. 25. In Matthew 
11: 25, Matthew's critique is one of the religious leadership. As such it expresses a 
denunciation in line with Is 29: 13-14, where the ethical responsibility in the relation to 
God is neglected (cf. Mt 23: 23). A part of this responsibility is the concern for those who 
are weak in society. 
It has been debated what the rafina and (And of the logion refers to in Mt 11: 25. 
In Q, the explanatory expansion of the logion in v 27 applies it to the knowledge of God 
which comes though the revelation in Jesus. This reading can be supported in Matthew. 
Nevertheless, the correspondence between 11: 25 and 11: 5 redirects the emphasis from 
the person of Jesus in particular, to his ministry in general. Hence, WaDza and ain(i refers 
to the place of God's presence in Jesus. Matthew is concerned with the implications of 
this knowledge in the faith and life of the people (cf. 11: 28-30 and the allusions to 
Scripture therein). There is a parallel to the understanding of revelation here and in Mt 
13: 35.32 
In the context of Matthew's gospel, the adaptation of the allusion to Isaiah 29: 14 
includes a sharper polemic against the ao4bt xai avvCt6t than does Q. The focus is 
shifted away from the ministry of the 
disciples as extensions of the "son" and the 
"father". The invitation to understand is extended to the crowds in general. In this 
context, those who are wise and understanding, as 
in Is 29: 14, are seen in a negative 
light. Because of their faithlessness their understanding has been removed from them. 
They have ears to hear, but do not hear (Mt 11: 15). In the wider context of the gospel, 
the wise and discerning find their examples in the religious leadership, who are Jesus' 
opponents in the controversies of chapter 
12. 
32 See below. Gnilka, Verstockung, 96, understands the logion to point beyond this knowledge of God to 
include the messianic identity of Jesus, particular eschatological events and the mysteries of the 
Kingdom: eben ... alles was 
Jesus zu offenbaren gekommen ist. " Similarly, with regard to Q, Hoffmann 
(Studien, 109-112) reads the text on the background of Jewish apocalypticism. The implications of these 
interpretations is an understanding of heavenly mysteries as something which is imparted only to a 
certain group of the elect. 
This is not so. For Matthew, the heavenly mysteries consist in God's 
compassion for God's people. 
This is knowledge openly available unless one's heart is hardened. Cf. 
also Deutsch, Hidden Wisdom, 
28. 
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Conclusion: The Normative Function of Scripture in Mt 11: 25-26 
The above analysis has demonstrated that Matthew's use of Q 10: 21 also 
includes an independent reading and adaptation of the allusion to Isaiah. This 
independent adaptation shows an awareness of the text in question and its place in the 
book of Isaiah. 
In the adaptation of the Q-logion, Matthew aligns the text more closely to the 
Septuagint wording of Isaiah, and strengthens the allusion already present in his Vorlage. 
Also the placing of the logion in the composition of Matthew 11, suggests that Matthew 
here intends an allusion to the Isaianic theme of obduracy. In Matthew as in Isaiah, the 
spiritual hardening of the religious leaders has an impact on the fate of the nation and 
Jerusalem. If the prophetic oracle of Isaiah was understood as a prediction of the events 
of the eschatological age, as it seems to have been understood in Q, the allusion serves as 
a proof that the kingdom of God is indeed imminent. The allusion also provides a 
paradigm of prophetic speech of judgement against the politically and religiously 
powerful, and their stubbornness in relation to the covenant with God. 
Isaiah 29: 14 in the context of Matthew 11, functions as an authority in three 
ways. First, it is authoritative because 
it contains a type or paradigm in which the 
opponents of Jesus fit. Presumably, in light of the 
double level of the Matthean narrative, 
also people in leading positions at the time of the 
Matthean composition may be in view 
here. The hardheartedness matches that of previous generations. There is therefore a 
kind of typological relationship between the "wise and understanding" of Isaiah's day, of 
those at the time of Jesus, and those of Matthew's time. "History repeats itself, " and the 
present Matthean situation 
is made meaningful through the pattern of revelation and 
hiddenness of God in history. Matthew's message is legitimised through the appeal to 
authoritative texts. 
Second, for Matthew the prophecy from Isaiah is normative in its witnessing to 
the acts of God in history, and the relation between the faithfulness to God and the 
historical event. This does not mean that we are to read the Matthean allusion as an 
uncritical denunciation of "Israel". The prophetic 
hope underlying the commission to 
harden the hearts of the people in Isaiah, is the return of the people to God. 33 This is in 
the context of Isaiah evident in e. g. Is 6: 13, the context to which Is 29: 14 refers, where 
the "remnant" is a hope for the new beginning after the judgement. It is also found 
following Is 29: 9-66, in Is 30: 15-16, where the return to God is an alternative to 
judgement. Hence, Scripture, in its kerygmatic function, is authoritative, because it 
assures of God's "marvellous acts" 
in history, and the hope for God's faithfulness to a 
faithful people. 
Third, the understanding of Scripture as a formative norm, stands, of course, in 
the extension of this proclamation of God's "marvellous acts". Again, the placing of the 
33 Barthel, Propheten Wort, 117. 
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Jesus story in the light of Scripture, is a sign of the need to relate the new revelations of 
the "Father" through the "Son" to the already existing tradition of God's revelation. Only 
in light of this is the story meaningful. Scripture, therefore, is still identity-forming for 
Matthew, and provides norms for how faithfulness to God is lived out. As will be 
demonstrated in ch 6.2, this is supplemented by Jesus tradition. 
6.1.2. The Use and Adaptation of Is 6: 9-10 in Mt 13: 14-15 
The second reference to Isaiah's call to harden the hearts of the people is found 
in chapter 13. Matthew is dependent on Mark in citing Isaiah 6: 9-10. In contrast to 
Mark, however, Matthew cites the whole passage, and thereby makes explicit the 
concern already touched upon through the Q allusion to Is 29: 14 in Mt 11: 25-26. Also 
here the normative function of Scripture lies in its providing a pattern for God's acting in 
the history of the people. Scripture makes recent history meaningful by placing it in the 
perspective in the history of the people. Matthew's adaptation of the Markan passage is 
in fact interpreted in light of Isaiah, avoiding the apocalyptic tendencies of Mark. The 
understanding of history found in Isaiah is therefore normative for the whole passage in 
Matthew. 
The normativity of Scripture in Matthew's employment of is 6 will be 
demonstrated in four steps. First, the text form of the citation will be defined. Second, 
the place of Mt 13: 14-15 in the Matthean fulfilment citations will be discussed. Third, 
Matthew's interpretation of Mark in light of the citation from Isaiah will be described. 
Finally, the function of the obduracy motif of Isaiah in Matthew 11-13 will be analysed. 
Tice Text of Is 6: 9-10 in Mt 13: 14-15 
The theme of obduracy is introduced in the book of Isaiah in the call narrative of 
Isaiah 6, esp. w 9-10. Here Isaiah's prophetic task is described. Matthew, adapting his 
Markan source, inserts the quotation from Isaiah 6: 9-10 into the parable discourse in 
chapter 13, and continues the thematic thread of Mt 11: 25-26. The citation is one of the 
longer ones in Matthew's gospel. The text form of the quotation is Septuagintal, and it is 
rendered without any redactional insertions or alterations. The text from Isaiah is 
introduced with a citation formula of fulfilment. 
xai ävait? iipoÜmt a1 toi. S 4 npo MF-ia' Hautot t1 ? tyouaa, 
'Axon &icoüac tc xai ob gý avvi" F-, 
xal. f3) irov%ES ß), tiErete icd ob µtj t6rrte. 
tnaxüvori yap f1 xap6ta Gov Xaoü -to&tov, 
xat Wig cixsiv ßaptU)g Aicouaav 
xai tioin b4 OcO4Loic ab v lexdcµµvaav, 
µýttotie t&oaty -rig b49aX, toig 
xai c6-t; cibaly äxo1 acüaty 
xai. 'n xap&ta avvwaty xaI. 
zttatiptwO)aty xai tdcao tat a{not;. 
Mt 13: 14-15 
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Matthew 13: 14-15 in Relation to the Fulfilment Citations 
The place of the citation in the original Matthean text has been debated. Several 
arguments have been used for its secondary nature. The text form is different from most 
of the other fulfilment citations, adhering to the Septuagint with no trace of difficult 
translations in relation to known text forms. 34 The introduction of fulfilment does not 
follow the usual pattern, and includes two hapax legomena: &vanXripbcu and 
icpo4r t ia. 35 Some point to the apparent duplication of Mt 13: 13 which the quotation 
creates. 36 With U. Luz, however, one must conclude that the quotation is original to 
Matthew. 37 
The mixed form of the fulfilment quotations may be an indication that some of 
Matthew's scriptural material was taken from a source. In the redaction of Q and Mark, 
however, Matthew often adapts the text of scriptural citations to the Septuagint. It was 
also pointed out in chapter 4 that the final line of Matthew's citation of Is 42: 1-4 was 
Septuagintal. In the context of Matthew 12, it was demonstrated that both this last line, 
as also the parts of the citation which deviated from any known text form, could be 
explained as redactional. Consequently, dependence on the LXX even in the context of a 
fulfilment formula, is not definite evidence for a post-Matthean interpolation. 
Furthermore, the text is not missing in any known manuscript of the gospel. It may also 
be significant that Matthew shortens Mk 4: 12 and changes it into a Ö'tt-clause with 
indicative. 38 The result is an appropriate introduction, explaining the state of the crowds 
as the reason for the speaking in parables. The explanatory sentence accommodates the 
inclusion of the full citation. 
The distinctiveness . of the fulfilment formula may be explained by its position in 
the narrative. 39 Unlike the other quotations, this one occurs in the mouth of Jesus, and is 
34 Johann Rauscher, Messiasgeheimnis, 84. 
33 Cf. Gnilka, Verstockung, 104. 
For further arguments, cf. Gnilka, Verstockung, 103-105; Stendahl, School, 129-132; Wilhelm 
Rotfuchs, Erfüllungszitate, 23-24; George M. Soares-Prabhu, Formula Quotations, 31-35; Richard S. 
McConnell, Law, 142; Davies, and Allison., Saint Matthew, vol. II, 392-393. 
37 Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2,301-302. Cf. also before him Wolfgang Trilling, Das wahre Israel, 59f. 
Matthew omits the whole final clause of the citation in Mark: Mark 4: 12 p. lptote bntaiptitc tv 
uai #eO'il aiT6oS. Davies, and Allison, Saint Matthew, vol. II, 391, assuming Mt 13: 14f to be an 
interpolation, interpret this as an attempt to soften the statement in Mark. Luke 8: 12 also omits the 
clause (for Stendahl, School, 131, further evidence that Mt 13: 14-15 is a post-Matthean interpolation), 
and creates a sentence structure similar to that of Matthew, but retains the Im-clause. In an attempt to 
explain the agreements between Matthew and Luke, Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2,301, postulates a common 
dependence on a Deutero-Markan source, which has attempted to reduce the Markan motif of the 
incomprehension of the disciples. Cf. also Rauscher, Messiasgeheimnis, 54. The text-form of the citation 
in Mark, using third person plural in the first two clauses, as well as the ivot-clause may reflect a 
dependence on the text of the Targum. Cf. Bruce Chilton, A Galilean Rabbi and his Bible, 91. See also 
Evans, To See, 70. 
39 The notion of Robert H. Gundry, Use, 213, that Matthew should through the different formulae 
indicate different levels of prophecy (making a distinction between purely predictive prophecy and 
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not a comment of the narrator. This unusual situation is due to the allusion to the 
passage which Matthew found in his Markan source. This allusion is the incentive for 
Matthew to include the quotation in full. Further, the quotation is not inserted in 
reference to an event or fact directly related to the person or life of Jesus, but explains 
the attitude of the people. 40 
Although the quotation is not found in Mark or Luke, the inclusion of the citation 
in Matthew is dependent on the allusion in the Markan source. The allusion in Mark is an 
abbreviated and paraphrased version of the prophecy, whereby the verbs see and hear are 
inverted. Matthew thought the allusion important enough that the quotation should be 
included in full. The occurrence of the same citation in Acts 28.26-27, as well as in John 
12.40, may explain its inclusion also in the gospel of Matthew. The text was an important 
one in the early church, explaining the unbelief of the Jews. 
It is clear then, that the theme of fulfilment is many-faceted in Matthew, and 
cannot successfully be narrowed down to a single notion derived from only a limited 
number of fulfillment passages which fit a prescribed definition. The text of Is 6: 9-10 as 
it is cited is in line with Matthew's theological concerns and fits the context. Hence, there 
is no reason to assume that the citation was introduced secondarily. 
Matthew's Interpretation of Mark 4: 10-12 Through Is 6: 9-10 
The difference between the Markan and the Matthean use of Is 61: 9-10 is similar 
to the difference in the emphasis of the Hebrew text and the Septuagint. 41 In the Hebrew 
text as in Mark, the purpose of the text is to make "the heart of this people dull". In the 
Septuagint, as in Matthew, the speaking of the prophet and of Jesus is because the heart 
of the people is already dull. The difference is not only to be ascribed to the different text 
form the two evangelists use. For both Matthew and Mark, the use of the citation betrays 
how they understand the rejection of Jesus by the people. Although Matthew's text is 
dependent on the Septuagint, the understanding of the relation between understanding 
revelation, faithlessness and God's action in history is dependent on Isaiah, as it is 
expressed both in the Hebrew text and in the Septuagint. 
The allusion to Is 6: 9-10 in the Markan context is influenced by the apocalyptic 
and the ecclesiological perspective of the previous section which ends in 3: 35-4: 1. This is 
prophecy which also had meaning for the prophets own time) is to be rejected. It has already been shown 
that Matthew's use of prophetic texts go beyond the simple promise-fulfilment scheme. 
40 Consequently the Iva of the fulfilment introduction is not appropriate. Cf. Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2, 
302. 
41 The Septuagint changes the imperatives of the Hebrew "Hear indeed but do not understand, see indeed 
but do not perceive" to the future indicative: " you shall indeed hear... ". For an evaluation of the 
adaptation of Is 6: 9-10 in the translation of the 
LXX. Cf. Evans, To See, 61-68. Evans understands the 
Septuagint to alter the understanding the Hebrew that God should purposefully harden the hearts of the 
people, as opposed to placing the responsibility with the people themselves. The difference is not that 
great: also in the Hebrew, the commission to 
harden the hearts of the people is preceded by the people's 
turning away from God. 
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illustrated by the esoteric language of the passage. There is a distinction made between 
the disciples who are around him when he is by himself (Mk 4: 10; cf. 3: 32) and those 
who are outside (Mk 4: 11; cf. 3: 31-32). In the context of Mark 4, napapoXfj is a riddle 
by which eschatological knowledge is told, in the apocalyptic use of the word. 42 This 
knowledge is the µvatflptov of the kingdom. The context shows that Jesus is the one 
who mediates this knowledge, as the disciples themselves do not understand (Mk 4: 12). 
Jesus then, in Mark, is the revealer of the eschatological secret, and those about him are 
the ones who receive this particular knowledge. 43 In the wider context of the Markan 
gospel, the allusion to Is 6: 9-10 receives a double meaning. In the context of Mark, the 
Alva-clause strikes Jesus' opponents. The clause shows that for Mark, Jesus' 
proclamation has the purpose to harden the hearts of the listeners "outside". 44 This 
corresponds with the commission of Isaiah to harden the hearts of the people. Their 
obduracy has a purpose in the Markan Christology: their opposition causes Jesus' death, 
which is the prerequisite for the resurrection. Evans shows that in the context of the 
"messianic secret", even the -disciples' hearts are hardened. But because these as 
followers of Jesus are positively inclined to his message and hence do not actively 
oppose him, he concludes, the mysteries will eventually be revealed, in light of the 
resurrection. 45 
Matthew tones down the apocalyptic imagery of Mark. The inside/outside 
language is omitted, and Jesus is not by himself, but still in the presence of the people 
when the disciples approach him. Three redactional steps indicate that Matthew reads the 
Markan passage in light of Isaiah's understanding of history. The passage is in Matthew 
therefore not primarily Christological. First Matthew moves the logion in Mk 4: 25 to the 
context of Jesus' answer to the disciples in Mt 13: 11-12. "For to him who has will more 
be given, and he will have abundance; but from him who has not, even what he has will 
be taken away" now follows "and he answered them, "to you it has been given to know 
the secrets of the kingdom of heaven, but to them it has not been given"" Second, 
Matthew exchanges the Iva with subjunctive to a 6Tt with indicative. Finally, Matthew 
cites the whole Isaiah passage from the Septuagint, which includes indicatives in Is 6: 9 
rather than the imperatives of the MT. Through these steps, Matthew shows that Jesus' 
speaking in parables is not intended to harden the hearts of the people. " The speaking in 
parables is a result of their already being hardhearted. The obduracy continues as a result 
of the faithlessness of the people. 
42 Friedrich Hauck, IIapapoM i, 749. 
43 Evans, To See, 101. 
44 C Brown, Napa f loXt (1975), 753, shows that Mk 4: 1 lb "is not only concerned with the parables of 
Jesus but with his preaching in general. " 
45 Evans, To See, 102-103. 
46Cf. Ivor H. Jones, Parables, 183. Matthew's insertion of Psalm 78: in 13: 35 presumes the opposite: 
that the parables are openly known secrets. See § 6.1.3. below. 
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The responsibility for this lack of perception is explained through a passivem 
divinum: l: ustvotq ... ob Stöotiat. To some 
it has been given to understand, to some it has 
not been given. The motif recalls that of Mt 11: 25-27: to some these things have been 
revealed, and from some they have been hidden. The theme continues in the Sabbath 
controversy. Here the Pharisees are reproached for not understanding the significance of 
the prophetic oracle from Hosea. The theme of the obduracy is the same as in the 
parables discourse. As in Isaiah, it is due to the action of God that the heart of the people 
has become dull. It points to God's actions in the history of the people, where 
faithlessness causes the inability to understand. 
The analysis has shown that Matthew independently adapts Isaiah 6: 9-10 in 
Matthew 13. The place of the citation in the Matthean narrative is dependent on Mark, 
and is an example of Matthew's conservative preservation of his sources. In the 
adaptation process, the Markan text has been interpreted in light of the Isaianic view of 
history. 
The Obduracy Motif of Isaiah in Matthew 11 and 13 
A comparison will show that the Matthean citation of Is 6 stands in continuity 
with the citation of Is 29 in Matthew 11-13. Two aspects of the citation of Is 6: 9-10 in 
Matthew 13 distinguish it from the allusion to Is 29: 14 at the end of Matthew 11. First, it 
is now the disciples specifically who are receivers of revelation, instead of the more 
general vfjntot in the former passage. Second, 
it is now the crowds in general, "this 
people", not only the wise and the understanding, who are obdurate. Also this is in 
continuation with the two passages in Isaiah. The result of the people's blindness is the 
blindness of the leaders. Judgement befalls them both. It becomes evident that in the 
context of Matthew 11-13, the opposition of the leaders to Jesus, and the 
incomprehension of the people, is by Matthew understood in light of Scripture. The 
understanding of God's working in history is 
in Isaiah 6 and 29 a critique of the political 
leadership who wish to keep the actions of God within a defined sphere of life, " and 
who neglect the social and ethical response the covenant relationship with God 
necessitates. The continuous wondrous actions of God 
in history therefore work against 
the expectations of the "wise". 
Similarities in the two Isaiah citations support these findings. Neither in Mt 11 
nor in Mt 13, is the state of 
incomprehension which leads to judgement, final. It is also 
true that comprehension without appropriate response is like no comprehension at all. 
The full citation of Isaiah 6: 9-10 in Matthew leaves the possibility open for the possibility 
of repentance and subsequent 
forgiveness. As in Isaiah, the obduracy of the people has a 
history, and is not imposed by a malevolent God. Lack of understanding is part of 
judgement for unfaithfulness. 48 Both the Hebrew and the Septuagint version of the last 
"Barthel, Prophetenwort, 478. 
49 Cf. McLaughlin, "Their Hearts", 6. 
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phrase in v. 10b leaves an opening for redemption, through the act of repentance. It 
would then express the same condition as in Is 30: 15: through repentance they may be 
healed. 49 The Septuagint's use of µfpto in the meaning "perhaps, "" likewise opens for 
the possibility of redemption. Also in Matthew then, the quotation would then express 
the hope that perhaps, their eyes may see, their ears hear, and they will repent. This 
reading is supported by the use of Ps 78: 2 in the conclusion of the first section of ch 13. 
There, as will be shown, the speaking in parables may be understood in terms of making 
known the mysteries of the kingdom. The reading is further endorsed by the concern for 
hearing and understanding in being confronted with the kingdom, which is one of the 
concerns in Mt 11-13. 
As in Mark, the Matthean parable of the sower which preceded the pericope 
where the citation is inserted, is concluded with the call: b 1<Xcov co= bcxoutTo. In 
Matthew this recalls the same exhortation in Mt 11: 15. It has already been pointed out 
that the issue of hearing and understanding as response to the presence of the Kingdom is 
introduced in 11: 2 and 4, where John hears from prison about the deeds of the Christ, 
and Jesus responds to the question from John the Baptist: IIopeumvzes bcnayyctXatc 
IcOd vvp a &uoöctc uai f3X ne ce. Both of these indicate that the dullness of the hearts of 
the people is not a final, unchangeable state of being, but may be changed. 
Conclusion 
The analysis of the Matthean use of Is 6: 9-10 in the context of Matthew 13 
stands in continuation with the allusion to Is 29: 14 in Matthew 11. Matthew interprets 
Mark in light of the passage from Isaiah, which was given Matthew by the Markan text. 
The speech of Jesus will remain incomprehensible to many, because of the 
hardheartedness of the leadership: they are blind leaders (cf. Mat 23: 16,24). Yet, there is 
in the proclamation itself hope that they may indeed repent. 
Matthew 13: 14-15 may be counted among the fulfilment citations, despite the 
many differences between the quotation and those quotations which traditionally have 
been considered in this group. The introductory sentence to the citation, indicates that 
the prophecy is understood as being fulfilled in the present state of the crowds. This 
fulfilment, however, unlike other fulfilment citations in the gospel is not applied 
Christologically. Although it explains the parables discourse of Jesus, it does not do so in 
terms of prophecies which directly apply to events in the life of Jesus. In this instance the 
prophecy more clearly concerns the relation between Israel, the people, and God. As the 
analysis of Mt 13: 35 will show, the obduracy of the people is not to be understood as an 
eschatological event which announces the coming of the kingdom. On the contrary, it 
49 Cf. Barthel, Prophetenwort, 69. The text is therefore not with Evans, To See, 20, to be read as an 
assurance that they will not 
be healed before judgement has taken place. 
'Like in 2 Tim 2: 25; Lk 3: 15. Jones, Parables, 284. Cf. also Friedrich Blass, et al., Grammatik § 370.3 
(n5) and §456 (n2). 
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described the response of the people to God's messenger as it has been "fulfilled" 
through the generations. Only the Q material which follows the citation indicates the 
privileged position of those who do see and understand, for it is more than prophets and 
righteous of previous generations have seen. 
It is evident, then, that again Matthew appeals to Scripture to understand and 
explain the story of Jesus as well as recent history. The text from Isaiah is authoritative 
both in its function in the development of the theological argument, and in its pragmatic 
function in the life of the community. The prophecy is a part of Scripture which both 
proclaims the history of the people of God in relation to God, and which places 
misfortune and judgement in the context of that relationship. As a whole, the prophecy 
explains the history of God with God's people. The faithfulness of God to the people 
expressed in the hope of salvation, as well as judgement and punishment as a result of 
turning away from God is described therein. The prophecy, though grounded in the 
historical situation of Isaiah, is normative because it expresses the nature of the covenant 
relationship with God. The similarity of situations makes the text meaningful in the 
Matthean narrative and on the level of the Matthean readership. On the pragmatic level, 
the use of the Isaiah citation expresses the call for repentance as a normative call, 
grounded in the prophetic critique of the leadership. Scripture therefore is authoritative 
and prescriptive in its requirement for repentance and 
in its hope for redemption. 
6.1.3. Matthew's Adaptation of Psalm 78: 2 in Mt 13: 35 
The theme of hiddenness, revelation, and obduracy is continued in Matthew 13 
through the introduction of a second fulfilment citation. The quotation of Psalm 78: 2 in 
the parables discourse in Matthew 13 is placed as part of the statement that Jesus spoke 
in parables, following the parable of the leaven. The citation has no parallel in the 
synoptic sources. Again 
the use of the citation appeals to Scripture in its function of 
being formative for the identity of the people. The psalm appeals to the history of 
election as an identity factor, and at the same time voices a prophetic critique against the 
faithlessness of the people. Through the citation of the psalm in the context of the 
parables chapter, the content of the psalm and the question of the stubbornness of the 
people are alluded to. 
The normative use of Scripture in Matthew's adaptation of Ps 78: 2 will be 
demonstrated according to the scheme followed in the analyses above. In order to 
achieve an understanding of 
Matthew's use of Scripture one must first establish the 
meaning of the citation in the context of the gospel. 
First, the text form of the Matthean 
citation will be analysed. 
Second, the content of the citation text in its original literary 
context will be described. The meaning of the psalm 
in Mt 13 may then be established. 
The Text Form of Ps 78: 2 in Mt 13: 35. 
The citation of Ps 78: 2 in Matthew 13: 35 is preceded by a Matthean redaction of 
Mk 4: 33-34. The reference to Jesus speaking in parables to the people probably gave the 
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incentive for the inclusion of the citation here. The citation refers to the fulfilment of 
"that which was spoken by the prophet" in Jesus' actions, and the introductory sentence 
follows the standard formula. 5' 
Consistent with the majority of the fulfilment citations, the text form of Mt 13: 35 
is of mixed nature. The text of the first half of the quotation is derived from the 
Septuagint. The second clause, which forms a parallel to the first, shows evidence of 
either an independent translation of the Hebrew or an interpretation of the Greek: 
önuuS nXnpwGj ¶6 Bev 6tä toü npoMwv X yovioS, 
'Avot D'v napaßoXc c tiö ati6µa µou, 
Lpc{ oµat xexpvµµtva änä jC(X=po; LfS 2 
(Mt 13: 35) 
Ps 78: 2 MT Ps 77: 2 LXX 
"9 mnz ýnn,, &vot o tc Ev napaßo? aiS ¶6 Qtbµa µou 
oýý-". n nrrrt m r, 39 40&ytoµat npo %hgcc= &X &pxfic 
In the first clause, corresponding to the Septuagint, the singular fin, is 
rendered in the plural. 
53 The plural in the first clause corresponds closer than the singular 
to xexpop Ltva in the second clause. Together with the use of synonym verbs, this forms 
the parallelism of the two clauses. The parallelism corresponds to that of the 
Septuagint. 54 
The formulation of the second clause differs from all known versions of Ps 77 
(78): 2, and the vocabulary is not distinctly Matthean. 55 The insertion of wExpßµµeva as a 
s, bxc, )S n%Tpa)O 1tön iO9 v Stä toü npoofjtiov tyom; 
52 The original hand of Sinaiticus and the majority of the uncials considered among the constant 
witnesses includes ubaµou in the final phrase. Despite the weight of the external evidence for the 
longer reading, its absence in Vaticanus corresponds better to the text of the Psalm and is probably the 
more original reading (one also found in Origen). The full phrase an&npd icataßoh x6ap ou is a 
standard formulation in Greek. The shortened version is therefore considered to be the more difficult 
reading. The word xoaµoü is added in Mt 13: 35 in order to complete a phrase perceived to be 
incomplete. The full phrase occurs nine times in the NT (Matt 24: 34, Lk 11: 50, in 17: 24, Eph 1: 4, lieb 
4: 3,9: 26,1 Pet 1: 20, Rev 13: 8,17: 8), the shortened version only here. The expression &1tä 
xatiaßo), iig does not exist in the LXX, but was common as an expression of a historical starting point 
in combination with x6aµov from the second century, and in the absolute form from the first century 
BCE. Cf. H. H. Esser, Katiaßokh (1975), 377. 
53 The coincidental wording does not per se prove literal dependence. Cf. Stendahl, School, 116. 
54 p. Jyyoµat is used in stead of 46tyyoµat. In the LXX psalms the verb is used as translation of 1 
(LXX Ps 18: 3; 118: 171; 144: 7; the latter two as ltcpe&yoµat) as often as 4Ot yyoµat (LXX Ps 58: 8; 
77: 2; 93: 4). The two therefore function as synonyms in the Psalms (cf. Ps 118: 171-172). 
55 kpE. &yoµat is a hapax legomenon in the New Testament. With the exception of Mt 11: 25 xp(nt tw is 
found in Matthew only in the context of parables. The simplex in Mt 11: 25 is probably a redactional 
reduction of the compound found 
in Q (cf. above n. 29, and Jones, Parables, 346 n248; Schenk, Sprache, 
327; Gundry, Matthew, 645. ) Matthew omits a icctwpo%fi x6Qµov from Q in 23: 35 (so also 
Gnilka, Matthäusevangelium, vol 2,298; Liihrmann, Redaktion, 46-47), but the expression is found in 
Mt 25: 34. The shorter form bcrrh xaiaßo, %fi; here, is probably the original reading (cf n 188), and 
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parallel to napaßoXaIS, may be Matthean redaction. 
56 The two concepts are essential 
with regard to the use of the citation in the present context in Matthews' The word 
irapa. ßoXll appears for the first time in Mt 13: 3, although parables are found earlier in the 
gospel. Furthermore, two thirds of the Matthean occurrences of napapoXfl are found in 
the first half of Matthew 13 of which the Psalm quotation forms the conclusion. " 
One must conclude then that not only does the opening phrase from the 
Septuagint version of the psalm provide the association to Jesus' speaking in parables as 
it is described in chapter 13, but the quotation in its present place must also be a 
significant indicator of how Matthew understood Jesus' speaking in parables. The 
concept of concealment with relation to the kingdom of heaven is however also a 
significant theme in the parables discourse especially as it is expressed in the parables of 
the leavenS9 (13: 33) and the hidden treasure (13: 44). 60 Consequently the quotation is 
adapted to the context on the basis of key words as well as content. 
Psalm 78: 2 in its Original Context 
Psalm 77 (78) is a Psalm of Asaph and a didactic Psalm which recites the history 
of liberation from Egypt and sustenance in the desert. The theme which permeates the 
psalm is that of God's faithfulness to the people despite their continued rebelliousness. 
These wonderful acts of God constitute what is to be proclaimed and not to be hidden. 
These events have been told and heard through generations. They are riddles, and as a 
whole the Psalm forms a parable from which knowledge may be excerpted. The parable 
is spoken by a person who only figures in the first two verses of the Psalm. It is, however 
a person of authority. 
6t 
could be an indication of its prematthean 
formulation. Ka ctßo%l3, is here used absolutely. The 
significance in the context of Matthew would presumably 
be the same for both phrases. 
' So also Schenk, Sprache, 328. 
s' Thus Stendahl, School, 116-117 considers the unique text form of the whole second part of the 
quotation to be an "ad hoc Christian interpretation which ... is closely bound up with its context. " In 
contrast, the present analysis seem to suggest only the possible redactional 
insertion of the participle. 
The remaining differences may be traced back to a pre-Matthean Gk version/translation of the Psalm. 
"Mt 13: 3,10,13,18,24,31,33,34,34,35,36,53; 15: 15; 21: 33,45; 22: 1; 24: 32. 
59h. yup6ntco. Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2,336 n. 4, holds the discrepancy between the compound in v 33 
and the simplex in v 35 to be an indication that the Psalm citation is not a Matthcan translation. The 
argument is not compelling. The compound may have belonged in the Q wording, although the Q 
wording is difficult to ascertain (the reading of 
iryup{mtw in Luke is probably due to synoptic 
influence). The compound is nevertheless a natural expression in the context of the parable in which the 
leaven is inserted into the flour and hidden, and hence dependent on its context. Because of the hapax 
legomena the independent translation of Matthew cannot be argued with confidence. 
60 Related to this concept of concealment and revelation are also the Q passages in Mt 10: 26 and 11: 25. 
61 The vocabulary is often pointed to when the singer is identified as a teacher of Wisdom. Cf. e. g. 
Hauck, "fapaßo)Lh" V. 748 Notker Füglister, "Psalm LXXXVIII" (1991) 264 n2, however points out 
that torah in the meaning of teaching can be used by priests, prophets and wisdom teachers alike. Both 
the wise and the prophets use mashal and hidot. Cf. Ps 49: 5 and Ez 17: 2. Also C. 11. Pcishcr, 
napaßo)Lfi (1975), describes the place of ßt3 in different literary traditions. 
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The opening words of the Psalm are very similar to the song of Moses in Deut 
32: 1-8, although there is no literary dependence of one on the other. In both songs the 
singer describes what is to follow as "my teaching", 62 and summons to give ear to the 
words of "my mouth". 63 The remaining Psalm shares many similar features with Moses' 
speech. 64 As in Deuteronomy, the goal of the teaching in Ps 77(78), is to learn from the 
history of previous generations (Deut 32: 7). 65 This didactic aspect of the Psalm and the 
combination of napaßoMi/', n with xpoßMii. taticJnrrn may identify the singer as a 
teacher of wisdom, a prophet or a priest. 66 There is no suggestion either in the Psalm or 
in its use in Matthew 13, that the parables and riddles are apocalyptic terms. 67 The riddle 
of the Psalm, that which is to be learned, is faithfulness to God and the covenant. The 
ancestors, described as a stubborn and rebellious generation (yevcd aKo? tä ual 
68 
napam xpatvouaa), are an example not to be followed. 
Matthew's Adaptation of Ps 78: 2 in Mt 13: 35 
On the superficial level of the Matthean text, the insertion of Ps 78: 2 into its 
place in the parables discourse was completed first on account of the key word 
connection with Mt 13: 34: "All this Jesus said to the crowds in parables; indeed he said 
nothing to them without a parable". In the deeper structure of the chapter, the two 
verses together point back to the previous fulfilment citation, and recall the obduracy 
motif contained in that citation. Further, the lexical connections with the parables of the 
treasure and of the leaven, show that the insertion of the Psalm is not to be understood 
on the basis of a simple prediction-fulfilment scheme. 
62 My torah in the Psalm. 
61 jrpoatXe(tie) ... pfp=a Wioü atoµai6S µov. 
H. J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (1989), 123-124, relates Psalm 78 in form to the Levitical sermons In the 
Chronicler's history, and places the singer, in the Dcuteronomistic circle. 
61 Cf. P. C. Craigie, The Book of Deuteronomy (1976), 379. It is worth noting in this context, that the 
Psalms due to the nature of the literature must have been among the books better known among the 
general population than most biblical books.. The Psalm is quite unique in form. Its resemblance with 
Deut 32 may place it in the setting of a Covenant Renewal ritual. Cf. Arthur Weiser, The Psalms (1962), 
539. A text of the Qumran Manual of Discipline (11Q1.3.1811) describes the ceremony of the covenant 
when the priests and the Levites recite both the blessings of Israel, God's "tender mercies towards 
Israel" as well as "the iniquities of the children of Israel". 
66 Kraus, Psalms, deems it very likely to be a Levitical priest. 
67 The apocalyptic terminology where parables and riddles are connected to visions descriptions of the 
seer, may have its roots in the didactic use where `eta denotes the interpretation of history. Hans-Josef 
Klauck, Allegorie, 71-74, finds the roots of the apocalyptic terminology In prophetic literature 
(spesifically Ez 17: 2) where the concern is still an interpretation of history. 
" Ps 78(77): 7. Along with Deut 32: 5, this is the only instance in the Hebrew Scriptures which include a 
denunciation of this generation with two adjectival words combined by Kai. The language of Mt 12: 29 is 
reminiscent of this construction. Matthew's combination of adjectives however arc the same as those 
who describe Hosea's wife in Hos 3: 1 (LXX): "a woman who loves evil and is adulterous. " Could these 
allusions be more than just coincidental? The Hebrew differs in all three instances. The LXX only has 
one parallel between Ps 77: 8 and Deut 32: 5 (yevedc oicoktd ). 
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The (deuteronomic) themes of the stubbornness and rebelliousness of the people, 
which are present in Psalm 77(78) repeat the theme of obduracy which was brought up at 
the beginning of the parables discourse through the citation of Is 6: 9-10.69 It is unlikely 
then, that Matthew inserted the text of Ps 77: 2 simply as a proof-text for Jesus' speaking 
in parables. 70 There is a high density of occurrences of the word xapctßoXfl in the 
immediate context of the quotation. It is more likely, therefore, that both the concept as 
well as the parables themselves receive meaning and are interpreted in light of the 
content of the whole Psalm. 
7' The speaking in parables is meant as a warning. This is 
also the case with the recital of history Ps 77 (78), which bears an affinity with the 
deuteronomic view of history. n 
The parables, then, become the means by which God's dealing with his people 
may be understood. Like the history of salvation in the psalm, though easily 
understandable, the parables contain secrets "from of old", teachings through which the 
obligations of the covenant are imparted to the present generation. Being more than 
simple similes designed to make difficult concept more accessible, 73 the parables become 
a means of revelation, by which God's judgement upon "this people", as well as God's 
faithfulness become known. 
The parables consequently may be said to be audible means of revelation, spoken 
for those with ears to hear and to understand. 
" They are not limited to a few to hear but 
are spoken to all, including the crowds. The parallelism of the Matthean form of the 
quotation, where xexpüµµcva corresponds to nocpctpoXdiS, supports this understanding 
of the parables. The usage of uptrirtco here, though similar in formulation, does not imply 
an apocalyptic understanding of revelation, where mysteries are kept secret until their 
manifestation in the eschatological age. 
" Although the Matthean use of the psalm 
extends beyond the text itself and receives an eschatological time frame in view of the 
presence of the kingdom, the paradox which is present in the psalm is kept in the 
Matthean perspective. For as in the Psalm, the history of God's faithfulness and Israel's 
rebellion has been passed on through generations. It still contains a riddle to be solved. 
Understanding is required. The parables in the ministry of Jesus place Israel's obduracy 
"There are further similarities between the theme of rcbcllion in Isaiah 29: 13 which Matthew cites in 
15: 8 (Mk) and the text of Ps 77(78): 36f. 
"Contra e. g. Davies, and Allison, Saint Matthew, vol. 2,426, and Stendahi, School, 117, «'ho 
understands the insertion of the psalm quotation to interpret speaking In parables as a sign of the 
messiah. 
71 So also Gnilka, Verstockung, 106 and Schenk, Sprache, 399. 
72 Weiser, Psalms, 539-540. 
73 For this understanding of `1 'n in Ps 78: 2 cf. A. C. Fcucr, Tehillim (1979), vol. 3,968-969. 
74 Cf. Ritz, Kpnnuo (1981), 798: Die 
Sprachform des Gleichnisses gilt hier ... als Typos prophetischer 
Offenbarungsrede. " Ritz, however, mistakenly secs the will of God for salvation which is manifcst in 
Christ, as the centre of this speech of revelation, and denies any relation to the motif of obduracy. 
75 Contra Deutsch, hidden Wisdom, 24. 
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in an eschatological perspective, emphasising the urgency of repentance. They refer to 
the presence of the Kingdom of God in the ministry of Jesus, and therefore stress the 
importance of understanding in view of God's eschatological judgement. Matthew, 
however, finds the promises of this eschatological time in the Scriptures, so even they, 
like the recited history of Psalm 77(78) have been available for generations for the 
understanding of those with ears to hear. 76 These promises have only been "hidden" 
from those who are obdurate. 77 
When Matthew refers to the psalmist as a prophet, 78 it perhaps emphasises that 
the understanding of Jesus' parables discourse is not a teaching for a prosperous life. Its 
emphasis is rather on the inherent judgement involved in neglecting the covenant and not 
bearing fruit. Certainly, the parables include the element of a prophetic critique against 
those who neglect the social and ethical response which living in the covenant requires. 
This is especially true of the two parables with motifs of sowing and reaping. " Here 
again a parallel to the adaptation of Is 29: 14 and 6: 9-10 is to be noted. 
For Matthew then, hearing the word is not simply a matter of understanding 
Jesus as "Immanuel, " but of understanding the kingdom of God as present in Jesus' 
actions of mercy. SO The hardening of hearts is not simply related to the rejection of Jesus 
76 Thus the view of Matthew and the Psalmist are not contradictory in the way McConnell, Law, 125- 
126, would like to see them. McConnell considers the phrase xExpi gt(voc &n6 xoetaßo%f 
Koagov on the whole to be Matthean redaction, describing Jesus ministry in toto to reveal "the long 
hidden divine mysteries. " Contrary to this view, it seems in the present context as well as in the other 
texts analysed in this study, that fulfilment in Matthew understands Jesus' ministry fully in light of 
God's promise to Israel, so that continuation is to be stressed. The theme of obduracy present especially 
in Isaianic prophecy and Deuteronomistic history, explains perfectly the inability for people to 
understand. Also Gnilka, Verstockung, 106, contrasts the parable discourse of Jesus to that of the 
psalmist, reasoning that while understanding the Psalm only requires human reflection, understanding 
Jesus' parables is only possible through the divine gift of discernment. Jesus' speech is therefore, 
according to Gnilka, superior. There is no evidence in the text of Matthew 13 to suggest such a 
differentiation. 
"There is therefore, as in Mt 11: 25-26 a reciprocity between the hardening of the hearts of the people 
and the activity of God in revelation and concealment, hearing and not hearing: To some it has been 
given to know the mysteries of the kingdom (Mt 13: 11), yet the parables are proclaimed to all (Mt 
11: 35) revealing things hidden from the beginning (Cf. Deutsch, Hidden Wisdom, 24). The possibility of 
repentance and regained understanding must be present in this scenario. 
78 Perhaps Matthew even ascribes the quotation to the prophet Isaiah. The majority of text witnesses do 
not give the name of the prophet, though some 
important codices (It, 0) and text families (t4, f t) do have 
a reference to Isaiah. This is nevertheless the more 
dillcult reading, and could therefore be the more 
original. It is more easily understood why a 
faulty reference should be removed rather than added. The 
faulty addition could only be described as an attempt to harmonise the introductory formula with that of 
other fulfilment quotation, however, not all of these contain a name, and when the name of the prophet 
is mentioned, it is not always Isaiah. Cf. the faulty reference to Jeremiah in Mt 27: 9. As the citations 
found in Jerome show, the quotation without reference to Isaiah could be interpreted as ascribed to 
Asaph as prophet, a role ascribed to him in I Chr 25: 2; 2 Chr 29: 30, probably with regard to the 
function of cultic prophecy. Cf. J. S. Rogers, "Asaph" (1992), 471. See also Stendahl, School, 118. 
79 Cf. Mt 12: 33-37; Mt 21: 33-43. 
80 Cf. Mt 11: 5,20-24; 12: 7 etc. 
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as God's son, but to lack of mercy and compassion which, in line with prophetic 
tradition, is neglecting the covenant relationship with God. 
Conclusion 
By means of the insertion of Ps 77(78): 2 at the end of the "public" part of the 
parables discourse, Matthew again appeals to several aspects of Scripture. First, appeal is 
made to the prophetic aspect of Scripture. Conformity exists between the prophetic 
critique of Israel as a rebellious and obdurate people in the pre-exilic and exilic times and 
the threat of judgement implied in the parables before. Scripture is normative not only in 
providing the language of the critique. The prophetic critique here stands in continuation 
with the message of the prophets in the history of salvation, and as such continues God's 
history with God's people. Again the aspects of Scripture which are referred to, are 
those which have a formative function for the people of God. Scripture contains and 
recites the history of the election of God's people. In this history belong also the 
repeated crises of the past. The problem of obduracy is repeated in these crises. Hence 
the history which Scripture recites is paradigmatic and normative. It is constitutive for 
the identity of the people. When Matthew includes the passage here, the evangelist 
himself identifies with these stories. The problem of obduracy, the rejection of the 
messiah and future judgement, is therefore not simply a denunciation of the 
representatives of "their synagogues", it touches upon the identity of the whole people of 
God. Because Matthew recites these texts and identifies with them, his role is like that of 
the prophet and the psalmist. . 
Further, Scripture again is paradigmatic. The speaker of the Psalm becomes a 
prophetic type or paradigm for Jesus' prophetic ministry in revealing and speaking the 
word of God in the present. 
8' Again the normativity of Scripture lies in granting 
continuity with the present, or acting as a measure for speaking in judgement upon the 
people. 
Finally, Scripture is authoritative, because it contains "history of salvation", the 
history of God with the people of Israel. This history speaks of a faithful God and a 
rebellious people. There is no need for a typological explanation here, for God continues 
to be faithful and to judge justly. Also the people remain true to their nature. They are, 
like their ancestors, a wicked and adulterous nation. 
6.1.4. The Sign of Jonah in Mt 12: 40 and the Problem of Obduracy 
In the narrative sequence of Matthew, the sign of Jonah pericope, a Q-text with a 
quotation from Jonah 2: 1 added by the Matthean redactor, appears immediately 
preceding the two quotations found in the parables discourse. 
82 When the quotation is 
81 Cf. Gundry, Use, 211. 
820. Lamar Cope, "Matthew 12: 40 and the Synoptic Source Question" (1975) summarises the 
arguments for a later interpolation on account of. a) the reference to Jesus' resurrection is unsuitable in 
its present context; b) Justin Martyr omits v. 40 in his Dialogue with Trypho 107: 2, and c) the 
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dealt with at the end of the present chapter, it is because its relation to the obduracy 
theme is best understood in light of the Psalm quotation in Mt 13: 35. 
The adaptation of Jonah 2: 1 in Matthew 12 shows Scripture to be normative in 
its typological nature. Jonah becomes a type not only for the death and resurrection of 
Jesus, but also for the hope of redemption. The concern of the bpx6µsvos-Christology is 
also present here. Scripture again contains a paradigm for God's working in history. The 
eschatological perspective of the inclusion of believing Gentiles into the people of God is 
here present. 
The normative use of Jonah 2: 1 in Matthew 12 will be demonstrated by first 
describing the place of the citation in the context of the obduracy theme. Then the 
Matthean interpretation of Q in light of the Jonah passage will be described. 
Matthew 12: 38-40 in the Context of the Obduracy Motif of Mt 11-13 
Two aspects of the sign of Jonah pericope relate it to the Psalm citation in Mt 
13: 35. First, the phrase "a wicked and adulterous generation", although there is no literal 
dependence, resembles the formulation which describes the hardened generation in Ps 
78: 8.83 Together with the formulation yeveä äntatog scat 8tECTpaR vrl (Mt 17: 17// Lk 
9: 41; Mk yeveä &inatioS), the phrase remains rooted in the tradition of Deut 32: 7 and Ps 
78: 8, which speaks of the obduracy of this generation. 
84 Second, the use of anµciov is 
prophetic, and therefore parallels the employment of napecßokf in the first half of 
Matthew 13.85 Whereas the parable is audible revelation, semeion, the sign, is visible. 
The Matthean composition of material in the context of the sign of Jonah 
pericope, further indicates that the passage 
is related to the theme of obduracy. The 
passage immediately preceding the sign of Jonah section 
in Q, the return of the unclean 
spirit, has been placed immediately following the passage in Mt (Mt 12: 43-45). Prior to 
the sign of Jonah, Matthew has inserted sayings about good trees bearing good fruit (Mt 
12: 33-37). Further, Matthew has reversed the "more than Solomon"/"more than Jonah" 
passage which builds a unit with the sign of Jonah saying in Q. This is logical, since the 
rcXsiov' Icovä Me saying follows naturally on the sign of Jonah logion. 
The change of order is important for the concern of Matthew in the present 
pericope. The duplication of Q 6: 43-45 
in the passage before the sign of Jonah pericope 
has two functions. First, again, it brings the social and ethical responsibility of the 
Septuagintal form of the quotation. Cf. Stendahl, School, 132-133. With Hans F. Bayer, Jesus' 
Predictions of Vindication and Resurrection, (1986) 115-117 it is to be asserted that these arguments are 
not convincing. See also Gundry, Use, 136-137. 
83 Cf. n. 68. 
84 Ernst Lohmeyer, Markus, 156, holds the simple Markan phrase "this generation, " to include the same 
kind of allusion. 
Is Similarly Schenk, Sprache, 150 sees a parallel to Mt 13: 17. Cf. Bayer, Jesus' Predictions, 111ff for the 
use and meaning of semeion in Jewish literature. 
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covenant relationship into the context of the question of obduracy. The same connection 
as was found in the use of the prophecies from Isaiah is evident here. Second, whereas 
the sign of Jonah introduces the possibility of bringing the message of the kingdom to the 
nations, the previous pericope explains the requirement for the inclusion of Gentiles into 
the community. "Justice, mercy and faith' (Mt 23: 23) as principles in the upholding of 
the law is expected also here. 
Matthew's Interpretation of Q 11: 30 in Light of Jonah 2: 1 
The redaction of Matthew in the pericope preceding the double nkctöv- saying 
includes several steps. Unlike the Q text on which it is dependent, the sign of Jonah 
passage in Matthew is introduced by a direct request uttered by the scribes and the 
Pharisees to see a sign. This request may be influenced by the similar passage in Mk 
8: 11-13 which Matthew uses at 16: 1-4. Here it is redactional, providing the introduction 
missing in Q. 
86 By using the language and form of the sources, Matthew creates the 
introductory question. Further, in the answer to the scribes' and the Pharisees' request 
for a sign, Matthew, as has been noted, expands the Q source by calling "this generation" 
not just wicked, but also adulterous. This sets the saying in the context of the obduracy 
theme. Finally, but most important, Matthew introduces the LXX text of Jonah 2: 1 into 
the protasis of the Q sentence, so that the form of the saying is significantly changed. 
Lk 11: 30 
xa&i)S yap 
yLvstö Icov&S trot; 
Ntvcvtwctc vrlµeiov, 
o1 tco; Latiat xai b vtäg tioi 
bcvOpth7tOU Tp yeveä tia{rm. 
Mt 12: 40 
ba7tep yap 
ilv I(ova; i: v 'Ep xotXta 
tioü xfitouc EPe7; hjtt (x; 
xai tipeis vüxta;, 
otnc)S Ia tat b 616; zoZ 
&VOpthitov tv Tfi xap6{a Tfn 
yf c tpe7S tp pa; xal tpE7t 
vüxtias. 
Jonah 2: 1 
KALI 
by Icovas kvcfi wolkig 
, toü ici touS tpeis ilµhpaS 
uai cpe7; v »ctac 
It appears that the Matthean addition is an attempt to explain and clarify the 
enigmatic saying of Q. 
The Meaning of The Sign of Jonah in O 
Although the exact significance of tiö arpeiov ' Icwvä in Q remains unclear, it is 
spoken in the context of the expectation of eschatological judgement of this wicked 
generation. The theme of both of the following logia is the judgement of this generation 
by the Ninevites and by the queen of the south. It is best therefore, to understand the sign 
of Jonah in terms of this message of judgement. In light of Jewish tradition there seem to 
be only two ways in which the saying may be understood. The first centres on the 
86 For the question of the historicity of the question and the relation bctween the Q and Mk account cf. 
Vogue, "Spruch", 103-136; Bayer, Jesus' Predictions, 114. 
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understanding of rnjµctBv; the second on the experience of Jonah in the belly of the fish. 
Only the first is evident in Q. Matthew, in the interpretation of Q, draws on both. 
From the perspective of a sign as a means to authenticate a prophetic message, =' 
to aTlµciov ' Iwvä as the only sign which will be given this generation (Q 11: 29) is an 
ironic statement. The ultimate sign or authentication of a prophet was the fulfilment of 
his prophecy. Jonah's personal tragedy, in his own perspective, was that although he 
preached the destruction of Nineveh on account of the wickedness of its inhabitants, his 
prophetic message was never fulfilled because of the repentance of the city. Hence for 
Jonah, the events turned him into a false prophet. 88 The sign of Jonah is a paradox. 
The continuation of the saying in Q 11: 30 clarifies the paradox. In the saying, it is 
the person of Jonah which becomes the analogy to the future coming of the Son of Man 
who will come in judgement. 
89 Judgement is also the theme in the continuation of the 
pericope in Q 11: 31-32. In the analogy, Jonah's relation to the Ninevites is compared 
with the Son of Man's relation to this generation. Jonah was a prophet of doom for the 
Ninevites. The eschatological judgement by the Son of Man is patterned on the message 
of doom by Jonah, and consequently it includes the hope of repentance on the part of this 
generation. 
Matthew's Adaptation of Q 
Matthew adapts the sign of Jonah saying in Q, and aligns it further with the 
obduracy theme. Matthew changes the perspective 
from the eschatological aspect of Q, 
to the vindication of Jesus in the resurrection. To do this, Matthew draws on a different 
part of the Jonah story. 
Jonah the prophet was in early Judaism remembered most notably for his survival 
in the belly of the fish. 90 Due to the specification of Jonah's stay in the water (chaos) for 
three days and three nights, it is likely that Jonah's experience was understood as a 
journey to the netherworld and back. 9' This is further supported by the language of the 
87 Cf. Karl Heinrich Rengstorf, lilgetov (1971), 213.216; P. Billerbeck and Hermann L. Strack, 
Kommentar, 640f. 
88 Friedemann W. Golka, Jona (1991), 89. 
89Richard Alan Edwards, Sign, 49 has drawn attention to the particular form of an "eschatological 
correlative" in Q. The sign of 
Jonah shares this form with three other Son of Man sayings in Q which 
refer to the coming of Son of 
Man in judgement. xaOwS ... oüuos 
ta=t. Cf. Mt 24: 27//Lk 17: 24; Mt 
24: 37//Lk 17: 26; Mt 24: 38f1/ Lk 17: 28,30. Matthew includes another in Mt 13: 40. Cf. also Vögtle, 
"Spruch", 118-119. Edwards assumes that because of this eschatological correlative, a reference to the 
experience of Jonah in the 
belly is presupposed in Q. This is not so. Like the other sayings which include 
an eschatological correlative 
it is concerned with the future coming of the Son of Man. The focus of the 
comparison is on the theme of 
Judgement and repentance. 
90 3 Macc 6: 8. Cf. Billerbeck, Kommentar, 6; Vägtle, "Spruch", 113-114. 
91 Cf. Douglas Stuart, Hosea-Jonah (1987), 474. 
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Psalm in Jonah 2: 3-10. The Psalm takes the form of a lament, and includes several 
images of sheol. 92 
The introduction of the Jonah 2: 1 into the Q text, the specific reference to three 
days and three nights, and the omission of the parallelism between the Ninevites and "this 
generation" shift the emphasis in Matthew from the parousia (Q) to the resurrection. The 
Matthean addition is a development of the Markan references to the resurrection after 
three days, normally connected with the destruction and rebuilding of the temple. 
Consequently, Matthew's interpretation also shifts the emphasis from the theme of 
judgement in the tAciov sayings which follow, to the Christological emphasis of more 
than Jonah and more than Solomon. 
More important, in the context of the obduracy theme the resurrection referred to 
through the parallel to Jonah in the belly of the fish becomes a negative sign for "this 
generation. " It will be a skandalon to them (Mt 27: 64) 
93 Like the parables therefore, the 
sign of Jonah becomes incomprehensible to the leadership. The subsequent logia consist 
of threats of judgement against his generation, and Jesus defines the generation in 
vocabulary which is biblical and used in the tradition of the repeated hard-heartedness of 
the tradition. The function of the sign of Jonah passage in Matthew, is much like that of 
the parables. The heart of this generation is dull, their ears are heavy of hearing. 
Therefore, the revelation which takes place before their eyes and ears, through the 
speaking in parables and the "sign" of the resurrection, will become their judgement. 
In the context of the obduracy motif, the reference to the resurrection in Mt 
12: 40, implicitly speaks a sentence of judgement upon this generation. Yet, the preceding 
pericope and the following 
double saying also introduce a notion of hope. Through 
repentance (like that of the Ninevites) 
in terms of "bearing good fruit", redemption is in 
store. 
Conclusion 
Once more, then, Matthew appeals to the prophetic canon of the Scriptures in its 
paradigmatic nature. Jonah's experience 
in the belly of the sea monster is a type for 
Jesus' death and resurrection. In the case of Jonah 2: 1, unlike the previously examined 
passages, the passage is used at 
least in part atomistically without any emphasis on the 
context from which it is taken. 
The correspondence between the prophet and Jonah does 
not extend beyond their similar experience of 
death and resurrection. Jonah's stay in the 
belly of the fish, was the result of God's judgement of Jonah for his failure to follow his 
prophetic vocation. In the case of 
Jesus, the descent into the nether world, his death, is 
the result of his rejection by "this stubborn and adulterous" generation. The sign of 
Jonah, then, is authoritative for Matthew, because Jonah's experience in the belly of the 
92 Golka, Jona, 68-73. 
93 Cf. also Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2,277-278. 
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fish prefigures the experience of Jesus. If Jonah is a type for Jesus, it is nevertheless only 
in this one instance. It is to be noted that in this case, the present antitype (the death and 
resurrection of Jesus) surpasses and supersedes the type. "Something greater than Jonah 
is here. " 
6.1.5. Conclusion 
The theme of obduracy, and in relation to it the theme of concealment and 
revelation, is a theme which runs as a thread through chapters 11-13 of the gospel of 
Matthew. The analysis of the. quotations and the allusion which are found within this 
thematic complex, show that Matthew's understanding of the rejection of Jesus and the 
crisis of his own times was interpreted in light of the obduracy motif of Isaiah. The falling 
away from God, has resulted in the hardening of the hearts of the people. They fail to 
recognise the revelation of God in Jesus. It seems that though this applies to the people 
as a whole, the offence of the leadership is greater on account of their relationship as 
spiritual authorities for the people. Matthew's understanding of this historical situation 
and of his contemporaries was clearly informed by the scriptural tradition which he cites 
and alludes to throughout the chapters which are under examination in this study. This 
tradition is marked by God's faithfulness despite the rebellion of the people. In all the 
passages examined'this was found to be a dominant theme. 
Thus, through the addition of Jonah 2: 1 in Matthew 12: 40, Matthew specifically 
refers to Jesus' death and resurrection as a sign given to this generation. This sign is a 
sign which reveals. The quotations of 
Psalm 78 and Is 6: 9-10 serve to point out the 
same: God reveals secrets, because the people 
have become obdurate, not to increase 
their incomprehension, but to. perhaps bring about repentance so that they may be 
forgiven. Hence, the eschatological call to repentance, b 1<Xcwv (low &Icoutuo, is also 
repeated twice in chs 11-13 
(Mt 11.15 Q; 13.9 Mk). In the theological context then, 
Matthew draws on scriptural tradition to explain the inability of the crowds to 
understand the events which surround the appearance of 
Jesus. As the parables explain, 
however, the inability to understand is not yet final. Also in Isaiah 6, the hearing and not 
understanding, seeing 
but not comprehending, is a phenomenon limited in time. 
In relation to the theme of Israel's callousness, Scripture is appealed to as an 
authority for Matthew 
in that it first and foremost contains the story of the covenant 
relationship between God and 
Israel. It is this covenant relationship which is severed in 
the people's rejection of Jesus, as 
it has been many times before. By placing the Jesus 
event in light of this tradition of revelation and rejection, the Scriptures function as a 
normative guide by which the 
Jesus story is read. Further, the history of salvation recited 
in psalm 78, and exemplified in Isaiah, is appealed to in its capacity of being formative 
for the identity of the community. The Jesus story is given meaning in light of this 
history. 
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The prophetic texts are used in their normative function as critical of existing 
piety. Their kerygmatic function is also recognised in their exhortation to uphold the law, 
and in the hope for future redemption. Finally, Scripture is normative in containing a type 
for the death and resurrection of Jesus in the story of Jonah. This event is prefigured in 
Scripture and is therefore a sign of God's presence in Jesus. 
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6.2. THE NORMATIVITY OF SYNOPTIC TRADITION IN THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE THEME OF REVELATION, CONCEALMENT, AND OBDURACY 
The motif complex revelation/concealment and obduracy as it is found in Matthew 11-13 
is introduced into the narrative through the allusions to Scripture found in the synoptic 
sources. In the previous section it was shown how the synoptic material was interpreted 
in light of the scriptural citations and allusions. The conflicts between Jesus and the 
religious leadership is a common theme in the synoptic material. In the adaptation of the 
material to Scripture, Matthew introduces the social and ethical aspects of the covenant 
relationship. Matthew expresses this ethical aspect in the language of the synoptic 
material as the bearing of fruit. The bearing of good fruit is the sign of true discipleship 
and righteousness. The lack thereof, is a sign of the inability to see, hear and understand 
the presence of the Kingdom in the ministry of Jesus. Like the two other motifs, the 
theme is woven through the material in Mt 11-13. The ethical aspect, though accentuated 
through the Matthean redaction, is traditional. It is already present in the material 
Matthew takes over from Q and Mark, and corresponds with the influence of 
Deuteronomistic thought which has been demonstrated to occupy much of Matthew's 
interpretation of material in the three chapters. As in Jeremiah, Ps 78 and Deut 32, 
obduracy or the hardening of the hearts results also 
in ethical decline. There is a close 
relationship between action and fate 
in the Deuteronomistic thought pattern. For 
Matthew, this thought pattern can be proven to constitute an interpretative key for the 
preservation and composition of Jesus tradition not only in Mt 11-13, but also elsewhere 
in the gospel. Hence it is a part of tradition which stands out as more authoritative to the 
redactor. 
Two passages of the synoptic tradition become normative in this particular 
Matthean development. From Q, Matthew preserves and adapts the image of the good 
tree bearing good fruit. From Mark, Matthew preserves and adapts the concept of "the 
will of the father". To Matthew, these two concepts 
from the synoptic tradition, are 
normative and decisive in the pragmatic 
formative sense. In the following, it will be 
demonstrated how this aspect of tradition, as well as the concept of hiddenness and 
revelation with regard to the Kingdom of 
God, is authoritative for Matthew. In order to 
accomplish this, it is necessary to understand 
how the material was used in the sources of 
Matthew. 
The Jesus material which can be read in light of the obduracy theme, can be 
understood to include three aspects of the theme. The first deals with the event of 
revelation. A second aspect 
is the obduracy problem itself, which is perceived on the one 
hand as the negative response to revelation, and on the other hand as a result of the 
divine will (e. g. the contrast between revelation and hiddenness in Mt 11: 25). The third 
and final aspect uses bearing 
fruit as a metaphor for the mark of hearing and seeing 
which also includes understanding. 
In the texts analysed below, these aspects overlap, so 
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that it will prove fruitful to point out the interplay of the three themes in the different 
pericopi. 
6.2.1. Hiddenness and Revelation: the Parables of the Leaven (Mt 13: 33) and of 
the Treasure (Mt 13: 44) 
In the Matthean adaptation of the parables of the leaven and of the treasure, the 
theme of hiddenness and revelation is stressed. Mainly through the redactional 
composition of material, the parables are taken to be illustrations of how the revealed 
things are open for everyone to see, but remain hidden for those who do not understand. 
The parables in Matthew are so influenced by the Psalm to which they stand in relation, 
that their rhetorical normativity is dependent on the Psalm. The pragmatic normativity, 
however, in describing the correct response to revelation, is an interpretation of the 
Psalm in light of the synoptic material. It is not to be overlooked that the relation to the 
obduracy theme is only one aspect of the parables. They also speak of the greatness of 
the kingdom, as they stand in relation to their respective twin parable. The parables will 
nevertheless only be analysed here in light of the obduracy theme. 
The Matthean understanding of the parables as normative tradition will be 
demonstrated by first describing the relation of the two sets of the twin parables in 
Chapter 13. Further, the Matthean redaction of the parables and the meaning of the 
parable of the leaven in Q, will be set forth. Finally, the significance of the parables in 
Matthew will be presented, before the conclusion as to their normative character is 
drawn. 
The Parables of the Leaven and of the Treasure in the Structure of Mt 13 
The parable of the leaven and the parable of the treasure, each have a companion 
parable, together with which they have traditionally been interpreted. It was argued 
under pt 5.2.3. that the chiastic structure of the parables in the second part of Mt 13 
allows for an alternative reading of the four parables in light of each other and in 
connection with two of the central themes 
in ch 11-13. The parables of the treasure and 
of the pearl have structure and emphasis in common so that they correctly can be called 
twin parables similar to the parables of the mustard seed and the leaven. ' They both 
point out the reaction of persons who 
find something valuable, and who take great risks 
in achieving ownership of it. 
2 Likewise, the parable of the mustard seed and the parable 
of the leaven are twin parables and may 
be interpreted in light of each other. The four 
t The common features are: El>päuv followed by a finite verb; and motif of selling all possession in order 
to gain the treasure or the pearl. The difference 
in tenses and vocabulary (1tcoAlrc)/ntnpdeak0)) as well 
as the point of comparison (hidden 
treasurelmerchant), leads Ivor H. Jones, Parables, 351 to distinguish 
the pair from other twin parables. It will be demonstrated that the first parable is a Matthcan recreation 
of a tradition parable, using traditional parable 
forms. 
2 Cf. § 5.2.3. The parables continue the contrast between great and small in the kingdom, and how 
giving up everything, becoming small, gives a 
treasure far greater. Eta Linnemann, G/elchnlsse, 103 
labels this the opportunity of a lifetime. She is followed by Ulrich Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2,352. 
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parables do not illustrate one point only, but the metaphorical language points to several 
aspects with regard to the reality of the Kingdom, including hiddenness and revelation, 
and the great significance of its presence. Also the use of tenses in the two sets of twin 
parables indicate a similar structure. Like the double parable of the mustard seed and the 
leaven, the double parable of the treasure and the pearl displays a mixed use of tenses. 
The use of the historic present is a particular Matthean feature. 3 In all cases the parables 
are proper parables denoting a "one time" event. 
It has already been shown that the parable of the mustard seed and the parable of 
the pearl have thematic links beyond the borders of the companion parables. Although 
the main point differs, there is a thematic link between the parable of the leaven and the 
parable of the treasure in the theme of revelation. The participle 1Ce1Cp6Lltcva links the 
parable of the treasure to the citation in Mt 13: 35. Its use corresponds with the 
employment of upintwo as lack of insight and as the result of spiritual blindness as a motif 
in Matthew. The second occurrence of the verb in Mt 13: 44 serves as a link with Mt 
13: 33, where the action of the man parallels the woman's action with the leaven. The 
theme of hiddenness and revelation displays a uniquely Matthean interest in relation to 
these parables. In different ways they depict the context of revelation and the appropriate 
response to that revelation. 
The Parable of the Leaven in Matthew 
Matthew follows the Q text of the parable of the leaven. " Only the introductory 
sentence is redactional, connecting it with the previous two parables (&XXTIv napapoX fiv 
Mt 13: 24,31) as well as the subsequent passage (U Xrlaev Mt 13: 34)5. Matthew uses 
two aspect of the Q passage and develops them through the composition of the source 
material. The first of these is the contrast small/great which is introduced through the 
Markan version of the parable of the mustard seed. The element of surprise which is the 
second element of the Q passage, is 
in Matthew developed from the perspective of 
revelation. That which is hidden becomes evident. 
The parable of the Leaven in O 
The parable of the leaven in Q contains an element of surprise, which may well be 
the main point of the parable. The parable depicts a one time event, where the leavening 
3 The last set of parables have no synoptic parallels. The use of the present tense in v'44 led Joachim 
Jeremias, Parables, 182 to identify the parable as traditional. He is supported by Wolfgang Schenk, 
"präsens", 467 and Helmut Merklein, "Gottesherrschaft", 65. The use of the present tense in the parable 
of the mustard seed is clearly 
dependent on tradition. The present tense indicates the urgency of the 
appropriate response in view of the presence of the kingdom of heaven, and the revelation of heavenly 
treasures which takes place in the parables speech. Cf. Armin Kretzer, Ilerrschafl, 146. Tills 
understanding is also in agreement with 
Schenk's analysis of other parabolic material. 
4 Cf. Siegfried Schulz, Q, 307. 
5In using XocXtU), Matthew is dependent on 
Mk 4: 33, but, as often is the case, Matthew changes the 
Ivtarkan imperfect to the aorist tense. 
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of the meal is an unexpected turn in the story. Contrary to traditional exegetical 
conclusions, T. K. Seim has shown that the action of the woman is not one typical for the 
task of baking bread, but for storing a piece of the leavened dough in order to use it later 
as leaven. 6 First, the woman is not depicted as baking the dough. Second, the amount of 
flour is unusually great. 7 
The traditional terms for baking (nLamo) or kneading (4upduu) are absent in the 
parable. There is no mention of mixing the ä? upov (dry wheat meal) with the required 
water and oil (cf e. g. 1 Kings 17: 12; Lev 2: 4). The leavening of dough as an everyday 
parable for "growth", 8 would require that the meal was already mixed, and hence it 
would be labelled Vüpäµa (cf. 1 Cor 5: 6; Gal 5: 9) or ataig (Jer 7: 18). After the bread 
had been baked, however, a piece of the dough would be kept as leaven until it is to be 
used again. The woman's action in hiding (Ev/xp{rnwu) the leaven in a large amount of 
(dry) meal, may therefore describe the habit of storing a piece of leaven, ' perhaps even in 
the context of Passover celebrations, where hiding kept it out of sight, as a way to 
compromise the commandment: "For seven days no leaven shall be found in your houses 
(Ex 12: 19; cf. Ex 12: 15, and "no leaven shall be seed with you" 13: 7). 10 
If the context of the imagery is not baking, but storing the leaven, or even hiding 
it in an attempt to get around the Passover command, the final result is contrary to 
expectation. In fact the development is astonishing. In Q the initial size of the leaven was 
not mentioned, the unusual amount of flour suggests, however, that size plays a role for 
Q as well as for Matthew. 
" Whereas in Q the great amount of flour emphasises the 
unlikelihood of that which happens, in Mt it serves to continue the notion of contrast 
between great and small which is the central point of the companion parable. 
6 Turid Karlsen Seim, "Overraskelse", 8-9. 
7The three measures would amount to forty litres of flour. "Enough to feed a cro wd" (Francis Wright 
Beare, Matthew, 308). If the woman was actually baking broad, the size of the dough once leavened 
would be more than one woman could knead. ("en deig som er i storste taget for on kvinne A kna" Seim, 
"Overraskelse", 5). 
$ As maintained by most exegetes, e. g. Franz Kogler, Doppelgleichnis, 203-204,208. 
Seim, "Overraskelse", 9. In discussing the negative metaphors of the parables, D. B. Scott, 1/ear Then 
326 states "The figurative use of hiding to describe the mixing of leaven and flour is othen%. ise 
unattested in either Greek or Hebrew, " yet fails to see the significance of this observation for the 
interpretation of the parable. He goes on to say "the parable ... 
focused on the woman's activity, the 
kneading of the dough. " Cf. also Beare, Matthew, 308. 
10 Seim, "Overraskelse", 9. Seim points to the text of Talmud Pesahim I. I. here the command not to be 
found" is expanded, indicating that hiding the leaven may have been practised as an (unacceptable) way 
of keeping the command. 
" Cf. Kogler, Doppelgleichnis, 60-62; Nils A. Dahl, "Parables", 148. There may be a symbolic use of the 
three measures of flour. It is the amount used by Sarah (18: 6) used to make cakes for the messengers 
from God. Luz, Evangelium, 334 n. 63. 
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The Parable of the Leaven in Matthew 
The Matthean text of the parable of the leaven is almost identical to that of Q. 
Hence it is only in the context of the Matthean composition of the material that an 
indication of the distinctly Matthean use of the parable can be detected. The structure of 
the second half of Mt 13, the parable as a twin parable to that of the mustard seed, 
expresses the greatness of the kingdom. This is made clear in the unusual amount of 
flour. The placing of the parable immediately preceding the fulfilment citation in Mt 
13: 35, and the connection of the latter to the parable through keywords, indicates that 
Matthew understood the two to be connected. The relation between the citation and the 
parable is therefore not limited to the superficial level of the text. The key word xptnruo 
is also an interpretative term for the two passages. Matthew here interprets Jesus 
tradition in light of Scripture and vice versa. Synoptic tradition is therefore made 
normative in light of Scripture. 
Matthew lets the parable prefigure the statement of fulfilment, and thus places it 
in the context of the obduracy motif. The leaven does not stay hidden, but its presence in 
the meal becomes known when it is all leavened. The eschatological perspective which 
becomes evident through Matthew's placing of the parable in the present context, has 
meaning both on the narrative level of the gospel and on the ecclesiological level. in the 
framework of the gospel, the parable announces the ministry of Jesus as revelation in an 
eschatological perspective. The hidden things 
in the riddle of the psalmist are the 
faithfulness of God and God's actions in history. This is true not simply for the past, but 
it is taking place in the present. The kingdom of God is now being revealed, indicating 
the fullness of time. The public announcement requires the appropriate response, and this 
warning or exhortation is issued in various ways 
in the subsequent pericopes. Here the 
ecclesiological perspective of the parable 
becomes evident. The warning against 
continued obduracy is issued in v 35, and the example of true discipleship is given in 
verse 44. The eschatological perspective of 
future judgement (interpretation of the 
parable of the tares 13: 36-43) 
indicates to the reader that the leaven present in the 
person's heart also resists hiddenness, and reveals 
itself in due time. The ambiguity of the 
metaphor is particularly suitable 
from the perspective of the exhortative function of the 
text. 12 Matthew's perspective on the fulfilment of Scripture on the one hand, and the 
necessity of the correct reception of revelation on the other 
hand, is reminiscent of this 
view. 
In the adaptation of the parable of the leaven, the surprise clement of Q gives way 
for the Matthean themes of the small and great, and hiddenness and revelation. The 
riddle of the psalm citation which 
is to follow is hereby already hinted at. The history of 
32 There is an ambiguity of meaning also in Gal 5: 9. In Nik 8: 15//Mt 16: 6 and in Mt 16: 11 it is used 
negatively of the teaching of 
Pharisees, the Herodians and the Sadducces. Bence, Koglcr, 
Doppelgleichnis, 56-60, insists on the neutral capacity of the metaphor. For examples of the positive use 
of leaven, cf. P. Billerbeck and 
Hermann L. Strack, Komnmentar, 728 (Torah). Lu; Evangelium, 334 n. 
61 points to Philo, De Specialibus Legibus 2,184f, where 
leaven is a symbol for happiness. 
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God with his people is continued and fulfilled in the person of Jesus. In Mt 13: 33, 
Matthew preserves tradition through the accurate reception of the text, and interprets 
synoptic tradition in light of the subsequent fulfilment citation. The two traditions are 
thereby combined and actualised in light of each other. The passage is normative in its 
kerygmatic function: it proclaims the revelation of the kingdom of God, the presence of 
the kingdom, and its capacity to turn things around. 
The Parable of the Treasure in Matthew 
The parable of the treasure expresses the main concern of the obduracy theme: 
the exhortation to respond adequately to the reality of the kingdom. Formulated 
differently, the parable describes the evident reaction of the person who perceives the 
secrets of revelation. The Matthean parable is a recreation of a traditional parable. 
Matthew thereby creates material on the basis of traditional images and forms. Again the 
synoptic tradition is normative for Matthew in its language and form. It also contains the 
norm for the appropriate behaviour for the person who responds to revelation. Synoptic 
tradition contains formative material, by which the hearer/reader of Matthew finds 
identity. 
The Matthean Redaction and Adaptation of the Parable of the Treasure 
The parable of the treasure in Matthew is a Matthean parable of discipleship, 
created by drawing upon different traditions of Q and Mark. Like its twin parable in 
13: 45-46, it has no synoptic parallels, but a version is preserved in the gospel of Thomas. 
Whatever the traditional form of the parable, the Matthean version is completely 
reworked. 
13 The relation between the gospel of Thomas and the synoptics is uncertain. 
There is no evidence of a literary dependence between the versions of Matthew and 
Thomas. The Thomas parable is therefore not relevant for a redactional analysis of the 
Matthean text. 14 The formulation of the parable of the treasure, and its position in the 
13 So that Wolfgang Schenk, Sprache 295 and Robert H. Gundry, Matthew, 275-276, consider the 
parable to be a Matthean creation. Davies and Allison, Saint Matthew, Vol. 2,434 and Luz, Evangelium, 
vol. 2,349 ascribe it to M and oral tradition respectively. 
1' The relationship of the gospel of Thomas to the synoptics remains unclear, and is a question which 
cannot be addressed adequately within the 
limited space of this thesis. Wolfgang Schrage, I'erhiltnls, 
139; Michael Heger, Thomasevangelium, 210-212,269-271; Hans Weder, Gleichnisse, 139; Donald A 
Hagner, Matthew 1-13,396, all assume that Thomas knew and drew upon the Matthcan text. This 
assumption is generally made because 
Gnostic interests can be ascribed to the formulations %%. here 
Thomas differs from Matthew. GTh also includes the parable of the pearl. In Thomas, the parable of the 
pearl is followed by a saying concerning seeking treasures which do not decay, hence, it is presumed that 
Thomas knew the Matthean order of parables. This conclusion nevertheless leaves several questions 
unresolved. The parable of the 
fishnet, which in Matthew follows the double parable of the treasure and 
the pearl, is in Thomas closer to the structure and content of the two other parables than it is in 
Matthew. This is generally perceived to be a redactional trait, yet Thomas preserves the three in opposite 
order and independently of each other. 
If Thomas draws on Matthew, why have they not been kept 
together as a unit? Moreover, unless Thomas used a (to us) unknown gospel harmony (cf. Ficgcr, 
Thomasevangelium; Hagner, Matthew 1-13,252), the many parallels between the gospel of Thomas and 
the different synoptic gospels independently and alternately, cannot be explained adequately. The only 
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present context, is dependent on Matthean redaction. This can also be said of the joining 
of the two parables. 
The parable of the treasure in Matthew draws on Mark 10: 17-22 and Q 12: 33- 
34. Matthew uses the tradition, and the form of the parables in Mt 13: 31-33 to (re-) 
create the parable for the present place. Most of the vocabulary is traditional and used 
here redactionally. Matthew uses Oqaaup6S mostly in accordance with the sources. 15 
Here and in 13: 52 it is redactional. The introduction of the parable is copied from that of 
the parable of the mustard seed and the leaven in Mt 13: 31,33, and is structured in 
precisely the same manner. The designation of the treasure as uExpvµµl vcp by u4 &ypcp 
uses terms already present in the parables chapter, and links the parable of the treasure to 
the preceding parable both on the superficial level of the narrative, and thematically. " 
The subject &vOpwnog, is part of the direct correspondence between the parable 
introduction of v. 44 and vv 31 and 33, but also to w 24, and 45. The bxpuWev as the 
first action of the man, corresponds to the action of the woman in Mt 13: 33. The 
combination of mbkeü with ößa Ixet and 6raaup6S exemplifies here in narrative form 
that which the rich young ruler is exhorted to do in Mk 10: 21.17 Also bndyc) is here 
dependent on Mark 10, and as in the Markan text it is here, and elsewhere in Matthew, 
connected with the obedient response to Jesus' commission. 
'8 
The remainder of the Matthean parable can be shown to be redactional: The 
causal use of &n6 is increased in Matthew, 19 and the construction xai &n6 or ut6 öe in 
the causal sense, at the beginning of a clause, is found only in Matthew. With hxetvo;, 
other reasonable alternative is to assume that Thomas is drawing on a different strand of oral Jesus 
tradition than that which is represented by the synoptic tradition. Cf. Charles Hedrick, 'he Treasure 
Parable in Matthew and Thomas" (1986), 55; Scott, Hear Then, 318,392-393. The only common 
denominator in the two parables is the accidental finding of a treasure in a field. The parable of the pearl 
in GTh 76 is more elaborate in describing the merchant, yet does not contain elements that are 
significant for the canonical parallel. The emphases of both parables as they are found in GTh, differ 
significantly from the Matthean text. 
Mt 2: 11 (M); 6: 19 (Q); 6: 20 (Q); 6: 21 (Q); 12: 35 (Q); 13: 44 (M); 13: 52; 19: 21 (Mk). 
16 Whether or not xp'ürt'Uo is favoured term in Matthew's vocabulary is not relevant here. The structure 
of Matthew 13, the double set of twin parables with corresponding but not identical concerns, and the 
lexical link, are all factors which would correspond to Matthean redactional practice. For the use of the 
verb ef. Mt 5: 14; 11: 25; 13: 35; 
13: 44; 13: 44; 25: 18; 25: 25. It is used more often than in Luke (1_k 18: 34; 
19: 42). Gundry, Matthew, 645 holds the verb and its cognate noun to be Matthcan vocabulary. Luz. 
Evangelium, is uncertain, cf. vol. 1,43 (not sufficient evidence) and vol. 2,349 n. 3 (favoured word). 
"Par Mt 19: 21; Matthew omits baa Ixet. The sentence from h& 10: 21, xal JEt; Ocoat v !; v 
o{)pavui forms a link to the Q tradition preserved 
in Mt. 6: 22//Lk 12: 33. 
18 Schenk, Sprache, 450. Hence it is almost always imperative, cf. Mt 5: 41; 8: 13 (both redactional). In 
combination with a second imperative, 
it is redactional in 5: 24; 18: 15; 21: 28, and in accordance with 
sources in 8: 4; 19: 21; 26: 18. 
19The same tendency is true for Luke (cf. examples in Friedrich Blass, et al.. Gra ninatlk, 6 210). 
synoptic comparison makes clear 
however, that Mt and Lk do this independently of each other. Schenk, 
Sprache, 35 considers 12 of 16 occurrences to be redactional. 
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which is also Matthean, 2° the vocabulary of the parable indicates that it has been 
recomposed by Matthew. 
The Adaptation of Traditional Material in Matthew 13: 44 
The Matthean parable of the treasure hidden in a field has been shown to be a 
Matthean construction, possibly taking the place of a different parable. The parable thus 
connects a synoptic tradition to the concept of obduracy, and the parable as an open 
revelation contained in the history of Israel. The history of the people of God is 
continued in the present. The image of the treasure in the parable connects the ministry 
or presence of Jesus to the content of the Torah (adherence to which is the concern of 
Psalm 78), or wisdom. 21 There is a direct link between discipleship and the covenant 
relationship. It is therefore possible to see the parable as a repetition of the concern of 
the call of wisdom in Mt 11: 25-30. In the context of the obduracy theme, the person who 
finds the treasure is an example of the "babe" to whom the hidden things of the kingdom 
have been revealed. 22 
The action of the man is the sign of understanding. He sells what he owns to gain 
the field where the treasure Js hidden. In the context of Matthew thirteen, the 
eschatological aspect of impending judgement follows the twin parables of the treasure 
and of the pearl. The parables therefore show the significance of appropriate behaviour 
for the outcome of the judgement. The social and ethical aspect of remaining within the 
covenant is here still a theme. Hence, one can not simply equate the significance of the 
parable with the joy of the treasure which was found. 
24 In the context of the obduracy 
theme in Matthew 11-13, Matthew places discipleship in relation to remaining true to the 
covenant relationship. To follow Jesus (Mt 19: 21) is like finding a treasure or a pearl (the 
law or wisdom). 25 
20 Approx. 25 times redactional, cf. Luz, Evangelium, vol. 1,40. 
21 Prov 2: 4; 21: 20; Sirach 1: 25; 20: 30; 29: 11; 40: 18; 41: 14 
22pau1 W. Meyer, "Context as a bearer of Meaning in Matthew" (1988), 70-71. The social status of the 
man is not clear from the parable. Many (e. g. Linnemann, Gleichnisse, 104) conclude that he is a poor 
farm labourer. The social status of the receiver of revelation is not a theme here. Both the man finding 
the treasure and the merchant finding a pearl have the decisive insight. 
23 That the man covers the treasure after he has found it, is not a point in itself. The theme of the parable 
is the hidden treasure which is found. The action of the man simply shows what he must do before the 
treasure is his. The speculation as to whether this action is legal, lawful or just (CL Jones, Parables, 
349; Luz, Evangelium, 351) is unnecessary. One could possibly speculate that the twin parables (treasure 
and pearl) read allegorically would point to the "mixed" community of Matthew. The gentile would be 
the man who finds the treasure in the field that is not his, but acts wisely, and gains the field and the 
treasure. The merchant would be the example of the true Israelite, searching for Wisdom, finding it, and 
giving up everything to gain it. Although I do believe this would fit the historical situation of Matthew, 
there is no evidence that Matthew intended such an allegorical interpretation of the parables. The point 
of both is that regardless of the situation of the person, whoever perceives the sense of the law, and as a 
result sells everything and follows 
Jesus (as the fulfilment of the law), is counted among the righteous. 
24 According to Jeremias, Parables, 199, this is the point of the parable. 
25 Wilhelm Wilkens, "Die Redaktion des Gleichniskapitels Mark 4. durch Mt" (1964), 323. 
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The Normativity of Tradition in the Parable of the Treasure 
The analysis of Matthew's (re-)creation of the parable of the treasure, using 
traditional motifs and connecting it to the material in the chapter of parables, has shown 
that Matthew places synoptic tradition in continuity with Scripture. The synoptic 
tradition in the form of Mk 10: 17-22 and Q 12: 33-34 is normative and authoritative both 
in the rhetorical and pragmatic function. It is therefore comparable to the use of 
Scripture. 
The synoptic tradition on which the parable is built, is employed to proclaim the 
joy and cost of discipleship, of following Jesus. Read in its narrative context the parable 
proclaims redemption for the person who finds "the treasure" and acts wisely to achieve 
ownership of it. This is an interpretation of the traditions in question, where forsaking 
possessions and riches is like having a "treasure in heaven, " and equated with 
discipleship. Creating the parable on the basis of tradition, Matthew presupposes the 
knowledge of the Markan and Q traditions. The identification between Jesus and the 
treasure (as the law, or God's wisdom) is the achievement of the Matthean parable. It is 
in this connection then, that the synoptic tradition which the parable interprets is both 
formative, and contains the norm for remaining in the covenant relationship. It is 
formative and normative because it clearly identifies adherence to Jesus' words as the 
way to gain the treasure, and because a particular course of action, "selling all 
possessions", is set as a requirement for discipleship. 
In the context of Matthew's gospel, the synoptic tradition is placed in the 
extension of Scripture. Matthew places the parable in connection with the obduracy 
theme, where the question of loyalty to the covenant is specifically interpreted in light of 
the synoptic tradition. This loyalty is twofold: obeying the command to "go and sell", 
and subsequently to follow Jesus. This exhortation is not new, but the logical faithfulness 
to God's continuing revelation and redeeming acts in the history of the people. 
6.2.2. Revelation and Understanding: Normativity in Matthew's Adaptation or 
the Parable of the Sower and its Interpretation in Mt 13: 1-23 
Discipleship in terms of hearing and understanding is emphasised also in 
Matthew's adaptation of the parable of the sower. Also here Matthew preserves synoptic 
tradition. The mere preservation of the tradition shows that it is already normative in 
itself. By expanding on the obduracy motif which is the context of the parable in Mark, 
Matthew gives the tradition added significance and meaning through Scripture. Whereas 
the synoptic tradition already speaks of the experiences of the church and therefore 
functions as both constitutive and normative text for the community, the connection with 
Scripture identifies the experience of the church with that of Israel. Again continuation of 
tradition is the key to understanding Matthew's combination of sources here. 
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The two passages which frame the parable of the sower26 in Matthew guide the 
redactor's understanding of the parable. Both passages, Mt 12: 46-50 (Mk 3: 31-35) and 
the fulfilment citation in Mt 13: 14-15, can therefore be said to constitute an authority for 
Matthew. Both passages are dependent on Mark and follow the Markan order, but the 
latter is expanded by Matthew. The gospel of Matthew understands the parable of the 
sower and its interpretation as a unit, 
27 which addresses the problem of obduracy and the 
correct reception of the kingdom. As in Mark the parable and its interpretation frames 
the quotation from Isaiah 6: 9-10 which is central to the understanding of the rejection of 
Jesus' message in the gospel tradition. As has been shown, Matthew expands the 
scriptural references of this theme by drawing on the Deuteronomistic understanding of 
the obduracy of the generations throughout the history of Israel (Ps 78//Mt 13: 35). 
Matthew's normative use of tradition will again be demonstrated on the basis of 
the significant rhetorical alterations of Matthew to the Markan text. In order to show 
how this shifts the emphasis of Mark in light of the scriptural tradition, the meaning of 
the text in Mark must be compared to that of Matthew. 
Matthew's redaction of the parable of the Sower and its Interpretation 
Matthew' redaction of the parable of the sower and its interpretation shows a 
clear adaptation of the source in light of the obduracy theme which Matthew has found in 
the Book of Isaiah. 
In the parable of the sower Matthew preserves the Markan order of material. 
From Mt 12: 46 to Mt 13: 23, Matthew's compositional order corresponds to that of 
Mark. Only the interlude between the parable and its interpretation is expanded by Mt. 
First, it includes the fulfilment citation. Second, Matthew has inserted the thematically 
related saying from Mk 4: 25 (for to whomever 
has more will be given.. Mt 13: 12). 
Finally, the blessing adapted from the charge to the disciples in Q 10: 23-24 is placed 
after the fulfilment citation, 
in Mt 13: 16-17. Matthew also remains faithful to the Markan 
text, with a few stylistic changes. 
In and before the parable itself, only the introduction to the parable discourse is 
altered in Matthew. 
28 In the parable itself Matthew makes only minor changes. ' The 
26 Scott, Hear Then, 344; Christian Dietzfelbinger, "Das Gleichnis vom Ausgestrcuten Samen" (1970), 
81-82; Jack D. Kingsbury, "Parables", 33 and others have pointed out the lack of correspondence 
between the title of the parable and the actual theme. It is Matthew who gives the parable its name: 
' yµ£716 ovv bcxoüaatie tf lV ICapa f1OXtly WV atcetpotvTos (Mt 13: 18). 
27 Cf. Joachim Gnilka, Verstockung, 477. 
28 The introduction is an example of Matthew's incomplete redactional adaptations, where Matthew's 
redaction through composition and 
introductory formula is not followed through consistently. Cf. M. D. 
Goulder, "Midrash", 35. Jesus' movement k eX&bv ... Tfr. 
dtxiaS makes sense in light of Ml 12: 46- 
50 which is also adapted from Mark, although, unlike 
in Mark, Matthew never mentioned the going into 
the house. The composition is paradoxical, reflecting 
both Matthean intentional redactional changes, 
and the careful preservation of 
the wording of the source. The same may be said of the redactional 
alterations of Mt 13: 
1-3 and 10. Jones, Parables, 296 states: "Taken literally 13: 1-3,10 would have to 
involve the disciples walking on the water. 
" Jones ascribes the inconsistencies to the use of the verb 
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procedure again witnesses to Matthew's partly conservative preservation of the text of 
the sources. There are still small but significant alterations to the Markan text. These 
betray Matthew's conscious adaptation of the parable and its interpretation in the context 
of the obduracy motif. 
Matthew changes the verb which expresses the manner in which Jesus presents 
the parabolic material. In the introduction to the speech, Matthew uses speak (Xcx). tw) 
instead of teach (Udaic(o) and consistently also omits the repetitious by Ej S&Saxn 
at=ü. Thereby a logical connection is made between the opening of the parable 
discourse and the question of the disciples. 30 Further, the imperative &icO(cte is omitted 
at the opening in the parable, and inserted as bLE1S Se dicoUQätie in the introduction to 
the parable interpretation (Mt 13: 18). This accentuates the point which has been repeated 
in various forms from Mt 11: 2-6, and is made clear in the interlude between parable and 
interpretation. Only those who understand, are actually receivers of revelation, because 
they hear, see and understand. Matthew further reverses the order of the fold, from more 
to less. The change is to be read in connection with the addition of the saying from Mk 
4: 25. Finally, the Weckruf of Mk 4: 9 is in Matthew redacted to fit the Matthean form 
which was used already in Mt 11: 15. 
In the interpretation of the parable, Matthew again shortens and tightens the 
Markan text, and most differences are due to stylistic alterations. 31 Also here the 
itpoatpxoµat as a mnemonic aid. Other redactional changes in the introduction are either stylistic or 
may be ascribed to Matthew's tendency to tighten the narrative of his sources: The setting of the parable 
speech mxpd tity O Xaaaav is adapted from Mark and is dependent on the Markan account in 
describing the gathering of the great crowd with the result that Jesus teaches from the boat. Euvteyco in 
the aorist plural replaces the historical presence which is so typical for Mark . The plural corresponds to 
Mt's crowds rather than Markan crowd. Mt further omits the superfluous distinction of the position of 
the boat 'Ev tiP OccX caap and of the crowds irp6; tv OaA. 6caaav (which repeats Mk 4: 1) b[t tr), 
Yt1S ' av. Instead, Matthew places the crowds "on the shore" (Ent Tbv dtyta7l6v e'tatlpcet). 
Matthew introduces the setting for the parable through a time reference typical for the gospel: kv tý 
1i. t pa'icetvp. 
29 Beyond the general tendency to use the plural where Mk uses the singular (&, atnöe, &XXa, t. 
ictip(b8ri, rather than b, a{rrb, 
&?. Xo, to 1nEtipuw67lS), Matthew's text agrees with that of Luke in not 
including uai uapnöv obK l &ouev (Mk 4: 7) and o. vaßatvovta xai a{4av6. eva (Mk 4: 8). The 
intentional omission of the first of these would be contrary to Matthean interest. First, Matthew's main 
point of the parable is the exhortation to bear fruit. Second, the omission destroys Mark's threefold 
parallelism. Cf. Jones, Parables, 247. The minor agreement may be explained by the addition of both in 
a later version of Mark (DtMk). Weder, Gleichnisse, 101 and 
Hans-Josef Klauck, Allegorie, 187; J. D. 
Crossan, "Seed Parables of Jesus" (1973), 246,248, consider them to be elements of Markan redaction of 
the original parable. Differently Gerhard Lobfink, "Das Gleichnis vom Säman (Mk 4: 3-9)" (1984), 98- 
100. 
30 Also here Matthew changes the source. In Mark the disciples ask Jesus concerning the parables 
(perhaps for their meaning), rather than why Jesus speaks in parables. (cf. Mk 4: 13; Joachim Gnilka, 
Markus, vol. 1,173). 
"The question has bean raised as to whether all the alterations of the Markan text in Matthew can be 
assigned to the Matthean redactor. There are agreements between Matthew and Luke in the use of 
is cp6ta (Mt 13: 19; Lk 8: 12,15). Further, the syntactical sentence of Lk 8: 14-15 agrees with Matthew's 
sentences in 13: 20-23. Cf. Jones, Parables, 303; Luz, Evangelium, 302. 
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significant changes are to be ascribed to the Matthean adaptation of the material to the 
Matthean obduracy theme: Matthew exhorts the disciples to "hear the parable" (Mt 
13: 18) and omits any reference in Mark to the disciples' ignorance of the meaning of the 
parable. The emphasis on hearing the word of the kingdom and understanding is explicit 
in Matthew's adding auvitiµt in v. 19 and 23. The use of the verb here is dependent on 
the citation from Isaiah. 32 The theme is also enhanced by the Matthean redaction: 
Matthew's shortening of the introduction and moving the interpretative sentence (oin6S 
tanv b napä rýv b66v artapctS) from before to after the first element of the explication, 
places the emphasis on the concern of the parable from the beginning : navti6; &Ko{iovcoS 
, töv Myov tr"K paateta; xat µý auvtty (Mt 13: 19) 
The action of the evil one is labelled &pnäýw, and a connection is thereby made 
to the difficult logion in hit 11: 12. In the interpretation, the emphasis in Mark is changed 
by the Matthean removal of the Mark-an eLOi , and change of sentence structure. 
33 The 
activity of the evil does not cause the inability to understand. 
34 
The Parable of the Sower and its Interpretation in Mark 
Most exegetes concerned with the interpretation of the parable are concerned 
with the original wording and . 
intention of the Parable of the Sower as Jesus told it. 35 
Hence the interpretation of the parable in the synoptic gospels is seen as a hindrance 
rather than as an aid in discovering the original concern of Jesus. 
36 In the present 
context, where the Matthean adaptation of the text in Mark is the issue, the parable and 
its interpretation cannot be separated. The two belong together, and the interpretation of 
the parable for the disciples gives the reader the insight "those outside" are kept from 
receiving. 
In Mark the parable of the sower and its interpretation point to the success and 
failure of the proclamation of the word of God. The vocabulary of the interpretation is 
clearly coloured by the experience of the church. The rejection of some, the persecution 
by others, and the falling away of even more, remind the reader/hearer of the reality of 
the Christian community. Mark keeps the dualistic apocalyptic perspective in the parable. 
The action of the devil is the cause of the rejection of the word. The conflict between 
32 Cf. Jan Lambrecht, Out of the Treasure, 163. 
» Both Mk 4: 15 and Mt 13: 19 are difficult sentences. In the Markan interpretation the change in 
meaning (from the seed being word and earth 
being the hearts of the hearers, to the product being those 
who hear the word) has been a problem 
for many. It is also used as evidence of the secondary nature of 
the interpretation in relation to the parable 
itself. Cf, e. g. Luz. Evangelium, vol. 2.300 n. 4; vol. 1.34. 
34 The stress Jones (Parables, 306-307) places on the power of evil in the context does not seem to do 
justice to the Matthean text. 
ss For example Scott, Near Then, 344-359; 
Dahl, "Parables", 152-153; Lohfink, "Gleichnis" 
-16 Ilcncc Linnemann, 
Gleichnisse, 122, in part supported by Dietzfelbinger, "Gleichnis", asserts that the 
original meaning has 
become lost. Differently Michael Krämer, Gleichnisrede, 16, considers it possible 
that also the interpretation could 
have originated with Jesus. 
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good and evil takes place in the present for Mark, and causes the distinction between 
those outside and those around Jesus. 
As in Matthew, the parable and its interpretation must be understood in the 
context of the parable theory. The reasons for the failure of the word is thereby 
explained. The parable receives a paraenetical tone through the following logia, 37 where 
the importance of hearing is stressed. In light of the parable therefore, the Markan text 
not only explains the reasons for failures, but also serves as an exhortation to self- 
examination. Finally, the abundance of the crop arising from the seed that falls into the 
good earth is to be read also in light of the parable of the mustard seed and of the seed 
growing secretly. The abundant crop stands in contrast to the failure of the seed which 
falls outside the field. The reward for perseverance is great. 
The Matthean Adaptation of the Parable of the Sower 
The Matthean interpretation of the Markan parable of the sower has been placed 
in the context of the obduracy theme of the citation from Isaiah. Several aspects point to 
this supposition. The change of the verb and of the opening sentence of the 
interpretation, like the psalm later, call the disciples to hear the parable, i. e. to 
understand. This understanding is in Matthew placed in connection with hearing and 
doing (cf. Mt 13: 44-46; 7: 24-27). Those who hear and understand have already gained 
understanding, and they will be given more (Mt 13: 13). Those who do not hear and 
hence, do not understand, have turned against God. Because they do not treasure what 
they have, it will be taken away from them. Not just hearing but also understanding is 
therefore the main point of the Matthean parable and its interpretation. 38 In light of the 
scriptural context within which it is placed, this understanding is connected to the Torah, 
and in living responsibly within the covenant relationship. 
Unlike in Mark, in which the exceedingly great harvest of the sowing which falls 
in good earth stands in positive contrast to the unusual failure of the other sowing, the 
Matthean interpretation adds the aspect of the reap and sow motif which is typical for 
Matthew. The hundred, sixty or thirty fold of the harvest is dependent not only on the 
reception of the sowing, but also on what the person in question does with what is 
received. This positive bearing of fruit has had its negative example in the previous 
chapter, where the "scribes and the Pharisees" stand in opposition to Jesus, unable to 
perceive by whose spirit demons are exorcised, and are judged as a brood of vipers who 
will be held in judgement for every word they utter. It is important to recognise that for 
Matthew the difference between those who hear and do not understand, and those who 
hear and understand, is not great. The key lies in what is done with the revelation which 
is received. There is therefore, in Matthew, a relationship between the last part of the 
37 Gnilka, Verstockung, 180-181 
38 So also Weder, Gleichnisse, 115. 
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parable of the sower and the parable of the talents in Mt 25: 14ff. This is further 
expanded in the addition from Q (Blessed are your eyes and your ears) and in the 
redaction of the parable interpretation. All these particularly Matthean themes are already 
present in Mark, but Matthew expands them in light of the obduracy motif derived from 
Isaiah. 
The Normativity of Tradition in Matthew's Adaptation of the Parable of the Sower 
and its Interpretation 
The Matthean adaptation of, and alterations to, the Markan parable and its 
interpretation, make it clear that Matthew could identify with the fate of the church 
described therein. Persecution and violence as a result of conflict with others, is known 
to the Matthean community, 39 as well as the rejection and falling away. As such the text 
is constitutive for Matthew's community. The text does not simply polemicise against 
opponents. It also constitutes an exhortation to the reader/hearer and the disciples to 
hear and understand. The type persecution 8Lä rbv X. yov stands in relation to >rveicv 
8ixatoaüvr1S (Mt 5: 10) and 1rvExev bµoü (Mt 5: 11). 40 Hearing the word and 
understanding it, is therefore related to the righteousness spoken of in that context (Mt 
5: 20). 
The parable of the sower and its interpretation for Matthew is constitutive or 
formative for Matthew. It contains the history or the experience of the community, as 
well as the norm for how one remains within that community. What is particular in the 
Matthean adaptation of the passage is its interpretation, appealing to the history and 
experience of the people of God as described in Scripture. Although both aspects are 
present in Mark, Matthew expands on 
both of them in the adaptation. Thereby, 
Matthew's community as followers of Christ are at the same time the continuation of the 
people of God, as those who remain faithful to the Torah. This is clear from the present 
context as well as from the context of Mt 5, where there are parallels to the present 
passage. 4' 
It is established then, that the parable is normative text for Matthew in both its 
rhetorical and pragmatic function. It tells the story of "election", and makes demands for 
how to remain in the group of the "elect". Furthermore, its normativity is confirmed by 
Matthew by his placing the material in the context of the Isaiah passage and the motif of 
obduracy. 
39 Mt 5: 10,11,12,44; 10: 23; 23: 34. 
40 Schenk, Sprache, 197. A connection is also between the text here and the exhortation in Mt 11: 6. CL 
Kingsbury, Parables, 59-60. 
41 Cf. Benno Przybylski, Righteousness in Matthew and his World of Thought (1980), 80-87. 
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6.2.3. Obduracy and Discipleship: Normativity in Matthew's Adaptation of 
Material in 12: 46-50 (Doing the Will of God) 
The obduracy theme in the synoptic material of Matthew 13 as it has been 
presented in this chapter has been prepared for by the controversies with the "scribes and 
the Pharisees" in chapter 12. The controversies cover almost all of Matthew 12. They are 
framed on each side by a reference to discipleship and a citation from Isaiah in which 
spiritual blindness is a dominant theme. Throughout the material is an affirmation of 
Jesus as the place of the presence of God and as the expected Christ. The practical 
answer to the opposition in Jesus through the Matthean passages 
is found in the Isaian 
obduracy motif. They hear, but they do not do. Discipleship 
is therefore a central idea in 
the context of the obduracy theme. 
The theme of discipleship is addressed shortly before the parables chapter in Mt 
12: 46-50. It is dependent on Mark. The centrality of this text for Matthew and the 
Matthean community is evident from the deliberations of the analysis of the previous two 
passages. In the context of the whole gospel, the 
language of the Markan text has 
become important for Matthew in describing the nature of discipleship. Because it 
addresses the theme of identity and 
discipleship, it is a text which is clearly formative and 
prescriptive. 
Matthew's redaction and adaptation of Mark 3: 46-SO 
In the structure of Mark 3, the question of the true mother and brothers of Jesus 
is addressed at the end of a pericope where the central question is the exorcisms of Jesus. 
The arrival of the family at the house where Jesus is staying is prepared for in the 
previous narrative (Mk 3: 21). The passage 
in Mark therefore concludes a scene where 
the scribes who came down from Jerusalem, and the crowd around Jesus in the house, 
are placed over against each other. 
42 
Matthew preserves most of the Markan controversy material in the same context, 
but adds to and harmonises it with Q material and the fulfilment citation in Mt 12: 17-21. 
Further, the Markan introductory passage to the Beelzeboul controversy has been 
omitted. The result is that the arrival of Jesus' family 
is not prepared for in the context. 
The question of discipleship, however, has been introduced in Mt 11: 25-30.43 Mt 11: 25- 
30 and Mt 13: 46-50 therefore frame and stand in contrast to the controversies. 
The conservative preservation of the source is evident in the changes both in style 
and in the context of the pericope. Matthew keeps the statements relevant to the Markan 
setting of the pericope. The placing of the mother and brothers of Jesus "outside" has no 
meaning in the present context of Matthew. 
44 Matthew has also kept the repetitious 
42 For Mark's adaptation of the traditional pericope cf. Gnilka, Markus, 147. 
43 Hence, Alexander Sand, Evangelium, 269, finds it difficult to assume that Matthew is familiar with 
the Markan setting of the pericope as it is available to us. 
44 Cf. Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2,287. 
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mention of i gh Mp ... uai of 68ek0t 
(five times in the context of the pericope), and 
preserves the overall concept of the story. The occurrence of the pericope in the present 
context preserves the Markan order. The introductory sentence to the pericope is 
transitional, adapting the pericope to the Matthean setting. Also here, however, Matthew 
preserves the language of tradition: 'E ct a{rcov A. aXwüvtioS, Matthew adapts from Mark 
elsewhere. 45 
Matthew's alteration of Mark is again typical of his shortening and tightening of 
Mark's style. 46 Matthew has omitted Mark 3: 31b, 32a and 34a. V. 31 seems to be 
omitted on account of Matthew's economy of style. Mk 
3: 32a, 34a are both significant 
elements in the Markan account, which contrast those "outside" with those surrounding 
Jesus. 47 Hence both alterations are necessary for Matthew, in changing the aspect of the 
passage to the concern of discipleship. The most crucial change in Matthew's account is 
the redactional addition of xai ExtiEtvas tihv xeipa (xtnoi ßn1 Toi); gccoTr r atnoü 
ci2Ev, in Mt 12: 49. Further, Matthew changes Mark 3: 35 
from z6 OWIgcc toi ©coü, to 
the for Matthean significant cö 69?, rIµa tioB zratp6S µov rov kv obpavoiS. 48 The insertion 
of natip6S goü, here, draws another line back to 11: 25-30, and confirms the two passages 
as a frame for the controversies which 
lie between them. 
The Markan context does not give an indication as to the content of the "will of 
God". Possibly the original pericope had a "general-ethical" meaning. 49 Matthean 
redaction of Mark 3: 31-35 points to three 
important aspects of the Matthean adaptation 
of the synoptic Material. First, by emphatically pointing to his disciples in the pericope 
preceding the chapter of the parables, Matthew interprets Mark in light of Mark, or, 
stated differently: Matthew harmonsises the Markan text. In the continuation of the 
Markan gospel, Mk 4 differentiates between the disciples and the crowd. This 
development is in contrast to Mk 3: 31-35. Matthew therefore, reads the pericope in light 
of the continuation of the Markan text, where also the question of discipleship is brought 
up. S° Second, Matthew places the controversies between two passages dealing with 
discipleship. Thereby, the content of the controversies is not simply a denunciation and 
judgement upon the Scribes and the Pharisees as a "brood of vipers". " Rather, the 
45 Mt 26: 47. Possibly Matthew inserts the transition here rather than in the adaptation of Mk 5: 35 
(omitted in Mt 9: 18-26). Cf. Schenk, Sprache. 
46 Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2., 286. 
47 Gnilka, Markus, 147 holds the two verse halves to be Markan redaction. 
41b natip6S µov is used 17 times in Matthew. There is one occurrence in Q which Matthew adopts, 
and none in Mark. Schenk, Sprache, 289; Gundry, Matthew, 647. 
49 Gerhard Barth, "Gesetzesverständnis", 98. 
so Gnilka, Markus, 152, considers the original wording to concern the disciples, and that Matthew 
restores this original wording. The context of Mark speaks against such a hypothesis 
51 Cf. the citations from Luther on Mt 12: 31-37 in Luz, Evangelium, vol. 2,270. Luz correctly points to 
the embarrassing Christian tradition of interpretation of the passages. The denunciation of the 'scribes 
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content of discipleship is given by the negative example of the opponents in the 
controversies. Hence, the call to "see, hear and understand" is placed in the context of 
the prophetic oracle of judgement (Is 29: 14 in Mt 11: 25 and Is 6: 9-10 in Mt 13: 14-15). 12 
Finally, as already indicated, through placing the pericope in accordance with Mark at the 
transition to chapter 13, the theme of discipleship governs that chapter. To do the will of 
the father therefore, is placed in the context of seeing and hearing in the sense of 
understanding. 33 This understanding involves both a Christological aspect and an ethical 
aspect. To understand is to recognise the presence of God in Jesus, and his words and 
actions. To understand is also to let this recognition become evident in the performing of 
the social and ethical responsibility prescribed in the Torah. 
The Normativity of Tradition in The Matthean Adaptation ofMark 3: 31-35. 
The formative and normative function of Mark 3: 31-35 is evident in light of the 
Matthean insertion of the emphatic stress on the disciples in the pericope. It is here 
necessary to point out that this is not simply an interpretation of the Markan passage. 
The adaptation of the term throughout the gospel shows that, in Matthew's 
understanding, the Markan passage expresses the key to the identity of a disciple . 
s4 
Matthew inserts the reference to the will of God in several significant places in 
the narrative. At the close of the sermon on the mount performing the will of God is 
placed in eschatological perspective, and is connected with entering into the future 
kingdom. Thematically there are relations between the closing of the sermon on the 
mount and the controversies in chapter 12. Immediately preceding 7: 21, there is an 
exhortation to bear good fruit, and in Mt 7: 22, there is a reference to some who cast out 
spirits in Jesus' name, but still cannot enter the kingdom. Finally, Mt 7: 24-27 is 
concerned with hearing the word and doing it. 
" Matthew adds a reference to the will of 
the father in the parable of the temple controversy in Mt 21: 31. It is also a part of the 
Lord's prayer in 6: 10 and in Jesus' prayer in Gethsemane (Mt 26: 42). In Mt 18: 14, the 
will of God to redeem "these little ones" is proclaimed. 
The language elsewhere in the gospel, suggests that the Markan text includes a 
phrase which is decisive tradition in the Matthean community. The text explains the 
presuppositions and prerequisites for discipleship. It is to be sought in the performance 
and the Pharisees' in Matthew always includes an exhortation to discipleship, i. e. an exhortation to the 
self-criticism of the community. This is central also in the parable of the sower. 
52 So also Barth, "Gesetzesverständnis", 54-58. 
13 So also Barth, "Gesetzesverständnis", 99-104. 
54Cf. Armin Wouters, ,,... wer den Willen meines Vaters tut" (1992), 173-175; Przybylski, 
Righteousness, 112. 
ss In both contexts it is correct when Hubert Frankemölle, Jahwe-Bund, 278, claims that the will of God 
is always that which God lets Jesus say. The context of both the sermon on the mount and Mt 11.13, the 
continuity between Scripture and God's redemptive actions in history and the presence of Jesus is an 
important factor to Matthew. 
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of the will of the Father. The context of Mt 12: 46-50 shows that discipleship, and hence 
doing the will of the Father, is not simply connected with performance. The prerequisite 
is the insight which comes from hearing the word (7: 24f1). Hence discerning the will of 
God and living it is decisive for Matthew. The context of Matthew 11-13 indicates that 
part of this insight is recognising the presence of God in Jesus. This new revelation is, 
however, considered by Matthew to be in continuation with the old. Hence, there is a 
connection in Matthew between the will of God and righteousness, as the expression of 
performing the law appropriately. 
The language by which this is expressed, "doing the will of my father" is adapted 
from the passage in Mark 3.56 Mark 3 can therefore be said to be normative tradition for 
Matthew. The passage clearly expresses, in a formative way, the identity of a disciple, 
and how this identity is to be lived out. 
6.3. Conclusion 
It has become clear from the above, that in the Matthean adaptation and 
development of the themes of hiddenness, revelation, and the problem of obduracy, both 
Scripture and synoptic tradition have normative functions. The controversy material of 
the traditions is placed in the framework of the prophetic critique of conventional piety. 
The prophetic texts were actualised through the appeal to them. Further, the texts were 
shown to interpret the present in light of sacred history. Thereby, Scripture authorised 
the message of Jesus as described by Matthew. The interpretation of the present in light 
of sacred history clearly points to the prevailing normativity of Scripture for the 
Matthean evangelist. Scripture is not simply used against itself to point to its 
"completion", but rather, Scripture is found to contain the paradigms of God's actions in 
history. Scripture is therefore a norm by which not just the Christian claims are 
measured, but also the piety of both those who are followers of Jesus, as well as the 
opponents of Jesus and their followers. Also, this suggests that the opponents and 
Matthew appeal to and communicate through the same Scriptures. 
With regard to Jesus tradition, the passages related to the theme of revelation, 
hiddenness, and obduracy, were shown to have normative value in the gospel as well as 
to the community of readers. The texts were shown to have a formative function, 
pointing to the key elements of discipleship. Here the terms "hear and understand, " taken 
from Isaiah, were found to receive content through the Jesus tradition. Hence, Scripture 
was interpreted in light of the present. It became evident that Matthew emphasises the 
action of discipleship as more than simply hearing and receiving. The act of doing 
56Przybylski, Righteousness, 113.115, states that in, Matthew doing the will of the father is distinctly 
Christian terminology, referring to "those who are religious in a Christian sense". He also wants to show 
that there is a clear distinction between Christians performing the will of God and the righteousness of 
the Pharisees. The lines are not as clear as he wishes to see them. 
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accordingly was emphasised through the appeal to particular passages from the synoptic 
tradition by which this claim was justified. 
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7. CONCLUSION 
Matthew 11-13 is a central unit in the gospel of Matthew. Themes that converge in these 
chapters are central to the Matthean gospel and theology. In the Matthean development 
of the motifs of the b kpx6µevo; -Christology, the iXciov/ge't ov theme and the theme of 
hiddenness, revelation, and obduracy, both Scripture and synoptic tradition are drawn 
upon, and aligned to build the theological narrative. 
It is evident that Matthew indeed 
uses three central sources in this theological presentation of the 
Jesus story: Scripture, 
Mark, and Q. It is also evident that some of the synoptic material becomes normative 
through the Matthean process of reading the sources in light of Scripture. The analysis 
shows that some of the synoptic traditions betray language and concepts distinctive to 
the Christian faith, and that these must have had a normative function before Matthew 
included the writings into his gospel. Further, some of the synoptic material contains 
elements distinctive for the Christian identity 
in continuity with Scripture. These passages 
in Matthew function normatively in a pragmatic sense, in that they convey the history of 
the community in and through the Jesus story and example. More significantly, they 
function to set the prerequisites and presuppositions of inclusion in the community. It is 
likely that these passages were considered normative already before their inclusion in 
Matthew's gospel. 
In the analysis of the three themes, Matthew's use of Scripture is found to be 
authoritative in seven main functions: 
1. In the development of the first Christological theme, as well as the theme of obduracy 
and rejection, Scripture is found to hold the normative paradigm for both judgement 
of unrighteousness, and the peaceful character of the day of God's presence. The latter 
included the notion that the Kingdom of Heaven will embrace all of creation, also the 
gentiles. Important here is the symbolic and conceptual value of Scripture. The 
prophetic passages not only provide the language by which these realities are spoken 
of, but express the world view within which Matthew and the Matthean community 
lived. As such, scriptural tradition also functions as a measure to which claims to 
revelation must conform. 
2. Beyond merely the symbolic normativity of its language, Scripture is also found to be 
normative in the function of its holding foreknowledge of future events in a prophetic 
predictive manner. Again, in this knowledge of future events which have been spoken 
of and are recorded in Scripture, exact correspondence is not expected. The 
conceptual nature of the predictions leaves much freedom for the authoritative 
interpretation of them. 
3. In the extension of the previous point, Scripture functions normatively as proof text. 
This is specifically so in the question of the messianic expectation. Correspondence to 
Scripture proves divine intention and sending. Scripture defines the nature of the 
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Kingdom of God, and hence also the meaning of the confession to Jesus as the 
Messiah. 
4. Scripture is used in Matthew 11-13 in a kerygmatic way. The passages are found both 
to provide the content of God's faithfulness to the people, and also the will of God to 
redeem and save. The future hope is affirmed through the application of Scripture to 
the recent history. 
5. Texts of Scripture are found to function normatively in the pragmatic sense. Here the 
issue of the identity of the people of God is central. The recitation of, and appeal to, 
salvation history identifies the reader and the narrator with the people whose history it 
is. God's acts of deliverance in the history of the people are appealed to for the 
understanding of God's actions in the present. Included in this history is always the 
recitation of the hope of deliverance. 
6. The appeal to Scripture as containing the history of election also points to the 
function of Scripture as normative in its prescriptive way. For Matthew the law is a 
norm for living in relation to God. 
7. Finally, Matthew understands the prophetic critical aspects of prophecy to be 
normative for the time of Jesus and for the time of his community. The concern for 
the upholding of the law, and for remaining within the covenant relationship, is 
important for Matthew, and constitutes the purpose of the employment of prophetic 
critical texts. Social and religious critique is expressed through the employment of 
prophetic texts. They thus both provide Matthew with the content of the critique, and 
lend authority to Matthew's own message of the necessity of "bearing good fruit", i. e. 
of hearing the word and doing it. 
With regard to the synoptic sources of the Matthean narrative, they are found to 
function normatively in six different ways: 
1. In the reception and preservation of synoptic material, Matthew uses similar 
hermeneutical methods applied to Scripture. Certain aspects of synoptic tradition can 
be shown to be of particular importance in the development of the theological themes 
of the three chapters. These themes became interpretative measures by which other 
source material was evaluated. They were also, by Matthew, perceived to harmonise 
with the message of Scripture. 
2. Certain aspects of the Jesus tradition, especially those of the reversal of great and 
small, were found to be directly relevant for the interpretation of Scripture in light of 
recent events at the time of Matthew's writing. This interpretation, where the recent 
events provided the normative story through which Scripture was read, placed 
Scripture and Jesus tradition in a reciprocal relation to each other, where the one 
authenticated the other. 
3. Similar to the use of Scripture is that of Synoptic tradition as a "language of 
revelation". Certain aspects of Synoptic language and form are normative for 
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Matthew in their paradigmatic and symbolic function. Matthew employs this synoptic 
language in the adaptation of and creation of "new" material. This technique shows a 
reverence for the written Jesus tradition, and also lends authority and reality to the 
fictitious aspects of the Jesus tradition. In other words, they become credible and 
normative through the language and concepts provided by tradition. 
4. Like Scripture, but only in extension of Scripture, synoptic material expresses the 
hope for future salvation and provides paradigmatic imagery for that event. It is 
prophetic predictive in continuity and extension of prophetic predictions. 
5. Synoptic material is found to be normative in the extension of Salvation history. 
synoptic passages function normatively by providing the common ground for the 
identity of the reader: the "story of election". 
6. Synoptic material is found to be normative by providing a code by which to live in 
discipleship. Again this is in continuation and extension of the codes provided by 
Scripture. 
On the background of the results of the exegetical analysis, it can be concluded 
that Matthew perceives of the written Jesus tradition as authoritative. The manner in 
which the tradition is interpreted: by a) harmonising it with other strands of tradition, b) 
imitating traditional language, and c) giving the sayings a prescriptive role, points to the 
normative nature of tradition. This tradition can neither stand alone nor be independent 
of Scripture. The three theological themes of Matthew 11-13, though built up of Jesus 
tradition, are found to be grounded in the language and the conceptual world of 
Scripture. Jesus tradition is explained and interpreted in light of this language. 
In his essay "Das Matthäusevangelium als Heilige Schrift und die heilige Schrift 
des früheren Bundes", Hubert Frankemölle describes Matthew's self-consciousness as 
that of writing Scripture. This conclusion is made on the background of Matthew's 
weaving together of Scripture with Jesus tradition, and placing the story of Jesus in the 
context of Scripture to give it the function of providing the identity of the community as 
the people of God. The dependence of Matthew on the language and world of thought 
found in Scripture is evident. Matthew, in his gospel, nevertheless does not engage in the 
rewriting of Scripture in a manner evident in the rewriting of the history of the people, as 
it is found e. g. in Deuteronomy or Jubilees. Rather, it is significant that Matthew engages 
in the rewriting of the gospel with Scripture as a guide. Hence, both Scripture and Jesus 
tradition constitute material which is decisive for the identity of Matthew and the 
Matthean community as the people of God and disciples of Jesus. 
The gospel of Matthew does not include any autobiographical data by which 
Matthew's identity can be discerned. The development of the three theological themes in 
Matthew is a combination of Scripture and synoptic material. The method by which this 
is done can be likened to the householder bringing forth from his treasury new and old 
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things, as it is described in Mt 13: 52. ' This is a passage traditionally thought to be an 
autograph inserted by the Matthean author. 
2 The saying or parable is believed to betray 
Matthew's identity as a scribe. The meaning or implications of ypagg ttuq is, however, 
not clear. 3 
In the analysis of the present thesis, it is not the identity of the ypaµgcaLUq which 
is of interest. Rather, it seems 
important to point out the context in which the parable is 
found. The parable concludes chapters 11-13, and is to be related to this material. ' 
Jesus' question to the disciples is significant, and builds a bridge back to the opening of 
the three chapters: Mt 11: 2-6. "Evvilxate tiaina ndvwc; " does not simply raise the 
question as to whether the disciples and/or the reader of Matthew are capable of 
understanding the parables, but whether they know the significance of the Jesus event as 
it has been described through the words and deeds of Jesus. The immediate reference of 
the question is the theme of obduracy as it is expressed in the words of Isaiah 6: 9-10 in 
Mt 13: 14-15. As in the use of the Isaiah citation, the parable of the scribe discipled for 
the Kingdom of Heaven includes an ethical obligation connected with, and following 
from, the ability to understand. The image of the storehouse and the use of bxpäxxc» 
connects the parable to Mt 12: 18-21 and 
Mt 12: 35.5 Jesus' answer to the disciples, & td 
, Wý= it&S ypaµµatci µa0 TvEuOEIS tip 
ßaatActa ticöv obpavwv bgo16S batty &VOpthiup 
oixo6Ewt6tin, öatit; Exßä? Ct tic -roü 0raaupoü at=ü xatvä xai xccXatä, is to be read 
as an exhortation to recognise the presence of God 
in Jesus and the future hope he 
proclaims in word and deed. (Both Mt 12: 18 and 12: 35 include these aspects). Further, 
the ethical demand is to act according to this recognition, at the example of Jesus' 
humble and serving attitude. 
1 The parable is almost in its entirety a redactional creation. Cf. Ulrich Luz, Evangelium vol. 2,362. 
2 Cf. e. g. William David Davies and Dale C. Allison, Saint Matthew, 445; Joachim Gnilka, 
Matthausevangelium vol. 1,511; M. D. Goulder, "Midrash", 375; Francis Wright Beare, Matthew, 317. 
318. 
3Cf. David Orton, The Understanding Scribe (1989), 139.140 for a short summary of scholarly 
approaches. While some consider the term to refer to a rabbinic style scribe, (Goulder, "Midrash", 375; 
Joachim Gnilka, Verstockung, 96) Orton considers ypaggcxt u here to refer to an apocalyptic scribe 
with quasi-prophetic functions. A rabbinic scribe, would be considered to interpret and exegete Scripture 
with authority, but would always distinguish interpretation from Scripture. In critique of the 
preoccupation of past research with the rabbinic understanding of ypaiwctTtu;, Orton holds that 
Matthew's use of traditions, and in particular his anonymous creativity, is not compatible with the 
rabbinic scribal "ideal". The apocalyptic scribe, he argues, understands his work as result of divine 
revelation, and thus authoritative on its own. Orton finds evidence for his conclusion on the one hand in 
the assumption that Matthew's understanding of Scripture as an entity incomplete without authoritative 
interpretation, and on the other hand on a perceived parallel description of the disciples as scribes in Mt 
13 and the maskilim in Dan 12. Orton's thesis supports Frankemölle in his notion that Matthew's gospel 
was composed to be Scripture. It speaks against Orton's thesis that the apocalyptic and esoteric language 
in Matthew is reduced or interpreted in light of wisdom language or prophetic critical texts. Further, the 
exegetical study has shown that the purpose of Matthew's use of Scripture is not the revelation of 
heavenly secrets to a selected few. 
4 Cf. Ivor H. Jones, Parables, 118. 
I Jones, Parables, 211. 
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The issue of Matthew 11-13 is the combination of "new and old" in the 
presentation of the Jesus story. Possibly, Betz6 is correct in identifying Is 43: 18 as the 
background for the final parable of chapter 13. "Behold, I am doing a new thing, " is the 
message which Matthew wishes to impart to his readers in asking "do you understand 
these things? ". For Matthew, these new things are in continuation with the old. In 
contrast to the Isaiah passage, however, Matthew does not exhort the disciples to leave 
the old behind. Rather, the ethical demands of the new are to be seen as both a 
continuation of, and also an 
affirmation of the demands of the past. In terms of the 
authority of the old and the new, the two form an allegiance in Mt 13: 52. The identity of 
the scribe trained for the Kingdom of Heaven is found in the combination of the old and 
the new. Both have a constitutive, and therefore an authoritative, standing with the 
Matthean community. It is possible, therefore, to read Matthew 13: 52 together with Mt 
5: 17.7 
The exegetical analysis of this study shows that Matthew continually adds the 
Jesus story to Scripture. Matthew uses Scripture not only to interpret the person of 
Jesus, but also to interpret and explain the significance of the stories that witness to him. 
Thereby Matthew often corrects normative tradition in light of Scripture. Here the 
salvation-historical reading of Matthew has placed too much emphasis on the Matthean 
polemic against the scribes and the Pharisees as pointing to a break with Judaism. 
Matthew's criticism of the scribes and the Pharisees, as stock figures, is in Matthew's 
eyes based in Scripture itself. Hence, as affirmed at the beginning of this study, Jesus' 
teaching, and the Jesus tradition, do not dissolve the law. Rather, they constitute its 
fulfilment. In his life, Jesus embodies the history of Israel. He is chosen, humble and 
small who will become great; he becomes the hope of the nations. In fulfilling the law 
and the prophets, Jesus also is the paradigm and example to follow. To be a disciple of 
Jesus is to recognise the reality of the new place of revelation, and as a result to return to 
the law and to "bear fruit". Jesus tradition in Matthew's eyes can only be normative in 
the extension of Scripture. In itself, it is an actualisation and interpretation of Scripture. 
It is possible to argue differently on the basis of the very different nature of 
Scripture and Jesus tradition in relation to their employment in the gospel. It has been 
pointed out that Matthew does not rewrite or actualise the history of salvation in the 
formulation of the gospel. In the use of in Scripture in Matthew 11-13, Matthew 
preserves both text, form and most significantly the theological framework of mainly 
prophetic literature. In the preservation of synoptic material there are also examples of 
interpretation and preservation of form. Most of all it is a preservation of the story of 
Jesus. It can, therefore, be argued that Matthew's use of Scripture is interpretation of 
Scripture in light of Jesus, while his use of synoptic tradition is mainly preservation. The 
6Otto Betz, "Neues und Altes im Geschichtshandeln Gottes" (1987). 
7 Cf. Luz, Evangelium vol. 2,364-365. 
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issue is important with regard to both the question of the relation between the first and 
the second testaments, and also attempts to establish a Biblical theology. The relevant 
question is therefore: is Matthew's use of Scripture simply the adaptation of those parts 
of Scripture which successfully can be read in light of Jesus? In other words, is Scripture 
for Matthew limited to that which is affirmed by and in the Jesus story? 
The analysis of the different texts of Matthew indicates that this is not the case. 
Matthew not only interprets Scripture in light of the Jesus event, but, more important, he 
interprets Jesus as the new act of God in the history of his people. In the development of 
the gospel narrative, both Scripture and synoptic tradition are interpreted and preserved. 
Because the gospel is a gospel, it is the preservation of gospel material which is 
dominant. Yet, both the allusions to, and citations of, Scripture can be shown to be 
interpretative tools for the Jesus story, whether they were new citations introduced by 
Matthew, or already provided by Christian tradition. The citations are not used 
atomistically, but assume a knowledge on the part of the redactor, and presumably also 
of his readers, of the textual contexts of the citations . 
Can Matthew's gospel then, be a prototype for a Biblical theology of today? In 
the last decade, several exegetes have argued in favour of recognising the Septuagint as 
the normative Bible of the early church. 
8 In the context of this recognition, it has also 
been argued that the Scripture of the early church was only meaningful as read in light of 
the Jesus event. It is important to emphasise here, that the historical nature of the 
Christian texts must not be forgotten. First, one must keep in mind that the Matthean 
interpretation of Scripture in light of the Jesus event, in the way it is exemplified in the 
gospel, does not give the whole picture of how Matthew read and understood Scripture. 
There is always the danger that the polemics of the New Testament texts against the 
representatives of the old, becomes codified. Hence the pitfall of understanding and 
reading Vetus Testamentum in terms of the concept in Novo Receptum is to not 
sufficiently consider the historical situation in which this interpretation took place. As for 
Matthew, it can be shown that the reception and preservation of the synoptic sources are 
clearly interpreted by Scripture and not vice versa. Further, it must be pointed out that 
for Matthew, Scripture remains not only a proclamation of justice and salvation at the 
hand of God, but also always a critique of present piety. The possibility of this critique is 
provided through the reciprocal interpretative roles between the "old" and the "new" 
tradition. 
The kerygmatic theological character of the gospel may be deduced from the 
compositional structure of Matthew. By the purposeful addition of scriptural citations, 
primarily from the prophets, the gospel of Matthew relates the material to parts of 
Scripture which are not simply predictive or prescriptive, but which proclaim on the one 
hand the redemptive will of God, and on the other hand the particular claim and call to 
3 Cf. Müller, First Bible; Hans Hübner, "Vetus Testamentum". 
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repentance which this will call for. The rereading of Mark and Q into a new coherent 
narrative enables Matthew to create paradigmatic, ideal, typical, kerygmatic and 
confessional stories from the material. Thereby the Jesus tradition receives the function 
of being Scripture to Matthew. 
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